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THE MANTRAS OF THE AGNYUPASTHANA CEREMONY 

Among those interesting and of ten neglected major problems which 
concern the rgvedic mantra collections as much as the brähmar;a literature 
and the ritual manuals is that of the so-called applicability of the hymns, 
groups of stanzas or indi'vidual stanzas quoted in the brähmar;as and 
8Ütras. In many monographs on Vedic ritual or translations of hrähmar;as 
or kalpasütras the mantras are either left as they are found in the original 
texts, that is untranslated, or quoted only in an abridged form; if they 
are translated in full they are as a ru Ie not explained. It is true that many 
schol ars have taken great pains to collect the innumerable 'Vedic variants' 
and presented grammatical and stylistic studies of the variant readings 
in the mantras of the Vedic tradition but in acquitting themselves of this 
meritorious and necessary task they of ten failed to study the function 
of the mantras in the texts where they are quoted . Another, closely related 
question which has not yet attracted the attention it deserves concerns 
the interpretation of these rgvedic stanzas by the ritualists to whom we 
owe the brähmar;a literature. The books on the main Vedic rituals which 
have been published in the course ofthe last century, however voluminous 
they sometimes are, have of ten confined their remarks on the mantras 
employed to the fa ct of their occurrence and to indications of their 
presumable origin, neglecting to account for their meaning, use and 
suitabiIity and omitting a discussion of their interpretation by the 
ritualists. Vet it seems worth while to examine these problems and to 
focus attention for in stance on questions such as the following 1. 

How far do the rgvedic stanzas fit in weil with the contexts in which 
they are quoted and prescribed ? What is in each particular case the 
relation between the rgvedic stanza, the identical or different form in 
which it occurs in the other sa1[1,hitäs and the quotations in the manuals 
of the ritualists? That is to say, what are the differences in function, 
meaning, context between a mantra as found in the I;tgveda-SaIphitä and 
the same or virtually the same words when they occur in the ritual texts? 
More than once scholars have, without basing their judgments on close 
and extensive investigations, been of the opinion th at many mantras used 
in the ritual sütras do not fit in weil with the contexts in which they are 
prescribed 2. However, a close study of definite mantras and contexts has 

1 See alao my articles on the mantras of Kauéika-Sütra 10-52, in Studia Orientalia 
47 (Volume P. Aalto), Helsinki 1977, p . 71 ff. and on the mantras in the pravargya 
ritual in Indo-Iranian Journal 21 (1979), p. 235 ff.; compare also Hymns of the 
J;tgveda not employed in the solemn ritual, Amsterdam Acad. 1978, passim. 

2 See e.g. M. Wintemitz, Geschichte der indischen Literatur, I, Leipzig 21909, 
p. 236; E. W. Fay, The Rig-Veda mantras in the Grhya-Sütras, Thesis J. Hopkins 
University, Roanoke 1899, p. 14; L. Renou, in Joumal asiatique 236, p. 132; 
compare aIso W. Caland, Altindisches Zauberritual, Amsterdam Acad. 1900, p. VIII. 



in some cases shown that the so-called inapplicabiIity of the mantras has 
been exaggerated. We should guard against simplification of the problems 
and hasty conclusions. It would, for instanre, be recommendable to 
distinguish between mantras that are completely unsuitable and have 
nothing to do with the ritual context in which they are handed down 
or quotations from the 1;tgveda the suitability of which was demonstrated 
in a very artificial and unconvincing way on the one hand and mantras 
th at have something in common with their context or are for some reason 
or other not altogether difficult to explain in connexion with the ritual 
act to which they belong on the other. If a rgvedic mantra that is quoted 
in a ritual manual does not at first sight fit in weIl with the context in 
which it appears it should not be taken for granted that it has been 
misunderstood or purposely misinterpreted. Nor is the assumption always 
self-evident or even warrantable that all mantras prescribed in a definite 
ritual are borrowed directly from the sartthitä of the school to which the 
ritual text belongs and which had copied a considerable part of its contents 
from the Sarphitä of the 1;tgveda. In part of the cases the probabilities 
appear to favour the supposition that mantras used in some ritual were 
borrowed from other rituals performed by the followers of the same or 
a related school irrespective of whether they were secondarily to form a 
separate section of the sartthitä. 

There are more problems to be considered. For instance, from wh at 
source or sources did the authors of the brähma1Jf1s derive their justifications, 
explanations or other information? To what extent were these the products 
of their own invention? To what ex tent may they be regarded as being 
based on genuine tradition or even as reflecting the views of those who 
first prescribed the use of definite mantras in a given ritual context? In 
view of the considerabie difference between the schools of the White and 
Black Veda and between those of the latter individually it is no exaggeration 
to say th at school traditions were in the Vedic period far from being 
invariable. While part of the school collections developed from one 
common source, they were, af ter their separation, subject to change or 
variation and were amplified according to simiIar principles 3. Is it possible 
to distinguish, in a definite ritual, 'original' mantras that, being pre
eminently suited to it, may be supposed to have accompanied it from 
the beginning and 'secondary' mantras which, though not necessarily 
unsuitable, may have been incorporated only in the course of time? As 
to rituals such as that which will be the subject of this publication it 
seems warranted to suppose th at those mantras which are prescribed by 
all schools-as far, of course, as their manuals make mention ofthe ritual
stand a good chance of belonging to the former category. Why are some 
mantras preferred and others entirely neglected? How are the former 
explained and is their employment justified? Why is the use of many 

3 For particulars 800 J. Gonda, Vedic literature, Wiesbaden 1975, p. 323 ff. 
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mantras in the brähma1J48 justified by means of one single characteristic, 
for instance the occurrence of a definite word, or why is a certain analogy 
assumed to exist between some element of the mantra and a ritual detail 
or something within our daily experience? Why is in justifying a mantra 

emphasis placed upon one word while there are other words in the same 
quotation that impress us as answering the ritual purpose equally weil? 
Why are other mantras with the same characteristics neither prescribed 
nor discussed? How far are the interpretations and justifications in our 
eyes probable or open to severe criticism? Are there arguments to be 
derived from the ritual in favour of the appropriateness of some mantras 

irrespective of wh at the authors of the brähma1Jas have observed? Finally, 
can the rituaI use of the mantras give us some information on the history 
and deveIopment of the rituaI in which they are prescribed ? 

It may be remembered that in quoting the ~gveda it was not the purpose 
of the rituaIists to whom we owe the brähma1f<1,8 to exhibit their learning 
or phiIoIogically to expIain stanzas, hymns or difficuIt passages. In drawing 
on traditional matter that they had, or beIieved to have, in common with 
the r~i8 (the poets of the ~gveda) they Iiked to quote these inspired sages 
in order to estabIish a connexion with the wisdom of the latter and to 
corroborate their own views. However, because of their more general 
character many rgvedic texts, though weil adapted for invitations or 
attracting the gods' attention, are as a ruIe hardIy utilizabIe for more 
than aIIusive descriptions of the post-rgvedic ritual acts 4. This explains 
not onIy why the authors of the brähma1Jas had to add long explanations 
to show the 'symboIicaI vaIue' of the mantras and their adaptability to 
their ritual use but also why in doing so they of ten went in different 
directions, disagreeing as to many particulars and proposing various 
interpretations of the same texts. For aIthough it is of ten stated that 
"that ritual act in sacrificial worship is perfect which is perfect in form 
and which as it is performed the mantra declares" 5 it is clear th at in 
many cases the stanzas borrowed from the ~gveda-saT]lhjtä, Iike passages 
of the basic texts of other reIigions, were, because of a tendency to broad 
and general formuIation, IiabIe to be interpreted in more than one way 
and to be used in various circumstances. It is, I think, a legitimate 
assumption that the existence of two or three different interpretations or 
ritual expIanations of a rgvedic stanza-based for instance on emphasis 
placed upon a special meaning supposed to be expressed by one of the 
words it contains-does not necessarily prove one or two of them to be 
wrong or a product of the author's fantasy. The different uses made in 
different Vedic schools of one and the same stanza or collection of stanzas 
may-notwithstanding much controversiaI argumentation on the part of 
the rituaIists-point also to what in the eyes of many believers was a 

4 For partieulars and references see ibidem, p. 39. 
6 See e.g. AiB. I, 16, 8; 17, 2; and see Gonda, Vedie literature, p. 345. 
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richness of content and a dep th of thought. It seems therefore sufficiently 
clear that it is wise to start from the assumption that the ritual situations 
in which the stanzas and formulae were used are an important source of 
information concerning the meaning or meanings conveyed in the opinion 
of the worshippers and ritualists by these texts, or at least of the inter
pretation they were in their eyes capable of, irrespective as to whether 
or not modern scholars are inclined to agree with them. That is why in 
the following pages there wiII be ample opportunity of studying the 
occurrence in other rituals of the mantras quoted in the agnyupasthäna 
in order to gain an insight into their general applicability and the meaning 
they could convey or function they could fulfil under various circumstances, 
to become better informed of the possibilities of transference of a text 
from one ritual to another, and more satisfactorily to understand why 
a definite mantra has been chosen to consecrate a definite ritual act. 

The many references to 8Ütra texts are in the following pages not only 
added for the sake of completeness 6-neither Bloomfield's Concordance 7 

nor Dumont's book on the Agnihotra 8 could quote the manuals of the 
Bhäradväja and Väräha schools; the au thor of the former work had to 
ignore also Baudhäyana-but also because they provide some additional 
information . Although the brähma'Tfas and srautasütras discuss the same 
liturgy from entirely different angles-the former endeavouring to explain 
the origin, meaning and raison d'être of the ritual acts and to prove their 
validity, the latter aiming at a systematic description of every ritual in 
its natural sequence-the srauta texts are for the main part based on 
the brähma'Tfas. Those porti ons of the brähma1fas in which the rituals proper 
are described constit,ute, gene rally speaking, the nuclei ofthe corresponding 
sections of the 8Ütras 9 . 

The agnyupasthäna, "adoration or worship ofthe sacred fires", is-at least 
according to part of the authorities-an optional 10 ceremony of homage 
to Agni, represented by the ritual fires; the worshipper is standing erect. 
The motive ofthis adoration is a (prayer for) blessing or benediction (Mis): 
'The performance of the agnyup(tSthäna is Agni's food. This is made his 
food. One adores in the evening, not in the morning . .. The performance 
of the agnyupasthäna is the benediction (Mis) of every sacrifice (act of 
sacrificial worship ); (in that one adores the fires) one prays for that 

e The following survey ineludes also the yajus formulae prescribed in the 
agnyupasthäna. 

7 M. Bloornfield, AVedie eoneordanee, Cam bridge Maas. 1906. The text of BSS. 
was published in the years 1904; 1907; 1913. 

8 P. E. Dumont, L'agnihotra, Baltimore 1939. 
g Cf. J. Gonda, The ritual sütras, Wiesbaden 1977, p. 496 f. 
10 Cf. e.g. KSS. 4, 12, I f. 'In the evening, when the oblations have been offered 

the sacrifieer adores both fires ... or (he does) not (do that)'. Compare also ApSS. 
6, 19, 4, referring to TS. 1, 5, 9, 6 'Should the fire be adored or not?', they say. 
According to MSS. 1, 6, 2, 4 the ceremony should take place once a. yaar. 
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benediction of the agnihotra' 11 ; or 'The sacrificer (worshipper) sacrifices 
(worships) for the sake of the Mis . The adoration of the (sacred) fire is 
the iisis ofthe one who has established his (sacred) fires . Therefore (the fire) 
should be adored ' 12 . Elsewhere 13 however it is argued that the ceremony 
protects the worshipper from the effect of imprecation and from (an early) 
death. Or it is asserted that Agni being praised makes a man go to the 
world of heaven af ter having lived all his days 14 . The ceremony is usually 
performed at the night service only 15. The motive given for the preference 
for the evening adoration is the following: ' .. . at night the observances 
of ceremonies (rules of conduct, functions, vratiini) are mingled ; the bad 
and the good exist together. The fire is the light, the night (evening) 
is the darkness. In that he adores by night he overcomes the darkness 
by light' 16. The much shorter morning ceremony, which is not free from 
atharvanic or 'domestic' elements, does indeed impress us as a less 
important practice and a secondary ritual. 

Our sources are first and foremost the briihma~ and sUtras belonging 
to the White and Black Yajur Veda, in the Recond place aIso the 
Sänkhäyana-Srautasütra 17. The adoration of the iihavaniya fire-the fire 
taken from the householder's perpetual fire and intended for receiving 
the oblations-and th at of the giirhapatya fire-on which the oblations 
are prepared-are in this order the essentiaI elements of the ceremony. 
However, the rituaI works, whilst exhibiting a considerable number of 
diverse amplifications, do not fail to drawattention to the possibility of 
variation in the practice even of one and the same school 18. For instance, 
the Väjasaneyins (adherents of the White Yajurveda) could carry out 
the ceremony according to the simple rituaI of Asuri 19 or follow the longer 
and more complicated method of Vatsapri 20 who required a considerable 
Iarger number of rituaI acts and consecratory stanzas and formulae some 
of which are to be recited three times, and in addition to the reverence 
paid to the fires, among other things adoration of the cow from which 
the milk for the main agnihotra offering was taken, and the invocation 

11 KS. 7,5: 66, 19 ff.; KapS. 5, 4: 53, 15. 
12 TS. 1, 5, 9, 5 f. Translations of mantrCZ8 and formula.e are pla.ced between .. ", 

those of bráhmatuJ8, ritrCZ8 and commentaries between ' '. 
13 MS. 1, 5, 8: 76, 15 fT.; cf. I, 5, 7: 75, 13. See also W. Caland, in Acta Or. 2, 

p. 144 (Vä.dhüla-Sütra). 
14 TS. I, 5, 9, 4 f. 
16 Cf. TS. 1,5,9,5 f.; MS. 1, 5,7: 75, 1; KS. 7,5: 66, 20; KapS. 5, 4: 53,15; 

ÄpSS. 6, 19,5; HSS. 6, 6; Ms. 2, 13,9. 
18 TS. 1, 5, 9, 5 f. 
17 Though essentially a manual of recitation for the use of the hotar this work 

comprises also sections in which this officiant does n ot function. For some details 
mentioned elsewhere see Dumont, L' Agnihotra, Table synoptique, no 177 ff. 

18 See e.g. ÄpSS. 6, 19, 7. 
18 Cf. SB. 2, 4, I, 1. 
20 Cf. SB. 2, 3, 4, 9-41; KSS. 4, 12, I. 
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of divine assistance; at the end of the ceremony the sacrifieer has to 
mention the name of his son who is to succeed him in his ritual duties. 
Vet, the schools of the Black Yajur Veda prescribe mantras which are 
absent in Vatsapri's ritual. Nor are the authorities always unanimous in 
interpreting the stanzas quoted and in providing explanations of their 
employment. There are moreover differences in order. The result is that 
the relevant texts differ not only in the exposition of the practices of the 
schools to which they belong but also in length and in the number of 
the stanzas and formulae employed. That does not ho wever alter the fa ct 
that aImost all mant ras used in the agnyupasthiina ceremony seem to fit 
their ritual contexts weil and that the interpretations and justifications 
found in the brähmar;tas or brähma'fYL portions of the sarp,hitäs of the 
B1ack Yajur Veda are intel!igible or even probabIe. As to the chronology 
of the ecremony, the common nucleus creates t,he impression of being 
older than all the texts in which it is contained. Nevertheless the stanzas 
employed correspond with stanzas found in different books of the ~gveda
Saf!1hitä which does not contain an agnyupasthiina-sükta. 

In the following p 'tges in:-;ignificant variations of the text of the mantras 
or of the order in which they occur in the several sarp,hitäs, brähmaf.Las 
and sütras will not always be specially mentioned. Nor wil! attention be 
invited to the controversies of the ancient authorities on those points 
which do not concern t.he interpretation and ritual employment of the 
mantras 21. Since it will be my endeavour to avoid repeating what may 
be found in the secondary litel'ature on the subject 22 those mantras which 
are accessible in English or German trallslations will as a ruIe not be 
rendered in full 23, and no ritual acts other than those regarding the use 
and significanee of the 'mantras will be discussed. Nevertheless references 
to the ritual contexts in which the mantras are prescribed could not always 
be omitted lest the function of the latter should become incomprehensible . 

~V. 1,89,9 "There are a hundred autumns (i.e. years) before us, 0 gods, 

21 ~ee e.g. Dumullt, L 'agllihotra, p. 113, no 122. 
22 See e.g. A. B. Keith, Religion and philosophy of the Veda and Upanishads, 

Cambridge Mass. 1925; Dumont, L'agnihotra. 
23 See especially J. Eggeling. The Satapatha-Brähmal)a according to the text 

of the Mädhyandina school translated, I, Oxford 1882; Delhi 1963; A. B. Keitb, 
The Veda of the Black Yajus school, Cambridge Mass. 1914; W. Caland, Das 
Srautasütra des Apastamba ... übersetzt, I, Göttingen and Leipzig 1921; J. M. 
van Gelder, The MänavaSrautasütra translated , New Delhi 1963; C. G. Kashikar, 
The Srauta. ... sütras of Bharadväja ... edited and transla.ted, 11, Poona 1964. 
For the sÏ1tras see also the French tra.nslations in Dumont, L'a.gnihotra (this book 
does not refer to the brähmatuJS,. since it describes the ritua.l as ta.ught in each 
individual sütra work separately it keeps the reader in the dark on the relations 
between these works, etc. Yet the synoptic table 011 p. 211 ma.y be succeBSfully 
consulted by those who \\'ish to be informed on the order of the various ritual acts, 
the distribution of the mantras etc.). 
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during which you have brought about the decay of our bodies, during 
which sons become fathers ; cause no loss oflife half-way" is at SBM. 2, 3, 3, 6 
(not found in K .) explained so as to fit the context, viz. the adoration 
of the ritual fires : 'for he (i.e . Agni) who is the son now in his turn becomes 
the father ; this, then, is why one must establish (his) two fires' . That is 
to say, the stanza is not explained in detail, but, being in sense aelapted 
to suit the present context by the author's predecessors, given a general, 
though secondary, meaning and motivation . For another ritual re-inter
pretation see GB. 1, 4, 17 where a father-son relation is assumeel to exist 
between the ab hip lava and the pr~thya (definitive periods of six days in 
a long soma sacrifice, which are to occur first in this and then in the 
reverse order): the stanza is quoteel in corroboration of the conclusion 
that in early life sons are dependent on their father anel in later life the 
father is dependent on his sons. - The stanza occurs also at VS. 25, 22 
(horse sacrifice); MS. 4, 14, 2: 217, 13 (sacrificial formulae); KS. 35, 1: 
50, 13; ApSS. 14, 16, 1 (in other ritual context) and in elomestic texts; 
e.g. at RGS. 5, 5, 12 where t.he teacher recites it over his pupil as a blessing . 

The following is in SB. a case of preliminary remarks to account for 
the applicability of a stanza anel a subsequent quohttion anel explanation 
of the same. In connexion with VS. 3, 1I, that is J.l,V . 1, 74, 1 upaprayánto 
adhvarám ... (addressed to Agni): "Whilst approaching a sacrificial rite 
let us utter a mantra (hymn, text) to Agni, who hears us even from afar", 
which is to be quoted in the next paragraph, it is in SBM. 2, 3, 4, 9 
(SBK. I, 4, I, 7 24 ) taught that one has to 'begin one's prayer-cf. KSS. 
4, 12, 3-with the stanza containing the word upa' (K. upavatya 
prathamayopati~thate) . The text continues 'Now upa ('upon') rneans this 
(the earth), in a twofold way upa is the earth; for whatever comes into 
existence here , cornes into existence (upajayate) on the earth, and whatever 
decays is buried in (upopayate, M., or 'scattered on', K .) the earth. Rence 
there is day and night ever-inereasing unelecaying (abundance) (and) 
with that undecaying abundance (M., ak~iye1Ja K .) he begins (his prayer)' . 
That means : 'He begins (undertakes) his adoration with abundance that 
is free from decay' (comm.). Thc explanation of the stanza in 10 (8) runs 
as follows: "Entering upon the sacrificial ceremony": 'sacrificial ceremony 
(adhvara) means worship (yajna)' " "we would like to pronounce a formula 
to Agni": 'for he is now about to pronounce a formula to hirn'; "to him 
who he ars us even from afar": 'although thou art afar from us , yet do 
thou he ar this (prayer) ofus, consider it thus weil (M., 'thusit must be', K.l'. 
- This stanza which is characterized by the preverb upa (upavati rc 
SBM. 2, 3, 4, 9; 16) occurs also in TS. I, 5, 5, 1 a-where "to Agni" is 
by the commentator (Mädhava but actually his brot her Säyar:Ia) eXplained 
as 'to Agni's satisfaction'-with the explanation in 1, 5, 7, 1 : 'with the 

114 In the edition the headlines of the pages containing I, 4, I, 6-1, 4. I, 18 are 
erroneously printed as I, I, 4, 1)- 1, I, 4, 18. 
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first words he yokes (i.e. employs) a stoma 25 for him, for there is no 
sacrifice without a säman' 26. ' "Towards" (upa) he says; ofTspring and 
cattie (come) towards this world; verily he approaches cattie and ofTspring 
and this world'; MS. 1, 5, 1: 65, 6 with an explanation at 1, 5, 5: 72, 3 fT. : 
'To whose agnihotra a stoma is yoked (employed), it goes (leads) for him 
to heaven. This indeed is no (real) sacrifice to which no stoma is yoked. 
"Entering upon the sacrificial ceremony": 'promotion (?, upoti? 27) means 
th is (earth). From here (the earth) he yokes a stoma; this (earth) he 
yokes as a stoma to (it; i .e. he employs as) a stoma. Therefore he yokes 
(employs) as a stoma the creatures th at having come into existence bear 
names'; KS. 6, 9: 58,16, with an explanation in 7, 4: 65, 13 fT.: 'To the 
agnihotra a stoma is to be yoked (i.e. connected, employed). He to whose 
agnihotra a stoma is yoked is all the better for it'. (Quotation): 'upa (means) 
these creatures; they are the right (?) stoma; these he yokes'. Similarly, 
KapS . 5, 3: 52, 8. In the explanation of the ritual MS. 1,5, 6: 74, 3 the 
stanza is said to accompany and consecrate the scattering (viz. of seed 
in Agni, TS. 1, 5, 9, 1, which see) . The stanza seems to owe th is function 
only to the fact that, like the scattering, it is the first of a series. - For 
the ritual use of the mantra see BSS. 3, 8: 76, 17; BhSS. 6, 1, 8; ApSS. 
6, 16,4; HSS. 6, 6, 18: 535; VaikhSS. 2, 7: 26, 15; MSS. 1, 6, 2, 4; 
VärSS. 1, .5, 4, 4; SSS. 2, 11, 2; MSS., VaikhSS. and VärSS. excepted, 
as the first of a series of six stanzas. - Other ritual uses of I.tV. 1, 74, 
among them in the beginning of the prätaranuväka 28 (AsvSS. 4, 13, 7; 
SSS. 6, 4, 1), need not detain us. The statement 'the word pra (in 
upaprayántaJy,) is a symbol of the first day' (i.e. of the beginning : AiB. 
4, 29, 3; KB. 22, 1, 9) is worth noticing. - The stanza must have been 
very weIl known and is in itself extremely suitable for its purpose. It has 
however been largely reinterpreted. It mayalso be recalled that the hymn 
contains several references to Agni's protective and ritual functions. 
However, attention may be drawn to another explanation, which likewise 
adopts the obviously widespread identification upa=this (earth), see 
KB. 11,3,9 fT. (prätaranuväka, Soma sacrifice) : "Entering . . . " '(with this) 
he continues'. '''Upon (upa, towards)" is the symbol of this world, 
"coming forth" (prayantal}) is th at of yonder (world); upa is the symbol 
of Agni, prayantal}, that of yonder sun. So in all the introductory formulae 
.. . the first utterance is in every case the symbol of Agni, the second 
of yonder sun'. 

The following stanza (VS. 3, 12) is in SB. quoted in fuIl, not explained 
in detail but, as to its general meaning and applicability, elucidated by 

26 One of the forms in which the hymns of praise (stotra) are chanted. 
28 Chants to be sung to certain tixed melodies. 
27 See the long nota 10 by L. von Schroeder, in Maitrii.y8J)i Sarphitii., I, Leipzig 

1881; Wiesbaden 1970, p. 72. 
28 Soo W. Caland and V. Henry, L'agnil$~ma, Paris 1906, p. 131; 132; 417 f.; 428. 
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a comparison. In connexion with VS. 3, 12=~V. 8, 44, 16 (deaIing with 
Agni as Apäl!l Napät, a manifestation which is left out of consideration, 
and praising the god as the head of heaven and the lord of the earth) 
SBM. 2, 3, 4, II observes: 'He thus follows (anudhavati, i.e. 'goes af ter , 
praises', comm.) him, even as a supplicant would speak auspiciously, 
'surely you are the descendant of So-and-so, surely you are able to do 
this', so th is (stanza does)'. Omitting 'he thus ... him' SBK. I, 4, I, 9 
reads af ter 'are able ... this': 'being about to delight (him) he would 
honour him with praise, so also this (stanza does)'. The stanza is also 
found in other ritual contexts as VS. 13, 14 a-c; 15,20; SBM. 7, 4, 1,41; 
13, 4, I, 13. - It occurs also in TS. I, 5, 5, 1 c with an explanation in 
1, 5, 7, 1: "Agni ... ": 'Verily he makes him (the sacrifieer) the head of 
his equals-'the most eminent, (distinguished) one', SäyaQa-, and 'verily 
from the world ofthe gods he has a firm foundation in the world ofmen' 28&; 

MS. 1, 5, 1: 65, 8 and 1, 5, 5: 73, 7; 8 where the two parts of päda a are 
explained as 'going (leading) to heaven with him' and päda b as 'forming 
a pair with him', päda c (see above) as 'rich in seed (retas, semen), relating 
to cattie, entirely perfect (or successful)'; with the addition: 'He (Agni) 
is adored with a gäyatri, Agni is connected with the gäyatri, his metre 
is the gäyatri .. he is adored with his own metre'. MS. 1,7,4 : ll3, 4, af ter 
quoting päda a: 'The one who is desirous of offspring or of cattie (cf. 
ApSS. 5, 28, II f.29) should perform (it) instead of (a butter oblation to 
Soma; as to 'forming a pair' on that account it possesses generative power, 
as to 'rich in seed', on that account it relates to Soma'. Af ter quoting 
päda aKS. 7, 4: 65, 19; KapS. 5, 3: 52, 13 (see also KS. 6, 9; 58, 20; 
KapS. 4, 8: 47, 6) observe: 'forming a pair, rich in seed, relating to cattle' . 
Similarly KS. 9, 2: 105, 13; KapS. 8, 5: 84, 3. That the reference to semen 
in päda c has contributed much to the suitability of the stanza appears 
from KS. 7, 5: 67, 7 'with this (stanza) he sheds semen' and MS. 1, 5, 6: 74, 3. 
'with this (stanza) he places semen (i.e. impregnates)'. See al80 SVidhBr. 
I, 7, II where the stanza is used to atone for an abnormal ejaculation. -
At MS. 1,5,6: 74, 3 and MSS. 1, 6,2,4 it is a complement of the preceding 
stanza. In ApSS. 6, 16, 4 it is the third in the series, in SSS. it is replaced 
by }.tV. 8, 75,4 in which Agni is Iikewise praised as a he ad and a lord 30. -

These and the following mantras are not individuaUy mentioned in the sütras. 
In the following case the complete stanza is in the SB. followed by the 

identification of one of the names th at occur in it and hy a reference to 
the ritual application which consists in a prayer addressed to its deity. 

28a See J. Gonda, Pratil;lthä., in Selected studies, I1, Leiden 1975, p. 338 fr., 
esp. p. 341. 

2' In the section on the punarädheya. "Der Vers wird empfohlen wegen der 
Erwähnung des Wortes 'Samen' " (W. Caland, Das Srautasütra des Apastamba, I, 
Göttingen and Leipzig 1921, p. 174). 

80 Both ~V. 8, 44, 16 and 8, 75, 4 occur in TS. 4, 4, 4, 1 in another ritual. 
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Although VS. 3, 13=I;tV. 6, 60, 13 is directed to the dual deity Indra
and-Agni who, as sueh, is explicitly invoked "for winning (re)generative 
power" (vdjasya sätáye) SBM. 2,3,4, 12 (SBK. 1,4, I, 10), af ter quoting 
the stanza in its entirety observes: 'Indra, doubtless, is the one who 
gives out heat here (i .e. the sun); when he sets, then he enters the 
ähavaniya (fire)' . The au thor is however weil aware of the significance of 
the unity of the two gods as a source of strength, beeause he continues: 
cHence he now reverentially approaches these two that are united, 
thinking, 'These two, united, must grant me (favours, requests)' . This is 
why the Indra-Agni (stanza is used)' . SBK. differs from M. in placing 
the identification 'Indra is the sun' before the quota ti on , in stating that 
this deity enters Agni (the fire), and adding 'that is why it (the stanza 
used) belongs to Indra-and-Agni ' -a statement which adds to the clearness 
of the passage. Af ter the quotation K. adds: 'The two will no doubt give 
me; being united do you give !' - The stanza is also found in TS. I, 5, 5, 2 e, 
the explanation at I, 5, 7, 2 being 'verily he secures creative (authoritative) 
and physical power' 31-aecording to SäyaI)a both päda c and päda d 
refer to food and riches-; also at TS. I, I, 14, I in another context; 
MS. I, 5, I: 65, 10; I, 5, 5: 73, II with the explanation: 'These both 
together; this one (Agni) enters yonder (the sun) when it becomes day; 
that is why he (the sun) shines by day; yonder (enters) this one (the fire) 32 
by night; that is why he (it) (emits light) by night. In that he says 
"You two .. . " he adores both of them so as not to make a failure. He 
emits light in both worlds, viz . this one and the other (world)', and I, 1,6: 
74, 4 with a different explanation: 'Indra-and-Agni are prär,W,pänau, the 
two complementary vital breaths 33; thus expiration and inhalation are 
placed in the mouth of (in front of) the sacrifice'; KS . 6, 9: 59, 1 with 
an explanation in 7, 4 : 65, 20: 'Indra is the sun (Sfuya); he (the sun) 
enters Agni (6re) by night. He indeed praises both of them together .. .'; 
also KapS. 5, 3: 52, 15. - The stanza is also the third of the series of 
mantras in SSS. 2, 1I, 2, the fifth in ApSS. 6, 16,4. - For ApSS. 6, 16,5 etc. 
see below. Other occurrences need not be discussed.34 

The only explanation added in SBM. 2, 3, 4, 13 (SBK. 1, 4, 1, ll) to 
the completely and literally quoted VS. 3, 14 is 'possessions (rayim) 
means affiuence (wealth, increase)' and the résumé of the contents: 'make 
us this affiuence more and more, that is what he thereby says'. With 
reference to the stanza SBK. adds: 'cause that to increase'. The rgvedic 
version of the stanza VS. 3, 14-which is also prescribed in other texts-

al See above. 
81 I read imam instead of imäm. 
88 Similarly SB. 4, 3, I , 22 f.; see J. Gonda, The dual deities in the religion of 

the Veda, Amsterdam Acad. 1974, p. 295 f. On prätl-áp4nau see W. Caland, in 
Z.D.M.G. 55, p. 261 ff. 

34 See Gonda, Dual deities, p. 287 f. 
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differs from that used in the ritual works in that it (I;tV . 3, 29, 10) reads 
ti 8ïda "sit down" instead of ti roha "ascend" and giraly, "words of praise" 
(this also JB. 1, 61) 35 instead of rayim "wealth, possessions". - Other 
occurrences are TS. 1, 5, 5, 2 f.; I, 5, 7, 2 with the comment : 'Wealth is 
(means) cattIe' (pasavo vai rayi~.)36; MS. 1,5,1 : 66, 4; 1,5,5: 74,1 
with the comment : 'This indeed is his proper (regular) plaee of birth, 
Agni the Sun's (Sürya's)' ; KS. 6, 9 : 59, 5; KapS. 5, 3: 52, 18; also 
KS. 7,4: 66, 4 'This indeed is Agni's pI ace ofbirth, Agni the Sun's (Siirya's)' . 
"This" (ayám) is variously explained : the kindling-stick (ara~i: SäyaI).a 
on I;tV.), this or the sacrifieer (comm. AVS.), the giirhapatya fire (V., Mah.), 
the iihavaniya fire (SäyaI).a, p . 794, 18). See also MS. 1, 5, 6: 74, 7. - For 
the ritual use see SSS. 2, 11,2 (as the 4th ), ApSS. 6, 16,4 (as the 6tb or last) . -
For uses in other ritual contexts see, inter alia, VS. 12, 52 (the ritual of 
Agni of the fire-pan); 15, 56 (aeeompanying the laying of one of the brieks, 
likewise agnicayana) . In the agnicayana rite also in SBM. 7, 1,1, 28 (on 
VS. 12, 52) with the explanation 'this (gärhapatya) is thy perpetual 
(primeval) birth-place (womb), whenee born thou wert enkindled'; as to 
line 2 'as the formula (yajuly,) so its connexion and relation with the 
Vnseen (bandhu)' 37; also 8, 6, 3, 24. The stanza is appropriately used 
to accompany the plaeing of the embers on the pieces of wood used for 
kindling fire (ara~i) :TS. 3, 4,10,4; JB. 1,61. - Sinee I;tV. 3, 29, addressed 
to Agni, is a "Lied zur feierliehen Erzeugung und Einsetzung des Opfer
feuers im Beginn der Opferhandlung" 38 the use of this stanza in connexion 
with the kindling-sticks (ara~i) -see ApSS. 5, 8, 5; 6, 28, 9; MSS. 1, 5, 2, 8; 
1,6,3,2 ; SSS. 2, 17,3 ; SGS. 5, 1,3; Kaus. 40, ll-may be regarded 
as original, and that in connexion with the giirhapatya (see also SBM. 
7, 1, 1, 28) as seeondary. At PGS. 2, 4, 5 it aecompanies the putting on 
of the fuel (in the seetion dealing with the Veda student). The reading 
"possessions" in päda d eontributed to making it suitable for both the 
rite under diseussion anel eombination with I;tV. 10, 14I-that is 
eonstituting AVS. 3, 20 39-in whieh various gods are implored for weaJth 
(see AVS. 3, 20, 3; 5 ; 8; cf. 2; 6 ; 7; also Kaus. 41, 8). 

The comparison found in SBM. 2, 3, 4, II ete. recUl'S in SBM. 2, 3, 4, 14 
(SBK. 1, 4, 1, 12) in connexion with VS. 3, 15=I;tV. 4, 7, 1 "Here has 
he first been established by the establishers ... " relating the fir~t 

35 Properly speaking JB. 1, 61 makes ment ion of both readings, that of the 
YV. (rayim) and th at of the J;tV. giralJ,; see W. Caland, in W .Z.K.M. 28, p . 64. 

36 With reference to päda d, I suppose, not to rtviyalJ, in päda a as assumed by 
A. B. K eith, The Veda ofthe Black Yajus School, Cam bridge 1914, p. 76. 

37 For bandhu (the effect of a ritual act upon the powers of cosmos and nature) 
see J . Gonda, Die Religionen lndiens, I , Stuttgart 1960, p . 176; 193; Vedic literature, 
p . 340. 

38 K. F. Geldner, Der Rig-Veda (übersetzt), Cambridge Mass. 1951, I, p . 362. 
89 See W. D. Whitney and Ch. R. Lanman, Atharvoa-veda Sal!iliitä (translated), 

Cambridge Maas. 1905, p . 121. 
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foundation of Agni and stating that he (fire) is mightily omnipresent 40 

in every settIement, the paragraph ending with the observation: 'And 
what he (Agni) really is, as such he speaks of him when he says cc ••• ", 

for he is indeed mightily (omni)present in every settIement of men'. 
K.: similarly and as above. From U. and Mah. it appears that the stanza 
was ritually explained: 'The pronoun ayam ("this, here") is said to refer 
to the iihavaniya fire, established as the first, viz. with regard to the 
dak~i1Jiigni.. the "placers, founders" (dhiitubhilJ) are said to be the 
adhvaryus (U.), those who perform the placing and kindling (iidhiina) of 
the sacred fire' (Mah.) . - See also TS. 1,5,5 d; 1,5,7,2 with the comment 
'verily he makes him the principal" (remember the word "first" in the 
mantra); MS. 1,5, 1 : 65, 12; 1, 5, 5: 73, 14 with the comment 'for Agni 
was placed (established) (as the) first on this (earth)'; 1, 5, 6: 74, 5 with 
the remark: 'he has placed an embryo'; KS. 6, 9: 59, 3; 7, 4: 66, 2 with 
the comment: 'for Agni is here in this world established (as the) first'; 
7,5: 67, 9 and KapS. 5, 4: 54, 1 'with this (stanza) he places an embryo'. 
In MS. 1, 5 the piidas b, characterizing Agni as a Jwtar, and c "whom 
Apnaväna (and) the Bhrgus caused to shine" are stated to be in accordance 
with fa ct ; piida d is said to signify that Agni is this All, all-pervading 
and has been adored by means ofajagati stanza (4 x12 syllabIes). It may 
be noticed that the reference to those who introduced the cult of Agni 
(the Bhrgus, see :!;tV. 10, 46, 9; 122, 5) and to the first establishment of 
the fire cult have contributed much to the applicability of the stanza. -
For the ritual use see ApSS. 6, 16, 4 (the fourth); for MSS. 1, 6, 2, 4 see 
below. - For other ritual employments see VS. 15, 26 (agnicayana, 
accompanying the laying down of certain bricks); 33, 6; MS. 2, 7, 3: 
77, 19 (agnicayana) .. 2, 13,5: 154,3 (id.). See also AiB. 1,28, 10 f. reading 
as follows: 'He should recite this jagati stanza for a vaisya .. the vai8ya 
is connected with the jagáti .. verily thus he makes him (the sacrifieer) 
prosper with cattIe' . 

The above stanza TS. 1, 5, 5 d is in Miss van Gelder's edition of 
MSS.41 1,6,2,4 said to be addressed to Indra and Agni and to be employed 
in the dark half ofthe month. This must be a mis take because ApSS. 6, 16,5 
repeats for this purpose the stanza quoted as 6, 16, 4 e (the fifth of the 
seven, TS. 1, 5, 5 e) 42. See also HSS. 6, 6, 18: 535. - MSS. 1, 6, 2, 4 
prescribes the use of :!;tV. I, 93, 5 in the light half of the month. Being 

40 The term tlibhu-translated by "spreading" (Griffith, Eggeling), "zu haben" 
(Geldner), "se manifeste" (Renou)-implies ideas such as "all-pervading existence, 
might and excellence"; at MUJ.l<;lUp. 1, 1, 6 it is applied to the imperishable source 
of all existence. Cf. also U.: tJibhiltiáaktiyuktam (tlibhilti "manifestation of universal 
might" etc.) . 

41 The Mänavaárautasütra edited by J. M. van Gelder, New Delhi 1961. 
48 For the more elaborate ritual (the use of a larger number of mantras) and 

the repetition of this stanza soo aIso W. Ca.la.nd's note in Das Srautasütra. des 
Apastamba, p. 198 f. 
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directed to Agni-and-Soma 43 this stanza states inter alia that this dual 
deity has placed the lights in the sky. lts suitability is beyond doubt 
(see also below). - This st,anza is elsewhere quoted among invocatory and 
consecratory stanzas (TS. 2, 3, 14, I ff.) for rites for special wishes 
(2,3,3,3 f.). See also AiB. 2,9, 5; A~\"SS . J, 6, I; SSS. 1,8,10; 5, 18,11.
Ap. 6, 16, 5 and HSS. 6, 6, 18 : 535 however prescribe B.V. I, 93, I 
"0 Agni-and-Soma, do hear ... my invocation. Accept gladly (my) 
hymns .. . " for which see under MS. 1,5, I: 67, 3 44 . - KS. 7, 5: 66, 13-in 
all probability known to Ap. (and H.) - sheds light on the use of these 
stanzas: 'One (he, the sacrifieer) should adore in the light half of the 
month with a (stanza) addressed to Agni-and-Soma. One should know 
that the full moon sacrifice is the share due to Agni-and-Soma 45; to them 
he (the officiant) entrusts him (the sacrifieer); they protect him without 
going away from him. With a (stanza) addressed to Indra-and-Agni in 
the dark half of the month. One should know that the new moon sacrifice 
is the share due to Indra-and-Agni 45. To them ... etc.'. 

According to BhSS. 6, I, 10 the sta nza addressed to Indra-and-Agni 
(TS. I, 5, 5 e) should in the bright half of the month be replaced by the 
stanza B.V. I, 93, 6=TS. 2, 3, 14,2 k which, after referring to Mätarisvan 
and the falcon 46, eulogizes Agni and Soma who have made ample space 
for sacrificial worship. In TS. the stanza belongs to a series of mantras 
used in special sacrifices. See also MS. 4, J 4, J 8: 248, 4; KS. 4, 16: 43, 3. 
At AiB. 2, 9, 7; Asv8s. I, 6, I it is tbe offering (C'onsecratory) stanza 
for the cake which during the animal sacrifiee represents the victim; 
although the text does not mention the second half of the stanza it seems 
clear that the reference to ample space for sacrificial worship is the very 
reason for using it, just as tbe wonls "set free when held fast" in B.V. 1,93,5 
whicb is quoted in the preeeding part of the section are pronounced in 
order to set the sacrificer free from all the dei ties. 

The stanza VS. 3, 16 which is identical with B.V. 9, 54, I-stating 
th at the milk (=juice) was drawn from the T\çi (Soma) who wins a thousand 
(gifts) - is an example of a stanza whi('h is on the strength of one of the 
terms it contains adopted and then re-interpreted in different ways and 
adapted for its ritual purpose. At HBM. 2, 3, 4, 15 (SBK. I, 4, I, 12) 
it is litemlly quoteu; the thousandfold (gift) is said to be the highest of 
acquisitions (gifts); and the words "the T{ji etc." are said to be pronounced 
'in order to obtain th at (giver)'. U. and MaIl., referring as to the milk 
to SBM. 2, 2, 4, 15, where Agni united with the cow, viz. the sacrifice, 
'and his seed became that milk of hers', interpret the stanza as praise 
dealing with Agni-although U . and Mah. give us also the option between 

43 See Gonda, Dual deities, p. 372 ff. 
44 Below, p. 24. 
46 Because on that occasion they receive the second sacrificial cake. 
4& See e.g. Gonda, Vedic literature, p. 120 f. 
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eow, Agni, and milko The word áhraya?~ "not shy, not ashamed, i.e. 
dauntless" 47 of the stanza whieh no doubt refers to those who pre pare 
the soma juiee-'officiants' (SiiyaI).a on TS.)-is explained as a descriptive 
name of the cowS. The "aneient splendour" is said to be elosely eonnected 
with the cow (V.) and Agni (Mah.). - See also TS. 1,5,5, 1 b; 1,5,7, 1 
with a comment focussing on the word "ancicnt": '(The) ancient is the 
world of heaven; verily he ascends to the world of heaven' 48; MS. 1, 5, 1: 
66, 2; 1, 5, 5: 73, 1 with a comment which arrives at the conclusion that 
having yoked (employed) the gods who are the aneient, the worshipper 
reaches the heavenly world; 1, 5, 5: 73, 18 with the same comment as 
TS., except for ' ... he has a firm foundation in the W. of h.'; 1, 5, 6: 
74, 6 with the comment: 'he has made an udder' (remember the word 
"milked" in the mantra); KS. 6, 9: 58, 18; 7, 5: 67,9 'with th is (stanza) 
he makes an udder' (KapS. 5, 4: 54, 1 is similar); KS. 7, 4: 65, 15 'the 
ancient is the gods ... these he set in motion (activated, employed) in 
order to reach heaven'. - For the ritual employment see ApSS. 6, 16, 4 
(the second) and s8s. 2,11,2 (the last ofthe series) . - The words "ancient 
splendour" in päda a no doubt facilitated the re-interpretation of the 
stanza and its use in th is context . 

Af ter quoting and discussing thc stanzas VS. 3, 11-16 SBM. 2, 3, 4, 16 
and SBK. 1, 4, I, 13 recapitulate and add a motivation. Stanza 11 is 
identified with the earth, st. 16 containing the word "ancient" (pratnäm) 
with 'yonder (sky)' - 'for as many gods as there were anciently, in the 
beginning, so may gods there are (also now, K .l'. That is why this '(group 
of ritual invocations) of six rcaly, to be collected (from the ~gveda-Sarphitä)' 
is recited. 'Now within these two (worlds) all desires (are contained), 
(to them he announces this, K.) and these two are in accOI'd with each 
other for his (viz. the sacrifieer's) benefit, aud concede all his wishes' . 
The commentary on SBM. eXplaining the term "to be collected" 
(samähäryam) etc. calls the colledion of stanzas a sükta, the usual name 
of the so-ealled Vedie hymns. He adds that the text justifies the applieation 
of the term "aneient(ly)" to the sky by means of "as many etc." - The 
recapitulation found in TS. 1, 5, 7, 2 ff. is different and longer: 'He adores 
with six (stanzas); the scasons verily are six (in number); on the seasons 
he has a firm foundation. With six subsequent (stanzas) he adores. They 
make up twelve. The year is twelve months; on the year he has a firm 
foundation . Just as a man, a horse, a cow, are worn out, so the fire when 
established wears out. At the end of the year he adores it with (stanzas) 
containing the words Agni and purifying (pu-); verily he renews it, and 
makes it free from decay, and also purifies it'. One should notice that 
the six stanzas g-m enumerated in TS. 1, 5, 5, 2 f. contain all of them 

47 Cf. also Renou, E.V.P. VIII, p. 86 f. 
48 It may be reeallod that the stanza ",hieh in TS. 1,5, ï, 1 preeedes is VS. 3, 11 

(see above). 
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the name Agni and forms of the roots p'Ü- or 8UC- "to be bright, to shine". 
See also MS. 1, 5, 6: 74, 7 f.: 'He adores with six (stanzas) . The pr§thas 49 

verily are six. He has arra.nged the pr§thas' . Af ter some comment which 
runs in a way parallel with the above TS. passage th is work adds (74, 16): 
'He adores with twelve (stanzas) . The year is twelve months. It is the 
year that he obtains and secures. With (a stanza) addressed to Agni-and
Soma he (the Fire) is to be adored with the thirteenth. The thirteenth 
month, it is this one that he obtains and secures with this (stanza) ' . At 
the end of the relevant sections KS . 7, 4 : 66, 7 ff. and KapS. 5, 3: 53, 3 ff. 
read as follows: 'Agni verily is cattIe. Just as a cow, a horse, a human 
person are worn out, so he, being established, wears out. He is to be 
adored by means of stanzas of the agnyädheya (=agnyädhäna) ceremony. 
These indeed are his bodies. With these he makes him new again. That 
he adores him with metrical texts belonging to the Veda with these he 
makes him new again .. . just as established in the beginning .. .'. KS. 
and Kap. wind up by stating that this adoration is the worshipper's 
method implying a request, just as if he pays hommage whilst offering 
(a present.) to a more distinguished person . 

It may be recalled that in the brähma'Tfa sections of MS., KS., KapS. 
the order ofthe above six stanzas is VS. 3, 11; 12; 13; 15; 16 ; 14. MS. 1,5,6: 
74,3 ff.; KS. 7,5: 67,7 ff.; KapS . 5, 4: 53, 22 ff. explain them as a whoIe, 
regarding each succeeding stanza as indicating a further stage in a 
generative process. With the first stanza of the series the worshipper 
8catters (M.; 'becomes united with it', viz. the stanza, which is grammatically 
feminine, KS ., KapS.); with the second he places the semen, i.e. he 
impregnates (M.; 'he scatters semen with her', KS ., KapS.); with the 
third the two breaths called prä'Tfa and apäna are placed in the mouth 
of the sacrifice; with the fourth he has placed the embryo; with the fifth 
he has made a female breast; with the sixth 'he h:ts generated and caused 
to grow' (M. ; 'generates and causes .. .', KS. , KapS.) . Notice th at the 
words "approach" in the 18t, "seed" in the 2nd , "placed" ("established") 
in the 4tb , "miIk" in the 5tb , a.nd "womb (place of birth)" in the last 
one made the stanzas adapted for this specific ritual purpose. Stanza 3 
is considered suitable on the strength ofthe identification Indra-and-Agni= 
prä'Tfäpänau. 'The man who knowing thus adores the fire will have well
made offspring' (KS., KapS.) . 

In MS. 1,5, 1: 66, 6; KS. 6, 9 : 59, 7; KapS. 4, 8: 47, 13 the stanza 
~V. 4, 39, 6 is found af ter the stanza ayá'f!l te yónir ... (VS. 3, 14; 
TS. 1, 5, 5 f) and before agnä áyü'f[t8i ... (TS. 1, 5, 5 g). Belonging to the 

49 The name of particular arrangernents of sämans employed at the midday 
libation of a Soma sacrifice and formed from six different melodies. As to the 
'thirteenth' or the 'baker's dozen' see J. Gonda, R eflections on the numerals 'one' 
and 'two' in ancient Indo.European languages, Utrecht 1953, p. 46 f.; Change and 
continuity in Indian religion, The Hague 1965, p . 124 f. 
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tri ad of hymns that eulogize the heroic horse Dadhikrä 50 it expresses the 
wish that this animal may give the person speaking a fragrant mouth
hen ce the designation surabhimati (rc) "the fragmnt (stanza)" for this 
stanza (TB. 3, 9, 7, 5)-and length of days. Being of ten quoted and ritually 
employed this stanza is used as a purifier after foul language (VS. 23, 32; 
VSK. 35, 37; SB. 13,2,9,9; 13,5,2,9; TS. 7, 4,19 q; TB. 3, 9, 7,5; 
MS. 3,13,1: 168,9; AiB. 6, 36, 8; PB. 1,6,17; ApSS. 20, 18, 7). This 
purificatory function is no doubt also the reason why this stanza was 
used in the agnyupasthäna in this place, before the series of stanzas with 
forms of the verb "to purify" . According to the explanation MS. 1, 5, 6: 
74, 8 'he adores with a stanza relating to Dadhikrä; this indeed is Agni's 
dear body relating to (consisting of) Dadhikrä, relating to cattle, entirely 
successful (prosperous) ; with this (stanza) he goes to Agni's dear presence; 
then he becomes rich in cattIe; then (also) the sacrificer purifies himself 
with it'. The author adds the statement that one thus adores with seven 
stanzas, th at the sakvari metre consists of se ven pädas, that cattIe relates 
to the sakvari, and that the worshipper therefore secures cattle, etc. In 
the comrnentary KS. 7, 4: 66, 6 KapS . 5, 3: 53, 2 the D. stanza is said 
to be Agni's body relating to (consisting of) cattIe; 'this (body) of his 
he takes (lays hold of), cattIe is approaching him, Agni indeed is cattle. 
Just as a cow becomes decrepit ... etc.' (see p. 19). - At ApSS. 6, 16, 6 
this stanza is prescribed as the eighth agnyupasthäna formula. - The 
stanza is also found in ot her contexts, e.g. TS. 1,5, 11,41; SSS. 4, 13,2 
'(to be used) if he is desirous of becoming prosperous'. 

Between the Dadhikl'ävan stanza which follows the set TS. 1, 5, 5 a-f 
and the series TS. 1,5,5 g-m ApSS. 6, 16,7; HSS. 6, 6: 536, 1; 
MSS. 6, 2, 1, 5 insert the first four stanzas of the so-called vihavya sükta 
~V. 10, 128; - compare also BhSS. 6,1,9; VärSS . 1,5,4,1 which mentions 
them at the very beginning of th is ritual to accompany the washing of 
the hands . According to tradition ~ V. 10, 128 is called af ter its supposed 
au thor Vihavya Angirasa anel dedicated to the Visve Deväl) . In reality 
it may however owe its name to the clear references to riyal invocations 
of gods (vihava) , who are irnplored to appear at the eulogist's eaU and 
not at that of riyal sacrifieerssI. In this sükta-which begins with "Be 
brilliant vital power (varcas 52) mine 0 Agni ... " -a sacrificial priest 
implores the gods to grant him protection and success in sacrificing, to 
realize various hopes and to make his patrons victorious 53. Being 

50 For particulars see J. Gonda, Hymns of the J:tgveda not employed in the 
solemn ritual, Amsterdam Acad. 1978, p. 100 ff. 

51 Cf. Gonda, Vedic litorature, p. 80. 
52 See fn. 59. Cf. also the use of the hymn in SSS. 13, 5, 17. 
53 'In that the hotar recites the vihavya he takes away Indra from them' 

(PB. 9, 4, 14); 'in that the vihavya is recited, the sacrifieer appropriates his 
adversary 's complete command ofhis physical and psychical faculties' (TS. 3, 1,7,3; 
cf. 5,4, 1I, 3; 7,5,5,2). 
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atharvanic in character it occurs, with some variants, some more stanzas 
and another order of the stanzas also as AVS. 5, 3 and AVP. 5, 4 and 
is as such employed in rites for vital power or energy (KausS. 12, 10), 
prosperity (id. 22,14) etc., whereas in VaitS. I, 12 it-or st . I-accompanies 
the addition of fuel to the three sacrificial fires (cf. SSS. 4, 2, 7; AsvGS. 
3,9,2; AVPar. 37,13; 46, 2, I); at 1,14 stanza 1-4 constitute a separate 
whole (cf. ~V. 10, 128, I; 6; 2; 4) used in propitiating the gods on 
commencing a sacrificial rite. It may be surmised that the poet of A VS. 
7, 5, 4 meant to say that a sacrifice performed with this hymn is very 
effective 54 . See also AVPar. 17, 2, 9; 18, 3, 2; 20, 4, I ; 32, 18; 28; 46, 2, 1. -
The rgvedic hymn is more than once employed in sacrificial rites (e .g . 
TS. 4, 7, 14 ; KS. 40, 10; ApSS. 17,21 , I) and occurs especially at the 
beginning of sacrifices: thus at the beginning of the rites of full and new 
moon 55 (see e.g . ApSS. I, 1,4 and cf. MS. 1,4,] : 47, I; 1,4,5 : 52, ll; 
MSS. I, 4, I, 7). Among the directions bearing upon the task of the 
sacrifieer it (or st. 1-8) is at ApSS. 4, 8, 6 prescribed wh en he touches 
the oblations. Not infrequently the four initial stanzas are prescribed, not 
the complete sükta (GB. 2, 2, 24; ApSS. 6, 20, 2; 22, I ; MSS. 1,6,2,17 
at the end of the ritual under discussion ; SSS. 4, 2, 7) . - In ~gVidh. 4, 6, 2 
it is stated that a twice-born man, prompted by all kinds of desire, may, 
in order to realize his ambitions. mutter this hymn whilst offering 
clarified butter. 

Proceeding now to discuss the mantras enumerated in TS. 1, 5, 5 g-m 
I regard the first "0 Agni, thou purifiest full lifetimes; do th ou bring 
forth invigorating food and refreshing drink (comfort) to us; drive ill
fortune far away" as perfectly suitable. Being ~V. 9, 66, 19 it occurs also 
MS. I, 5, I : 66, 8; for MS. see also above. There is of course no need for 
us to follow every interpretation of later commentators; SäyaJ.la's 
explanation "army of the enernies" for "ill-fortune" is for instanee 
inadequate. - The second is ~V. 9, 66, 21-where in päda c "giving 
possessions (weaIth) (and) prosperity to me (dádluul rayim máyi p6~am)", 
which is also found in texts of the White Yajurveda (VS. 8, 38 c; 
VSK. 29, 38 etc.) and TA. 2, 5, 1 as against d. p. r. m . (also MS. 1, 5, 1: 
66, 13)-is also quoted in full at MS. 1,5, 1: 66, 12. Praying to Agni, "the 
good worker" for illustriousness consisting in eminent men as weIl as 
wealth and prosperity it is likewise suitable for its purpose. - The third 
mantra is ~V. 5, 26, I, inviting Agni-to whom the hymn is addressed
to bring the gods and to be an intermediary in the sacrificial worship. 
See also MS. 1, 5, 1: 66, 14. It is also used in other contexts, in the 
White Yajur Veda at VS. 17, 8 (to produce, among mantras used in the 

64 The commentary and Whitney and Lanman, op. cit., p . 392 (otherwise) . 
65 See A. Hillebrandt, Das altindische Neu· und Vollmondsopfer, Jena 1880, p. 2. 

(Cf. also SGS. I, 4, 2). 
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Satarudriya ceremony, appeasement and propitiation; see SB. 9, 1, 2, 30); 
also TS. 1, 3, 14, 8, and compare also (in another context) the explicative 
passage 5, 4, 4, 4 'as to (verses) containing (the word) purifying, the 
purifying (one) is food; verily by food he calms its glow (pain)'. - The 
fourth stanza is a similar invitation: ~V . 1, 12, 10 (an Agni hymn). See 
also MS. 1, 5, 1: 66, 16. - The fifth is ~V . 8, 44, 21 (Jikewise an Agni 
hymn) emphasizing the purity of the god of fire . See also MS. 1, 5, 1: 
66, 18. - The last is stanza 17 of the same hymn, in which Agni's purity 
and brightness are praised. See also MS. I, 5, 1: 67, 1. The last two are 
of ten found together (TS. 1, 3, 14, 8 et c. ; MS. 4, 10, 2: 147, 12, etc., 
see below). - Other particulars can be omitted. It may however be noticed 
that in TS. 1, 5, 7 these six stanzas are referred to, but not eXplained 
or commented upon individually. 

As to the oft quoted stanza 1 it may suffice 1,0 notice th at at SBM. 
13,8,4,8 where it figures as VS. 35, 16, it is used as an invitatory formula 
when an oblation is offered. 1,0 Agni Ayu!?mat who is said to rule over 
a fulllifetime, and that at PB. 6, 10, 1 ff. it is the first of a triplet (SV. 1I, 
868-870=~V. 9, 66,19-21) 1,0 be used in a ceremony for those consecrated 
persons amongst. whom one dies in order to purify t.hem; in pronouncing 
the words "full lifetimes" one puts a new lease of life into them so th at 
they wiJl not die before they have reached old age (cf. also PB. 9, 8, 12). 

Stanza 2 (TS. 1, 5, 5 h) is not quoted separately but with the preceding 
one prescribed in other contexts, e.g . at ApSS. 4, 16, 2 (adoration of the 
gärhapatya); see also AsvSS. 2, 1, 20; SSS. 2, 2, 5-where they are 
invitatory and offering stanzas 56 for an offering to Agni Pävaka (the 
Pure One) in the agnyädheya ritual - , and as the last of a triplet MS. 1,5, 1: 
66, 8- 13 (cf. MSS. 1, 5, 3, 17) to consecrate the setting up of the flaming 
fire on the gärhapatya. Compal'e also MGS. 2,17,7; ApSS. 5,17,2. 

Stanza 3 is likewise only quoted sepal'ately in connex ion with other 
rites: MSS. 5, 1, 2, 2; AsvSS. 2, 1, 25 ; SSS. 2, 2, 9 (the placing of the 
sacred fire); it constitutes a pair of invitatory and offering mantras with 
the following one. - The stanzas 5 and 6 are prescribed as invitatory and 
offering formulas at MS. 4, 10, 2: 147, 11; MSS. 5, 1, 2, 2 (ritual of the 
setting up of the sacred fires); AiB. 7, 7, 3: in case a man's ritual fires 
have co me to be united with a fire used to burn a human corpse an 
expiatory rite should be performed with these two stanzas which are 
obviously meant to resto re the fire's purity; similarly if one's fires were 
to come into contact with impure (profane) fires (SB. 12, 4, 4, 5). They 
fulfil the same function in a rite in honour of Agni Suci (the Bright One): 
AsvSS. 2,1,25 ; SSS. 2, 2,10). 

So it appears that this series of six stanzas consists of three smaller 

56 For pairs of stanzas ritually employed to invite the gods concerned and 
consecrate the offerings see Gonda, Vedic literature, p. 326 and The ritual sütras, 
Wies baden 1977, p. 504. 
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groups which as such were also used as invitatory and consecratory 
formulae . Interestingly, they oceur also in the same order as the last of 
a long series of invitatory anel consecratory stanzas for special sacrifices 
(kämye;ç!i) in TS. 1, 3, 14 (7 f. x-cc), which are describeel in TS. 2, 2, 2, 
3-2, 2, 4, 3. The six stanzas uneler examination b~longing to 2, 2, 4, 2 f. : 
for Agni Pavamäna (the Purifying One), Agni Pävaka (the Purifier) anel 
Agni Suci (the Pure One) there are three oblations with the mantras 1 anel 2, 
3 and 4, 5 and 6 respectively, and the oblations are to be performed on 
behalf of a person who is long ill or of a person who is desirous of sight. 
Then the god is expecteel to bestow, in his respective functions or aspects, 
upon the patient breath, speech and a fulllifetime in the first, anel breath, 
speech and sight in the seconel case. Like other stanzas used as invitatory 
anel consecratory formulae they are (wit.h one exception) practically 
identical with t.he stanza,s as they oeeur in the ~,gveda-Saf!1hitä. In this 
these formulae contrast with other st,anza,s which the rgveelic and 
yajurvedic saJ'!thitäs have in eommon. The hypothesis seems therefore 
legitimate th at the use of these six stanzas as 'l'S. 1, 5, 5 g-m was a 
seconelary one; being aelelressed to Agni they were to enable the sacrifieer 
to aelore thc fire, not with the numbcr of stanzas which corresponels with 
that of the seasons but with that of the yeal' so that he came to be firmly 
established on the ycar (TS. 1, 5, 7, 2 f.). The six stanzas oceur also in 
the begin ning of a series of form u lac in KS . 19: 17, 8 ff" only the fourth 
-which has not been mentioned earlicr in this work-being quoteel in 
full. In MSS. 5, 1, 2, 2 the four stanzas 3-6 are prescribed (sacrifices for 
setting up the fires) for two of Agni's three funetions ; stanza 1 meant 
for the first of the above functions combines with another stanza. 

As to the ritual hanelbooks in which these stanzas are preseribed, 
BSS. 3, 8: 76, 18 only states that. (the) six formulae containing the name 
Agni anel the verb pü- "to purify" (ägnipävamänibhib) (the stanzas 
TS. 1,5,5 g-m) are to be pronounced also. BhSS. 6, I, 11 mentions three 
ägnipävamüni stanzas (viz. g-i; cf. 5, 10, 8) to be adelressed to the 
gärhapatya and in 12 all six of them to be useel in aeldressing the äha,vaniya,' 
ApSS. 6, 16, 8; HSS. 6,6, 18: 536,3 ('all six', only the first pratikena). 
As to VaikhSS. 2, 7: 26, 15 ff. af ter stating that one should adore the 
ühavaniya in the evening with the section (anuvüka) TS. 1, 5, 5 a-f, it 
inserts particulars about stanzas to be used in the two fortnights of the 
month to aelel that one shoulel also use g-m, but every year (i.e. onee a year) 
(only) the first two of them in honour of the gärhapatya (or offer two 
oblations to Agni Pavamäna). According to VärSS. 1, 5, 4, 6 one has 
with these six stanzas to adore the ahavaniya regularly, anel the gärhapatya 
yearly. 

Between the stanzas known as TS. 1, 5, 5 g anel h MS. 1, 5, I : 66, 1 ° 
ins erts ~V. 9, 66, 20, which means that it employs the complete triplet 
~ V. 9, 66, 19-21. The stanza, whi('h may be taken to state the identity 
of Soma Pavamäna (the soma which is clarifying itself) with Agni, contains 
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a prayer for a great hom;ehold. The stanza is neither commented upon 
nor explicitly prescribed in this ritllal. - AiE. 2, 37, 6 the quotation is 
followed by the comment: '(sinee (Soma) who clarifies himself is Agni), 
therefore, although he proceeds with stanzas relating to Agni, still he 
follows in recitation the stanzas to Soma, the One who clarifies himself'. -
Elsewhere this stanza belongs to the formulae connected with the lunar 
sacrifices (VS. 26, 9) , with the placing and preparing of the sacred fires 
MS. 1,6,1: 86, 11 ; MSS. 1,5,3,17 in the order ofthe stanzas 1, 2, 3; 
ApSS. 5,17,2 in the order I, 3, 2; see also MGS. 2,17,7. 

It is worth recaJling that the triplet ~V. 9, 66, 19-21 is prescribed at 
AsvSS. 2, 3, 29 (rtgnihotra ritual, every year on the day on which the 
sacred fires are establishcd); see also ApSS. 5, 17, 3. 

Af ter the stanza TS. 1, 5, 5 m there foJlow in MS. 1, 5, 1: 67, 3 ff. three 
more mantras the first of whirh is identical with ~V. I, 93, 1, which, 
belonging to the only rgvedic sükta which is exclusively dedicat.ed to the 
dual deity Agni-and-Soma, is an invocation arresting the gods' attent.ion 57 

and asking them to be an enjoyment t.o the worshipper. It is one of the 
five stanzas of this hymn which are used by the Taittiriyakas as invitatory 
and consecratory formlllae in rites for special wishes (see TS. 2, 3, 14, 2). -
It is in connexion with the agnyupasthäna prescribed in MSS. I, 6, 2, 6; 
ApSS. 6, 16, 5, where it is said to be the seventh formula to be used when 
the moon is on the increase, a peculiarity which may have been borrowed 
from the Käthakas 58. In th is connexion KS. 7, 5: 66,13; KapS. 5, 4: 53, 9 
are worth reading from which it appears that one should adore Agni in 
the first half of the month with a stanza addressed to Agni-and-Soma, 
because the full moon sacrifice is the share of that deity (then Agni and 
Soma obtain the second cake), 'to these he entrusts him; they guard him 
not going away from him'. In the second half of the month one should 
adore Agni with a stanza addressed to Indra-and-Agni, because the new 
moon sacrifice is their share (they then obtain the second cake), etc. The 
texts add that Agni-and-Soma entrust him to the first, Indra-and-Agni 
to the second half of the month. 'All the gods entrust him completely, 
do not go away from him and protect him who knowing thus adores Agni' 
(KS., somewhat otherwise KapS ., MS.). The diverging text of MS. 1,5, 7: 
75, 10 is less intelligible: 'He (Agni) is to be adored with a stanza to 
Agni-and-Soma in the first half of the month (because) the first half is 
related to that deity; he entrusts him to the latter half (sic) of the month; 
with a stanza addressed to lndra-and-Agni he is to be adored in the 
latter half ... etc.'. - See also ApSS. 6, 22, 1. Other uses - e.g. MSS. 
5, 1,5,26; SSS. 1,8,6; 5, 18, 9-may be omitted. 

57 See Gonda, Dual deities, p. 372 ff.; 387 f. 
68 I refer to Caland, Srautasütra des Ap., I, p. 198, who refers to KS. 7, 5: 66, 13 

speaking, in general, of a stanza addressed to Agni-and-Soma, but not quoting 
this one. 
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The second mantra imploring Agni of sharp fiery energy to burn the 
demoniac power and to drive away the wicked, and the third, invoking 
Agni (the god) who prevails over rivals, to overwhelm the worshipper's 
antagonists, occur only here (MS. I, 5, I; 67, 5; 7) and MSS. I, 6, 2, 6 
(see above). 

The yajus formulae (U. Mah .) contained in VS. 3, 17 "Thou, 0 Agni, 
art the protector of bodies ; proteet my body. Thou ... the giver of 
complete Iifetimes; give me a complete lifetime. Thou ... the giver of 
prestige; 59 give me prestige 60. 0 Agni, wh at is deficient in my body, 
supply th at for me!" are quoted in SBM. 2, 3, 4, 19 (SBK. I, 4, I, 15 
introduced by 'He adores:'), int.roduced (M. 18 ; K. 14) with 'what he 
does wrongly either in word or deed' (M., 'either in word or deed he speaks 
falsehood or acts falsely' K .), thereby he (cuts off from . .. , i.e.) injures 
either his own body (ätmanaly,) or his lifetime or his prestige, or his 
offspring' 61; aftel' the quotat.ion these words are repeated (M. 20 with 
'he injures'; K. 15 with 'we have injured') and followed by 'make that 
again (complete i.e.) good for me, he thcreby says, and accordingly that 
(defect) is again made good for him' . - The four component parts of 
VS. 3, 17 recur in TS. 1, 5, 5 n 0 in the order "Iifetime", "prestige", 
"bodies", "whatever is deficient". The explanat.ion in TS. 1, 5, 7, 4 
confines itself to: 'For he is a giver of life .. . ', the last formula being 
explained : 'Whatever is deficient in my offspring and cattIe, do th ou 
make th at complete for me, he says in effect' . (Thc commentator, arguing 
th at in one of the former formulae 'bodies', includes 'cattIe' bases himself 
upon the last-mentioned formula) . Moreover, the formula forms part of 
a longer series. As to MS. see I, 5, 2: 67, 16 etc.; I, 5, 9: 77, 1 ff. in the 
same order as TS. but with 'protector of eyes . . . , of ears .. .' between 
'prestige' and 'bodies' . In the explanation of the last formula: 'himself, 
offspring, cattIe'. See also 4, I, 14: 20, I ff. KS . 6, 9 : 59,15 f. corresponds 
with TS.I,5,5, 3 f., except for "vigour" (vayas) instead of "prestige"; 
both formulae are found in the series KapS . 4, 8: 47, 21 ff.; for the 
explanation see KS. 7, 6 : 68, 4 ff. ; KapS. 5, 5: 54, 18 ff.: 'For himself 
he pronounees this prayer for blessing' (three times) and aftel' the last 
formula : 'What is deficient for him that he makes complete for himself' . -
The formulae are, in the order 2; 3; I; 4 prescribed in BSS. 3, 8: 77, 3 
(in adoring the ähavanïya) BhSS. 6, 2, I; ApSS. 6, 16, 10; HSS. 6, 6: 536; 
cf. also Vaikh. 2, 7: 27,4 (only the first ofthe four formulae is quoted); 
MSS. 1,6,2,7; not in VärSS. SB. 2,11,3. Also in the order I; 2; 3; 4 
in PGS. 2, 4, 8 (accompanying t.he wiping of one's mouth aftel' putting 
on fuel, in the section dealing with the Veda student). 

58 The untranslatable varcas is also rendered by "brilliance, brilliant vital power, 
illustriouBnesB, energy, vigour etc." (or vaidikänusthänaprayukta7!l' tejo varcalJ,.
vidyaiAvaryädiprayuktatejalJ" Mah. on VS. 3, 17; 20). 

eo Notice the triadic structure. 
el Notice the addition. 
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The mahäpankti stanza VS. 3, 18 (see KSS. 4, 12, 4) is line for line 
quoted and explained in SBM. 2, 3, 4, 21 f. and SBK. 1, 4, 1, 16 f. (with 
a somewhat different order of words). Line 18 a "Shining, ilIustrious (or 
kindling) 62 may we kindIe thee, the bright one, through a hundred winters 
(years)" is followed by the comment 'he thereby says, 'may we (M., 'I' K.) 
live a hundred years' and 'so long we kindIe thee, the great one' he says, 
when he says, 'we kindIe thee, the brilliant one'.' The following "we being 
vigorous, thee the invigorating ... " are explained as wishes : 'May we be 
vigorous, mayest thou be ... , may we be victoriously powerfuI, thee the 
giver of victorious power '. Line 18 c "0 Agni, thee, the undeceivable 
deceiver (uninjurable injurer) of rivals, (we) not deceived (injured)" is 
explained as a prayer (or an intention K.) : 'With thee ma.y we (M., 'we will, 
expect to' K.) render our rivals worse off' 63. The authors, aft er stating 
in § 22 (§ 17 K .) that line 18 d "0 thou, rich in various lights, may I 
successfully reach thy end" 64 is to be muttered th ree times, explain: 
'She that is rich in brilliant lights (citràvasu) is the night, because this 
one, af ter gathering together these (K.) bright objects stays (overnight); 
hence at night (K., not in M.) one does not see clearly (citram) from afar'. 
In M. 23 and in somewhat more felicitolls wording in K . 17 it is added 
that thus (K., 'with this' M.) the r~is of old (K.) reached successfully the 
end of the night; thus the danger of night (viz . the demoniac powers M.) 
did (K., do M.) not find them; thus also he now reaches successfully the 
end of the night, thus the danger of night viz. t. d. p. M.) does not find 
him. Compare the reference to the aetiological myth in KS. 7, 6: 67, 13 ff.; 
KapS. 5, 5: 54, 4 ff.: when the fear of universal darkness was upon all 
beings , cattIe seized Agni from behind (a rituaI gesture by which sacred 
power is transmitted) with the mantra TS . 1, 5, 6 b etc., men with 
TS. 1, 5, 5 q, VS. 3, 18 etc. In K. the formula is repeated . Mah. observes 
that this is a prayer addressed to Night for fear that the demons might 
enter the place of offering like thieves who at night enter a house when 
the inhabitants are asleep. - With the last line of VS. 3, 18 corresponds 
TS. I, 5, 5 P which in 1, 5, 7, 5 is explained: 'That of various lights 
(splendour) is the night. The brahmins formerly feared its not dawning; 
verily he secures the breaking of dawn' . The identification a.lso MS. 1, 5, 9: 
77, 13. - For the ritual use: BSS. 3, 8: 77,5 and VaikhSS. 2, 7: 27,4 
(whilst adoring Night); BhSS. 6, 2, 1 and ApSS. 6, 16, 11 (in the evening); 
HÁS. 6, 6: 536; MSS. 1, 6, 2, 7 ; VärSS. 1, 5, 4, 8. - The corresponding 
mantra TS. 1, 5, 5, 4 q differs from VS. 3, 18 in reading, in the first line, 

62 The form indhänälJ, is used as a medium proper (U., SäyaI;la on TS.) or as a 
passive (Griffith, Eggeling following Mah. who explains 'shining (illustrious) by 
thy favour'. Both interpretations are possible (in ApSS. 6, 16, 12 Caland: "entflammt", 
in SSS. 2, 11, 3: "kindling"), the sense may be lit·eral or 'metaphorical'). 

63 päpiyaBalJ, ·'to a high, considerable degree characterized byevil, the results 
of siu, misfortllne etc.". 

64 The supernumerary citrävasu formula (ApSS. 6, 16, 10). 
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dyumantal}, "(we being) brilliant" (the commentator subsequently explains: 
'May we in the worId become completely celebrated ' ), in line 2, yusasvanto 
YaSaskrtam "(we being) glorious (renowned), (thee) the one who confers 
renown" instead of " . . . victorious(ly) power(ful)" (2 x ) and, in lines 3 
and 4: "(we) weIl supplied with energetic men, (thee the) undeceivable 
one, 0 Agni, the deceiver of rivals in the highest firmament". The 
explanation follows in TS. 1,5,7,6: 'Man lives a hundred years (satàyul:tJ 
and has a hundredfold command of his physical and psychical faculties 
(indriya) . Verily he is firmly founded on a complete lifetime (ày'US) and 
on a complete command of his . .. faculties' . There follows <L ritual 
application based on the last part of the mantra: 'This verily is a glowing 
stake 65 with projections. By it the gods used to crush the asuras a 
hundredfold. In th at he places firewood on the fire with th is (stanza) the 
sacrificer hu rIs the hundred-slaying (stanza) as a bolt against (his) 
adversary to lay (him) down without fail' . KS. 6, 9: 59, 12 and KapS. 4, 8: 
47, 18, on the whole agreeing with TS. read, in line 2, vayasvinam and 
yasasvinam "possessed of . .. " and omit the last words "in the ... ". 
According to the explanation (KS. 7, 6 : 68, 1 ff.; KapS. 5, 5 : 54, 14 ff.) 
Däsarma and AruI).i discussed how to adore Agni , the latter informing 
the former of the agnyupasthäna and of the use of th is formula: 'The 
adversary and riyal of him who adores (him) with this (stanza) will get off 
worse than he; he (will) reach a complete lifetime, until (the end of his) 
life he (wiII) eat(s) food'. Compare also MS. 1,5,2: 67,12 ff. and 1, 5, 8 : 
76, 3 ff. with the comment : 'This invocation is victorious in battle. With 
this a royal personage should adore (Agni)'. Whether or not one is a royal 
personage one should adore (Agni) with it when one wishes to carry the 
day in battle, being safe and sound, and wishes to be successful, being 
safe and sound. - For the ritual use see BSS. 3, 8: 77, 6; BhSS. 6, 2, 3 ; 
ApSS. 6, 16, 12 66 ; HSS. 6, 6: 536 ; VaikhSS. 2, 7: 27, 5; MSS. 1,6,2,6 
(a k§atriya has to employ it); not in VärSS. It appropriately accompanies 
the putting on offuei. See also SSS. 2, 11,3. 

Af ter VS. 3,18; TS. 1,5,5 q MS. 1,5,2: 67,15 ff. has a long er series 
of brief formulae. Not all of them occur also in the Käthaka text. They 
are successively : "Thou art the firewood of Agni; proteet me from (the 
effect of) imprecation" which at 1, 5, 8 : 76, 13 is said 'to proteet him 
from imprecation' -see also the aetiological myth related before the 
quota ti on : the man who knowing this adds fuel to the fire overthrows 
a wicked rival-and occurs also KS . 6, 9: 59,14 (af ter theformula VS. 3,17, 
last line TS. 1, 5, 5 0) and 7, 6: 68, 8; ApSS. 6, 16, 12; "Thou art the 
firewood of Soma; be my protector": 'it becomes his protector' (1,5, 8: 

85 Thus, 'a glowing iron stake with holes (pierced)' Säyal).a, p. 809; see also 
K eith, Veda Black Yajus school, p. 77, n. 2; Keith translatos 'pipe" but it is difficult 
to say what sort of pipe is meant. 

88 See Caland's note, Srautasütra des Ap., I, p. 200. 
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76, 14); also KS. 6, 9: 59, 17 (cf. 7, 6: 68, 8); ApSS. 6, 16, 12; "Thou 
art the firewood of Yama; prot eet me from death": 'it protects him from 
death' (I, 5, 8: 76,15); also KS. 6, 9 : 59,18 with a comprehensivecomment 
in 7, 6 : 68, 9: 'these proteet him from everything'. For the formulae see 
also BhSS. 6, 2, 3; VärSS. 1, 5, 4, 7. The afore-mentioned 8ütras prescribe 
the use of t.hese three formulae when some logs of wood are placed on 
the fire . 

In MS. I, 5, 2 : 67, 16 ff. now follow the formulae TS. 1, 5, 5 n 1 and 2; 
then "Thou, 0 Agni, art, 0 Agni, the protector of eyes; prot eet my eye 
(sight)"; 'he protects his eye (sight)' (1, 5, 9: 77, 2), a formula which in 
its entirety occurs also at VS. 2, 16 (in connexion with the three sticks 
laid round a sacrificial fire, SB. I , 8, 3, 19 explaining that when the 
officiant pronounees this formula while touching himself (his eyes, comm.) 
he does not throw himself into the fire af ter definite objects which are 
thrown into it; similarly, 1,9,2,17; see also KSS . 3, 6,15; TB. 3, 3, 9, 5); 
TS. I, I, 13 k (addressed to the ähavaniya fire); its second part is found 
VS. 14, 17; TS. 1, 2, 1 i; MS. 1, 2, 1 : 10, 6 and elsewhere; next MS. I, 5, 2: 
68, 1 "Thou art, 0 Agni, the protector of ears; proteet my ear (sen se 
of hearing)"; 'he protects his ear' (1, 5, 9: 77, 4)-also in another context 
MS. 4, I, 14: 20, 2, the second part also elsewhere -; then follow "thou 
art the protector of the body (of bodies . . . )" (=TS. I, 5, 5 n) and 
TS. I, 5, 5 o. The next formula is al most identical with AVS. 2, 19, I 
imploring Agni to destroy enemies : "0 Agni, with thy heat be hot (in 
return) against him who hates us and whom we hate" (see KausS. 47, 8 
employing AVS. 2, 19-23); also KS. 6, 9: 59, 18 (immediately af ter 
"proteet me from death") and ApSS. 6, 21, l. It is followed by "0 Agni, 
with thy glow .. . " (AVS. 2,19,4); also KS. 6, 9: 59, 19; ApSS. 6, 21,1; 
"0 Agni, with thy ray of light ... " (AVS. 2, 19, 3); also KS. 6, 9: 59, 21; 
ApSS. 6, 21,1 67 ; "0 Agni, with thy flame (or rage, anger) ... " (AVS, 
2,19,2); also KS . 6, 9: 59, 22; ApSS. 6, 21, I; and (MS. 1,5,2: 68, 6. 
"0 Agni, with thy brilliant energy ... " (A VS. 2, 19, 5); also KS. 6, 9) 
59, 20; ApSS. 6, 21, l. It is worth noticing th at the order of these five 
formulae is tapas, socis, arcis, haras, tejas in MS., tap., s., tej., a., h. in KS; 
a., s., tap ., h., tej. in ApSS. There is hardly any doubt that these five 
stanzas-which are also found as 2, 48 in AVP. in the order tap., h., s., a., 
the fifth being jyotilt ("light")-constituted an old or widespread set of 
formulae intended to stimulate the god of fire to a destructive activity, 
and that it was secondarily included by the MaiträyaJ)iyas, the Kä~hakas 
and Apastambins in their agnyupasthäna ceremony. The formulae are 
commented upon comprehensively in MS. I, 5, 9: 77, 7 ff.: 'These verily 
are Agni's luminous bodies. This indeed AruJ)a Aupaveái (the pupil of 
Upaveáa, cf. SB. 10, 6, 1, 1) used to say: 'If, with respect to adversaries 

G7 See below. 
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who are more excellent (opulent) (and) distinguished than ourselves we 
came to understand th at they were standing against (us, ?) we overthrew 
them by means of Agni's luminous bodies~ He overthrows the evil 
adversary who knowing thus adores Agni (the fire)'. And in KS. 7, 6 : 
68, 10 ; KapS . 5, 5: 54, 22, aft er repeating the first formula at fuIl leng th : 
'With this he is hot (in return) against, he glowR against 68, he shines 
against, he fl.ames (rages) against. This indeed ArUl)i 69 said: 'With th is I 
overcome all rivals, all adversaries'. Ever more dist.inguished one becomes 
on es elf, ever more worse off (the one) who hates him, who has hostile 
intentions against him, if one knowing thus adores Agni (the fire) '. These 
explanations corroborate the above supposition with regard to t.he original 
function and character of these five stanzas and the reason why they 
were included. 

The texts, MS. I, 5, 2: 68, 7 and KS. 6, 9 : 60, I, continue with "0 Agni, 
lord of splendours, homage to thy splendour, do place splendour in me", 
explained in MS. I, 5, 9 : 77, 11 'Averting evil he places splendour in 
himself; he becomes rich in brilliant energy, in brahminic-a l illustriousness' 
and KS. 7, 6: 68, 14 'Aftel' having appeased all glows (pain, sorrow) he 
pI aces splendour in himself ' . There is a lacuna in KapS. The formula 
occurs also ApSS. 6, 22, 1 as the first of a long series. The next one is 
TS. 1,5,5 P (VS. 3, 18, last line), followed by MS. 1,5,2: 68, 8; KS. 6, 9: 
60, 2 "0 th ou whose wealth is on this side (i.e . who offerst wealth, 
arvägvaso) , may I reach the end of thee in safety" which is explained 
at I, 5, 9 : 77, 13 ff. 'the day is the one who offers wealth' and (t.ogether 
with the preceding one): 'The night is Agni , the day yonder sun. These 
are breaks 70, these he praises . He repeats (it) three times, because the 
gods are trebly truthful 71 . Of him sacrificia l worship or bmhman 72 is 
splendid who knows thus'. And in KS . 7, 6: 68, 15 ff. (aftel' the repetition 
of both formulae and the same identifications): 'This is an enelosure 73 

of day and night; neither by night nor by day does he who knows thus 
fall into calamity. These indeed are breaks of sa('rifi eial worship, viz. Agni 
(who is) night (and) yonder sun (who is) day. These very breaks he praises. 
He who knows thus is ab Ie to perceive the past and the future'. - The 
two formulas beginning with citrävaso and arvägvaso occur also in ApSS. 
6, 16, 11; cf. MSS. I, 6, 2, 17 ; HSS. 6, 6, 18: 536 mentions only the first. 

88 Notice the form pratitityakti. 
69 The son of the above ArUl).a Aupavesi. 
70 Interruptions, viz. of the daily sacrificial worship, which takes place in the 

morning and in the evening; see below. 
71 See TS. 6, 3, 10, 1; MS . 1,4,8: 56, 3 ; 3, 6, 3 : 63, 8 ; 3, 6, 9: 72,2; 3,10,2: 

132,4; 4, 1,3: 5, 3; 4, 1, 6: 8, 9; 4, 1,7: 9, 4, and comm. on !;lB. I, 1,9 '(The gods 
are true threefold): in thought, word and deed '. 

72 Sacred texts, spiritual knowIedge, 'holiness' etc. 
73 The word pariti BeemB to be a hapax which may be equivalent to enclosure, 

encirclement, fence. 
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With regard to the latter Mädhava, on TS., p. 796 rightly observes that 
it is a mantra of another Vedic school (sakhäntara). 

It should be noticed that KapS. 4, 8: 47, 23-48, 6 is identical with 
KS. 6, 9 : 59, 17-60, 2. 

In MS. 1, 5, 2 : 68, 9 and KapS. 5, 1: 49, 1 now follows wh at in TS. 
is 1,5,6 b . 

Hereafter HSS., I. cito has the formula "So-and-So (i.e. the names of 
his sons), good fortune" (twice), which in ApSS. occurs in 6, 22, l. 

The use of the formulae of VS. 3, I9-to be pronounced while seated 
(because they are related to sunset) (M., not in K.)-is set forth at SBM. 
2,3,4,24 (SBK. 1, 1, 4,18 read 1,4, I, 18): "Thou, 0 Agni, hast co me 
together (become united) with Sürya's brilliant energy (vareas)" is recited, 
'because, (in setting M.) the sun enters it' (K., 'the ahavanïya' M.); "with 
the eulogy of the r~is" 'because he (himself) adores (M., 'him' K. viz. Agni, 
the fire)'; "with (his) dear presence" 74 : 'his dear presence is the oblations, 
with the oblations, he thereby says ' (M., 'having offered he says this, his 
d . p. is an oblation' K.); "may I be united with a complete lifetime, 
brilliant energy, offspring, increase of property" is explained: 'Even as 
thou didst become united with those (qualities, M.; with this K.) so may 
I (by your favour V ., Mah.) . . . with these, viz . ... increase of property' 
('that is to say, with prosperity', M., not in K. where 'be co ming together 75 
... with offspring' and the explanation 'increase of property is prosperity' 
is placed at the end). - The first half of VS. 3, 19 (KSS. 4, 12, 4) recurs 
also in the texts of the B1ack Yajurveda (only KS ., KapS. jyoti~a "with 
light" instead of varcasa). See TS. 1, 5, 5, 4 r-Säya~a explaining varcasa 
by tejasa and dhäman by "place" (sthäna) , viz. the ahavanïya-with the 
comment in 1, 5, 7, 6: 'that thou art, this (thus) may I be, he says in 
effect' . The second half, reading "Thou, 0 Agni, hast the brilliant energy 
of Sürya (the sun), do thou unite me with a full lifetime, brilliant energy, 
(and) offspring" (TS. ibidem s) induced the comment (1,5 .. 7,6): 'Thou, 
o Agni, hast the radiance of Sürya (etc.), he says; verily he pronounees 
this prayer for a blessing' . In MS. 1, 5, 2 : 67, 9 ff. the mantra reads as 
follows: "Thou, 0 Agni, hast ... ; do th ou unite me . . . ; thou, 0 Agni, 
hast come ... "; and the second half: "With the eulogy of the r~is, with 
.. . may I be united" (as in VS.76) , and at 1,5,8: 75, 15 the comment: 
'He pronounees this prayer for a blessing with a view to a more excellent 
condition '. The formula "Thou hast united with the light of the sun" is 

74 priyerta dhämnä not " favourite abode (or dainty)" (Eggeling) etc. ; see 
J. Gonda, The meaning of the Sanskrit t erm dhäman, Amsterdam Acad. 1967; for 
this place , p. 65 . The text seems to say that Agni who is expected to convey the 
oblations which are throwll into the lire (ähuti) to the gods makes or considers 
t.hem his dhäman by entering them . 

75 sa1!1{/acchamärlO bhüyäsam. 
76 Only gmiya instead of gmi~ya. 
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explained: 'These two are then indeed conjointly lights (dual)'; "with the 
eulogy ... " (identical with KS. below) ; "with (Agni's) dear presence" : 
'solemn rites accompanied with oblations are A. 's d. p.; he causes him 
to be abundantly furnished with s. r. a. w. o.'. The last formula is said 
to be a prayer for blessing. See also KS. 6, 9: 59, 9 and KapS. 4, 8: 47,15 
(similar). In the explanation, KS. 7, 6: 67, 17 ff. and KapS. 5, 5: 54, 8 ff. 
it reads: "Thou, Agni hast ... ": 'he addresses this prayer for a blessing 
to Agni'; "do thou ... ": 'he pronounces this p .... for himself'; "thou .. . 
hast come . . . ": 'he addresses this ... to Agni'; "with the eulogy . .. ": 
'the eulogy of the r~is is the metrical texts of the Veda; he causes him 
to be abundantly furnished with the m. t.'; "with (his) dear presence" : 
'cattle verily are Agni's de ar presence; he causes him ... furnished with 
cattie' ; the last words are said to be a prayer for himself. - As to the 
ritual application see BSS. 2, 8: 77, 9; BhSS. 6, 2, 3; ApSS. 6, 16, 12 
(the formula as found in TS.); HSS. 6, 6: 536; VaikhSS. 2, 7: 27, 6; 
MSS. 1,6, 2, 6; SSS. 2, ll, 5 (the formula as found in VS.). 

In this connexion BhSS. 6, 2, 4; ApSS. 6,16,12 d, and HSS. 6, 6,18: 536 
prescribe the lIse of a stanza pronounced by the worshipper when he 
wipes his mouth (SäyaQ.a on TB. 2, 4, 2, 7: I, 528) . It corresponds with 
~V. 10, 57, 6, the last stanza of the first. hymn of the Gaupäyanas who, 
protesting against the suspicion of their integrity, pronounce a sort of 
charm: "0 Soma, may we, bearing under thy ordinance (ruie, vrata) our 
mind in our bodies, possessed of progeny, associate ourselves (be devoted 
to thee)" (thus ~V.; TB. etc. "reach (thee), a8ïmahi) 77 . In VS. 3, 56 
this stanza is-af ter formulae invoking the Fathers, with whom Soma is 
sometimes closely connected 78_part of a series of mantras for the 
presentation of the Säkamedha offering 79. At KausS. 89, I it belongs to 
the pi1}-q,apitrynjna (the oblations to the deceased ancestors on the eve 
of new moon). The stanza occurs also in TB. 2, 4, 2, 7 (among mantras 

for subsidiary sacrifices) ; 3, 7, 14, 3 (wit.h ApSS. 14, 32, 2) in expiatory 
rites belonging to the Soma sacrifices; in MSS. ll, 4, 5 it is one of the 
sütras to be used in the rite concerning the lunar mansion Asle!?a and 
pronounced to consecrate an offering to Soma. 

The stanza "I gaze on offspring, the descendants of IQ.ä, sprung from 
Manu('s race) 80; they must be safe and sound 81 in our house" which 
occurs-as I, 5, 6 a-in TS. between 1, 5, 5 s and 1, 5, 6 b to accompany 

77 ThuB Caland, Srautasütra des Ap. I, p. 200; SäylLl)a and C. G. Kashikar, 
Sütras of Bharadviija. Il, Poona 1964, p. 138 "enjoy". 

78 Cf. e.g. ~V. 8,48, 13; VS. 2, 29; SB. 2,4,2, 13. 
79 See J. Gonda, Die Religionen Indiens, Stuttgart 1960, p. 146. 
80 For Manu and Içl.ii (who represents the essence of the sacrificial food) see 

SB. I, 8, I, 1 ff. 
81 For sarva see n. IlO below. 
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the worshipper's looking at his house 82 is according to the explanation 
at I, 5, 8, I intended to 'win all the domesticated animais'. (According 
to SäyaI).a, p . 812 the descendants of Içlä are cows, horses etc.). It is also 
found in MS., viz. as I, 5, 3: 70, I with an explanation in I, 5, 10: 79, I ff. 
(where it is repeated in full): 'These creatllres are the descendants of Içlä 
and ManlI; these he seCUl'es; he has made them his food'; and in KS. 7, 1: 
62, 14 where in c "they must be many in our house"; similarly, 
KapS . 5, I: 49, 6. 

KS. 7, 8: 69, 16 adds the explanatory note, on "I gaze ... ": 'he secures 
all offspring', on "descendants ... ": 'for (they are) sprung from Içlä, 
from Manu', giying moreover the information th at this formula is a means 
of keeping cattie in this world when the animals are liable to enter yonder 
world. - As to the ritual application see BSS. 3, 8: 77, 15; BhSS. 6, 2, 5; 
ApSS. 6,17, I; HSS. 6, 6 : 536 ; VaikhSS. 2, 7: 27, 7; MSS. 1,6,2,10. 

As regards the formulae (yajus) of VS. 3, 20 (cf. KSS . 4, 12, 5) the 
explanation in SBM. 2, 3, 4, 25 (SBK. 1, 4, I, 19) consists in replacing 
the nouns occurring in it by synonyms. 'He approaches (M., goes 
towards K .) the cow with: "Herbs (food , a1ldhas) ye are; may I obtain 
as my share 83 your herbs . . . ": andhas is explained asenergies (vïryä1Ji), 
mahas "greatness, majcsty" by its plul'l11 (M., in the re verse order K.), 
the formulation being 'whatever energies (M.) are yours, whatever ... , 
may I (by your fayour, Mah.) obtain as my share them'. Similarly, ürja 
"invigorating food" and the "strength or vigour" resulting from it is 
explained as rasa "essential juice, the best sap of anything" and räyaspo~a 
"increase of property" by bhülIlan "abundance, opulence". Mah. observes 
that the cow(s) (being addressed) are the deity of the formulae; a 
commentary on SBM . informs us that the cow is meant which gives the 
milk for the agnihotra, aclding that a ndhas is a word for "food" and 
designates inclirectly also the encrgy proclueed by it. The first of the 
above four mant ras is only fOlll1c1 in VS ., SB. and KSS. 4, 12, 5. - The 
corresponding formulae in TS. I, 5, 6, I b are 'Water (ambhas) ye are; 
may I ... ; majesty (mahas) ye are; may I . . . ; overwhelming might 
(sahas) . . . ; vigour (ü/jas) ... ". Explaining these terms with reference 
to the cows Mäclhavi., p. 799, annotates: ambhas: 'the energy of those 
who have drunk water', . . . ürjas, viz. milk etc.'. The only comment in 
I, 5, 8, I is a four times repeated "for they are water, etc." According 
to Mädhava, p. 812 all four terms (water etc.) metaphorically denote 
cows. In MS. I, 5, 2: 68, 9 the 'concepts' mentioned are ambhas, mahas 

82 For the ritual significanee of gazing (special contact, attraction etc.) see 
J. Gonda, Eye and gaze in the Veda, Amsterdam Acad. 1969. "His house" 
(yajamänayrha ) , Dhilrtasviimin 011 ÄpSS. 6, 17, I; asmäkarrt yrhe, Säyal:J.a, p. 799; 
not with A. B. Keith, Th,· Veda of the B1ack Yajus School, Cam bridge MMS. 
1914, p. 74 . 

83 U . and Mah. draw attent ion to the fact that bhak~ïya derives from bhaj
"to divide, apportion", not from bhak~- "to eat, consume, enjoy". 
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ürjas 84 and räyaspo~a!l- (see VS.) successively. The comment (1,5,9: 77, 15) 
is similar to that in TS. KS. 7, 1: 62, 9 has the same formula with the 
same comment in 7, 7: 68, 20. Quoting the words "Water ye are" again 
KS. 7, 7: 69, 5 adds 'water is cattIe (cf. 7,6 : 67 , 15); the intermediate 
space (between heaven and earth) is cattIe; it is cattIe on which he is 
firmly founded; cattIe fear the gods; he who adores Agni becomes one 
of the gods'. KapS. 5, 1: 49, 1 has the same series of formulas as KS. 
and at 5, 5: 54, 6 the 'identification' '(water is) cattIe' . - As to the ritual 
use see BSS. 3, 8: 77, 17; BhSS. 6, 2, 5; ApSS. 6, 17, 2 (according to TS.) 
accompanying the adoration of the place where the cow is standing (or 
cow-pen); HSS. 6, 6, 19: 536; VaikhSS. 2, 7: 27, 7; MSS. 1, 6, 2, 8 with 
the two following mantras (TS. 1, 5, 6 b-e), to be pronounced while 
touching the calf (cf. 1,6, 1, 14); VärSS. 1,5,4,8; SSS. 2, 11,6 (with 
the following mantra) while approaching the cow (comm.). In another 
rite MGS. 2, 3, 6 prescribes the first five words when a cow is fed. 

In SBM. 2, 3, 4, 26 (SBK. 1, 4, I, 20) it is stated that cattIe are opulent, 
for which reason he pronounces the formula VS. 3, 21 "Ye prosperous 
ones, be glad (sport)"; the following words "in this place of origin or 
rest (yonau) 85, in this fold. in this open space (treeless place) 86, in this 
dwelling-place" (M., in quoting K., following VSK. 3, 3, 12, has d. and 
o. s. in the reverse order) are left unexplained. "Remain here, do not 
go away (from here K.)": 'This he says with reference to himself'; K. adds: 
'may I be deal' to you'. - TS. 1, 5, 6 c has (aftel' the preceding mantras) 
the same words in the order ... open place, fold, dwelling, place of origin. 
In the brähma'f}-a section 1, 5, 8, 2 it reads: 'The opulent on es are cattie 
(Säyal).a's comment, p . 812, being 'they have valued objects such as milk') 
verily he makes cattIe stay with himself' (i .e. 'in his house', Säyal).a), the 
last line (ihaiva steto ... as against ihaiva sta VS.) being explained: 'Verily 
he makes them constant, not departing' . In MS. 1, 5, 2: 68, 10; 1, 5, 9: 
77 , 18; KS. 7,1: 62,10; 7, 7: 68, 21; KapS. 5,1: 49, 2; 5, 5 the formula is: 
"Ye ... be glad in this place of origin, in this fold" with the comment 
'In (their) own place of origin, in (their) own fold he causes them to lie 
down' (MS.). Instead of the last part of the mantra these texts read: 
"This is your connex ion (bandhu) ,. do not go away from here"; in MS. 
also: "Become numerous; do not leave me", words said to be a prayer 
for blessing (MS. 1, 5, 9: 77, 19). In KS. 7, 7 the whole formula is explained 
as follows: 'The prosperous ones are cattIe ; cattIe is that which is between 

84 Notice that VS. has the noun ürja .. TS., MS., KS., Kap. ürjaa and ürjam.
ürjaa means "strength, vigour". 

85 U. and Mah. explain 'place of birth of the herd of cattIe' and 'place of milking' 
respect.ively. 

86 Th is is probably the meaning of loka which according to U. stands for '(in my) 
sight, range of vision' , according to Mah. 'within the reach of the sacrificer's eyes' 
which comes to the same thing. See J. Gonda, Loka, Amsterdam Acad. 1966, p. 11; 
14 and in 1.I.J. 15 (1973), p. 205. 
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the two fires. He has set them at rest (delighted them) in their own foId'. 
"In this place of origin": 'This indeed is their place of origin .. . ; this 
indeed is their foId'. "This .. . connexion ... ". 'To him cattIe come (always) 
near, they do not go away (from him) who knowing thus adores Agni', 
continuing: 'He goes away from th is world who adores the fire with 
(the formula) "Water ye are": Water is cattie, the intermediate space 
is cattIe. He is firmly established on cattIe. CattIe were af raid of thc 
gods. He is one of the gods who adores the fire'. - For the ritual see 
BSS. 3, 8, 18; BhSS. 6, 2, 5; ApSS. 6, 17, 3, wit.h the direction that the 
formula is to be pronounced between the ähavaniya and gärhapatya fires 
HSS. 6, 6: 536; VaikhSS. 2, 7 : 27, 8; MSS. 1,6,2,8; VärSS. 1, 5,4,9 ; 
at SSS. 6, ll, 6, whiie approaching the cow (comm.). 

The content of the mantra VS. 3, 22 a (KSS. 4, 12, 6) "Thou art 
furnished (with) ... (1) 87, of all outward appearances (colours)" 
accompanying in SBM. 2, 3, 4, 27 (SBK. I, 4, 1, 21) the touching of the 
cow (cf. KSS. 4, 12, 6) is confirmed: 'For cattIe are indeed of all .. . 
(eolours)' , M. adding: 'thereforehe says 'ofall ... (colours)' '. Thefollowing 
"Enter me with invigorating food (and) possession of cows" induces the 
explanation 'when he says "with invigorating food" he means with 
(essential) juice, when he says "with possession of cattie" he means with 
abundance' 88 . Mall.'s comment is 'by thy favour manifold juice, manifold 
ownership of cows must fall to my share'. - In TS. 1,5,6,2 d the formula 
is longer : "Thou art ... , with possession of cows, with increase of wealth" . 
Also MS. 1, 5, 2 : 68, 12; KS. 7, 1 : 62, 12; KapS. 5, 1: 49, 4 adding "with 
offspring". Aecording to TS. 1, 5, 8, 2 'he strokes the calf (with these 
words); verily he piles it (the fire) up (on his own behalf) (and) makes it 
(in his own interest 89) piled with cattIe' . Thc term 'piles' presupposes an 
implicit simile: 'just as one fire(place) is made by t aking and piling up 
bricks, another fire is made by 'taking up' a head of cattIe ; by touching 
the calf he piles up the fire(place) ' (cf. Säyal).a, p. 813). MS. 1,5,9: 78, 2 
a.fter stating that she (the cow) is composed (furnished) with all outward 
forms (colours) observes : 'He makes her abundantly furnished with o. f. 
(colours) ' . According to KS . 7, 7: 69, 7 (there is a lacuna in KapS.), 
quoting the pratika, 'these are the names of the cow: sa'Y!thitä (of mixed 

87 The word sa1]thitä is variously explained: SBK. supplies saTVai~~ kiimail], 
"abounding in all objects of rlesire a nd pleasure", Mah.: "engaged in ritual work 
with a view to giving oblations in the form of milk, sacrificial butter etc .", U. 
"concerned in what is related to sacrificial worship" or alternatively "she improves 
the bad conditio ll (sarruJadhäti) of weekem'd living Cl'eatures by means of its fluids" . 
The most probable translatioll seems to be "motley", although Mädhava's (Säym}.a's) 
explanation 'uccompa.niod (sahitä) by (your) mother' is interesting; his explanation 
of viSvarüpilJ is: 'you (the calf) appear as having various forms as you run again 
to suck the udder on the right and left (sides)' . 

88 The text of K. runs as follows: raseneti tad äha yad ähorjeti gaupatyeneti 
bh'Ümnety evaitad äha. 

89 The two verbs are in the medium. 
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colour), visvarüpä (dappled cow), gauly, (cow). These he mentions for him 
(?, asya, Agni?) in order to prevent frightening (her)' (cf. KS . 7, 7: 69, 6 
'They are liable to Hee in terror'); the author adds the explanation which 
is found in MS. MS. continues: 'He has mentioned their (fem .) names; 
he has made friends with them (fem.); for even when one mentions the 
name of a friend, one make:; friends with him' . Af ter quoting the second 
part of the first line KS. continu es : 'She, entering, sits down (in, or takes 
possession of, me)'. - For the ritual uso see BSS. 3, 8 : 78, I; BhSS. 6, 2, 7; 
ApSS. 6, 17, 4; HSS. 6, 6: 536 (in both texts and in VaikhSS. 2, 7: 27, 8; 
VärSS . I, 5, 4, 10; MSS. 1, 6, 2, 8) to aecompany the touching of the 
caJf or the cow; SSS. 2, 12, I (the touching of the forehead of the cow). 

In TS. the formula is immediately followed (or extended) by "May I 
prosper with your thousandfold prosperity; your possessions must rest in 
me" (I, 5, 6 e). See also MS. 1,5, 2: 69, I where the words "your p . m .. .. " 
precede "may I attain your thousandfold prosperity" which occur also 
I, 5, 3: 70,4. Similar, but " ... may I prosper with y. th . p." KS. 7, I: 
62, 13 and 63, 10 and KapS. 5, I: 50, 3. For explanations see MS. 1, 5, 9 : 
78, I : 'This one indeed disposes of (is a master of) prosperity a thousandfold. 
He who knows thus prospers a thousandfold, is not deprived of a thousand' ; 
KS. 69, 10 'He smears himself with (i.e. converts to his use) prosperity 
a thousandfold. He touches the calf -cows are affeetionate towards their 
offspring-in order to descry cattie. Cows come to him'. - As to the sütras 
see BSS. 3, 8: 78, 2; BhSS. 6, 2, 7; ApSS. 6,17,4; VaikhSS. 2, 8: 27, 16 
"Thou art the inhabited world ... w. th . p."; MSS. I, 6, 2, 8. - For use 
in another ritual context see HGS. I, 18, 4. - A similar formula is 
VS. 4, 26 etc ., SB. 3, 3, 3, 8 explaining 'Thereby he implores a blessing: 
a thousand meaning abundance, he thereby means to say, 'May Iobtain 
abundance'. ' 

The second part of VS. 3, 22 is identical with ~V. 1, 1,7: "We approach 
thee, 0 Agni .. . day by day with an inspired sacred text (dhiyá), paying 
homage" 90 is at SBM. 2, 3, 4, 28 and SBK. I, 4, I, 22 introduced by 
'he th en approaches the gärhapatya fire ' and followed by 'he thus 
(M., with this stanza K.) renders homage', M. adding: 'in order that it 
may not injure him'. This point is elaborated in a commentary on SBM. 
For VS. 3, 22-26 see KSS. 4, 12, 7. - The mantra is also found in 
TS. I, 5, 6, 2 f. As to this and the two following quotations (see below) 
there is in TS. no explanation of details but the statement I, 5, 8, 3 'He 
falls from (is deprived of) this world who adores the ähavanïya (because, 
according to another sacred text quoted by Säyaç.a, this is heavell) . He 
adores the gärhapatya .. verily he is firmly founded on this world and also 
he makes amends to the gärhapatya. He adores with gäyatrï stanzas; the 

90 See J. Gonda, The vision of the Vedic poets, The Hague 1963, p. 241 and 
Renou, E. V. P. XII, p. 72. 
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gäyatri is brilliant energy (te jas , 'because it had, together with fire, issued 
from Prajäpati's mouth', Säyal.la); verily he confers te jas upon himself. 
Moreover in that he repeats the triad (of stanzas), (this serves) for 
continuity'. See also MS. I, 5, 3: 69, 3 with the explanation at I, 5, 9: 78, 9 
'as to (the fact) that he adores with th is triad of gäyatri stanzas, the 
gäyatri is this (earth); he is firmly founded on this (earth)' ; KS. 7, I : 62, 16 
with the explanation at 7, 8: 69, 21: "To thee, 0 Agni, day by day" : 
'he appeases (extinguishes) it for (the sake of) those who are being born 
(coming into existence), ; the rest of the stanza : 'he has adored, with a 
stanza containing the word 'homage' (namas)' ; K apS. 5, I: 49, 8 (the 
brähma1Ja portion containing the explanation is missing). - As to the ritual 
application, BSS . 3, 8: 78, 4 ; BhSS. 6, 2, 7; ApSS. 6, 17, 7; HSS. 6, 6 : 536; 
VaikhSS. 2, 7: 27, 9; VärSS. I, 5, 4, 11 like SB. 2, 3, 4, 28 now pass on 
to the adoration of the gärhapatya (see also TS. I, 5, 8, 3), BSS., BhSS. 
and Ap. quoting the three stanzas mentioned above (TS. I, 5, 6 f-h); 
MSS. 1,6,2,9 (making mention of 8 stanzas); also SSS. 2, 12,2 (quoting 
the triplet. pratikena). - The three stanzas are in AiB. 1,30, 10 f. combined 
with ~V. 9, 67, 29 and in another ritmtl used 'to prevent injury to himself 
(the officiant) or the sacrifieer'; otherwise KB . 9, 5, 14 ff.; see also 
AsvSS. 4, 10,3 ; SSS. 5, 14, 11. In another context: KS. 22 , 10 : 67, 3; 
ApSS. 17,24, I, to be pronounced, no doubt for personal safety, by one 
who sees the ritual fires of other persons. 

The stanza VS . 3, 23=~V. I, I, 8 "thee that) rulest the sacrificial 
ceremonies .. . thriving (increasing) in thine own abode" gives occasion 
to the comment (SBM. 2, 3, 4, 29; SBK. I, 4, I, 22) 'whereby he means 
to say, 'Thine own abode is this (house) of mine (M., 'OUI'S' K.); make 
that ever more prosperous ' , (K., not in M.), K . adding 'cause that to 
increase for us '. With reference to the words "guardian of ~ta" in the 
stanza U. and Mah. observe: 'Taking, in the presence of the fire, a vow 
upon himself, he speaks the truth' . - As to the Black YV. see TS. 1,5,6,2 g 
(see above; no comment in t,he brältma~Ul portion ; Säyal.la, p. 80 I explains 
"in his own abode" by 'in the house of t.he agnihotra' ) ; MS. I, 5, 3: 69, 5; 
KS. 7, I : 63, I , repeated 7, 8: 70, ] with the explanation 'wit.h a stanza 
containing (the idea of) "growing" ' ; KapS. 5, I : 49, 10. - For the l'itual 
use see under the preceding mantra; not in VärSS. 

The stanza VS. 3, 24=~V. ] , I, 9 "Be th ou easily accessible to us, 
as afather to his son, 0 Agni; stand by us for (our) well-being" is at. 
SBM. 2, 3, 4, 30 (8BM. 1,4, 1,22 ) quot.ed and for the greater part repeated 
with the insertion 'and the latter (i.e. t.he father) in no wise injures him ... ' 
(M.) or addition 'just as he (the father) in no wise injures him' (K.) ' ... let 
us in no wise injure thee' (M. K.) . - The stanza occurs also TS. 1,5,6,2 h; 
MS. I, 5, 3: 69, 7 ; KS . 7, l: 63, 3; 7, 8: 70, 2 with t.he addition 'thus 
with (a stanza containing) the word well-being'; KapS. 49, 12. For the 
first päda see also, in another context and with "sons" (putrebhya/.t) 
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instead of "son" (sünave) KS. 21, 14. - For the ritual use see under the 
preceding but one; not in VärSS . 

The paragraphs SBM. 2, 3, 4, 31-33 and SBK. 1,4, 1, 22 (last. part)-23 
differ from wh at precedes and follows in that first the two stanzas 
VS. 3, 25 and 26-being ~{V. 5, 24 (VS. 25=~V. 24, 1; 2; VS. 26=~V . 4; 3 
(sic)) -are quoted in full (SBM. 31; K. 22) and the following explanation 
is mainly concerned with the rnetrical structure of these mantras. In 
SBM. 32 (K. 23) it is stated that in contrast to the mantras used in adoring 
the ähavaniya (VS. 3, 11-22 a) which were in metres of different size, 
because then one prayed for catt.le and cattIe are (as it were M.) of great 
and small size, the first tristich used in adoring the gärhapatya (VS. 3, 22, 
second part; see SBM. 2, 3, 4, 28)-then (one prays M.) for men-is in 
the gäyatri metre, which is Agni 's metre 91; 'thus he adores him with his 
own metre' . In M. 32; K . 23 the argument is continued : 'Thereupon 
(he mutters the dvipadä (two-footed) metres ' (i.e. VS. 3, 25 and 26) (M., 
'with the dv. ' K.). The dvipadä is man's metre, sin ce man is t.wo-footed 
and he with that prays for men' , M. inserting 'and since he now prays 
for men, therefore (he uses) dvipadä stanzas'. 'And whosoever, knowing 
this, adores (tbe two fires), becomes possessed both of cattIe and men'. 
Other uses are: the verses ~V . 5, 24, 1 ; 2; 4 as VS. 15,48 (agnicayana) ; 
25,47 (horse sacrifice). - Cf. also KSS . 4, 12, 7. - In TS. 1, 5, 6, 2 i the 
mantra reads ~V . 5, 24, 1; 4; 2; verse 3 is absent ('found in (an)other 
school(s)', SäyaJ.la). In MS. 1, 5, 3 : 69, 9-12 the sükta is complete, the 
order of the verses being 1, 4, 2, 3; also 1, 5, 1 0: 78, 10 with the explanation: 
'This verily is Agni's dear body not to be laid low, which affords protection ; 
to him he goes forward; one who treats him as an enemy does not lay 
him low. With four two-footed metres he adores; cattIe verily is fom
footed, the sacrifieer is two-footed. The gärhapatya fire is a house. He is 
firmly founded on both house and cattIe'. KS. 7, 1,63,5-8 and KapS. 5, 1: 
49, 15 are identical with the above MS. 69, 9-12 ; for the explanation 
see KS . 7, 8: 70, 6: 'this is Agni's dear body which affords protection ; 
he has adored him with his dear body, with two-footed (verses) . Man is 
two-footed; the gärhapatya fire is the house; he is firmly founded on the 
house. The former stanzas are three; these are four; they (make) seven. 
(There are) seven tame animals ; these he secures'. From a preceding 
discussion between Divodäsa Bhaimaseni and Arur;lÏ who had established 
the (ritual) fire it appears that t,he latter authorities had taught t.he use 
of these mantras in adoring the gärhapatya fire. See also TS. 1, 5, 8, 3 
'Af ter (in consequence of) the gärhapatya energetic men (viräM are bom 
with two feet; to him who, knowing thu~, adores the gärhapatya with 
(verses of) two feet an energetie son is hom' . - As to the ritual use see 
BSS. 3, 8 : 78, 7 (verses 1; 4; 2); BhSS. 6, 2, 7 (id.); ApSS. 6, 17,7 (in 

91 FOT these homologat.ions of m et.res etc. see J. Gunda, Vedic literature, p . 371 f. 
See also the above sectioll on VS. 3, 22. 
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contrast to TS. 1, 5 , 6, 2 all four verses in the order 1 ; 4; 2 ; 3; cf. KS. 7, 8; 

70,8; MS. 1,5, 10: 78, 12) ; similarly, MSS. 1, 6, 2,9; also SSS. 2, 12, 2 
quoting a dvipadii triplet (comm .) af ter t.he preceding t.riplet. "We 
approach thee" ; implicit in HSS. 6, 6 ; 536 ; VaikhSS. 2, 7: 27, 10; not 
in VärSS . - Compare also AsvSS. 2, 19, 36 . - For uses in other ritual 
contexts see TS. 4, 4, 4 ,8; MS. 2, 13, 8: 158,6 (agnicayana) etc . In other 
rites : ~SS. 3,17,5 ; 12, 11 , 2. - ~Vidh. 2,15,7 informs us that ~V. 5, 24 
should be recited by those who worship the ritual fire for the sake of life, 
when they a re desirous of wealth and a fulllifetim e. In SVidhBr. 1, 8, 13 
it belongs to a group of texts used in a rite for recovery from an iIIness. 

After 1, 5, 3: 69, 9 (corresponding with TS. I, 5, 6 i) MS. has, as already 
observed, ~V. 5, 24, 3 and then inserts a stanza which, with or without 
some yariation, is abo found as TS . 4 , 2, 8 a (to accompany, in the 
ceremonious preparation of the ground for the fire , the horse being made 
to advance); MS. 1, 6, 2: 87, 2 (establishment of the stlCl'ed fire); KS . 39, 1 : 

117,9 ; MSS. 1,5,4, 11 ; ApSS . 5, 14, 14; see also AVS. 16,9, 1 and 2 
",here piida 3 is absent. J n t.mnslation it runs as folIow::.:: "I have withstood 
all fighters (and) spirits of malignity ; that Agni says, that, too, Soma 
says, Brhaspat.i , Savitar, Indra say t.hat; Pü~an has placed us both in 
the sphcre of ritua l and religious merit" 92. It is no doubt a later insertion 
and is not. explained in MS. I , 5, 10. - Intelligibly enough it is in this 
context only used in MSS. I, 6, 2, 9 and 1, 5, 4, 11. 

At this point t.hc texts of thc Black Yajur Veda prescribe a number 
of formulae which - accompanying the worshipper's gazing a t his house 
or euttle --arc absent in t he White Yajur Veda. The first formula "Wit,h 
vigour (urjü , invigorating food) I gaze on you: gaze (plnr .) on me with 
vigoul' (il1\' igorat.ing food) " oecurs at. TS. I , 5, 6, 3 k and 1, 5, 8,4 where 
it is said to be the invocat.ion of the blessing (expressed by these words) . 
Säyal)a, p. R02 explains : 'I gaze at you motivated by t.he best of milk etc. 
and increase of property; do you also gaze t hus at me'. Also MS . 1,5, 3 : 
69, 15 and 1, 5, 10: 78, 14 with the explanation 'with vigour (i.f.) he 
gazes on them, wit.h Y . they g. on him '; KS . 7, 1 : 63, 9 with an explanation 
at 7, 8: 70, 9 "he pI aces vigour in (his ) house, (his) cattIe (and) in himself" ; 
K apS. 5, 1 : 50, 2. - As to the ritual use see BSS. 3, 9 : 78, 11 ; BhSS. 6, 3, I 
(here these t.wo sütra. works begin a. ncw section) ; Ap8s. 6, 17, 9 (while 
looking at. his house or cattIe); HSS. 6, 6 : 536; VaikhSS . 2, 8 : 27 , ll ; 
MSS . 1,6, 2,10 ; VärSS . 1,5, 4, 12. 

The second formula is "With increase of possessions .. . " in TS. 1,5, 6, 3 k 
(no spef'ial explanat.ion ; for SäyaJ)a's notc sef' abo,-e) and KS. 7, 1 : 63, 9 ; 
KapS. 5, I : 50, 2 and "Wit.h propert.y .. ." in MS. 1, 5, 3: 69,16 and 
1, 5, 10 : 78, 15 'with property he looks at. them ... etc. (see above)'. -
As to the ritual use, see above but not mentioned in HSS., VaikhSS. , 
MSS., Vär8S . 

92 For 8ulcrtá8ya loké see Gond n., Loka, p . 115; 130 ; 14~ . 
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The third formula (pronounced for the same purpose) "You are refreshing 
draughts (irJäly) , making sweetness; enter (plur.) me gently, refreshing 
drinks, exhilarating liquor' (TS ., or 'delighting drink' MS. etc.): TS. I, 5, 
6, 3 I; MS. ] , 5, 3 : 70, 3 and 1, 5, 10 ; 79, 4, stating that they are incleed 
r . d. and d. d.; KS . 7, I: 63, 10 with the same comment in 7, 8: 70, 10, 
followed by a repetition of 69: 10-12; KapS. 5, 1 : 50, 3. - Ritually used: 
BSS. 3, 8: 78,12; BhSS. 6, 3, 1; ApSS. 6,17,9; VärSS. 1,54,13; implicit 
in MSS. 1, 6, 2, 10. 

In TS. 1, 5, 6 I the second and laRt formula iH "May I prosper with 
your thousandfold prosperity ... " which , though repeated from I, 5, 6 e, 
is quoted at fuIl length. Thus BSS. 3, 9: 78, 13; BhSS. 6, 3, I; cf. MSS. 
1,6, 2, 10-MS. 1,5, 3: 70, 5 has aftel' the preceding formula and "May 
I attain your prosperity a thousandfold" (cf. KS. 7, 8: 70, 12) the words 
"Thou art the inhabited world (bhuvanam) thriving (increasing) a 
thousandfold", with an explanation I, 5, 10 : 79, 5 'for this inh. w . is 
t.hr. a th .... '. For the ritual use see ApSS. 6, 17, 6 with an imperative 
cc •.• thrive a th.", to accompany the tOLlching of a (the) male calf. 
HirSS. 6, 6: 536 has a longer formula: "Thou art the inha bited world. 
May I (enjoy all) increase in prosperity a thousandfold. Thou disposedst 
of prosperity a thousandfold. May we from thee (i.e . the cow or the calf 
being touched) receive the most as our share". - These words are followed 
by MS. ibid. "From that give liS" (which together with the following 
sentence is in KS. 7, 3: 65, 5; ApSS. 6, 25, 10 found among the further 
particulars) and "Of tha.t from thee may we be partaking", which is also 
as 6, 79, 3 cl part of a text in AVS. that is to secure abundance at home 93. 

See MSS. I, 6, 2, 10 and for "Thou art the world" (pratikena) VärSS. 
I, 5, 4, 13. MS. 1, 5, 10: 79, 6 explains both formulae as a unity and a 
prayer for blessing (äsis) . 

The next formulae are MS. I, 5, 3 : 70, 6 "Thou art I<;lä 94, bearing the 
patterns of functional conduct Ol' observance (vrata) .. in t.hee is the vrata .. 
thou art. the one who bears the vrata( s)", statements which in the 
explanation I , 5, 10: 79, 7 are only affirmed. Compare ApSS . 6, 3, 8 
(agnihotra .. the second part is different; the form uIa is addressed t,o the 
cow which is to give the milk for the oblations) . It may be notieed th at 
the mi Ik of the so-called vratadughä cow (the cow "which gives the vrata 
milk") -which may be mixed with some rice or barley-is t.he only food 
to be taken by a sacrificer who has undergone the dik~ä (initiation). 
Further, the essence of sacrificial food (irJä) i8 explicitly identified with 
cattIe (AiB. 2, 9, 11; KB. 3, 9, 5); according to TS . 1, 7, 2, 1 I<;lä's body 
is the cow. The formula is not mentioned in the agnyupasthäna sections 
of the sütras. 

The formulae VS . 3, 27 are at SBM. 2, 3, 4, 34 (SBK. 1, 4, I, 24) 

98 For the text of the formula see Whitney and Lanman, AthV. Sarphità, p . 340. 
94 For Içlà see above, n. 80. 
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discussed as follows: "0 I~ä, come here. 0 Aditi, co me here (, 0 Kämyä 
(Desire), come here K .95 as against kämyä eta "come, desired ones" in 
VSM.)", 'for I. is a cow, A. is a cow (K. is a cow, K.)' 96. ('He touches 
her with "Come (plural), ye desired ones'" M.) . For men's objects 
(M., object K.) of desires have (M., has K.) entered into (i.e. are, is fixed on) 
them. (Let th ere be M.) for me the fulfilment of desire from you. (Hence 
he says, 'Come here, ye desired ones' M., not in K.). Thereby he says, 
'May I be dear to you'. U. and Mah., recalling I~ä's and Aditi's identity 
-Manu's daughter and the mother of the gods-add the notes: 'Come 
to us as I. to Manu and as A. to the gods'. Mah. again refers to the favour 
of the deities (the cows) addressed. - Cf. KSS. 4, 12, 8 f. - At VS. 38, 2 
we find the formula "I~ä, come here. Aditi, come here. Sarasvati, come 
here" 97 (pravargya ritual 98) . See SBM. 14,2, 1,7 where the formulae are 
quoted: 'the cow is I., the cow is A., the cow is S.' - In the same form 
it occurs in TS. I, 6, 3, I (rites offull and new moon), and in ApSS. 15,9,3 
(pravargya) . In SSS. 2, 12, 3 and 4 dealing with the adoration of the 
gärhapatya (that is the ceremony under discussion) the third goddess is 
Sünrtä, in ApSS. 6, 3, 8 (agnihotra) , Sraddhä. - The second line occurs 
only in VS. 3, 27; SB. 2, 3, 4, 34 ; SSS. 2, 12, 4. 

Af ter an introductory remark on the position and gesture required the 
authors quote in SBM. 2, 3, 4, 35; SBK. I, 4, I, 25 the three stanzas 
VS. 3, 28-30=~V. I, 18, 1-3 99 in t.heir entirety. Their deity is 
BrahmaQ-aspati who is implored for favour and protection. The motivation 
of their use in M. 36, K. 26 does not enter into particulars: af ter having 
adored the ähavanïya, that means, adored the sky, and the gärhapatya, 
that means, the earth, 'hereby he now (adores K.) the intermediate region ; 
(that is why he adores, with a triplet dedicated to BrahmaQ-aspati K.) 
for this region is Brhaspati's (M., BrahmaQaspati's K.) 100; he (thus) 
adores th is region ; (that is why he mutters a text dedicated to Brhaspati 
M.)'. For VS. 3, 28-36 see KSS. 4, 12, JO. - The first stanza "Make famous 
him who presses soma" occurs also at. TS. I, 5, 6, 4 n-SäyaQa, p. 802, 
identifies Brhaspati with Agni, describeR Kak~ivant as an originator or 
promoter of ritual work and explains svara~a (usually translated by 
"presser") by "teacher" -wit.h the explanation at I, 5, 8, 4: ... 'Verily 
he secures the soma draught '; ... 'verily he secures brahmanical 

9S For th is word see e.g. PB. 20, 15, 15 where it is among the names of a cow 
used for ritual purposcs. Compare also TB. 3, 9, 4, 2. 

98 For lçiä and Aditi see Gonda, R eligionen Indiens, I, p. 102. 
97 For three goddessed sce Gonda, Triads in the Veda, Amsterdam Acad. 1976, 

p. 69 f . 
98 For particulars see J. A. B. van Buitenen, The pravargya, Poona 1968, p. 95. 
99 For the interpretation of these stanzas see Geldner, ~V. üb., I, p. 18; 

Renou, E. V. P . XV, p . 46; H. P . Schmidt, Brhaspati und Indra, Wiesbaden 
1968, p . 96 f. 

100 For Brhaspati and the upper region see SB. 5, I, 1,4; 5, 3, 1,2 etc. 
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illustriousness (brahmavarcasa)'. The last words "(even as thou, i.e. 
BrahmaJ.laspati made famous) K. Au." are here, in MS. and KS. left 
unexplained. See also MS. 1,5,4 : 70,13; 1,5, ll: 79, II with the comment: 
'He adores with a (stanza addressed) to BrahmaJ.laspati; he is firmly 
founded on Brahman; moreover, he secures brahmanical illustriousness. 
He who competes with (a man) who is firmly founded on Brahman falls 
down before him', adding: 'the gods of both groups reckon on (depend on, 
hope for) the one who performs the agnihotra, (viz.) both (those) to wh om 
he sacrifices and (those) to whom he does not (sacrifice)'; KS. 7, 2: 63, 18; 
(KapS. 5, 2: 50, 11) KS. 7, 9: 70, 18 'a (stanza addressed) to BrahmaJ)aspati, 
with this he places brahmanical illustriousness in himself. These (formulae) 
belong to all the gods. These ereatures belong to all the gods. From 
Brahman's womb the creatures are bom. As to the fa ct that this (stanza) 
belongs to BrahmaJ.laspati, he procreates them (the creatures) from the 
womb of Brahman . . .'. It is further stated th at 'Aditi (in the mythical 
tale) followed her sons with her looks when they went and fetched the 
soma from yonder world and returned successfully with it. Whatever object 
of desire one wishes that one wins. If one wants somebody to return 
successfully one should follow him with one's looks while pronouncing 
this mantra'. - For the ritual see BSS. 3, 9: 78,15; BhSS. 6, 3, 3 (second 
formula); ApSS. 6, 18, I b; HSS. 6,6: 537, 2; VaikhSS. 2, 7: 27, 12; 
MSS. I, 6, 2, 11; SSS. 2, 12, 5 (all three stanzas with the direction : 'he 
addresses the dak§i'f.Lägni from the north'). 

The following stanza VS. 3, 29=~V . I, 18, 2 is not found in TS. but 
is quoted in MS. 1, 5, 4: 70, 15 anel KS. 7, 2: 63, 20 (without an explanation 
in the brähma'f.La sections); KapS. 5, 2: 50, 13. See also ApSS. 6, 17, 12; 
HSS. 6, 6 : 537, 3; MSS. I, 6, 2, 11. The last stanza quoted in SBM. 
2, 3, 4, 35 is in the Black Yajur Veda only found in KS. 7, 2: 64, 1 and 
ApSS. 6, 17, 12; HSS. 6, 6: 537,4, drawing on KS.I 01 ; for SSS. 2, 12,5 
see above . 

Af ter the stanza which corresponds with VS. 3, 29 and before that 
which is identical with VS. 3, 34 a MS. 1, 5, 4: 70, 17 inserts ~V. 3, 59, 6 
(part of the only rgvedic hymn addressed to Mitra), reading (with other 
texts of the Black YV.) sravo "farne" instead of avo "assistance, favour" 
(which occurs also VS. I 1, 62 b) : "The fame of Mitra, the god who support.s 
(people settled as) cultiva.tors, assures (our) gain, ilIustriousness (which 
brings) most brilliant fame". The comment is, MS. I, 11: 79, 15: 'He 
adores with a stanza addressed to Mitra; from both sides he pro cu red 
for himself helpful benevolence (mitram) 102, viz. from this side (i.e. from 
this world) and from yonder side (i.e. from the heavenly world)' . See 

lOl See J. Gonda, The ritual sütras, Wiesbaden 1977, p. 498; 500; 521. 
102 For this concept see e.g. J. Gonda, The Vedic god Mitra, Leiden 1972, p . 78 

and passim; Mitra and mitra : the idea of 'friendship' in ancient India, Indologica 
Taurinensia, 1, Turin 1973, p . 71 ff. 
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Säyana's note on TS. I, 5, 6 : 802 : 'The stanzas ~V . 3, 59, 6 and 2 are 
not handed down here '. - See also ApSS. 6, 18, Ic ; MSS. I, 6, 2, 11. -
Like MS. itself other authorities however quote this stanza (in one of its 
forms) in different ritual contexts; see e.g . TS. 3,4, 11 P (special sacrifices) ; 
4, 1, 6, 3 (the fire in the fire-pan, in order to secure the god's benevolent 
assistance); cf. also MS. 2, 7, 6: 81, 17; KS. 16,6 : 226,18; MS. 3,1,8: 
10, 14; KS . 19, 7: 8, 12 etc.; VS . 11, 62 likewise as one of the many 
formulae used in constructing ritual fireplaces; see also SB. 6, 5, 4, 10 
commenting upon the use of VS. 11, 62: 'As of ten as he attends to (the 
fire by adding fresh fuel) he attends to it with the (i.e. this) prayer 
relating to Mitra, for a mi tra ('friend') does not injure any one ... '. 
It may be surmised that t.he Maiträyal)iyas, knowing this employ
ment of the stanza (see above), introduced it into their agnyupa
sthäna ritual because they wished to invoke, on this occasion also, 
Mitra's aid. 

ApSS. 6, 18, 1 is alone in prescribing now TS. 3, 4, II r (a section 
connected with special sacrifices)=~V. 3, 59, 2 "Let th at mortal man, 
o Mitra, be distinguished ... who ex erts himself for thee ... He who 
is aided by thee is not slain, nor overpowered ; di stress reaches him neither 
from near nor from afar". The stanza-which in Ap. is the fifth of a series 
of seven-is also quoted among invitatory and consecratory stanzas in 
MS. 4, 10, 2 : 146, 13; KS . 23, 12 : 88, 20. See also ApSS. 13, 4, 6 etc. 

The sükta ~V. 10, 185 is in its entirety found also as VS. 3, 31- 33 103• 

It is a prayer for protection addressed to Mitra, Aryaman, Varul)a and 
their mother Aditi. The comment added to the complete quotation in 
SBM. 2, 3, 4, 37; SBK. I , 4, 1, 26 confines itself to the essential words 
"nor on da,ngerous paths" (nddhvasu vära~é~u) in VS. 32 b (sc. "has the 
wicked enemy power over them"); this is in accordance with the general 
purport of the st.anzas which as ~V . 10, 185 is in the ~gvidhäna 4, 23, 3 
prescribed fOI' the sake of auspicious progress, and in BD. 8, 86 f. is said 
to be intended for appeasement of evil influences alld considered to be 
benedictory in the valediction of travelIers (see also U. and Mah.) 104. In 
SVidhBr. it belongs to a number of süktas which conduce to a life of a 
hundred years and protect from decrepitude. 'In this (text) he says, No 
on .. . ; for dangerous indeed are the paths th at lie between heaven and 
earth; these he now adores (upati~thate, which however means also "places 
himself near, approaches")' followed in M. by 'and therefore he says, 
Nor . . .' and in K . by 'thus on these dangerous paths no dangers (and) 
demoniac powers find him'. - These th ree stanzas are foreign to TS. 
Cf. BhSS. 6, 4, 4: 'According to some teachers, he should pray only with 

103 There are sorne variants, arnong thern: VS. 3, 33 a té hi (also MS. 1, 5, 4 a: 
70, ll) as against !.tV. 10, 185,3 a yásmai (siso KS. 7, 2 a). 

104 See aIso J. Gonda, The !.tgvidhiina, Utrecht 1951, p. ll9. 
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the mähitra triad of stanzas'. In MS. they are to be foulld at 1, 5, 4: 
70, 7; 9; 11 (with different pädas band c and therefore reading as follows: 
"For these sons of Aditi grant perpetual security (and) treasures to the 
worshipper" , the first also at I, 5, ll: 79, 9 with the explanation: 'He 
adores with a triplet sacred to Prajapat.i. These creatures verily belong 
to P. These he secured. These he has madehisfood. Moreover, he approaches 
P . He is firmly founded on P ., on the gods". The first stanza occurs also 
in KS. 7, 2: 63, 12 and 7, 9 : 70, 16 : 'This is a triplet sacred to P. These 
oreatures belong to P. He secures all creatures. These verily (are) P.lOS. 
Having approached P., obtained all, secured all .. . '. See also KarS. 5, 2: 
50,5. The second stanza occurs also KS. 7, 2 : 63, 14; KapS. 5, 2: 50, 7 
without explanations. The third stanza is in KS. 7, 2: 63, 16; KapS. 5, 2: 
50,9 completely identical with ~V . 10, 185,3 ; MS. 1,5,4 : 70, II joins 
VS. in reading te hi puträso .. . (cf. ~V. 8, 18, 5). - For the ritual 
application see ApSS. 6, 17, 10 where t.he three stanzas are said to be 
sacred to Prajapati and (according to the commentator Dhfirtasvamin) 
are recited in honour of the ähavaniya . Also HSS. 6, 6: 536 (mähitre'T}a, 
trcenopati§thate); VaikhSS. 2, 8: 27,18; MSS. 1,6,2,11. See also 
SSS. 2, 12,6 where the whole hymn (af ter t.he initial words called mähitram) 
is stated to be muttered between the gärhapatya and ähava'l1ïya. - For 
other ritual uses see MGS. I, 5, 4; AsvGS. 3, 10, 7. 

VS. 3, 34=l;tV. 8, 51 (Val. 3), 7 is an example of a stanza addressed 
to Indra th at is interpreted so as to suit th is ritual cont.ext. H is at 
SBM. 2, 3, 4, 38; SBK. I, 4, 1, 27 briefly introduced and line for line 
quoted and, as to its general content, explained: 'Now (a stanza) to 
Indra, for Indra is the deity of sacrificial worship ; he now makes the 
adoration of Agni (the fire(s)) connected with lndra'. "At no time th ou 
art barren 106 , nor, 0 Indra dost thou fail 107 the (thy) worshipper" : 'The 
worshipper (the one who honours or serves the gods, däsvä'l1) is the 
sacrifieer' (M.); not (M., never K.) dost thou seek to harm the worshipper, 
th at is what he thereby says. "Thy, the god's liberality, 0 t.hou who 
art active for the advantage of man 108, increases more and more": 'What 
is near (to us?) here thriving (abundant) for us make that for us more' 
(K.), (or 'make more and morefor us this abundant" he thereby says' M.); 
'make th at increase for us (K.)'. The stanza recUl'S as VS. 8, 2 (evening 
pressing of the soma, SB. 4, 3, 5, 10) and partly in VS. 33, 27 . - In the 
Black Yajur Veda it is used at TS. I, 5, 6 0 and commented upon at 
1, 5, 8, 4 f. : 'Nobarren night does he pass, who knowing thus adores 

105 Cf. SBM. 11, 1, 6, li: P. is everything endowed with brell.th. 
106 The explanation 'barren means injurious' (comm. SBM.) can be misleading. 
107 For the verb 8a8casi (not understood by U. and Mah.) see M. Mayrhofer, 

Kurzgefusztes etymologisches Wörterbuch des Altilldischen, lil, Heidelberg 1964-
1976, p. 418 (with a bibliography). 

108 For the meaning of the epithet maghavan see J . Gonda, Epitheta iu the 
.l;tgveda, 'a-Gravenhage 1959, p . 42 ff. 
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the fire', a 'barren night' being, according to SayaJ).a, p. 814, 'one beset 
with thieves, scorpions etc.' -according to the same commentator, p. 802 f., 
Indra's name stands for Agni's ('Agni endowed with supreme lordship') 
or 'Agni is like Indra' -; MS. I, 5, 4: 71, 2 quotes two stanzas (in the 
same metre), viz. the above and ~V . 8, 52, 7 "Never art th ou neglectful ; 
thou guardest both races .. . " 109 (here also Indra is addressed); see I, 5, 11 : 
79, 16 : 'he adores with two stanzas in brhati metre. Cattie verily belongs 
to Indra. These he secured. These he has made his food'; KS. 7, 2: 64, 3 
(only the first stanza) and 7, 9: 71, 1; 2: 'This verily AruJ).i said, 'I did 
not pass a barren night as long as I heard th is Vedie st.a.nza (rcam)' . 
He who knows thus does not pass a barren night. Agni verily belongs 
to the gäyatri, his metre is the gäyatri. Him one deprives of (his) metre 
when one knowingly adores him with (other) metres. Sinee this gäyatri 
is the last he causes him to be furnished with his own metre. He who 
adores the fire goes to heaven af ter having obtained completeness 110, 

secured completeness ' (see also below, on the stanza "Thine inviolable . . . "); 
KapS. 5, 2: 50, 17. - As to the second half of this stanza "Now thy 
liberality .. . increases more and more" , according to MS. I, 5, 5: 73, 4 
the beginning (upa) represents a word for the earth (KS., upoti?t MS.), 
and the worshipper comes 'to have a firm foundation (pratiti{lthati) on 
the earth' (KS . 7, 4 : 65, 17: KapS. 5, 3 : 52, Il add 'af ter having gone 
to heaven'). Moreover 'as to the fact that he pronounces a word containing 
upa, the creatures (descendants) who will come into existence, these he 
yokes (employs) as a stoma (eulogium)' (MS.); 'the cr ... . are upa, these 
he employs ' (KS.). - It may be noticed th at the stanza which corresponds 
to ~V. 8, 52, 7 (see above) combines in other ritual contexts with 
~V. 8, 51, 7 (see e.g. VS. 8, 2 and 3; TS. I, 4, 22, I) . SayaJ).a, p. 803, 
notices its absence. - As to the rituaJ use see BSS. 3, 9: 78, 17 (let stanza 
only); BhSS. 6, 3, 3 (l8t stanza); ApSS. 6,18, I e (both stanzas); HSS. 6, 6: 
537 (both stanzas); VaikhSS. 2, 8: 27, 12 (let stanza); MSS. I, 6, 2, 12 
(both stanzas, not explieitly mentioned); SÁS. 2, 12, 7 (l8t stanza). - At 
SVidhB. 2, 4, 7 the stanza is used in order to return home alive and 
successfully. - For other UAes see TS. I, 4, 22, I (in the section on the 
soma cups) ; MS. I, 3, 26: 39, I (id .); KS. 4, 10: 35, 8 (id.); ApSS. 13, 9, 5 etc. 

Af ter the stanza TS. I , 5, 60 (VS. 3, 34) TS. inserts p=~V. 10, 87, 22 
where however päda d runs as follows: ha.ntdram bhangurdvatäm. The 
aükta is addressed to Agni, the killer of demons, and the stanza expresses 
the wish to surround oneselfwith the god offire like a Atronghold (of course 
not, with SayaJ).a, puram 'giving pientifully (pürakam) objects longed 
for') . Like the next mantraa (q) it refers to the gärhapatya. The explanation 

101 That lnl'ans "of gods and men". 
110 lIarvam. i.I' . thA totality, a conditioll of wholeness, completeness, being safe 

and sound etc'. See J. Gouda, Sarva in Vedic t.exts. Indian Linguistics 16 (1955, 
Chatterji Jub. Vol.), p. 53 /f. ( = Selected Studies, 11. p. 495 /f.). 
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at TS. 1,5,8 informs us that 'verily he sets him around (like) an enclosure, 
in order to prevent spilling' 111. (MS. 1,5,4: 71, 3 and KS. 7, 2: 64, 5 
have here ~V. 4, 9, 8 (VS. 3, 36) which likewise begins with pari 112). -
The stanza TS. p is prescribed at BSS. 3, 9 : 78, 18; BhSS. 6, 3, 3; 
ApSS. 6,18, 1 g; HSS. 6, 6: 537; VaikhSS. 2, 8: 27, 13. - It is found also 
in other ritual contexts : VS. 11, 26 (agnicayana) and SB. 6, 3, 3, 25 
explaining : 'In th us praising Agni he makes a bulwark (defensive armour) 
for him by means of (stanzas) containing the word around (pari), for 
all round, as it were, (run) the ramparts ; (he does so by means of stanzas) 
relating to Agni: a stronghold of fire he thus makes for him (the sacrifieer), 
and this stronghold of fire keeps blazing' 113. For further uses see TS. 4, 1, 
2, 5 u (in the ritual concerning Agni in the fire-pan, accompanying the 
marking out of the clay pit with the spade, each outer being the larger 
line); MS. 2,7,2: 76, 8; KS. 16,2: 222, 15; MSS. 6, 1, 1,21 (the same); 
see also VaitS. 28, 8. As AVS. 7, 71 , 1 it is in KausS. 2, 10 used to 
accompany the carrying of fire th ree times about the offering; cf. also 
AVS. 8, 3, 22 . 

At SBM. 2, 3, 4, 39; SBK. 1, 4, 1, 28 the famous Savitri stanza 
(~V. 3, 62, 10) is, as VS. 3, 35, quoted af ter an introductory explanation: 
'Then (a stanza) to Savitar, Savitar in deed is the impelIer of (among) 
the gods, and thus all his (viz . the sacrificer's) wishes are now completely 
fulfilled, impelled by Savitar'. The stanza occurs also VS. 22, 9; 30, 2; 36, 3 
in other contexts. - See also TS. 1,5,6,4 m 114 and 1,5, 8,4: '(recited) 
for instigation'; in this ritual context not in MS., KS., KapS. - As to 
the sütras see BSS. 3, 9: 78, 14 (lst mantra of the series); BhSS. 6, 3, 3 
(lst mantra); ApSS. 6, 18, 1 a; HSS. 6,6: 537,1; VaikhSS. 2, 8 : 27,11; 
and also SSS. 2, 12, 7 (and 2, 10, 2, otherwise, in the agnihotra, in th ree 
parts and interrupted). To mention only this, the stanza occurs also in 
the section on generalities RVidh. 1, 12,5. 

The stanza VS. 3, 36 = ~V . 4, 9, 8, addressed to Agni, is accordingly 
at SBM. 2, 3, 4, 40; SBK. 1, 4, 1, 29 (from VSK. 3, 3, 28) announced 
as belonging to th at god. 'And by this he now finally entrusts himself 
to Agni for prot.ection' . The stanza : "Thine inviolable chariot must encircle 
liS from all sideR, wit.h which thou protectest the worshippers" is explained: 
'The worshippers indeed are the sacrificers ; (with his most unassailable 
chariot he protects the sacrificers M., not in K.). (So M.) thine uno eh. 
with which th . p. (M., guardest K.) the S., with th at do thou guard us 
from all sides, he thereby means to say' (M.), M. adding: 'he mutters 
this (stanza) three times' 115. - See also MS. 1,5,4: 71, 3; 1,5,5: 73, 6: 

111 On spiJling see e.g. SB. 13, 1,3, I; 4; 5; PB. 6, 7, 21. 
112 See below. 
113 See Gonda, Triads, p . 23. 
114 SäyaI)a, overlooking the subjunctive pracodayät, follows the secondary 

interpretation ' ... we should like to meditate on Savitar's fiery energy'. 
liS For threefold recitation see Gonda, Triads, p . 101; 143 etc. 
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a ritual note based on "from all sides" : 'with this (stanza) he takes hold 
on both sides of the stoma (song of praise) employed'; 1, 5, 11: 79, 17 
'yonder sun is an inviolable chariot. He indeed visits both these worlds; 
he embraces (takes possession of) the completeness (sarvam) with this 
(stanza)' ; KS. 7, 2 : 64, 5 ; 7, 4 : 65, 18 (the same ritual note); 7, 9: 71,1 
(quoted and explained together with the stanza "At no time . .. "; 
KapS. 5, 2 : 50, 18; 5, 3 : 52, 13. - For the ritual see ApSS. 6, 17, 12 c; 
HSS. 6, 6 : 537, 7; MSS. 1, 6, 2, 11; SSS. 2, 12, 7. - According to 
~Vidh. 2, 13, 2 the fire voluntarily protects from all sides the man who 
worships it with this stanza. - As al ready noticed, TS. I, 5, 6, 4 P has 
instead ~V. 10, 87, 22 (with two variants) . "We would like to set thee 
around us, 0 Agni ... ", which is explained at I, 5, 8, 5: 'verily he sets 
around a barrier, that nothing be spilt" 118 and is prescribed at ApSS. 
6, 18, 1. 

Af ter the stanza MS. 1, 5, 4: 71 , 3 (VS. 3, 36) the MaiträyaI).iyas employ 
a long series of formulae beginning with 71, 5 "Thou art a crusher; may 
I crush him who hates us and whom we hate" which in I , 5, 11: 79, 19 
is repeated and commented upon : 'He shall press down (the earth) with 
his heel , if he happens to compete with someone who is worse off (than 
he is himself)' . In quoting the formula MSS. 1, 6,2,12 and VärSS. 1,5,4, 14 
refer to this brähma1Ja passage, which was no doubt borrowed by the 
author of ApSS. 6, 18, 2 117 (lat formula)-see also HSS. 6, 6: 537-who 
adds the adjective 'right' to 'heel'. - This formula occurs aIso (with a 
variant : "I crush") KS. 7, 2 : 64, 7 with the comment at 7, 9: 71, 10: 
'with the words "Thou art a. crusher" he presses him down, who is his 
adversary from behind' . It is preceded by 7, 2 : 64, 7 "Uncut is the thread 
of the gods ; let th at of men not be cut off" , which according to 7, 9: 71, 9 
means 'He comments the world (sphere) of the gods with the world 
(sphere) of men; he conquers both worlds' -and occurs also at MS. 1, 4, 2: 
49, 2 dealing with the part of the sacrificer in sacrificing (with a similar 
explanation: 1, 4, 7 : 55, 12, a context from which it may have been 
borrowed); a.lso ApSS . 4, 16, 4; in both places it is followed by "Let me 
not be cut off from the presence of the divine nor of (that of) the human" . 
Both formulae occur in HSS. 6, 6, 20: 538 , 4 where they are followed 
by "To the light ... . , (see below, KS . 7, 2 : 64, 17; MSS. 1,6, 2, 15). -
The second formula is : "Thou art superior (abhibhür asi); may I 
surpass . .. (etc. )", repeated with a comment MS. 1, 5, 11: 79, 21 : '(His) 
foot. shall press down (the earth) with its right side, if he competes with 
someone who is his equal' . - Also ApSS. 6, 18,2 and HSS. 6, 6 : 537, 3rd 

formul a but 2nd eomment (and MSS., VärSS ., 1. cit., where this and the 
following formulae are not explicitly mentioned) . - Curiously enough, 

118 Cf. e.g. TS. 2, 5, 8, 6 ; 6, 3, 8, 1. 
117 See also Caland, Srautasûtra des Ap., I, p . 203 (note on 6, 18, 2) . 
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KS. 7, 2: 64, 8 reads instea.d: "Thou art a match for (vibhur aai 118)", 
but continues with "may I surpass (abhy ... bhuyäsam)" and explains 
7, 2: 71, 11 'With "Thou art superior (abhibhur aai)" he surpasses him 
who is his equal ' . - The third formula reads: "Thou art a master 
(prabhur aai),. may I have power over (pra ... atibhuyäsam) him . .• 
etc.", repeated and commented upon 1, 5, 11 : 80, 2: 'He shall press down 
(the earth) with the forepart of the foot, if he contends with someone 
who is better off (than he is himself)'. Similarly, KS. 7, 2: 64, 9 with the 
comment in 7,9 : 71, 12 : 'He overcomes him who, (being) his adversary, 
has overcome him first' . - Also ApSS. 6, 18, 2 and HGS. 6, 6: 537, 2nd 

formula but 3rd comment and implicit at MSS., VärSS . 1. cito - The 
comment in MS. continu es : 'He surpasses all of them, he excels all of 
them, he overcomes all of them'. - The probably secondary insertion of 
this triplet 119 of formulae was no doubt originally intended to achieve 
some particular object in connexion with the worshipper's rivals. - It may 
be observed th at the first half of the second formula (abhibhur aai) is 
more frequently found than the othel' elements of these formulae, e.g. 
MS. 2,3,2 : 29,12; KS. 12,2 : 163, 11 among the rites for special wishes 
to which it may have originally belonged; VS. 10, ~8 a (cf. SB. 5, 4, 4, 6); 
TS. 1, 6, 2 c (the sacrificer's part in sacrifices, from where it mayalso 
have been borrowed), with a comment in 1, 6, 10, 1 : 'he throws under 
himself the one who rises against him' . - The whole passage from "Uneut" 
up to alld inc1uding the last formula occurs also in KapS. 5, 2: 50, 20-51, 1. 

Now follows, with some variants, a triad of formulae invoking Pü~an: 
MS. 1,5,4: 71, 8; KS . 7, 2: 64,10; ApSS. 6,18,3 a; HSS. 6, 6: 537, 20; 
MSS. 1, 6, 3, 13: "Pü~an , the protector of the ways (MS., MSS. ; "on the 
way, on a journey" KS . ; "protector of cattie" Ap.), must prot eet me; 
P., the p . of cattIe (MS., KS . ; "of the ways" Ap .), must . . . ; P., the ruler, 
must . .. " 120. According to the brähma1}-a MS. 1, 5, 11: 80, 4 these three 
formulae represent the earth, the intermediate space, and yonder region 
(the heavens), (because) he (P.) visited these worlds 121; he (the worshipper) 
entrusts 122 himself to these worlds in order to be safeguarded against 
harm; KS . 7,9: 71, 13. 'Pü~an on the way is the earth . . . ; these worlds 
proteet him; he kindles the (sacred) fire for continuation' 123 . In MSS., 
1. cit ., it is observed th at 'with (these), one by one, he adores the earth, 
the intermediate space (and) the heavens'; ApSS., 1. cit. : 'having adored 
(with these) the (three) worlds'. 

118 l'his is no doubt to be corrected ; see also KapS. 5, 2 : 50, 21. 
119 As to triple ts (trcas) see Gonda, Vedic literature, p . 189 f . etc. 
120 Ap . adds a superfiuOlls fourth formula invoking P. adhipatilJ, (af ter 

P . adhipalJ, in cl . 
121 For Püi?an as a travelIer see A. A. Mncdonell, Vedic mythology, Strassburg 

1897, p. 35. 
122 The text has paridhatte, one might expect paridatte. 
123 The concept of continuity is of special importa,fice in Vedic rit ua!. See e.g. 

SB. 1,3,5, 13; 3, 2, 2, 7; 26; 6,3,1,5. 
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Af ter this reference to the threefold universe which, as is weIl known, 
figures most frequently in the homologations of the brähma7Ja8, there 
follows a set of formulae based on the fivefold division of the universe 
into the four cardinal quarters and the zenith (the disaly,) and mentioning 
the names of the gods who are correlated with them: MS . I, 5, 4: 71, 9; 
KS. 7, 2: 64, 11. The formulae, as weIl as their first parts, are bipartite. 
The two elements of the first part are of ten found in other contexts; 
the second half is considerably rarer. In MS. 1,5,4: 71,9 the first formula 
reads : "The eastern quarter (direction), Agni (is) the deity; he who attacks 
me (treats me as an enemy) from this quarter (direction) must meet with 
Agni (fall to Agni's share)" , the others run completely parallel, the gods 
correlated with the South, West, North and Zenith being Indra, the 
Maruts, Mitra-and-Varul)a and Soma respectively 124 . The formulae are 
at I, 5, 11: 80, 7 briefly and comprehensively commented upon: 'With 
"the e. q., A. th. d." he entrusts himself to the regions of the protectors 
of the body. Then he with whom he competes, or against whom he 
mutually commits offences (such as sorcery, injury etc.), that one having 
met these gods perishes first'. In the corresponding set of formulae in 
KS. 7, 2: 64, 11-17 th ere are some differences: the positions ofthe principal 
and subordinate clauses in the second part of the formula are reversed. 
Soma is brought into relation with the western direction, Mitra-and
Varul)a with the north, Brhaspati with the zenith; there is moreover a 
sixth direction, called iyarp, dis (i .e. the nadir) with Aditi as its (tutelary) 
deity. The comment in KS. 7,9: 71, 15is: 'Havingmet these deities he 
perishes who attacks him from these directions'. For the same mantras 
see KapS. 5, 2: 51, 2-8. It may be taken for granted that the succinct 
statement in MSS. 1, 6, 2, 14 ' "The eastern direction, Agni the deity" 
thus in every direction according to the tenor of the sacred text' is in 
harmony with MS. On the other hand, the six formulae in ApSS. 6, 18, 3b 
are in complete agreement with KS.; the sütra adds the direction : 
'Having with these (formulae) adored the regions of the universe in 
accordance with the characteristic words'. Interestingly enough, the 
wording of the formulae in HSS. 6, 6, 20: 537 is in agreement with MS., 
but th ere is an ex ten sion : "Agni etc. must from that direction act for 
me like a herdsman"; there are moreover six formulae, the gods of the 
last ones being Brhaspati and Aditi. Cf. also VärSS. 1, 5, 4, 15. - The 
same series of six formulae, with the same correlations, but in a somewhat 
extended form occurs in TB. 3, 11, 5, 1-3 in a section dealing with the 
so-called Näciketa-cayana, i.e. the construction of the fireplace of, or 

124 This enumeration of the relations between gods and the cardinal points of 
the compass deviates from the usual system (East: Indra; South: Yama; West: 
Varul).a; North: Soma or Kubera). - For classifications and correlations in the Veda 
see e.g. Gonda, Vedic literature, p. 251; 374; 431. For an enumeration of the cardinal 
points in a prayer for protection !.tV. 10, 131, 1. 
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according to, Naciketas (see TB. 3, 11, 1 ff. ; ApSS. 19, 14, 1 ff. uS): "The 
southern direction, Agni (is) the deity. He must meet the god Agni, among 
the deities of the directions, (he) who from that direction wishes to 
attack me". Etc. 

These formularies belong together with AVS. 3, 26 and 27 (AVP. 3, 11 
and 24), known as 'homage to the gods of the quarters with imprecation 
on enernies' 126, TS. 5, 5, 10, 1 ff. ; MS. 2, 13, 21 127 to a class of texts 
intended to afford protection against dangers (such as enemies, snakes, 
etc.) impending from any direction: imprecations of this kind "connected 
with the directions" (KausS. 14, 25) could be used in independent rites, 
for instance to gain the victory over a hostile army (KausS. 14, 25), to 
guarantee that one's journey or business will be prosperous (KausS. 50, 13), 
or combine with various rites for bringing about wh at in texts of the 
Hindu period is called digbandhana ("fastening or bolting the regions") 128. 

Thus the formulae TS. 5, 5, 10, 1 ff. are included in the ritual of the piling 
of the great fireplace and the dei ties mentioned in them as overlords of 
the directions are believed to guard the fire when kindled (ibid., 3); 'if he 
were not to offer libations to them, they would suck the adhvaryu and 
the sacrificer; in that he offers these libations he soothes them with their 
proper portion; (then) neither adhvaryu nor sacrificer goes to ruin'. The 
presence of a formulary of this kind in some versions of the agnyupasthäna 
may, I think, have been prompted by similar motives. 

In the brähma1Ja MS. 1, 5, 11: 80, 8 the following no te is added: 'Th ere 
are seven powers in man. These verily are to be praised (implored) by 
him. They are (identical with) the seven T{lis. The seven r{lis are the vital 
breaths (vital powers, prä1)-äM 129. Thus verily he praises (implores) the 
vital powers. He praises his own vital powers, he twists off (removes) 
the vital powers of his adversary, attacking him he lays (him) low, (he) 
who knows thus'. Though intelligible in itself13o, th is passage seems to 
be misplaced or (what seems more probable) to comment upon a mantra 
th at has got lostl31 . In MS. 1, 5, 4: 71, 14 the next formulae are not 
easy to understand. The first one literally says: "Dharma must protect 
me from dharma" , which is not explained in I, 5, 11: 80, 12. It occurs 
also in MSS. 1, 6, 2, 14, ApSS. 6, 19, land HSS. 6, 6, 20: 538, I reading 

126 Cf. P. E. Dumont, The special kinds of agnicayana according to the Ka~has 
in the Taittiriya.BrähmaI).a, Proc. Am. Philos. Soc. 95 (1951), p. 644 ff. 

128 See Whitney and Lanman, op. cit., p. 131 ff. 
127 In A vS. 3, 27 ; AVP. 3, 24 the gods are Agni, Indra, Varul,la, Soma, Vif,lI).u, 

Brhaspati; in TS. 5, 5, 10: Agni, Indra, Soma, Varul,llt, Brhaspati, Yama; in 
MS. 2, 13,21 Agni, Indra, Soma, Varul,la, Vif,lI).u, Brhaspati. 

128 Remember also ~V. 10, 131, I referred to above (n. 124). 
m See also J. Gonda, The savayajfias, Amsterdam Acad . 1965, p. 284. 
180 Cf. SB. 8.4,3,6; KS. 37. 16: 66,11. 
111 See below on MS. I, 5, 11: 80, 16. 
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"from the one who obeys the dharma (dharminalJ,) , where it is together 
with the two following formulae held (Dhürtasvämin) to belong to the 
adoration of the ähavanïya, but is not commented upon. Caland 132 

translated: "Das Recht soli mich vor der Verfügung schützen" , Miss 
van Gelder 133 : " ... right ... order". The conjecture dharmo mädharmana~ 
pätu "Dh. must protect me from demerit (ádharma)" would, because of 
the following mantra, be improbable, so th at an interpretation such as 
"(The) observance of (my) duties (reJigious or ritual merit) must protect 
me against (infringements of) the universallaw" seems worth considering.
The next formula, Jikewise left unexplained, runs parallel : vidharmo mä 
vidharma1Ja~ pätu which may mean: "Departure from (my) duties must 
protect me against (the consequences of) departure from the universal 
law" 134 rather than " . .. Verteilung ... Verteilung" (Caland) or " . .. 
distribution .. . distribution" (van Gelder). Also ApSS. 6, I, 19 ; 
HSS. 6, 6, 20 : 538 reading " . . . against the one who transgresses the 
uno law" . - It seems 135 that in the next formula the hapax uruka(lJ,) 
-for which ApSS. 6, 19, land HSS., I. cito have uruga(lJ,) "the wide
striding" - is the subject and the verb pätu is to be supplied: "(My) full 
lifetime and continued lifetime 136, (my) sight and clearsightedness, (HSS. 
inserting "(my) expiration and inspiration" ) (these) the wide-striding one 
(1) (must protect) in front and behind" . Also presupposed in MSS. 1,6,2, 14 
and quoted in ApSS. 6, 19, I ; HSS. 6, 6, 20: 538 with some minor variants. 
- The last mantra is "May we by the word of thee, the wide-striding one 137, 

become associated with what has been divided, 0 Agni , Lord of the house", 
also BSS. 3, 9, 6 : 79, 2 fT. ; MSS., I. cit. ; and, without the vocatives, 
ApSS., l. cito The brähmarJa section, MS. I, 5, ll : 80, 13, af ter quoting 
the mantra "(My) full .. . " explains : 'This one verily is uruka(lJ,). He 
distributes. That which he divides he allots again to him. "0 Agni, Lord 
of the house" : The sacrificer kindles the fire. The fire indeed belongs to the 
sacrificer. The sacrificer belongs to Agni 138 . Thus he makes himself, so to 
say, a proper pI ace (regular or functional position, basis, destination 139)' 140 . 

The last explanatory no te in MS. 1,5, 11, viz. 80, 16 concerns a formula 

132 Caland, Srautasutra des Ap., I, p. 203. 
188 J. M. van Gelder, The Mänava Srautasutra translated, New Delhi 1963, p . 37. 
184 There may be cases in which it might be better to abstain from a meritorious 

act if this act would have painful effects, threaten a certain equilibrium, be hateful 
to the people etc. See e.g. R. Lingat, The classicallaw of India, Berkeley, Los Angeles 
and London 1973, p . 189 ff. 

136 See Caland, 1. cito 
188 Or "increased vitality" : präyU8, which does not seem to occur elsewhere. 
117 HSs. reads 'rkasya (i .e. arkasya "of the sun") instead of ·urukasya. 
138 Cf. SB. 6, 3, 3, 21. 
188 For the term äyatana see J. Gonda, Ayatana, Adyar Library Bulletin 33 

(1969), p. 1 ff. (=Selected Studies, 11, p . 178 ff.), esp. p . 44 (221) . 
140 It seems that the last formula at least is intended for the gärhapatya fire. 

There has been some uncertainty on this point (Dhurtasvämin, on ApSS., 1. cit.). 
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that in this context is absent in this work (see 1, 5, 4: 72, 2) but is found 
in KS. 7, 2 : 64, 17; KapS . 5, 2 : 51, 8 where it runs as follows: "To the 
light, to the thread (i .e. continuity) I pronounce 141 my prayer for blessing, 
o So-and-so (here the name of the sacrificer's son is to be substituted) 
continue me (i .e. propagate my race)" . Whereas at MS. 80, 16 it reads: 
, "To the light, to the thread thee 142", af ter having taken his seat between 
the two fires he should speak. The prayer for blessing which he has 
pronounced before and that (which he pronounces) afterwards this he 
places in himself', KS. 7, 9 : 71, 16 obsetves ' "To the l. . . . I pro ... ", 
thus he pronounees a prayer for blessing. He should mention the name of 
him who is his dear son. In him he pI aces the blessings' 143. - For the 
ritual use see MSS. 1, 6, 2, 15, quoting the mantra with "thee" and being 
in accordance with the brahma1Ja section of MS. HSS. 6, 6, 20: 538, 5: 
" ... thee" and "continue me with light". - The formula "To the light ... 
thee" occurs also at MS. 1, 4, 2 : 49, 4 (on the sacrificer's part) and 
ApSS. 4, 16, 4 ; 6 (likewise). VärSS. 1, 5, 4, 17 employs it in the 
agnyupasthana, where it is followed by "Thou art rain (vr{ltilJ).. cut 
asunder (VTsca) my evil (bad luek)" which accompanies the touching of 
water and in other ritual contexts occurs at TB. 3, 10, 9, 2; ApSS. 4, 16, 16; 
6, 11, 4; 6, 14, 6; 19, 13, 21; AsvSS. 2, 3, 23, af ter a libation or at the 
end of a sacrificial rite (of the i{lti type) for purification. The formula 
"0 So-and-so . . . " also at MS. 1,4,2: 49, 2; MSS. 1,4,3, 15; ApSS. 4, 16,4 
and elsewhere. The significanee of these formull1e which invoke the 
continuation of the sacrificer's family and divine favour on behalf of his 
son(s) is clear. For the formulation: "I pray for th is blessing accompanied 
by light 144 for the sake of myself, So-and-so, I pray for this blessing for 
the sake ofSo-and-so, ofSo-and-so (viz. his sons)" see BSS. 3,4,10: 79,4. 
In BhSS. 6, 3, 7 the relevant formula runs as follows: "The divine cord 
is unbroken; let not the human (cord) be broken. Let me not be severed 
from the divine presence, not from the human" (cf. MS. 1,4, 2: 49, 2; 
1, 4, 7: 55, 12; ApSS. 4, 16, 4). This is to "win this world (the subject 
is in the dual) and to be together (dual) in the heavenly world" (MS.). 
VaikhSS. 2, 8: 27, 16 prescribes a mantra "To the thread a (mantra) 
rich in light . . . " to a man who has no sons, and "To So-and-so a (m.) r . 
in l. ... " to the man who has sons, the reference to light being obviously 
a permanent element. The relevant section of SHS. (2, 12, 9 ff.) reads 
as follows: "Thou art the thread of the gods; I take hold of thee; let 
me not be severed from thee (with this formula he touches the glowing 
coals to the south of the ahavanïya) . Stretched art thou; a thread art thou 

141 Thus KS. 7, 9: 71, 17; KapS. (Mäse) and Devapäla, commenting upon KGS. 
(see Raghu Vira, Kapi!ilthala-Katha Sal!lhitä, Lahore 1932, p _ 51), but KS. 7, 2: 
64, 18 "he pronounces ... " (MlI.ste). 

142 See below. 
143 See above, TS. 1, 5, 6 q . 
144 Viz. of the sacred lire. 
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(cf. VSK. 2, 6, 9; KSS . 3, 8, 25); continue me with offspring, cattie, 
welfare, the possession of many children, of valiant sons. Thou art the 
thread of men; take hold of me; be not severed from me, So-and-so". 
In conclusion this text prescribes a purification (2, 12, 12) with the formula: 
"Through (with) the truth (reality) I descend (into the lustral bath), into 
the waters the vow (vratam)" . 

As compared to SBM. 2, 3, 4, 41 SBK. 1, 4, 1, 30 enters into some 
details. Whereas M. confines itself to the statement that he (the sacrificer) 
has to pronounce his son's name in the formula "That this son of mine 
will carry on this virility 145 of mine" K., quoting the corresponding but 
somewhat different formula "(My) son must carry on th is (ritual) work, 
this virility of mine" from VSK. 2, 6, 10, adds: 'Thus (his) son carries on 
this (ritual work) , this virility of his'. The formula found in M. occurs 
also in other ritual contexts SBM. 1,9,3,21 146 and 5,4,2,8, not elsewhere. 
The other formula is mentioned also in KSS. 3, 8, 25; 15, 6, 10. -
TS. 1, 5, 6, 4 the name of the son is to be mentioned at the end of a series 
of formulae beginning with "0 Agni, lord of the house, through thee as 
lord of the house may I be a good lord of the house" (see also VSK. 2, 6, 6 
and VSM. 2, 27), with the explanation at 1, 5, 8, 5: 'He utters the name 
of his son; verily he makes him an eater of food. "This blessing 1 invoke 
which brings light for the thread (continuation of my family), he should 
say who has no son born. This blessing 1 invoke bringing light for N .N.", 
he should say who has a son born. Verily he confers upon him brilliant 
energy and brahmanical illustriousness'. Also KS. 7, 3: 65, 9. - For ritual 
use in this connex ion see BhSS. 6, 3,4; ApSS. 6, 19,2; VärSS. 1,5,4,16. 

The following are the mantras used in performing the matutinal 
agnyupasthäna. 

The four vihavya stanzas (see ApSS. 6, 16, 7) are to be repeated first 
(ApSS. 6, 20; also HSS. 6, 6, 21 : 539). They are indeed suitable for this 
occasion because the morning ablution enables the worshipper to obtain 
what he has not yet obtained and to secure what he has not yet secured 
(MS. I, 5, 7: 75, 7) . The formula which is to consecrate the threefold 
pouring out of water, quoted in full at ApSS. 6, 20, 2; VärSS. 1, 5, 4, 19, 
and pratikena at HSS. 6, 6, 21: 539 "0 Lord of the waters, here is thy 
share of the water", does not appear to occur elsewhere. The next formula 
makes the function of this mantra intelligible : the lord of the waters is 
invoked (cf. e.g. ~B. 5, 5, 3) and water poured out for exorcizing etc. 
(cf. e.g. SB. 7, 2, I, 17 "he pours out a jarful of water; water is a 
thunderbolt : with a thunderbolt he thus separates himself from eviI, 

145 vtryam does not only stand for "manly deed" (Eggeling) but also for "virility, 
manly power, strength or energy in generaI" as weil as for manly aeed and pro
creative power. 

146 See J . Eggeling'a note in The Satapatha-Brähmar;la tranalated, I, Oxford 
1882, Delhi 1963, p. 273. 
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corruption" ; 13, 8, 4, 5 water is taken with the joined hands and thrown 
in the direction of the enemy). The following "The evil spirits (who disturb 
man's good intentions : arätaya/.t) are besprinkled (by way of opposition)" 
to be pronounced three times occurs ApSS. 6, 20, 2 ; HSS., 1. cit., and 
MSS. 1, 6, 2, 17 where it is st. 4 band c (repetition), preceded by "I slew 
rivals, enernies" (not found elsewhere) and followed by "may we walk 
unharmed", which is also part. of a formula used in the upanayana 
ceremony (theinitiation of a Veda student) as MGS. 1,22,2 c; HGS. 1,5,1 c. 
The following "For time, for victory, for ~lUccess in (my) undertakings, 
for food, I wash you and for ritual merit ... ; may I become superior to 
my adversaries (and) rivals, like the water because of the helpful 
benevolence of the Waters" 147 (ApSs., 1. cit., in fuIl, HSS., 1. cit., 
VarSS. 1, 5, 4, 20; 21 prat. accompanying the washing of the hands) is 
not known to me from elsewhere. Time (Käla) is rarely a di vi ne person; 
see A VS. 19, 53 and 54 where it. is eulogized as a cosmogonic force. The 
formula "Here I wash away the noxious food" accompanying the sipping 
of water for purification occurs only in Ap. , HSS. 6, 6, 21: 540, 1, and 
VärSS. 1,5,4,20. The subsequent "0 Establisher (Dhatar) place prosperity 
(distinction, srï) in me; make me a lord of srï" and the metrical invocation 
of Indra (a prayer for honour and renown, YaSa8) as weIl as "Bumt by 
Atharvi 148 . .. , the plant 149 which destroys the curses, just as water dirt, 
has washed away on us the curses" are found only in Ap., although the 
two last elements are the first and last pädas of a stanza which is largely 
identical with A VS. 2, 7, 1, a text used. to coullteract, by means of a 
plant (viruc ... instead of vïrJ,uc ... in b), curses and cursers; see the 
healing rite KausS. 26, 33-35 where it also accompanies the binding on 
of an amulet against curses or the evil eye. The appropriate formulae 
accompanying t.he touching of his body-the first four are to produce their 
optimum condition-are quoted in full by Ap., whereas H. and Vär. 
I , 5, 4, 22 confine themselves to part of the first . The first does not seem 
t.o occur elsewhere (cf. however A VS. 16, 2, 2 and 3, part.s of a text dealing 
with speech, hearing (ears), and sight.. The expression "the imperishable 
divine light" in the second formula is found also in SSS. 8, 22, 1 (likewise, 
and also "eagle eye" : AVS. 16, 2, 5). The formula "ears weIl-hearing" 
is part of AVS. 16, 2, 4; the following "hearing the gods" 150 does not 
occur elsewhere, but AVS. 16, 2, 4 has "ears hearing wh at is excellent 
(bhadra-)". "The hair consists of sacrificial grass" and "The sacrificial 
couch tuft (of the hair)" -instances of the well-known tendency to 
'identification' (homologation) with ritual entities: for an identification 

147 apäm maitriid ivodakam .. iipa"': "the divine Waters", udakam "wat.er" . 
148 1; cf. ~V. I, 112, 101 
148 For tJ14uc· I read viru(c)· (AVS.). 
1&0 devaAruta'U karrwu, not "audible to or heard by the gods" (Monier· Williams) ; 

these words not in Chinnaswämi Sästri's edition, Baroda 1955. 
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of the barhi8 and the hair of a sacrificial cow see AVS. 10, 9, 2-do not 
appeal' to occur in other works but the beginning of the following mantra 
"arrange yourselves in your respective (accustomed) pI aces auspiciously 
to the (my) heart" is reminiscent of SB. 14, 9, 4, 5 (=BAU. 6, 4, 5) and 
AVS . 7, 67, 1 d (which is a text for recovery of one's physical and psychical 
faculties, employed by Kausika for several purposes 151, the second line 
of which runs as follows: "Let the fires of the sacred hearth again officiate 
just here in their respective (accustomed) places") . The last words "(the 
part of my body) so-and-so' must not abandon me" are found in ApSS. 
and VärSS. I, 5, 4, 23. 

ApSS. 6, 21 enumerates the mantra8 used in adoring the sacred fires . 
The first "Th ou art brilliant energy (varcas) (; place varcas in me)" occurs 
in other contexts: VS. 10,25; SB. 5, 4, 3, 25; TS. 1,8,15,2; MS. 2, 6,12: 
71,3; KS. 15,8 : 215, 3; see also MS. 4,4,6: 56, 3; TB. 1,7,9,5 (räjasüya, 
accompanying t.he touching or taking ornaments ofprecious metal). "Place 
varen8 in me" also TB. I, 7, 9, 5 in the same context and TS. I, 66, I 
where it is one of the mantras accompanying the reverence to the sun 
(rites of full and new moon); also PB . I, 3, 10. The next, viz. 0 Producer 
of a complete lifetime (and) mistresses of a complete lifetime, 0 (thou) 
rich in svadhä (?)" 152 represents the formula AVS. 5, 9, 8 " . .. rich in 
8vadhä", a text to invoke t.he gods' protection used in a remedial rite 
(KausS . 28,17), also found in the series offormulae in KS. 37,15: viz. 
65, 18 (corrupt). As to "Be my protectresses" cf. KS. 37, 15 "Be our 
protectors . .. ". "Guard (plur.) me, protect me": also AVS. 5, 9, 8 (see 
above); VS. 5, 34 (in addressing the fires of the subordinate fireplaces 
(dhi§1}-ya8)); VaitS. 18, 8 (in addressing some ritual fires, the sun etc.). 
As to "You are dwelling in myseIf" cf. AVS. 5, 9, 8 "Be (duaI) ... ". 
"Let nobody slay us, let us not perish prematurely" : also KS. 37, 15. 
The words "Near the tradit.ional, near, bhür bhuval.t suval.t; hold (back) 
my full lifetime" occur also ApSS. 6, 8, 11 (agnihotra); for the last words 
compare MS. I, 8, 4: 120, 10 ; KS. 6, 5: 53, 18; KapS. 4, 4: 41, 10; 
MSS. I, 6, I, 33 (while putting a log on the ähavaniya fire; agnihotra). 

With the following chapter (anuväka) t.he worshipper adores the 
ähavaniya: "0 two Heats 153, two Firm Ones (jatharau) , make (dual) me 
today an eater of food among these men" -here VärSS. I, 5, 4, 24 has 
a pratika gharmo jathare, which has been corrected into the reading of 
Ap. -and the following "May I be an eater . .. men; no eat.er of food 
the one who hates us" do not occur elsewhere. There foIIow two parallel 

161 I refer to Whitney and Lanman, op. cit., p. 433. 
162 avadhävalJ, (Caland. op. cit., p. 205: "avadhä (sei) euch (Plur.!) (?, J .G.). 

A VS. intelligibly svádhävantau ; avadhä. : "the state, condition, institution which is 
proper to or characteristic of a god etc.", also "sacrificial offering (due to each god)". 

153 As observed by Caland, I. cit., the duals in the beginning of this series of 
mantras are not weil adapted to the adoration of the ähavaniya. - The two heats 
may be sun and fire (cf. Säyal.la on ~V. 10, 114, 1; SB. 11, 6, 2, 2). 
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invocations praying for possession of cattle and renown, addressed to the 
figures of Kavi (in the dual) and Mätarisvan (in the dual), and Yama 
and Arigiras 154 (both in the dual) respectively. As far as I am able to 
see these formulae do not occur in other works. - The third quarter of 
the next mantra-likewise quoted in fuIl, 13, 11, 11, 11 syllables-is 
identical with A VS. 7, 108, 2 c, part of a prayer to Agni for destruction 
of enernies; as to d cf. 1;tV. 10,87,17 d; AVS. 8, 3, 17 d (addressed to 
Agni, the killer of demons). Thereupon follow the five formulae "0 Agni 
with thy ray . . . " (in the order arcis, socis, tapas, haras, tejas) which have 
already been dealt with 155. - Special attention may be drawn to the 
close relations between the above use of these formulae and their 
occurrences in the Atharvaveda as weIl as the domestic ritual represented 
by some grhyasütras. 

The final section (ApSS. 6, 22 f.) begins with "0 Agni, lord of splendours" 
which, as has already been mentioned 156, follows also in MS. 1,5,2 : 68, 7. 
Here the author (and HSS. 6, 6, 21: 540 and MSS. 1, 6, 2, 17) continu es 
with the three times completely quoted formula "0 thou whose wealth 
is on this side . . . " which has a,lready been used in Ap. 6, 16, 11 157. See 
also BhSS. 6, 2, 1. The first part of the following "Thou art the thread; 
(being) stretched do not break" occurs also elsewhere: VSK. 2, 6, 9; 
cf. KSS. 3, 8, 25; TS. 3, 5, 2, 3 among mantras accompanying the laying 
of definite bricks for the great fireplace in a chapter containing miscellaneous 
supplements, and in sections on that rite TS. 4, 4, 1, 2; KS. 17, 7 : 250, 9 ; 
KapS. 26, 6 : 108, 18; PB . 1, 10, 1; VaitS . 25, I where it is always followed 
by "For offspring thee; quicken offspring" which makes its meaning clear. 
See also GB. 2, 2, 13: 179, 5, and especially SSS. 2, 12, 10 "Stretched 
art thou, a thread art thou, unite me with offspring, cattIe, welfare, the 
possession of many children . .. " addressed to the ähavanïya fire (comm .). 
The second half is exclusively proper to ApS. 6, 22, but together with 
the following "So-and-so (to be replaced by the names of his sons), it 
be weIl with thee" (th ree times repeated, twice in VärSS. I , 5, 4, 25 
where it occurs also) is reminiscent of SSS. l.c. " . .. be not severed from 
me, So-and-so" . The formula "It be weIl with you who are af ter me" 
does not seem to occur elsewhere. Of "The six wide (worlds) .. . 158 must 
protect me from distress" there exist several variants. In AsvS . I, 2, 1; 
SSS. 1, 6, 4 heaven and earth, day and night, the waters and the herbs 
are invoked aft er the six worlds (full and moon sacrifices, accompanying 
the hotar's loosing his hold of the shoulders of two other officiants); in 

154 Kavi , the inspired sage and poet; for Matarisvan see J. Gonda, Die Religionen 
Indiens, I, p . 69; 94; for Ailgiras A . A. Macdonell, Vedic mythology, Strassburg 
1897, p. 96 f. 

155 See above, p. 28. 
160 See above, p. 29. 
157 See above, p. 29. 
158 Cf. Eggeling, op. cit., I, p. 136, note . 
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the Bibl. Ind. ed. of Ap. day and night are omitted but vigour, refreshment 
(ürj) and youthful force (sünrtii) 159 are added; Chinnaswämi's ed. has 
all eight terms. For another variant with the explanation 'i.e. the deities 
must proteet me from painful occurrences' see SB. I, 5, I, 22. The following 
stanza is practically identical with J;tV. 4, 12, 6 (addressed to Agni) and 
10, 126, 8 (the last stanza of a hymn addressed to the Adityas, especially 
VaruI)a, Mitra, and Aryaman): "Even as you ... did set free the buffalo 
cow bound by the foot, so do th ou remove from us distress. Let our life 
be prolonged further, 0 Agni". The stanza occurs also TS. 4, 7, 15, 7 
among the mantras for the oblations of the mrgäre~# of the horse 
sacrifice 180 to accompany the svi~takrt oblation destined for Agni. Also 
MS. 3,16,5: 192,9; KS. 2, 15: 21, 16; among formulae used, in connex ion 
with the ritual fire, for expiation: ApSS. 9,12,10; at SSS. I, 15,5 it is 
one of the formulae accompanying the sacrifices to the wives of the gods 
(with some of the gods); see KB. 3, 11, I ff.; at SSS. 8, 8, 9 it accompanies 
the gazing at the secondary fireplaces; in RGS. I, 8, 3 dealing with the 
Veda student the stanza is to be recited wh en one wip es with one's wet 
hand round the fire before sprinkling water round it. The next mantra 
is J;tV. 10, 73, 11 , the final stanza of an Indra hymn, a prayer for light 
to see and liberation from darkness. It occurs also TB. 2, 5, 8, 3 (an 
upahoma mantra addressed to Indra during the midday service of a soma 
sacrifice); compare AiB. 3,19,12 ff.; ApSS. 15, 17, 12 (used by those 
who in the morning adore the sun); 15, 20, 10 (in adoring the sun). 
According to J;tVidh. 3, 14, 2 the man who mutters it obtains bliss; to 
SVBr. 1, 7, 13 it is a means of expiation af ter taking food in the house 
of a vaisya. 

Thereupon the author prescribes thestanzas used in 6,16,8 a and b, 16,6; 
the four stanzas of 6, 16, 7; the stanza "0 Agni-and-Soma" of 6, 16, 5 
as weil as J;tV. 5, 82, 1-6 (in a different order: 1; 2; 4; 5; 6; 3), stanzas 
addressed to Savitar in which the god is implored for treasures, children, 
fortune, etc. These stanzas are (as 1-3; 4-6) the strophe and antistrophe 
of the Vaisvadeva Sastra (see especially KB. 16, 3 and AiB. 4, 30, 3 etc.; 
SSS. 8, 3, 8). Stanza I is in the domestic ritual also used in the mantha 
sacrifice by which one hopes to attain greatness (SGS. 6, 4, 8). It is not 
surprising th at Savitar, the divine Impeller, who raises and distributes 
the immortal light among all creatures (cf. SB. 9, 2, 3, 12; 10, 2, 6, 5) 
should continue to engage the author's attention because this ritual is 
performed in the early morning: (in ApSS. 6, 23) the following mantra 
is J;tV. 6, 71, 6, the final stanza of a Savitar hymn imploring the god 
for "what is pleasant (prosperity) today and tomorrow" . It is one of the 
formulae required for the third or evening service of a soma sacrifice: 

168 See J. Gonda, Epitheta in the Veda, 's-Gravenhage 1959, p. 98. 
180 See ApSS. 20, 23, 2-4. 
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VS. 8, 6 (cf. SB. 4, 4, 1,6; KSS. 10,5,13); TS. 1,4,23, I; ApSS. 13, 13, I 
and as a mantra used in a rite for the fulfilment of a special deaire: 
TS. 2, 2, 12 k; at SSS. 6, 10, 10 it consecrates the immolation of a victim 
to Savitar. The following mantra, a tri~!ubh stanza beginning with 
"Initiation, austerity of manas (the seat of the mental powers and of 
feeling and volition) 161 . .. must be within me" and ending with 
"Agni-and-Soma must place renown in me", was considered 162 to be 
exclusively proper to Apastamba. So was the next, the sequence of five 
times eight syllables "That by which Agni shines (is illustrious) ... may 
I be illustrious by that ... ", although it is partly identical with a stanza (11) 
that is transmitted as belonging to 1;tV. khila 4, 6 (before 10, 129) 163, 

a text which according to 1;tVidh. 4, 9, 1 gives a complete lifetime and 
vigour conducive to the duration of life; it is advised to mutter it while 
wearing a golden amulet (to gain good luck); in AsvGS. 3, 8, 21 it is 
prescribed on behalf of a person desiring to go home 164. However, both 
formulae are also found in the section on the obligations of the Veda 
student, especially the ablutions to be performed by him on becoming 
a householder as found in BhGS. 2, 20 (with an amplification in the second) . 
If appearances are not deceptive we have to do here with a combination 
of formulae which because of their general character and great possibilitie8 
could be used under various circumstances. 

A reference to the sacred tradition at the end of the ritual "He becomes 
rich in fiery energy and brahminical illustriousness" is also found at the 
end of HiraI).yakeáin's rules: 6, 6, 21: 541. 

It remains to mention those mantras which , being foreign to this section 
of Apastamba's work, are used in other sütras. Af ter Apastamba's "0 Agni , 
lord of splendours" HSS. 6, 6, 21: 540, 4 has the section TS. I, 5, 5 
repeated 165. Thereafter comes a prayer addressed to the six wide regions 
to give width 168, to protect the chiIdren from death and those speaking 
from victorious enernies, that is 1;tV. 10, 128, 5 (coming: af ter the four 
vihavya stanzas 167); it occurs also in TS. 4, 7, 14, 2 in connexion with the 
vihavya bricks; for another employment (worship of the quarters, stars 
and moon) see ApGS. 5, 12, 13. 

As to MSS. I, 6, 2, 17, the four stanzas beginning with "The spouses 
of Sürya, the goddesses, ran near, coming from U~as; they, the mothers 
of sacrificial worship, must sprinkle me with brilliant vital power (varcas )" 

lel The combination dikqá ca tapaA ca is not rare: TS. 4, 7, 9, I ; MS. 2, 11, 6 : 
144, 1 etc. 

182 By Caland, op. cit. , 1, p . 207 . 
18S J . Scheftelowitz, Die Apokryphen des I;tgveda, Brcs]au 1906, p. 1I8 f. 
184 For further particulars see J. Gonila, Thc I;tgvidhäna , Ut.recht , 1951 , p . 106 f . 
18& Cf. Dumont, L'agnihotra, p . 117. 
188 For the importanee of widfl space etc. see J. Gonda, Loka. Amsterdam Acad . 

1966, p . 18 ff. etc. 
le7 See above, p. 52. 
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pronounced at the very beginning of the matutinal adoration as brieHy 
mentioned in this work are quoted pratikena in VärSS. 1, 5, 4, 24, where 
it accompanies the sprinkling of water af ter the worshipper has washed 
his hands. In Vär. there follows a mantra which I cannot identify: "A 
buffalo frequently fresh (wet)" (1) accompanying the pouring out of an 
oblation. There are however some atharvanic affinities or reminiscences 
and the last piida (4 d) is also used in the domestic ritual. These are 2 d 
"Let me not be the subject to those who hate (me)": cf. A VS. 17, 1, 6 d; 24 d 
(a prayer to Indra and the Sun); 3 d : "I am a vajra ('thunderbolt weapon'), 
slaying rivals" : cf. KausS. 47, 16 where it is the beginning of a text to 
be recited by a man who wishes to cast spelIs over an enemy and bring 
him to ruin. The words "The evil spirits have been poured upon" occur 
also in ApSS. 6, 20, 2. For "We would like to walk about unharmed" 
see MGS. 1, 22, 2 where it is part of a formula used in the upanayana 
ceremony (the initiation of a Veda student); HGS. 1,5,1 (similarly). 
As a whole the four stanz;l,s are very appropriate and far from uncommonly 
worded . To a sacrifieer who is not prosperous the advice is given to recite, 
not four stanzas of the vihavya hymn (1;{,V . 10, 128 168 and t.he khila stanza 
occurring af ter this hymn 169) but the whole of it (as found in TS. 4, 7, 14 e-k 
where it belongs to the ritual concerned with the vihavya bricks). The 
stanzas 6 ff.170 request Agni to ward off the evil int en ti ons of the 
antagonists and to "guard us on all sides", invoke Savitar-otherwise 
in 1;{,V. -overeoming enmity, implore protection, and the defeat of enemies 
etc.; in the last (khila) stanza Indra, "the winner of cows, prizes (booty) 
and horse,'!" is requcsted to come and to "accept this sacrifice at our vihava". 

Attention may finally be drawn to SSS. 2, 13 where this ritual is optional. 
The iihavaniya is to be adored with bhür bhuva?~ svaly, 171; part of the 
following formulae are (with some variants) identical with VS. 3, 37 
"May I be rich in offspring . . . " 172. "There must be safety for thee, safety 
for lU" -which is used also in the subsequent sütras 4 ; 5; 6 in connexion 
with the other fires-does not seem to occur elsewhere, although similar 
formulae beginning with "safety" (abhayam) are not rare. I do not know 
other occurrences of the formula "With 'mind' (manasii) I adore thee" 
and "I approach the world (lokam) and heaven". In adoring the 
giirhapatya fire the worshipper replaces these two mantras by "With the 
voice I adore thee ... " and "I approach offspring and cattIe" (2, 13, 4), 
of which there are, as far as I know, no paralleIs. In adoring the dak§i1}iigni 
he uses "With exhalation ... " and "I approach the diffused or circulating 
breath (vyiina) 173 and a complete lifetime" (2, 13, 5) . All fires together 

168 See above, p . 52; 57 (ApSS. ti, 16, 7). 
le9 See Scheftelowitz, op. cit., p. 112, sub lIl. 
170 For st. 5 invoking the six di vi ne regions see above, p. 57. 
171 See p. 59. 
172 See p. 59. 
173 One of the breaths which are supposed to ex ist and function in the body. 
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are addressed by "With desire . .. " and "1 approach acquisition and 
prosperity": the same comment. 

Attention may finally be invited to a short form of the ritual under 
discussion, to some generaIities and a few additions. 

According to SB. 2, 4, 1, 1 f . there is a short form of fire-worship which 
like the longer form that has been discussed in the preceding section is 
a prayer for blessing (äsis), by which one may obtain 'all', that is 
'completeness' or a safe and sound condition (sarvam ) 174. The first formula 
mentioned is the frequently used "Earth, Atmosphere, Sky" (bhü 1" bhuvaJ.t, 
8vaJ.t,): VS. 3, 37 a 175 - cf. KSS. 4, 12, 12 f. A man who (in the evening 
SBK., not in M., optionally) adores his fires with this formula is said 
'to render his speech successful 176 by means of the truth (reality : satyena) 
and with that speech thus rendered successfnl he invokes a blessing, viz. 
the following formula which is said to be a prayer for offspring, energetic 
men and prosperity ' (SBM. 2,4, I, 1; SBK. 1,4,2,1, explaining 'prosperity 
and abundance' ): "May 1 be weil supplied with offspring , w.s. with 
energetic men; w.s. with pl'Osperity-and-abundance (po§!aiJ.t,)" (SBM. 
2, 4, 1, 1; similarly, 4, 6, 9, 24). The formula is VS. 3, 37, second element, 
reading like SBM. syäm against bhüyäsiim in VSK. 3, 4, l'; SBK .; U . 
specifies the idea of prosperity: 'landed property, cat.tle, gold, corn etc.'. 
As to the former formula, according to ApSS. 9, 7, 1 the words bhür 
bhuva?~ 8vaJ.t, are in an expiation to be pronounced in adoration of the 
fire; they are followed by an oblation offered to VarUI)a. See also 
ApSS. 9, 7, 3; 4; 9, 8, 2. Devasvämin (the oldest commentator on 
Asvaläyana), on AsvSS. 2, 4, lobserves '(by adoring the tires in this 
way and with this mantra) they become new again, thus the sacred 
tradition'. Some other explanations of the function of the former formula 
are: SB. 3, 2, 2, 6 it is according to some (rituaIists) to strengthen and 
heal the sacrifice (yajiiam äpyäyayämo yajiia'f[t sa'f[tda,dhma?/.) , but the 
author does not subscribe to this view ; in 12, 4 , ] , 8 it is said to be used 
as a means of propitiation or expiation. Cf. also ApSS. ] 5, 17, 6. - At 
SB. 12, 8, 3, 18 the au thor advises against the practice of consecrating 
the sacrifieer by th is formula which, being all this (universe), according 
to others brings about a consecration by means of the universe. At 
TB. 3, 7, 6, 3; ApSS. 3, 18, 4 this formula is identified with brahman . 
According to MS. 1, 8, 5 : 120, 21 it is brahman, truth or reality (satyam , 
see above), and universalorder (rtam); without it there is no sacrifice. 
The combination of these so-called "three utterances" (vyährti) and the 
mantra "May 1 be well-supplied ... " was to enable a brahmin to formulate 

174 For the idea of 'completcneBB', i.e. an unimpaired condition , corporeal and 
spiritual integrity etc. etc. S66 Gonda, Sarva in Vedic texts, quoted above (n. IlO). 

17& See also VS. 3, 5; 8, 53 likewise followed by "May we be rich in offspring . . • "; 
36,3 followed by a prayer; TS. 1,6,2,2 (similarly) etc. 

176 8amardhayati implies also "makes accomplished, prosperous, auspicious". 
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more than one wish: see e.g. ApSS. 21, 12, 4 band 5. The former are 
sometimes immediately followed by other specified wishes ; see e.g. MS. 
4, 9, 13: 134,5. - SSS. 2, 12, 8 has this formula pronounced on the occasion 
of an adoration of the sacred fires during the agnyädheya, (establishment 
of the fires). 

In a reference to this rite of the Väjasaneyins ApSS. 6, 19, 7 quotes 
the second formula in a somewhat longer form, with "weIl supplied with 
brilliant energy (varcas)"177 before the last element (and bhuyiisam). The 
formula occurs, with some variation, also in SB. 4, 5, 6, 4 (in a section 
dealing with additional forms of the soma sacrifice) as a prayer for blessing 
af ter part of the sacrifice ; also SBK. 5, 6, 3, 4 f ; see also SSS. 2, 13, 2 178; 

at AsvSS. 2, 3, 27 af ter bhur bhuval], 8val], where it precedes the formulae 
constituting the agnyupasthäna, to be pronounced while gazing at the 
fires by the sacrifieer who has to express his special wish 179; in another 
ritual context but with the same function SBM. 4, 6, 9, 24 (VS. 8, 53); 
SBK. 5, 8, 3, 24 (VSK. 9, 6, 6) in a section dealing with ritual of the 
gaväm ayana 180. The formula mayalso be used in the twelve days' 80ma 
ritual (ApSS. 21, 12, 5) by a brahmin sacrifieer who desires to express 
more than one wish (the norm al formula being "May I have, possess, 
this or that"). It is also one of the formulae enumerated in the section 
dealing with the gazing at thesoma and addressingthe same (TS. 3, 2, 3 q) 181. 

In the domestic ritual the teacher mutters it into the right ear of the 
pupil whom he is initiating (ApMB. 2, 3, 25; ApGS. 4, 10, 12 where the 
verb, intelligibly enough, is in the singular second person: "May you be . . . " ; 
see also HGS. 1,5,13). - In an alternative formula ApSS. 6,19,7 expresses 
the wish "May I be able to maintain you"; BhSS. 6, 4, I; 2, Ap. and 
HSS. 6, 6, 21 : 539 also "Faith 182 must not go away from me" which 
do not seem to occur elsewhere. 

The formula "To Indra, to the ähavaniya (fire)" mentioned in KSS. 
paddhati p. 414 on 4,14 and "To Yama, the king, to the gärhapatya fire" 
in KSS., ibidem 183, are, as far as appears from Bloomfield's Concordance, 
not found elsewhere. It may be remembered that the ähavaniya fire is 
said to be the worId of the gods (SB. 7, 3, I, 10) or the sky (9, 2, 3, 14) 
with which Indra is said to be connected (12, 8, 2, 10) whereas the 
gärhapatya is regarded as corresponding or related to the world of men 

177 "Gesundheit", Caland, Srautasutra des Ap., I, p. 204. 
178 See below, p. 62. 
178 For particulars see Dumont, L'agnihotra, p. 170 f. (48). 
180 A soma sacrifice of one year's duration consisting of two symmetrical periods, 

the latter being in many respects the reverse of the former. 
181 For particulars see Keith, Veda Black YajuB school, p. 240. 
182 The term baddhä implies trust, confidence and especially an active, positive 

and affirmative attitude t,owards religious acts incJuding the confidence in their 
transcendental effects. 

183 See Dumont, L'agnihotra, p. 22; 31. 
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(SB. 7, 3, 1, 10; 9, 2,3, 14; 12,4, 1,3) which is under Yama's authority 
(13, 8, 2, 4). 

VärSS. 1, 5, 4, 2 prescribes the use of the formulae "Thou art ligbtning; 
destroy 184 my evil (bad luck)" which tbe worshipper has to pronounce 
while touching, in an erect position, water for ablution. Both formulae 
occur together also in ApSS. 4, 1, 6 (TB. 3, 10, 9, 2); 6, 5, 3; 6, 9, 3 
(likewise at the beginning of a ritual); 19, 13, 19, always while bringing 
oneself into contact with water. See also AsvSS. 2, 3, 16 and SSS. 4, 8, 3 b 
(dealing, like ApSS. 4, 1, 6, with the part of the sacrificer at sacrificial 
rites) pronounced while adding fuel to the fire. The second formula 
accompanies the sipping of water during the agnihotra ritual in SSS. 2, 7, 18. 
The function of the formulae is dear, their use in this sütra work is in 
accordance with th at in the above texts. 

We are in a state of uncertainty as to wh ether the text called vätsapra 
in ApSS. 6, 19, 8-cf. also VaikhSS. 2, 8 : 28, I; KSS. 4, 12, 1 f.-is the 
hymn of Vatsapri, TS. 4, 2, 2, or the vätsapra säman 185. In the former 
case 1;tV. 10, 45, 1-4; 7 ; 6; 5; 9-11; 8 (with variations) is meant, which, 
being ascribed to Vatsapri Bhälandana, is dedicated to Agni, praising bis 
birth-places, forms, abodes, deeds, characteristics and imploring him to 
make his worshipper prosperous and, together with his sons, dear to 
Sürya and Agni as weIl as successful 186. In AsvSS. 6, 19, 9 mention is 
made of the gosükta nnd asvasüktasämans, the text of the former being 
TB. 2, 8, 8, 11 f . (B.V. 6, 28), a blessing of the cows, the lat ter the thirteen 
stanzas a-n (=1;tV. I , 163) of the three sections (anuväka) TS. 4, 6, 7-9 
(35 stanzas; VS. 29, 12-24; 25, 24-45), praising the horse which is offered 
in the aSvamedha ritual 187. 

As already observed the formula "May I be weIl supplied with 
offspring . .. " occurs also in AsvSS. 2, 3, 27 af ter the formula mentioned 
in the prayoga (a text containing the practical courses of the procedures) 
"For Prajäpati this, not for me". The name of the god Prajäpati in the 
dative is of ten found at the beg inning ofritual formulae, e.g. in the frequent 
prajäpataye 8väha . Here the worshipper resigns his claims to the results 
of the adoration and entrusts himself to the god. Af ter the formula 
"May I be ... " he has, according to the prayoga, to recite the six stanzas 
dedicated to Agni B.V. I, 12, 1-6, which eulogize the god as a messenger, 
a hotar , the one who bears the oblations to the gods, imploring him to 
burn the malignant beings and stating th at one (ritual) fire is Iighted at 
another one. As to the function of these stanzas see e.g. TS. 2, 5, 8, 5 
'The man for whom, knowing thuR (an officiant) repeats st. I prospers 

184 Here and elsewhere the text of the formull\ reads vidya.. the translation is 
based on a reading vidhya. 

185 I refer to Dumont, L'agnihotra, p. 70. 
186 As to the Vii.tsapram (särnan) see Al"f,leya.Brähmal.lll, 3, 9, 5 (317) . 
l87 For the use ofthe gofii,kta and a8vasüktasárnans see JSS. 22 (ed. by D. Gaastra, 

Bijdrage tot de kennis van het Vedische ritueel , Thesis Utrecht 1906, p. 28) . 
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himself, his enemy is defeated'; see also SB. 1, 4, 1, 34. It belongs to 
the stanzas reeited while the saerifieial fire is kindled (sämidheni). Onee 
a year, when one establishes one's saered fires, one recites the th ree stanzas 
~V. 9, 66, 19-21 188 . 
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In SSS. 2, 11,1; 2, 13,8-9 no mention is made offormulae 189. 

188 Which is discussed on p. 23f. (MS. I, 5, I: 66. 8-13). 
18g As to VaitS. 7, 25 see Dumont, L'agnihotra, p. 209. 



THE MANTRAS OF THE SAUTRAMA~I 

CHAPTER J 

Introduction, general observations, conclusions 

The sauträma'IJi ritual has been described by Hillebrandt and Dandekar, 
and in a more succinct form by Keith and others 1. lts mantras as collected 
by the followers of the Black and White Yajurvedas exist in English 
translations by Dumont and Griffith 2. Apastamba's version of the ritual 
is aceessible in Caland's German rendering of th at work 3. The ritual 
theory of the ancients pertaining to this saerifiee can, in the version of 
the White Yajurveda, be read in Eggeling's translation of the Satapatha
Brähmat:la4. 

The sauträma'IJi has two distinct forms (ApSS. 19, 5, 1 f. ; LSS. 5, 4, 20), 
the caraka variety which is performed at the end of the räjasüya 
(SB. 5, 5, 4, 1 ff.) ceremonies or af ter the piling of the great fireplaee 5 

(and on other occasions that will be mentioned below), and the kaukili 
ritual which, being independent, ean be either obligatory, or ineidental, 
or optional. In the aneient ritual manuals both forms are described 
separately, first the caraka and afterwards only the changes and additions 
occurring in the procedure ofthe kaukili (ef. e.g. ApSS. 19,5,2). Although 
thiR sacrificial rite is usually classified as one of the seven divisions of 
the haviryajiia (LSS. 5, 4, 23)-also called i~ti, non-animal and non-soma 
saerifiees-it is in reality a combination of that type of rite, an animal 

1 A. Hillebrandt, Ritualliteratur. Vedische Opfer und Zauber, Strassburg 1897, 
p. 159 ff.; R. N. Dandekar, in Srautakosa, edited by C. G. Kashikar, English section, 
lI, Poona 1962, p. 899 ff. with English translations of the relevant b'Ütra texts (for 
the original texts see the same work, Sanskrit section, I, Poona 1958, p. 698 ff.); 
A. B. Keith, The religion and philosophy of the Veda. and Upanishads, Cambridge 
Mass. 1925, p. 352 ff.; P. E. Dumont, L'asvamedha, Paris and Louvain 1927, 
p. 232 ff.; P. V. Kane, History ofdharmasiistra, lI, Poona 1941, p. 1224 ff.; L. Renou 
(and J. Filliozat), L'Inde classique, I, Paris 1947, p. 359; J. Gonda, Die Religionen 
Indiens, I, Stuttgart 1960 (21978), p. 173; see also A. Weber, Ûber die Königsweihe, 
den räjasüya, Berlin Acad. 1893, p. 92 ff. and G. U . Thite, Sacrifice in the BrähmaJ;la· 
texts, Poona 1975, p. 83 ff. 

2 P. E . Dumont, The Kaukili·SautriimaJ;li in the Taittiriya-BriihmaJ;la, Proc. 
Amer. Philos. Soc. 109, 6 (1965), p. 309 ff.; R. T. H. Griffith, The texts of the 
White Yajurveda, Benares 1927, p. 205 ff. 

3 W. Caland, Das Srautasütra des Äpastamba. lIl, Amsterdam Acad. 1928, 
p. 162 ff. 

4 J. Eggeling, The Satapatha-BrähmarJa translated, lIl, Oxford 1894, p. 129 ff.; 
V, Oxford 1900, p . 213 ff. 

6 Cf. also Jaimini, Pürvamimärpsii-sutra 4, 3, 29 ff.; 9, 3, 40 f . 
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sacrifice (SB. 12, 7, 2, 10; 21) 6, and a third element, its chief characteristic, 
viz. the offering of a spirituous liquor called surä which imparts to it a 
certain-and no doubt an intended-resemblance to the soma sacrifice. 
The procedure prescribed in preparing the surä 7 and the terminology 
used in connexion with this process and the liquor which is obtained by 
it as weIl as the wording and the function of many mantras give evidence 
of the tendency to imitate the soma sacrifice. There is hardly room for 
doubt about the original function of part of those mantras th at create 
the impression of being transferred from that sacrificial ritual. For instance, 
the formula "0 seller of suräsoma, for this lead let me buy suräsoma 8 

from you" which is only found at MSS. 5, 2, 4, 3, is no doubt an imitation 
of MS. 3, 7, 7: 84,12 (MSS. 2,1,4,8) "0 seller of soma, let me buy soma 
from you" which is employed in the soma sacrifice. BSS. 17, 31: 310, 3 
prescribes the formulae "This (lead) is yours, these (sprouts) are mine" 
and "purchased is the suräsoma", the latter one being reminiscent of, or 
modelled on krital; somo räjä or krital; in KSS. 7, 8, 13; SB. 3, 3, 3, 3; 
MSS. 2, 1, 4, 10. Cases are not absent either in which other rites, e.g. 
the pravargya 9, required the same mantras which then may likewise be 
supposed to have primarily belonged to the soma ritual. Vet, in spite 
of SB. 12, 9, 2, 1 'the sauträma1Ji is (the same as) the soma (sacrifice)'; 
12, 7, 3, 6 'he distils it (the surä) with a view to (its being like) the 
soma-pressing'; 12, 8, 2, 12, the sauträma1Ji does not pretend to be a soma 
ceremony. BSS. 17, 38: 316, 9 is, for instance, quite explicit in stating 
that one should not use the mantra "0 divine Waters, this (viz. the soma) 
is your (new-born) child" which at TS. 1, 4, 45 h; VS. 8, 26; SB. 4, 4, 5, 21 
is prescribed in the chapter on the soma ritual. Jaimini, PiirvamimS. 8, 2, 
1-9 even declares that although the surä offered in the rite under discussion 
is spoken of as soma and although several obligatory actions such as the 
purchase of the sprouts-one of the ingredients of the surä-are common 
to soma and surä, the general procedure followed in the sauträma1Ji is 
th at of the rites of full and new moon and not th at of the soma ritual. 

The whole performance takes four days. During the first three of these 
the liquor is prepared, a bull is offered to lndra etc.; the main sacrifice 
takes place on the fourth day which is no doubt modelled on the fourth-day 
soma sacrifice. The chief oblations offered are three cups of milk-which 

e According to ApSS. 19, 1, 2 the ritual of the caraka 8autrdma~i is that of 
the separate animal sacrifice (nirüf!,hapaJubandha, see W. Caland, on ApSS. 7, 1, 1, 
DOB SrautOBütra des ApOBtamba, I, Göttingen and Leipzig 1921, p. 222) OB described 
in ApSS. VII ; the duties of the kotar c.s. in respect of the animal offering should 
be similar to those of the animal sscrifice (MSS. 5, 2, 4, 37; ApHautraPur. 2, 3, 1). 

7 The methods of preparing aurä OB described in the texts are different in several 
details but in principle identical. For some details soo Kane, op. cit., Il, p. 1225. 

8 For the term su.räaoma used in th is connexion soo below, p. 68 f. 
8 For the mantras of the pravargya see my article in Indo-Iran. Joumal 21 

(1979), p. 235 ff. 
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are identified with soma (SB. 12, 7, 3, 8; 17 -and as many of sura to 
the Asvins, Sarasvati, and Indra respectively; th ree animal victims (a 
he-goat, a ram, and a bull) to the same deities ; anel thirty-three libations 
of fat gravy obtained from the cooking of the victims. Just as in the 
soma-sacrifice th ere is a concluding bath and at the end of the ritual a 
third bull is offered to Indra. 

As appears from the myth on which the ritual is founded (see ~V. 10, 131 ; 
SB. 5, 5, 4 and 12, 8, 3) the Asvins and Sarasvati healed Indra when he 
was decomposed and had lost the command of his psychical and physical 
faculties by means of the first sauträma1Ji. The mythical story is re-enacted 
wh en for the benefit of a sacrificer, who th en acts the part of Indra, the 
sauträma1Ji is performed. The au thor of SB. 5, 5, 4 , 15 ff. is quite explicit 
on this point: 'it was the Asvins who cured him (Indra) and in the same 
way does he (the officiant) now cure him (the sacrificer) through these 
same Asvins ... '. 

On the subject pursued by a sacrificer who wishes to undertake a 
sautrama1Ji sacrifice some authorities supply various pieces of information. 
SB. 5, 5, 4, 30 very briefly states that this object is restoration to health: 
there is an oblation for Savitar, because impelled by this impeller of the 
gods the officiant 'heals' (or 'acts as a physician' bhi~ajyati), viz. the 
sacrificer (who is left unmentioned; cf. also 12, 7, 2, 3). In 33 the author 
specifies : 'if he would heal one purged by soma (somatipütam) .. . ' and 
this patient is, besides the one who has vomited soma (somavamin ) and 
af ter the one who is desirous of success (rddhikama) , mentioned also in 
Kätyäyana's sütra-work (19, 1, 1; 2, comm.) where the ritual is explicitly 
said to be exclusively intended for brahmins (cf. SB. 12, 9, 1, 1). In 
SB. 12, 7, 2, 2 it is stated that 'it is not owing to soma wh en a brahmin 
vomits soma', (because) 'he who vomits soma is one who, whilst being fit 
to (gain) prosperity (bhütim) , does not gain prosperity'. According to 
the Maiträyal).iyas the rite should be performed by one who is excessively 
purged by soma juice 10, one who is consecrated a king by means of the 
rajasüya ritual - in KSS. 19, 1, 3, with comm. and SB. 12, 9, 3, 1 ff. the 
sautrama1Ji is performed for a man who had been expelled from his ancestral 
kingship -, one desirous of prosperity (bhüti) or one who has long been ill 
(MSS. 5, 2, 4, 1 on the caraka ritual); in addition to these the kaukili rite 
is to be performed also for one who has vomited soma (5, 2, 11, 1). In 
a longer introductory sütra VärSS. 3, 2, 7, 1 adds 'the one who is desirous 
of nourishment, the one is desirous of cattie, the one who has rivals or the 
one who is calumniated'; the not too clear compound somabhivyajanasya 
'for one who has given evidence of soma' (?) may perhaps represent 
the unmentioned person who has been excessively purged by soma 
(atipävitasya). Other authorities (KSS. 19, 1, 2, with the comm.; 4) 

10 That is, one who discharges 80ma through nose, ears, anus etc. (KSS. 19, 1,2, 
comm.). 
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add the man who has prepared his sacred firepJace-cf. TS. 5, 6, 3, 4 
'he who piles the firepJace is consecrated; he should sacrifice with the 
sauträmalJi," verily, he collects a full command of his facuIties (indriyarJt 
viryam) and places it in himself'; ApSS. 17, 24, l-and has performed 
a soma sacrifice (also VaitS. 30, 2) as weil as the one who, though 
capable of possessing cattIe, is bereft of cattIe. Apastamba again confines 
himself to those who have vomited and otherwise discharged soma 
and a ruler who has been expelled from his kingdom (cf. also VaitS. 30, 2), 
adding those who have been consecrated or will be consecrated (a king; 
cf. also KS. 12, 1 0: 172, 19 ff., speaking of a brahmin or a royal person, 
and the more elaborated MS. 2, 4, 1: 38, 14 ff.). According to VaitS. 30, 1 
the one-no doubt a royal person-who has piled a saered fireplace and 
vomited etc. soma is consecrated by means of the sauträmalJi (agnicit 
somätipütaly, somavämi sauträma1)-yäbhi;9icyate). 

It might comprehensively be said that the sauträma1)-i was a means of 
warding off, counteracting or annihilating various manifestations of evil 
in the personal sp here of the sacrifieer. This purpose of the sacrifice is 
al ready clearly indicated in RV. 10, 131, I, a prayer addressed to Indra 
in which the god is requested to dri\Oe away theenemies from all points 
of the compass and to enable those speaking to live, full of joy, under his 
broad shelter. Introducing his brief seetion on the sacrifice under discussion 
Sänkhäyana (SS . 14, 12, 2) narmtes the story of Indra who, wishing to 
reach the complete duration of life (äyu~kämaly,), performed austerities. 
Having done so he saw this sacI·ificial rite, viz. the sauträma1)-a (sic). 'This 
he took, with this he worshipped'. Having done so he became long-lived. 
He imparted this (rite) to Bharadväja who was wom out' and advised 
him to perform it also. Bharadväja-whose name will be mentioned once 
or twice in the following pa,ges - did so and became long-lived. 'He Jives 
a complete duration of life who knows thus and who performs this 
sacrificial rite'. 

Among those questions concerning the sauträma1)-i which remain to be 
inquired into are first and foremost the meulling and structure, function 
and ritual significance or applicubility, origin and mutual relations of the 
mantras 11 used in this ritual, and last but not least, the various other 
uses-if there are any-made of them, because these are of ten helpful 
in deepening our insight into the significanee atbH'hed to them. The very 
fact that the complicated rites are constructed not only from some special 
and chamcteristic elements but also from many component parts that 
are at the same time essential elements in other rituals should indeed 

11 "A mantra is a g-TOllp of words used in sacrificial rituals through which a 
complete sense is conveyed" (HSS. I, I); it incilldes stanzas and formulae taken 
from the J.tg-, Yajur- and Sämavedas as well as nigadas (yajus spoken loudly as 
commands); see KSS. I, 3, I. See 81so J . Gonda, The Indian mantra, Oriens 16 
(1963), p. 244 ff., esp. p . 256 f. (=Selected Studies, IV, Leiden 1975, p. 248 ff., 
esp. p. 260 f.). 
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induce us systematicalIy to examine the mutual relations of the mant ras 
used in the several parts of a sacrificial rite and to try to answer the 
various questions to which their occurrence in more than one sacrifice 
may give rise. Is it, to mention only this, possible to trace the 'history' 
and 'original use' of the non-specific mantras that are prescribed in a 
definite ritual context? Is it not worth while to discuss the interesting 
problem of whether the ritual use of the mantras can give some information 
on the history and development of the ceremonies to which they belong? 
Other topics of interest are the relations between the different versions 
in which the mantra colIections have been handel! down, the use made 
of stanzas that are taken from the ~gveda-Saf!lhitä and the problem 
presented by the rgvedic hymn 10, 131. With regard to this sükta the 
opportunity may be taken to verify the state men t,s made by Geldner 12 

in the introductol'y note to his translation : 'Einige Strop hen des Lieds 
werden in der späteren Sauträma~-Zeremonie . .. verwendet und enthalten 
die Elemente (dieses) Ritus ... Dasz das Lied ursprünglich zu diesem 
Zwecke gedichtet ist, solI damit nicht gesagt sein". While it is on these 
questions that in the following pages attention will be focussed, it may 
briefly be noticed that, although Griffith and Dumont have translated the 
relevant porti ons of the Väjasaneyi-Saf!lhitä and the Taittiriya-BrähmaI).a, 
their explanations are too succinct; the renderings of the former are 
moreover in many places antiquated and capable of improvement. The 
other basic texts have not yet found a translator. 

The mantras and comparatively brief brähmarJa portions relating to the 
caraka sauträmarJi are found in the Taittiriya, MaiträyaI).iya and Käthaka 
recensions of the Black Yajurveda, which also contain the mantras of the 
kaukili ritual, without the relevant brähmarJas 13. The authors of the 
White Yajurveda give the mantras relating to both varieties of sauträmarJi 
in the Väjasaneyi-Saf!lhitä and the comparatively long brähmarJa portions 
in the Satapatha-BrähmaI).a 14. Notwithstanding the differences in the 
order of the several subdivisions, the number of the mantras prescribed, 
and the absence of some sections in the MaiträyaI).Ïya- and Käthaka
Saf!lhitäs the basic texts are to a considerable ex tent similar and the 
mantras which they have in common are largely identical. Important 
textual variants are few in number ; in many cases th ere are not even 
minor variants. The conclusion seems therefore legitimate that the four 
authorities have drawn on an older tradition which as to the main features 
of this ritual and the formulary th at belonged to it was in the time of 

12 K . F. Geldner, Der Rig-Veda übersetzt, lIl, Cambridge Mass. 1951, p. 362. 
13 A detailed survey of the 1l1t ter and some other particulars wiU be found just 

before the end of th is chapter. The sauträmatti is not among the subjecte treated 
in the Kapii?thala-Katha recension_ 

14 For the texts of the brähmatta portions see also Srautakosa (see n . 1 above) , 
Sanskrit section, I, p. 717; 726; 732; 740. 
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the authors of the above basic texts already fixed and in regard to the 
presentation of the mantra material virtually identical with these. This 
is not to say th at the liturgy and the prescribed actions of the four 
individu al schools or traditions were, in each of them, completely 
homogeneous. From Baudhäyana's so-called Dvaidhasütra (BSS. XX
XXIII) it is for instance apparent that in the author's time several details 
of the best method of performing th is ritual were not beyond controversy 
(BSS. 23, 16). It is in Baudhäyana's Srautasütra, chronologically the 
earliest of the sütra work of the Taittiriyas, that in all probability the 
oldest version of the caraka sautrama'lJi has been preserved (17, 31-38); 
his treatise does not however contain a section relating to the ka,ukili 
forms of the sacrifice. The ritual acts are rather elaborately described 16 

and the mantras are also more numerous (thirty-six including some cases 
of composite mantras) than those prescribed by Apastamba. 

In view of Baudhäyana's priority in time and the individual features 
which distinguish his Srautasütra from the other works of this class it 
may be worth while now already to invite attention to part of his mantras. 
The first formula prescribed (BSS. 17, 31: 310, 3), viz. "This (lead) is 
yours, this (the tender sprouts) is mine" pronounced by the adhvaryu 
who is to buy the sprouts is not known to me from elsewhere. It has 
already been observed th at the answer of the seller "the suriisoma 16 has 
been bought" seems to be an imitation of "Soma the king has been bought" 
in the soma sacrifice (SB. 3, 3, 3, 3; KSS . 7, 8,13; cf. MSS. 2, 1,4,10). 
Some other mantras are, it is true, found elsewhere but only in rites other 
than the sautramar.ä. The three formulae accompanying the three 
sami~!ayajus oblations and indicating the completion of the sacrificial rite 
-"0 sacrifice (worship, yajiia), go to the sacrifice; this is thy sacrifice, 
o lord of the sacrifice; ye path-finding gods" -are elsewhere prescribed 
at the end of a soma-sacrifice (VS. 8, 21 f.; MS. 1,3,38 : 44, 16) or of 
an animal sacrifice (TS. 1, 4, 44, 3; ApSS. 7, 27, 15). The mantra "Let 
them ascend .. . the Fathers .. . " (BSS. 17, 36: 314, 16) is in the 
sautrama'lJi used in other schools (MS. 4, 10, 6: 157, 4; VS. 19, 49; 
VaitS. 30, 14) but not by the other Taittiriyas. Nor is the employment 
of the stanzas beginning with TB . 2, 6, 3 j "Let him who purifies himself, 
who was born in heaven .. . " (BSS. 17, 36 : 314,14; seealso 14, 30: 203, 3) 
enjoined in Apastamba's section on the sautrama'lJi. The long composite 
direction (to an officiant, sa'f!tprai§a) which is to be pronounced at the 
preparatory stage of the animal sacrifice (BSS. 17, 33: 311, 19) is for 
the greater part and with some variants also used in ApSS. 2, 3, 11 (see 
also MSS. 1, 2, 4, 23) when, in dealing with the ceremonies on the days 
of full and new moon the author makes mention of the sprinkling water, 

15 On Baudhäyana's style etc. see J. Gonda, The ('itual sütras, Wiesbaden 
1977, p. 517. 

Ie For 8urá8oma see above, fn. 8. 
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the firewood, the barhis (sacrificial grass), the sacrificialladles, the girdling 
of the sacrificer's wife; however, the elements "(cleanse) the ladle for the 
clotted butter (pr~adäjya) without reciting any formula (t~'lJim)" and 
"0 pratiprasthätar (an assistant of the adhvaryu) , take (part of) the 
suräsoma" do not occur in Bloomfield's Vedic Concordance. The four 
parallel formulae prescribed by Baudhäyana at the fin al stage of the rite 
when the utensils are placed upon the border of the water (BSS. 17, 38: 
316, 2 ff.) , which are to avert Varur;Ia's anger are variants-with päso 
brahman prati~thita~-ofTB . 1,4,2,3 f; ApSS. 19, 4,9; there is a fourth 
one, beginning yas te deva varU'IJänU8tupchandä~, which is not mentioned 
in the Concordance. It is moreover worth mentioning that all mantras 
collected in the section TS. 1, 8, 21 are known to Baudhäyana. Some of 
his mantras are elsewhere used in the kaukilï sauträma'IJi : thus the formula 
which in the Taittiriya-Brähmar;Ia Ïf; 2, 6, 11 m (VS. 21, 42 et.c .) and is 
to be used by the maiträvaru'IJa on the occasion of the offering of cups 
of surä (BSS. 17,35: 314, 2; cf. ApSS. 19,2,18 where this detail is lacking). 
TB. 2, 6, 16 h, BSS. 17,36 : 314, 16 is at MS. 4, 10,6 : 156, 16 a kaukili 
mantra. Likewise: MS. 4,10,6: 157, 2andBSS.17, 36: 315, I (TS. 2, 6, 12k, 
not in ApSS.). This is not to infer that Baudhäyana has used kaukili 
mantras in his cara ka ritual but rather that the mantras of both varieties 
ofthe ritual were not always kept absolutely distinct and that the compilers 
of the sütra works enjoyed, here also, a certain freedoll1 of choice 17. 

Having led up to the subject of the mantras as they are found in the 
ba.sic collections and employed in the sütras I now proceed to summarize 
the main results of the researches carried on in the following chapters. 
One of the most important facts that have emerged in the course of these 
investigations is the high degree of suitability of al most all mantras 
prescribed, aresuIt which once again contradicts the assertions of those 
scholars who are inclined to take the inapplicability of a considerable 
number of stanzas quoted in the sütra works for granted 18. The mant ras 
of the sauträma'IJi are on the whole in perfect agreement, not only with 
the basic myth of the ritual but also with the 'philosophy' and mythology 
of the Veda as far as these have a bearing on thc ritual described. It is 
true that part of the mantras, especially when they are torn from their 
context, are briefly worded and hard to understand but th en they may 

17 As has been demonstrated by C. G. Kashikar, The revised sauträrnattï text 
of the Varäha-Srautasutra, in J.B.B.R.A.S. (N.S.), I, p. IO ff. (see also Gonda., 
The ritual sütras, p. 527, n. IlO) porti ons relating to the caraka and the kaukilï 
rituals have been mixed up in the printed text of the Varäha-Srautasütra (ed. by 
W . Caland and Raghu Vira, Lahore 1933 (1934), 2Delhi 1971) and the sequence 
in the latter portion which has crept into the caraka ritual is also disordered. 
Moreover, the readings of soml' .~ütras are corrupt. 

18 To those quoted earlier I add Chitrabhanu Sen, A dictionary of the Vedic 
rituals, Delhi 1978, p . 10 "the verses of the YV. are mostly borrowed from the 
~V .... , in many cases without any real propriety .. .... 
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be regarded as presupposing familiarity, on the part of the human and 
divine audiences, with the events alluded to or the objects pursued. Many 
mant ras used in performing the ritual under discussion occur only here 
and should therefore be regarded as especially devised for this purpose. 
Their suitability is beyond controversy. Others are adapted to the special 
ritual cont.cxt. and therefore not, or at least not in exactly the same form, 
found in the formularies belonging to other rites. There is, to mention 
only a striking peculiarity, the tendency to insert in a formula the names 
of the three dei ties of the ritual, the As\'ins, Sarasvati, and Indra. See 
for instance the variants of the frequent and well-known Savitar formula 
"On the impulse of god Savit.ar (dévasya tvä savitU~ prasavé .. .), with 
the arms ofthe Asvins, with the hands of Pü!}an ... " which in TB. 2, 6, 5 g-i, 
where it is quoted three times, continues: " ... with the healing power 
of the Asvins . .. ", " ... w. t. h . p. of Sarasvati", " ... with Indra's 
command of his farulties" . Among those peculiarities that throw light 
on the method adopt.ed by thc compilers of ritual formularies are also 
the numerous reminisccnces of other texts, especiaJly the borrowings of 
words and expressions used in the äpri hymns of the ~gveda (I, 13; 142; 
188 etc .), which we re also in their structure and the order of the deities 
mentioned the models of sec ti ons of el even stanzas each that accompanied 
the animal sacrifice 19 . The long series of brief mantras TB. 2, 6, 5 1 etc. 
which do not occur in othel' rites create the impression of being modelled 
on a pre-existent series of identifications. There can indeed be no doubt 
that in many cases the C'ompiler of the yajurvedic sauträma'l}-i has drawn 
on matel'ial that existed prior to his time. It must however be conceded 
that not a few of those mantras which in all probability were not made 
for t.he snuträma.'I}-i are very weil suited for their function. 

Whereas this ritual is no exception in that it has besides other material 
incorporat.ed mnntms which because of their general character and wide 
applicability am also used to accompany simiIar ritual acts in various 
other sacrifices, some formulae oceur, in the same or varied forms, so 
of ten and in so many rituals - a good in stance is the above dévasya tvä 
savitû~ prasavé ... -th at it is impossible to trace their origin or to draw 
probable eonrlusions with regard to borrowings or transferences. In other 
cases the same mantras could meet the requirements, not only of the 
sauträma'l}-i but of a limited number of other sacrificial rites wh ere they 
are prescribed to accompany similar actions. Especially in those sections 
which contain the mantras for the animal sacrifices-it may be recalled 
that the animal sacrifice offered to Indra-and-Agni is regarded as the model 
and basic ritual among the animal sacrifices (BSS. 24, 5: 188, 9)-and 
the sacrifices to the Fathers there is much that may be regarded as 

19 Compare for instance the use of VS. 29. I-IJ; TS. 5, 1, 11 a-I etc. as the 
áprï hymn for the aávamedha; see P. E. Dumont, L'asvamedha, Paris and Louvain 
1927, p. 165 ff. 
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'common property'. It may safely be assumed th at these parts of the 
liturgy originally belonged to the paSubandha (animal sacrifice) and were 
borrowed or adapted. The composite character of the sauträma1J-i which 
is also apparent from the many parallels with and reminiscences of ritual 
acts belonging to the soma ceremonies explains also the cases in which 
mantras belonging to both sacrifices are similar. The very purport of the 
passage VS. 19, 12-31 is, according to the ancient commentators, to show 
the close interconnexion ofboth rituals. The connexion with the räjasüya 20 

makes the cases of paraIleIism in word and action between this ritual and 
the sauträma1J-i intelligible. At times a mantra used in the lat ter is also 
found in the pravargya, the väjapeya (see e.g. MSS. 7, 1, 1 21), one of the 
seasonal sacrifices vaiSvadeva and varu1J-apraghäsa, the full and new moon 
ceremonies. When for instance the adhvaryu is tracing out the sacrificial 
bed (vedi) and holding the wooden sword crosswise in it he addresses 
the ägnidhra to put down the sprinkling (prok§a1J-i) water etc. with a 
formula which under circumstances is used in the full and new moon 
ritual (ApSS. 2, 3, 11; MSS. 1,2,4,23; VS. 1,28; SB. 1,2,5, 20 f.) and 
in the mahäpitryaj na belonging to the säkamedha, one of the seasonal 
sacrifices (SB. 2, 6, 1, 12) . This mantra is however also a good example 
of a formula which varies with the circumstances under which it is used. 
When, at ApSS. 11, 3, 1; MSS. 2, 2, 1, 22 it is prescribed in the agni~toma, 
it is shorter, no injunction being given with regard to the spreading of 
the sacrificial grass which has already been strewn and to the girdling 
of the sacrificer's wife because this action does not take place (cf. also 
MSS. 2, 2, 2, 9) . 

Proceeding now to venture a hypothesis on the history of this ritual 
I would-as far as the texts permit conclusions-be strongly inclined to 
distinguish three stages in its development. There is, it would appear to 
me, hardly room for doubting, with Geldner, whether the sükta ~V. 10, 131 
was intended for a form of the sauträma1J-i rituaI; for uncertainty as to 
whether it proves the existence of a probably comparatively simple 
sauträma1J-i in the period preceding the codification of th at corpus. The 
hymn does not only refer to the main elements and personages (the 
beverage, lndra. 's recovery, Namuci, the Asvins, Sarasvati, lndra) of the 
fundamental myth, it aIso contains those stanzas which in the versions 
of the ritual th at are known from the brähma1J-Us and the srautasütras 
are considered to be most important, essential and indispensable. It may 
for instanee be recalled that st. 4 and 5 22 which relate the central events 
of the myth are employed as yäjyänuväkyäs accompanying the main and 
characteristic oblations of the ritual, viz. the offering of the surä 

20 See above, p. 65 snd below, p. 74. 
21 See below, p. 128; see also p. 84 f. 
22 On these stanzas soo also p. 72; 87 fr. ; 170. 
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(ApSS. 19, 2, 19). The fact that some stanzas of this sükta do not refer 
to the rite-or rather do not mention it explicitly-cannot be adduced 
as an argument to the contrary because it is norm al that only part of 
the stanzas of a rgvedic hymn deal with or refer explicitly to a definite 
ritual occnrrence. Nor can the use made of these stanzas or of the hymn 
in its entirety on other occasions be alleged to dis prove any connexions 
with a sauträma'f}i rituai. 

In a chapter on the hymns ofpraise to be recited (sastra) by the hotrakas 
(the hotar and his assistants) the author of AiB . 6, 22, 1 ff. (see also 
AsvSS. 7,4,7 ; KB. 29, 4, 13; SSS. 12,3,5) states that ~V. 10, 131, 1 
is to be recited day by day before the hymns, because it is a manifestation 
of freedom of fear (abhayasya rüpam) , and this is what he desires as he 
proceeds. KB ., I. cit., has the stanza recited in order to remove evil 
(päpmana eväpanuttyai) , which, by the way, is also the aim of those who 
perform the sauträma'f}i. Compare also SSS. 12, 13, 1. A simiIar use of 
st. lis according to AiB. 8, 10, 8 to be made by a ruler who, af ter having 
a rite performed which makes him victorious and resto red to his kingdom 
-this also is one of the objects of those who execute a sauträma'f}i rite
worships, goes home, pronounces th is stanza in order to drive away the 
enemies and has his priest offer in the domestic fire three butter libations 
to Indra for freedom from distress, injury, loss, and danger . 'Then from 
all sides freedom from enemies and safety become his, prosperity ever 
increasing he attains, he attains sovereignty and overlordship over 
people . . . '. Mention mayalso be made of SGS. 6, 4, 11 ff. where the 
advice is given to drive away evil before rising in the early morning to 
perform the obligatory expiation, to look at the sun, to rise with the 
formula "Together with Indra ... , with power, with glory, with energy 
I wiII rise" and to pronounce other formulae , among them "Hereby I 
shake off the hater, the rival, the evil one . . . " as weIl as a considerable 
number of rgve<.lic stanzas, the first of which is the hymn 10, 131. WhiIe 
it is therefore a fact th at this sükta and its initial stanza were employed 
also on occasions other than the performance of a sauträma'f}i sacrifice 
the supposition that this stanza on ce had fulfiIIed, or optionally could 
fulfiI, the same function, viz. that it was to ward off evil, at the beginning 
of th is ritual does not seem to be completely senseless. 

Stanza 3 23 is another demand for Indra's aid. Af ter stating in the first 
hemistich (which occurs also as AVS. 20, 125, 3 24 ) th at solitary enterprises 
yield no fruits , the poet "being desirous of cattie, desirous of horses, 
desirous of (re)generative power (väja) " invokes the god. The god's favour 
is indispensable; even Indra himself was in the mythical past (st. 4 and 5) 

23 On st. 2 see p. 82. 
24 On A vS. XX which consists almost entirely of literal borrowings from the 

I,tgveda.Sal'flhitä see J. Gonda, Vedic literature, Wiesbaden 1975, p. 269. 
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healed only through the help of the Asvins and Sarasvati. Geldnel' 25 is 
right in saying that 3 cd, which is identical with ~V. 4, 17, 16 ab, suits 
the latter context (the Indra hymn 4, 17) better and may be a borrowing. 
Are these words inserted as a detailed description of success which, as 
stated above, is one of the aims of the one who has the rite performed 
(KSS. 19, 1, 1; 2, comm. wh ere (4) mention is made also of a man who 
is bereft of cattIe) ? 26 

The stanzas 6 and 7, which are identical wit.h ~V. 6,47, 12 and 13 27 , are 
invocations of Indra Suträman-this epithet occurs in 6 a and 7 c-, 
requesting him to repel enmity, to bring safety and to aid and pl'Otect 
those speaking. They are of ten quoted together, and in VaitS. with 4 anel 5 
(as AVS. 20, 125, 4-7) regarded as a unit accompanying the oblations 
of milk and sura. As fin al stanzas they are very suitable. In 6, 47 -the 
family hymn of the Bharaelväjas 28 - they are placed at the enel of a prayer 
to and eulogy on Indra (st. 6-13) which is introduceel by five stanzas 
(1-5) in praise of the soma juice whieh enables the god to conquer his 
opponents. The question ofthe original context of both stanzas (~V. 6,47; 
10, 131 or elsewhere) must for the time being remnin without an answer. 
Nor does it as yet seem possible to advance a plausible suggestion 
concerning the relations between Divodäsa- one of the leading princes of 
the early Vedic age whose victory over Varcin anel Sambara is memorized 
in ~V. 6, 47-and the poet - Garga Bhäradväja, a membel' of the 
Bharadväja family with which this ruler seems to have been c10sely 
connected - on the one hand and the sautrama1fi ritual on the other. Does 
the poet implicitly attribute the victory to Indra Suträman? Or are the 
stanza.s 12 and 13 to attest to the special relations between the Bharadväja 
family antI the god Indra in the capacity of "the (deity) of (characterized 
by) good protection" '~ 

While ~ V. 6, 47 is silent on the sautrama1J.i rite, it is interesting to 
notice the occurrence of the term karotará denoting the filtering vessel 
used to purify the sura in the Asvin hymn ~V. 1, I] 6, st. 7: in order 
to fulfil the desire of their worshipper Kak~ivat karotarde chapltdd ásvasya 
vflJ1J.aly, satárJ1. kumbhá'Y(l. asiiicata'Y(l. surayiily,. Following Säyal).a Geldner 29 

translated: "Ihr (the Asvins) schenktet aus dem Hufe des Hengstes (wie) 
durch ei ne Seihe hundert Krüge Branntwein ein". The story (itihaso) 
handed down by the commentator Skandasvämin-when thc Asvins were 
wandering about a group of boys who were drinking and had got drunk 
asked them for 8ura; the gods produced the above quantity from the 

2Ii Geldner. op. cit., IU, p. 363. 
26 See also H. Oldenberg, Indra und Namuci, in Nachr. Göttingen 1893, p. 349 

(=Kleine Schriften, Wiesbaden 1967, p. 642) explaining a-rávas in 3 b by a reference 
to SB. 12,8, 3, 26 etc. 

27 1 refer to p. 156 bel ow on their occurrence as VS. 20, 51 and 52. 
28 See above, p. 66. 
29 Geldner, op. cit., I, p. 154. 
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hoof of their horse and gave it to them - has in all probability been 
concocted in order to enhance the intelligibility of the above hemistich. 
The mention of a hoof may however be of interest because the broth 
which is destined for the Asvins etc. is offered in the hooves and the 
dew-c1aws of the victims (ApSS. 19, 9, 5; SB. 12, 8, 3, 13). Anyhow, this 
hemistich does not we aken the argument in favour of the existence of a 
'rgvedic sauträma'IJi' based on the above interpretation of ~V. 10, 131 30. 

lt is of course impossible to say with certainty whether there has ever 
existed a form of the sauträma'IJi that could be performed with no more 
mantras than ~V. 10, 131 , 2 etc., or tha.t at least did not require the use 
of all the mantras that are prescribed in the texts dealing with the caraka 
ritual. However, the fact that the authorities mention the employment 
of mantras which are also used in other sacrificial rites - and especially 
soma rites-may shed some light on its history without being inconsistent 
with its character. The sauträma'IJi may in a way be called a pseudo-soma 
rite . Part of the terminology used, parallels with, and references to the 
soma ritual point in the same direction. Mention has already been made 31 

of the purchase of the sprouts required for preparing the surä which is 
at least in its present form an imitation of the purchase of the soma. 
There are further the offering on the fourth day of the rite and the animal 
offering preceding the oblations of the beverage, and so on. The sauträma'IJi 
may probably be regarded as being originally a surä ritual - not necessarily 
'practised among non-Aryan people or schismatics' 32 - in which the Asvins 
- soma drinkers, it is true, but not too prominent as such - played an 
important part. There is much to be said for the supposition th at it has 
been rem ode lIed on the basis of the soma sacrifice because it was under 
definite circumstances believed to have wholesome effects. Is it warranted 
to regard SB. 5, 5, 4 , 14 as a reminiscence of a period in which the 
sauträma'IJi was feIt to be something extraordinary, something additional 
to the existing forms of sacrifice? 33 : 'He who performs the räjasüya 
secures (the results or merit of) all sacrificial rites , all offerings ... ; 'that 
offering be made by me with this one (the sauträma'IJi) also ; th at I shall 
be consecrated by this one also ' , th at is why the performer of the räjasüya 
executes this sacrifice ' (which is also in ApSS. and HSS. 13, 8 ff.) treated 
af ter and in close connexion with the räjasüya 34 . Those who had not 

30 For the Asvins and Indra see !:tv. 8, 26, 8. 
31 On p . 64 above. 
32 Kane, op. cit., Il, p. 1226. Cf. also Hillebrandt, op . cit., p. 159. 
33 ShouJd any significance be 8,ttached to the fact tha.t the redactors of !:tV. X 

have placed 10, 131 af ter a BÜkta which deals with the origin of the sacrifice which 
in its turn comes af ter t he famous cosmogony 10, 1291 

34 According to the Ap. Hautra Par. 2, 3 one should perfonn the caraka 
sauträma~i af ter the (most important) agnicayana. In the interpola.ted passage 
KB. 16, 10 the one who has perfonned a soma sacrifice is given the advice to execute 
the sau.träma~i if he desires prosperity, offspring etc. 
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performed a soma sacrifice were not allowed to execute a sauträmar,ti 
(VaitS. 30, 3). 

One would probably not be far wrong if one regarded the caraka form 
of the ritual as representing, not the earliest but a later stage in the 
development of the rite. As to the kaukilï variety, every probability seems 
to favour the supposition that in this amplified ritual , characterized by 
a greater number of mantras and an almost complete set of formularies , 
the sacrifice under discussion has reached its final stage. An argument for 
th is supposition is also the fact th at only in th at form of the ritual the 
chanting of a säman, viz. the so-ealled saf!k~äna to be chanted by the 
brahman (VaitS. 30, 16) - a departure from t.he rule - (see LSS. 5, 4, 21; 
SB. 12, 8, 3, 26) is required; in the caraka, ritual there is no säman 
(see also BSS. 17, 38: 316, 8 'one should not chant. the säman)' . Whereas, 
moreover, the figure of lndra's antagonist Namuci 35 is in the caraka 
sauträmar,ti (as dealt with in SB. 5, 5, 4 and 5, cf. 5, 5, 4, 25) only mentioned 
in the quotation from ~V. 10, 131, 4, he plays a prominent part in the 
myth told in connexion with the kaukili rite (SB . 12, 7, 1, 10 etc.), and 
is mentioned also in the kaukilï mantras TB. 2, 6, 3 c; 12 e; 13 a be etc . 
There is no suffkient evidence that A VS. 3, 3, 2 (AVP. 2, 74, 2) , which 
despite some obscurities is a clear reference to the sauträmar,ti presupposing 
lndra's friendship and performed for the restoration of a ruler, proves 
the existence of 11 full-fiedged kaukili ritual in the author's time; however, 
the oecurrenee of t.he names of the metres gayatri and brhatï and of the 
term a.rka "song, chant" is noticeable (cf. Vait.. 30, 16). 

Chapter XXX of the comparatively late Vaitänasütra 36 presupposes 
the kaukilï form of the ritual-it gives information inter alia on the 
sa1J1-säna säman (30, 16 ff.)-but does not describe it completely. In 
accordance with the character of th is work it deals with the task of the 
brahman priest (anel of the other officiants anel the sacrifieer, when the 
brahman has to co-operate with them) and enumerates the mantras which 
he has to pronounee. The stanzas of ~V. 10, 131 are quoteel from 
AVS. 20, 125 anel some others are aeldeel . Among the latter are AVS. 5, 2, 3 
" .. . unite thou with what is tasteful .. . " and 8, 7, not prescribeel in the 
other texts anel to be useel when the surä is mixed with the herbs 
(VaitS. 30, 6) ; the stanza VaitS. 30, 12 which occurs also Ap. 18, 8, 10 
anel other mantras which will be mentioned below. 

A few words may finally be said on the structure and composition of 
the relevant chapters in which the four basic texts deal with the kaukilï 
ritual. It is difficult not to see that the twenty sections of TB. 2, 6 
constitute to a considerable extent a systematic whoIe. The sections 2,6, 1-6 
contain, in chronological order, the mantras to be pronounceel by the 
adhvaryu, his first assistant the pratiprasthätar, the sacrificer and 

35 See M. Bloomfield, in J .A.O.S. 15, p. 143 ff.; Oldonberg, op. cit. (p. 342 ff., 
or 635 ff.). 

3ft For a characterisation see The ritual sütraa, p. 543 ff. 
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occasionally the iignidhra (another assistant) and the brahman (cf. ApSS. 
19,8, 11 and 12) when they have to perform ritual acts. The enumerations 
of th is so-called ädhvaryavam are not interrupted by material belonging 
to the hautram, the office of the hotar cum suis. The mantras to be 
pronounced by the hotar and his first assistant the maitriivaru,!!-a occupy 
the sections 7-20 37 . They are likewise arranged in chronological order. 
The sections 7-10 relate to the animal sacrifice that should be offered 
to Indra before thc preparation of the surii,. 11-15 to the threefold 
animal sacrifice (he-goat, ram, bull) on the fourth day 38; 16 to the 
sacrifice offereu, after the concluding bath, to the Fathers ; 17-20 to the 
animal sacrifice in honour of lndra Vayodhäs th at takes place af ter 
the sacrifice to the Fathers . As far as they are required by these rites 
and inserted in th is formulary thc mantras to be pronounced by the 
hotar come af ter the 'promptings' of his assistant (section 8: 7; 12: 11; 
18 : 17); the mantras relating to the fore-offerings precede those which 
belong to the sac!"ifice proper; these are in their turn followed by the 
formulary for the after-offerings (7- 10 ; 11-14; 17-20). In none of the 
other works the material is so weil arranged. 

Though irregular, the next best text is th at of KS. which in 37, 18: 
98,14-38, 5 : 107 , 10-corresponding to TS. 2, 6, 1-6-contains the mantras 
for the adhvaryavam. As to the hautram, the prai~as ('promptings') 
contailled in TB. 2, 6, 7; 11; 14; 17; 20 are strikingly absent 39. The other 
material is in regular order collectecl in 38, 6- 11 which are the counterparts 
of TB. 2, 6, 8 ; 9; 12; 13; 18 anel 19 respectively. The material contained 
in TB. 2, 6, 10 and 15 is, however, founcl in KS . 19, 13 which-like the 
corresponding MS. 4, 13, 8- properly belongs to the independent animal 
sacrifice, the preceding sections 19, 1-12 dealing with episodes of the 
agnicayana ritllal; th at contained in TB. 2, 6, 16 in KS. 21, 14: 55, 3-56, 4, 
the first part of the last. section of KS . XXI, the last mantra, which 
contains kavyátiiyóJy, being followed by two rgvedic Agni stanzas with 
kavyavdhana?1 (10, 11, 16) and kiivyii and (4, 11, 3) other mantras. Like 
the corresponding section MS . 4, 10, 6 this section properly belongs to a 
sacrifice to thc Fathers ; ef. TS. 2, 6, 12. 

The compiler of MS. has collected the mantras for the iidhvaryavam in 
3, 11, 6-10: 148, 9-157, 14, but the order in which the various episodes 
are presented is very irregular: for TB. 2, 6, 1 see MS. 3,11,7: 149,19-150, 
15 ; for TB. 2, 6, 2 see MS. 3,11,6; for TB. 2, 6, 3 see MS. 3, ll, 7: 150, 
16-151,5; 3,11,10: 155,6-156,18 ; for TB. 2, 6,4 see MS. 3, ll, 9; for 

37 For the mantras relating to the office of the hotar cum suis mentioned in 
the Ap. Hautra Pariáililta, MSS., KSS. which give no occasion for special remarks 
see also Srautakosa, I (Eng!.) , p. 939 ff. 

38 Needless to say that the pra~as aml mantras of 2, 6, 11 alld 12 etc. are 
pronounced alternately . 

39 On the absence of pra~as in the ritual practice of some schools see e.g. Gärgya 
NäräyRl)a on ÄávSS. 3, 9, 9. 
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TB. 2, 6, 5 see MS. 3, 11,8; for TB. 2, 6, 6 see MS. 3, 11, 10: 157, 1-14. 
In contrast to the disorderly arrangement of the iidhvaryavam the sections 
dealing with the hautram follow each other in the same order as they are 
found in TB., although the series is interrupted by three sections of MS. IV 
and four gl'OUpS of mantras are wanting, viz. those corresponding to TB. 7 
(see KS.); 15; 17 (see KS.); 20 (see KS.). Thus MS . 3,11, I : TB. 2, 6, 8; 
4, 14, 18: 248, 9-249, 2 (the last stanzas of the work 40) : TB. 2, 6, 9; 
4, 13, 8: TB. 2, 6, 10 ; 3, 11, 2: 141, 2-143, 7 (and 3, 11, 4: 145, 15 ff.): 
TB. 2, 6, 11; 3, 11, 3: TB. 2, 6, 12; 3, ll, 4 : 145, 1-146, 10: TB. 2, 6, 13; 
3, ll, 5 : TB. 2, 6, 14; 4, 10,6: 156, 1-158, I: TB. 2, 6, 16 ; 3, ll, 11: 
TB. 2, 6,18; 3, ll, 12: TB. 2, 6,19. 

As to VS. the mantras of the sautriimary,ï are contained in the books 
XIX-XXI; XXVIII, and, the last (supplementary) book excepted, tbe 
arrangement of the several sections is far from orderly. Yet, the greater 
part of the iidhvaryavam is found in XIX, the material of TB. 2, 6, 5 and 6 
constituting the initial sections (1-13; 14-23) of XX. Book XIX contains 
successively 1-11: TB. 2, 6, 1; 12-31 an addition of the Väjasaneyins 
showing the close relations between the sautriimary,ï and the soma ritual 41; 

32-48: TB. 2, 6, 3; 49-71: TB. 2, 6,16 (the mantras to be recited at 
the sacrifices offered to the Fathers af ter the concluding bath; notice that 
in VS. they come af ter the mantras of TB. 2, 6, 3 that are to be recited 
when the deceased ancestors are given libations ete.); 72- 79: TB. 2, 6, 2; 
80-95: TB. 2, 6, 4; 20, 24-35 are an addition that does not belong to 
what precedes (see above) or what follows but to earl ier ritual acts; 
20, 36- 46: TB. 2, 6, 8; 47-54 is a counterpart of TB. 2, 6, 9; 55-66: 
TB. 2, 6, 12; 20, 67-75: TB. 2, 6, 13; 20, 78- 90 are some additions of 
the :idherents of this recension, mainly consisting of praise and invitations 
addressed to the deities of tbe sautriimary,ï; 21, I-ll are otber additions; 
21,12-22: TB. 2, 6,18; 21, 23-28: TB. 2, 6,19; 21, 29-42: 2, 6, ll; 21, 
43-47 are additional prai~as; 21, 48-58: TB. 2, 6, 14; 21, 59-61: 
TB. 2, 6, 15 ; 28, 1-11: TB. 2, 6, 7 and 28, 12-22: TB. 2, 6, 10 are the 
prai~as belonging to the fore-offerings and after-offerings of the threefold 
animal sacrifice; 28, 24-34 : TB. 2, 6, 17 and 35-45 : TB. 2, 6, 20 are t.he 
prai\~as relating 1.0 the fore-offering:;; and nJter-offerings of thc animal 
s&crificc offered to Indra Vayodhäs; 28, 23 and 46 are supplementary or 
alternative mantras. Leaving cases such as 19, 32-48; 49- 71 and XXVIII 
out of account it seems difficult to say which considerations have weighed 
with the compilet' in arranging his material in this way. In some cases 

40 Since the yäjyänuväkyiis are meant for the use of the hotar they are not given 
a place among tho other mantras which are to be pronoullced by the adhvaryn C.B. 

but are appended to a chapter as its last section or sectiol1s. For a survey of the 
yäjyänuväkyäs 'presenting curious features of dispersal' aud being found at the end 
of the various anuväkas, see A. B . Keith, The Veda of the Black Yajus School, 
Cam bridge Mass. IHI4, p. LXVIII. 

41 Soe above, p. 68. 
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a certain resemblance in content or use between a flnal mantra of a section 
and the first mantra of the following section may have suggested adding 
the latter group in a particular place (19, 48: 49; 20, 23: 24; 20, 46: 47). -
As is weIl known, the mantras of the Väjasaneyi-SaIphitä are generally 
speaking more numerous than those collected in the recensions of the 
Black Yajurveda . Many of these additions are in fact stanzas from the 
B-gveda. So it is not surprising that the compiler has also in the books 
on the sauträma1J-i incorporated rgvedic material that is foreign to the 
other basic books . 

In the following chapters it has been the author's endeavour to arrange 
the material so as to suit the reader's convenience best. The mantras of 
the caraka sauträma1J-i are generally speaking discussed in the order in 
which they occur in Apastamba's Srautasütra which, being accessible in 
a Sanskrit text and in Caland's German translation 42, enables the reader 
better to understand the ritual context. The stanzas and formulae of the 
kaukili ritual are dealt with in the order in which they occur in the 
Taittiriya-Brähmat;la which may easily be consulted in Dumont's trans
literated edition and translation 43. Those mantras which belong to both 
forms of the sauträma1J-i are discussed in chapter Il. Repetition of what 
may be found in the secondary literature on the subject will be possibly 
avoided 44 . 

42 Edited by R. Garbe, Calcutta (Bib!. Indica) 1882- 1902; translated by 
W. Caland , I (I- VII) Göttingen a nd Leipzig 1921; II (VIII-XV) and III (XVI
XXIV; XXXI), Amsterdam Acad . 1924 ; 1928. For furt.her information see Gonda, 
The ritual sütras, p. 520. 

43 See footnote 2 above. 
44 In translations passages from mantras are placed between .... . ", other 

quotations bet ween ' . . .'. 
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CHAPTER II 

The Oaraka Sauträma?l-i 

The mantras prescribed in Apastamba's chapters on the caraka 
sauträma?l-'Ï (ApSS. 19, 1-4), comparatively few in number, are the ten 
found in TB. I , 4, 2, 1-3, the five contained in TS. 1, 8, 21 - where this 
ritual is dealt with aftel' the discussion of räjnsüya-and a few others. 
There can be no doubt that all, or most, of them were regarded as essentiai. 

The formula consecrating the important ad ding of the tender sprouts 
of barIey to the surä called parisrut ), that is the preparation of the special 
drallght ('soma' , TB. 1, 8, 5, 4; more corrcctly 'a form or manifestrttion 
of soma' , SB . 12, 7, 3, 5) - whieh is the drink of the gods, surä that of 
men (TB. 1, 3, 3, 3) - for the three deities of the l'itllal , the Asvins, 
Sarasvati, and Indra Suträman (ApSS. 19, 1, 9), viz. TS. 1, 8, 21 a 
svädvi1ft tvii ... oeeurring in the parallel t exts in four variant forms, is 
exclusively proper to th is ritllal. \-Vllile pronoullC·ing this formula the 
officia nt bm,tows complete power of body and senses (indriya) as weIl as 
10nge\"Ïty (äyus) on the sèLcrifieer (SB.). TS. 19, 5, 4 implieitly uses it 
also in the kaukili ritua i. See also BSS. 17, 32 : 311, 3; VaikhSS. 11, 1: 
122, 10; MS. 2, 3, 8: 35 , 14; MSS. 5, 2, 4, 4; KS . 12,9: 171,8; and in 
the kaukilï ritual TB. 2, 6, I, I; KS . 37, 18; 98, 14; VS . 19, 1; KSS . 19, 1,21. 

For the second part of this group of mantras "Thou a rt soma; become 
ripened for the Asvius ; b. r . f. Si1rasYèLti; b. r. f. I. S.", TS. 1, 8, 21 a; 
BSS., ApSS . etc . see also HirSS . 13, 8, I; VaikhSS. Il , 2 : 122, 12 
(acc:o mpilily ing the tou ching ofthe mixed sproutf;; likewise MSS. 5, 2, 4, 5); 
the second part of the above mantra also VS. 10, 31, L st half ; KSS. 15, 9, 29; 
SB. 5, 5, 4, 20 (separately, adding 'when th at par'is1'ut lias come into being 
(i.e . is done) he proceeds with that (offering)'); VärSS. 3, 2, 7, 5 (while 
the draught is poured into a vessel) and in the kaukili ritual : MS. 3, 11, 7 : 
150, 2 (separately); SB. 12, 7, 3, 6 immediately after the former mantras, 
with the comment: 'for these were the dei ties who first prepared that 
sacl'Îfice and with their help he prepares it now; and, moreover, he thereby 
pl'Ovides these dei ties with their share. He prepares it with a view to its 
being the solemn preparation of Soma'. 

MSS. 5, 2, 4, 6 is alone in using the formula "Tomorrow the surä will 
be pl'Oduced" : for the ritual act, staying overnight for the animal sacrifice, 
see 1, 8, 1,20. 

The so-called kara?l-a mantra accompanying the construction of the vedi 
(sacrificial bed), BSS. 17, 33: 311, L4 - used by Ap. 2, 2, 6 (full and new 
moon ceremonies); Il, 5, 1 (agni~tom(/, ; see TB. 3. 7, 7,13); BSS. 5, 2; 

1 For this fermellted liquor soo e.g. SB. 5, 1, 2, 14; 5, 4, 19; TB. 2, 6, 2, d; i; 
4 d (below) ; fOl' its preparation SB. 12, 7 and Kane, Hist. DharmaBästra, Il, p. 1225. 
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129,16; Vaikh. 5,1: 52,1; 14,4: 176,4; MSS. 1, 2,4,19; Vär. 1,3,2, l
is not found in the sauträma1Ji sections of the other texts. 

Nor are the formulae "put down the prok§a1J'Ï waters" (BSS. 17, 33: 
311, 19) and "0 pratiprasthätar, find out (whether) the suräsoma (is 
ready)" 312, 2 pronounced by the adhvaryu to two other officiants given 
in the parallel texts, although the first is prescribed in other rites 
(ApSS. 2, 3, ll, cf. VS. I, 28, full and new moon sacrifices; Ap . ll, 3, I, 
agni§toma, Vaikh ., MSS., Vär., etc.); the second is only utilizable in the 
sauträma1Ji. 

While pouring the draught through a filter made ofhair (ApSS. 19, 1, 18; 
HSS. 13, 8, 2) the officiant (adhvaryu) pronounees TS. 1, 8, 21 b "Let 
the daughter of the Sun clarify for you the foaming (flowing round 2, 

parisrutam) soma . . . " which in this form (punátu) occurs exclusively in 
the relevant texts of the BI. YV .3 (BSS. 17, 34: 312, 7; Vaikh. 11, 2: 
123,10; MS. 2, 3, 8: 35, 17; MSS. 5, 2, 4,18; Vär. 3, 2, 7,11; KS. 12,9: 
171,11; in the kaukili ritual TB. 2, 6,1,2; MS. 3, 11, 7: 150,4; KS. 37,18: 
98, 19; in some texts also in the väjapeya ritual: Vaikh. 17, 9: 242, 6; 
MSS. 7, 1, 1,42; Vär. 3, I, 1, 15; compare SB. 5, 1,2, 14); in the form 
of B.V. 9, 1, 6 (punáti) in the Wh. YV. (VS. 19, 4; SB. 12, 7, 3, 11; 
KSS . 19, 2, 8). The daughter of the Sun is in all probability the genius 
of inspired religious poetry 4, according to SB. Faith (Sraddhä), ('by faith 
this (liquor) becomes soma juice'); the person addressed ("you") ei th er 
Indra (SäyaQa on TS. 1, 8, 21, 1) or the sacrifieer (Uvata and Mahidhara 
on VS. 19,4); in the B.V. probably Soma being differentiated from the 
juice 5; none of these explanations is impossible. 

If the sacrifieer has vomited soma an additional stanza should be recited 
(ApSS. 19, 1, 19) which-irrespective of some variants 6-the yajurvedic 
texts under examination have in common with the Atharvavedins, viz. 
"Väyu has been purified hy the purifier . .. ". Interestingly enough, the 
reading väyuly, pütály, ... occurs in the descriptions of the cara ka sauträma1Ji 
ofthe Wh. YV., in TS. and the srautasütras ofthe Taittiriyas (BSS. 17,34: 
312, 8; Vaikh . ll, 3: 123, 12), in MS. and KS. and in the sections of 
TB. on the kaukili ritual, whereas the Atharvavedins (except AVP. !) and 
the Väjasaneyins in dealing with the kaukili ritual have "Purified with 
Väyu 's purifier (struiner) ... "; MS. and MSS. use both texts in the kaukili 
rite. It is difficult to understand what those who introduced the mantra 
with the reading väyuly" which already puzzled the commentators on 
VS. 10, 31 (KSS. 15, 10, ll), meaut by it : 'Soma, in the form of Väyu, 

2 Af te r flowing down on the special strainer, see ApSS. 19,6,5 with Caland's note. 
3 But cf. TB. 1, 8, 5, 5 yáju'1ti ]Juntiti vyávrtyai . 
4 Cf. K. F. Geldner, Der Rigveda in Auswahl, Il, Kommentar, Stuttgart 1909, 

p. 140; J. Gonda, Tile vis ion of the Vedie poets, The Hague 1963, p. 273. 
5 Cf. K. F. Geldner , Der Rig.Veda übersetzt, Cambridge Maas. 1951,111, p . 10. 
6 For an (incomplete) survey see W. D. Whitney and Ch. R. Lanman, Atharva

Veda SalTlhitä, Cambridge Maas. 1905, p. 318 f. 
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purified' (Uva~a); 'Soma purified by Väyu' (Mahidhara); 'going quickly 
like the wind' (Säyal).a on SB. 5, 5, 4, 22); väyul} 'inviting' (Pet. Dict., 
Eggeling, SB. 5, 5, 4, 22) are equally improbable. Identification of Väyu 
and Soma? 7 Is a translation "The wind has been purified ... ; Soma has 
gone overflowing foreward" (VS.) worth considering?, and can the relation 
assumed by Indian physicians of a later period to exist between the wind 
in the hu man body and vomiting 8 give us a lead in solving the puzzle? 
Or have we to do with a corrupt reading that could only be tentatively 
explained? On the other hand, the reading with the genitive väyól} is 
perfectly intelligible if it is remembered that the beneficent and healing 
power of wind is doubtless based on its purifying action 9 . It is very 
probable that the stanza was anciently used in healing rites against 
diseases, especially against disorders arising from soma drinking (Kesava). 
Combining with two stanzas which correspond with I;tV. 10, 17, 10 and 
7, 89, 5 it has, as AVS. 6, 51 (AVP. 19, 43, 4-6), this function in 
Kaus. 25, 20 f.10 

Now, the mantra with prän somo ... "foreward the soma" intelligiby 
used in case the sacrifieer has vomited soma (Ap., Vaikh. 11, 3: 123, 13, 
implied in Var. 3, 2, 7, 11), is in Ap., Vaikh. followed by the variant 
pratyan somo ... "backward the soma" which is to be used in case the 
sacrifieer has been purged by soma juice (has evacuated it: somätipavita) . 
However, TS. 1,8,21 b; MS. 2, 3, 8: 36, 1 (with väyol}); KS. 12,9 and 
VS. 10, 31 have, like AVS. 6, 51, 1, only one mantra (with pratyan) which 
in ritual practice was obviously pronounced twice 11, on ce with "foreward" 
and once with "backward". Compare BSS. 17, 34: 312, 8 stating only: 
"if (the sacrifieer) is one who has evacuated soma, the pratiprasthätar 
-all assistant of the adhvaryu-should recite väyul} pütal} pavitre?W-" ; 
mentioning both readings in the dvaidhasütra 12 23, 16: 175, 1 the author 
adds that the order prän somal},' pratyan somal} is enjoined by himself, 
the reverse order by Säliki . VärSS. 3, 2, 7, 12, without explicitly referring 
to a sacrifieer who has vomited and the mantra with prän (präk), observes 
th at pratyak soma . .. has to be used in case the sacrifieer has evacuated 
the juice. Neither the Mänavas (MSS. 5, 2, 4, 18) nor the followers of 
the Wh. YV. (SB. 5, 5, 4, 22; KSS. 15, 19, ll) mention the sacrifieer 
at this moment of the caraka ritual. In dealing with the kaukili rite 

7 Thus A. B. Keith, The Veda of the B1ack Yajus School, Cambridge Mass. 
1914, p. 130. 

8 Cf. J. Jolly, Medicin, Strassburg 1901, p. 78. 
u A. A. Macdonell, Vedic mythology, StrasBburg 1897, p. 77; 82. Cf. (in connexion 

with the Maruts) I;tV. 7, 56,12; 57, 5; 8, 20, 19; 10,36,7. 
10 For ot her UBes Bee the introductory note by Whitney and Lanman, op. cit., 

p.318. 
11 OtherwiBe Caland on ApSS. 19, 1, 19. 
12 Cf. J. Gonda, The ritual Biltras, Wiesbaden 1977, p. 516. 
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TB. 2, 6, 1,2; Ap. 19,6,12 (similarly, HSS. 23,1) 13 mention both formulae 
in fuIl, in the order präit: pratyait .. MS. 3, ll, 7: 150, 6; 8 and MSS. 
5, 2, ll, 13 curiously have väyulJ, ... präk ... and väyolJ, ... pratyak .. 
KS. 37, 18: 98, 19 gives only the pratika väyulJ, putalJ, punätu te. The 
Wh. YV. has both formulae in the re verse order: VSM. 19,3; VSK. 21, 3; 
KSS. 19, 2, 9 and 10; SBM. 12, 7, 3, 9 and 10 adding that in both cases 
any loss of indriya1Jl viryam (the complete command of his faculties and 
his virtue-and-energy) caused by the vomiting etc. is restored to the 
sacrificer. This order of acts and mantras also in Vait. 30, 7 and 8 where 
in both cases the whole of AVS. 6, 51 is prescribed, with "foreward" in 
st. I in connexion wIth the direction of 8. 

The next reference to mantras made by Apastamba is found In the 
important sutra 19, 2, 8: "For all (ladiefuis of the draught taken) there 
is one (and the same stanza to be used as) 'preliminary light' 14 viz. the 
stanza TS. 1,8,21 d (=~V. 10, 131,2) kuvid aitgá ... "WeIl th en (don't 
you know), as men who(se fields are) full of barley reap the (ripe) barley 
removing it in order, so bring (sg. ~V., plur. TS.) the food (objects of 
enjoyment, possessions) of those who have not gone to the reverential 
gathering of the sacrificial grass 15 (i.e. those who do not sacrifice)". 
The mantra occurs also in BSS. 17, 33: 312, 10; 14; 18 "Aftel' quickly 
reciting kuvid aitga he (the adhvaryu) should take up (the draught) with 
(the cup) with (the next mantra)"; VaikhSS. ll, 3: 124, 3 aftel' a direction 
which corresponds to Ap. 19,2,7. KS. 12,9: 171, 15likewise. The same 
reading occurs in the sections in which the Taittiriyas deal with the 
kaukili sauträmary,i: TB. 2, 6, 1 g; Ap. 19,6, 15. KS. 37,18: 99, 1 and 
Vait. 30, 10 quoting AVS. 10, 125, 2=~V. 10, 131, 2 likewise. - In 
MS. 2, 3, 8: 36, 3 and elsewhere the last päda of the mantra runs as follows: 
yé barhl§ä námaükti1Jl ná jagmulJ, which changes the sense into " ... who 
have not come to the utterance ofhomage (namaüktim) with the sacrificial 
grass"; similarly, MSS. (3, 5, 17) 5, 2, 4, 19 (the adhvary1.l scoops the 
milk draughts holding the two strainers of sprouting grass above (them)); 
VärSS. 3, 2, 7,15 (pratikena). For the krtukili rite : MS. 3, ll, 7 : 150, 13 
(pratikena) .. MSS. 5, 2, ll, 15; VärSS. 3, 2, 7, 62. In VS. 10, 32 (KSS. 
15, 9, 33; 10, 13) however the sense of the second half of the stanza is 
entirely different: "of those who worship with regard to or, who consecrate 
the utterance of homage of (to) thc sacrificial grass" (yé barhi§o námaükti1!! 

13 The rutras of B. and the Vaikh . do not contain sections on the kaukili ritual. 
- For VärSS. 3, 2, 8 see Srautakosa 1,2, p. 928 (just as the caraka rite) . 

14 Puroruc (see also KS. 12, 9: 172, 2) is the name of certain preliminary 
formulae, in th is case that preceding the stanza(s) uttered in ladling out the draught 
(upayäma). See 1. Scheftelowitz, in Z.D.M.G. 73, p. 33; 74,204. 

15 As to námovrktim ("rev. cutting of the straw" Keith; " . .. Umlegung des 
Barhis" Geldner, 1:tV. üb. lIl, p . 362) compare vrktábarhis (~V. 1, 40, 7 etc.) 
"ha ving gathered and spread the sacrificial grass (and so prepared it t.o receive 
the gods)". 
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yájanti) , both comm. explaining barhi~a upari (n and havirlak~a''.Ia1[L 

(namo) annam ädaya ukti1[L yajyam a.bhidhaya yajanti yaga1[L kurvanti 
which of course cannot be the original sense 16. Similarly SB. 5, 5, 4, 24 
(Eggeling translating " ... of them that offer up the devotional invocation 
of the barhis") . Cf. KSS. 15, 10, 13. The same reading in the section on 
the kaukili ritual: VS. 19, 6 (KSS. 19, 2, 13); SB. 12, 7, 3, 13 with a 
(secondary) explanation: 'barley( -stalks) are soma-sterns, and milk is 
soma(-juice): by means of soma he thw;; makes it soma-juice' . 

This stanza occurs also in other ritual cont.exts which seem to shed 
some light on a more original function and interpretation. 'If', TS. 3, I, 3, 2 
says, 'people rend asunder (the parts of) one's victim and one wishes of 
them 'May they fall into misfortune' one should sacrifice in ... with the 
rc stanza containing the word námovrktim (i.e. TS. I, 8, 21 d) .. . Verily, 
one appropriates (vrnkte) their námovrkti (reverent,ial gathering or what
ever meaning the au thor of TS. attached to this word); suddenly they 
fall into misfortune'. Similarly but more elaborately ApSS. 9, 18, 14; 
SSS. 13,3,4 and succinctly VaikhSS. 20, 37: 321, 5 and (with náma-uktim) 
MS. 4, 8, 9: 1I8, 16 and MSS. 3, 5,17. 

At a certain stage in the vajapeya sacrifice as described in MSS. 7, I, I 
the adhvaryu is instructed to scoop from a clear stream the seventeell 
draughts for Prajäpati to the accompaniment of this stanza (43, of course 
with náma-uktim: MS. I, 1I, 4: 166, 3). The same direct.ion is - probably 
under the influence of the Käthakas 17; cf. KS. 14,2 : 203, 2-given by 
Apastamba 18, 2, 5. According to VaikhSS. 17, 10 : 242, 11; 12 the mantra 
accompanies two successive acts; the second time, the scooping of the 
soma (sic, similarly, MS. I, 1I, 4: 166, 3 ff. and cf. ApSS. 18, 2, 6; 
BSS. 1I, 3: 67, 9; VärSS. 3, I, I, 16); then it is followed by the formulae 
upayamagrhito 'si (see below) and "For Prajäpati thee ... " . Caland 18 

referring to TB. I, 3, 3, 2 ff. observed : "Dasz dieser Vers hierzu dient, 
geht nicht aus TBr. hervor". This is true but it should be remembered 
th at what is scooped in Apastamba's ritual is sura which, as in the 
sautrama'f./-i ritual, has been bought in return for lead 19-see also SB. 5, 1 
2,14 (on the vcïjapeya)-and that in the brahma'f./-a section on the sautrama'f./-i 
TB . I, 8, 5, 5 it is stated that the officiant scoops (the draught) with a 
stanza which contains no explicitly mentioned indication (of its deity) 
and (therefore) is addressed to Prajäpati (aniruktaya prajapatyaya). 20 

16 Remarkably enough, SäyaQa explaining the ~gveda, proposes, partly with 
the same words, an explanation of the same tenor. 

17 W. Caland, Das Srautasütra des Äpastamba, lIl, Amsterdam Acad. 1928, 
p. 111. 

18 Caland, ibidem. 
18 Cf. Hillebrandt, Ritualliteratur, p. 142. 
20 For this expression see TS. 2, 5, 7, 3; a stanza is aniruktd when the deity 

addressed is not explicitly illdicated; it can be made aniruktd by changing the name 
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The au thor of TB. 1,8,5,5 f. continues: 'It (the scooping with this stanza) 
serves to gain (reach, equal) Prajäpati. He scoops with one rc. He (thereby) 
places at once virtue-and -energy (viryam) in the sacrificer' . In view of 
the contents of the stanza and the ritual context it may be recalled th at 
the one who knows the seventeenfold Prajäpati as connected with 
sacrificial worship has a firm foundation on sacrificial worship ; he is not 
deprived of it (TS. 1, 6, 11, 1); that Prajäpati is believed to give food 
(TS. 2, 3, 6,1), but is also instrumental in 'taking a person's eating offood' 
(TS. 3, 4, 8, 6); he is also said to smite the demons with evil (SB. 
11 , 1, 6, 9); he is, moreover, described as having collapsed (fallen 
asunder) in consequence of an important performance so that hls vital 
breath and virtue-and-energy left him and food flowed forth from him, 
and as being restored by the gods (SB. 7, 1, 1, 1 f .). Since every sacrifice 
is a repetition of a mythical first creative ritual act and the sacrifieer is, 
according to the usual ritualistic theory, identified with Prajäpati 21 the 
at first sight mysterious use of the stanza under discussion may, in the 
light ofthe interpretation of TB. 1,8,5,6 be regarded as highly appropriate 
in case the sacrifieer is to be 'restored' . Is there any room for the supposition 
that this view of the function of the stanza furnishes the clue to its puzzling 
occurrence in the asvamedha where it is the last of the six mantras 
pronounced by the three queens (the sacrificer's wives) when they are 
marking out the lines for the dissection of the horse (the victim: e.g. 
ApSS.20, 18, 7)? SeeTS. 5, 2, 11 f.; MS. 3, 12,21: 167,13; KS. 5,10,15 : 
185, 15 ; VS. 23, 38. Anyhow, the horse is, also in other connexions, said 
to belong-like the asvamedha (SB., 13, 2, 1, 1)-to (to be sacred to) 
Prajäpati (TS. 5, 1, 1,2; 5, 3,2,2; 7, 4; SB. 6, 5, 3, 9; 13, 1, 2,3; 9) and 
to represent this god (SB. 10, 6, 4, 1; BAU. 1, 1 and 2, esp. 1, 2, 7); 
moreover, the queens in marking out the lines (knife-pat.hs) supply the 
royal sacrificer with the third estate (his subjects) and royal power 
combined (SB. 13, 2, 10, 2) and while they are doing so he makes for 
himself a bridge to the heavenly world. 

This is however not to say th at the relation with Prajäpati can explain 
the original significance and oldest function of the stanza. In view of the 
purport of 1;tV. 10, 131 and of the purpose of those who performed the 
sauträmatLi ritual it rather creates the impression of ai ming at the ene mies 
of the sacrificer (cf. 1;tV. 10, 131, 1) and at eviI-doers who interfere wit.h 
the correct performance of a sacrifice. If so, TS. 3, 1, 3, 2 etc. may be 
regarded as furnishing a good specimen of the original ritual use of the 
stanza. There are perhaps grounds for surmising th at in the väjapeya 

into an epithet etc.; see e.g. SB. 1, 4, 1, 26; ÄpSS. 22, 9, 8. Prajiipati is anirukta 
"undefined" (e.g. SB. 1, 1, 1, 13; 6, 1, 20; 6, 4, 1, 6). Like Prajiipati the aniruktam 
is the All, the Totality (sarvam .. see e .g. SB. 7, 2, 3, 3) . 

21 For particulars and references see J. Gonda, Die ReJigionen Indiens, I, p . 182. 
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ritual it was together with its context borrowed from the sauträma'!ti. 
The surä of the former is explicitly said to be parisrut (e.g. Ap. 18, I, 10) 
and to be prepared according to the rule th at is observed in making surä 
(ibid. 9, which seems to refer to 19, 5, 7 ff.) and the mantra punätu te 
parisrutam (see above) is in BSS. 11,3: 67, 3 and VaikhSS. 17,9 : 123,6 
used when the väjapeya surä is filtered by means of a strainer consisting 
of hair of an animal (cf. Ap. 19, 1, 18; in BSS. the two relevant passages 
1I, 3 : 67, 1-4 and 17, 34 : 312, 6-8 are literally identical; compare also 
Vaikh . 11 , 2 : 123, 10 and 17, 9 : 242,6). 

The very frequent and typically yajurvedic formula upayämagrhito 'si 
needs no comment. Upayämas are earthen vessels for the cupfuls of 8urä 
(Ap. 18, 1, 17). Their name ('what is put under, support') is ritualistically 
explained in SB. 4, I , 2, 6 ff.: they represent the earth which forms the 
support of food th at she offers to men, cattie and trees. - Notice that 
the cupfuls are successively destined for the Asvins, Sarasvati and Indra 
and that the latter is in Ap. 19, 2, 9 named without an epithet but Indra 
Suträman ('Indra of good protection ' ) in BSS. 17, 34: 312, 19; HirSS. 
13, 8 , 2; VaikhSS. 11,3: 124, 6; 7; 9 (cf. MSS. 5, 2, 4,21 ; Vär. 3, 2, 7,15) 
and in the kaukili ritual in Ap. 19, 7, 1, 6 following TB. 2, 6, 1 h, etc. 

The likewise frequent formula "Th is is thy womb" -with which the 
libations, af ter being drawn, are deposited in their proper place until 
they are used for offering-is at SB. 4, 1, 2, 9 ritualistically explained : 
'why he deposits them in the womb, is th at this earth is the womb of 
everything .. . '. In BSS. 312, 13 ff. ; Ap. 19, 2, 12 ; Vaikh. 124, 14 ff.; 
MSS. 5, 2, 4, 21; VärSS. 3, 2, 7, 23 the formula, repeated three times, 
is followed, on ce by the "for the Asvins", on ce by "for S.", on ce by "for 
I. (S .)" (amWjmai tvä, Vär.). In the kaukili ritual the corresponding 
direction is more elaborated. The above formula is followed by "for fiery 
energy (I deposit) thee" , "for virtue-and-manly-energy thee" , "for strength 
thee" and, af ter the acts which belong to them have been performed, by 
"Thou art fiery energy (etc.) ; place f e. in me (i.e. give me fe.) etc." 
(TB. 2, 6, 1 ij; VS. 19, 9 et.c. ; in Ap. 19, 7, 2 uttarair yathiilingam upatit}thate 
'he adores, in a standing position, (the three draughts) with the (in TB.) 
following (formulae) according to the characteristic words') . By these 
formulae the adhvaryu, who is speaking, invokes a blessing (cf. SB. 14, 3, 
1,28). The first formula (with tejas) is elsewhere-and no doubt originally 
employed in addressing kindling sticks or fue] piled on a sacred fire: 
AVS. 7, 89, 4 ; VS. 20, 23; 38, 25; TS. 1,4,45 k; 6, 6, 3, 5; KS. 4, 13: 
38, 10 etc. ; a]so TB. 2, 6, 6, 5; SB. 12, 9, 2, 10; 14, 3, I, 28; SGS. 2, 10, 4. 
For the complete third formula (with balam) cf. AVS. 2, 17, 3, where it 
is one of a set of similar phrases used to accompany the offering of different 
substances; e]sewhere - like the second formu]a (with viryam)-on]y in 
this connexion (TB. ; VS. 19, 9). This is no doubt a case of triplication 
of a formu]a to create a suitable system of mantras for a threefo]d ritua] 
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act relating to a tri ad of gods 22. The 'concepts' of tejas, viryam, balam 
are in SB. 12, 7, 2, 4 ff. explicitly co-ordinated with the Asvins, Sarasvati, 
and lndra (cf. ~V. 10, 153, 2), who are said to be tejas etc., and also 
eyesight, breath a.nd speech which (by offering a victim to these gods) 
are bestowed on the sacrifieer, ete. - As to the kaukili ritual see 
Ap. 19, 7, 3 etc . 

For the two invitations (and the variant of the second) addressed by 
the adhvaryu to the maiträvaru?ta, ApSS. 19,2, 18 see also BSS. 17,35: 
313, 15 (where suräm?tä1[t somänäm) and 314, I (wh ere sur. somän 
prasthitän); Vaikh. 11,4: 125,2 (as Ap.) and 125,4 (where somän sur. 
prasthitän); MSS. 5, 2, 4, 26; 27 (similar); VärSS. 3, 2, 7, 28 (withoutsur.); 
SB. 5, 5, 4, 24 (without som. sur.) and 25 (a. S. i. S. yaja): original 
sacrificial formulae suitabJe for this oe('asion. They are in the kaukili 
section not explicitly repeated (ApSS. 19, 8, 7 ukta~, sa1[tprai~aM and 
do not o('cur in TB. 2, 6, I . 

The three meditation formulae to be used by the adhvaryu "Let the 
glory oftwo lions (tigers, wolves) come to this one (me)" (cf. Ap. 19,2,11) 
seem to occur only in the Mänava tradition (MSS. 5, 2, 4, 28). 

According to TB. 1, 8, 6, l-partly repeated in ApSS. 19, 2, 19-the 
invitatory and sacrifi('ial mantras for the sa('rifice to the three deities 
refer to all the (relevant) - the three (Vaikh . 11,3: 124, 5)-gods, so that 
in using them one satisfies (or propitiates) all of them. Ap. quotes both 
stanzas in full from TB. 1, 4, 2, 1. They are (ex cept ävata1[t karma?tä 
instead of aváthuly, kávyair in 5 b and abhi~?tät instead of abhi~?tak in 5 d) 
identical with ~V. 10, 131,4 and 5. They occur pratikena or sakalapäthena 
at BaudhSS. 17, 35 : 313, 16 (see also 14, 23: 162, 4) and 314, 3; 
ApHPar. 2, 3, 3; Vaikh. 11, 3: 124, 5 where they are said to be the standing 
mantras for all oblations of surä-similarly, Ap. 19, 2, 8-; MS. 4, 12, 5: 
191, I; 3 : MSS. 5, 2, 4, 39; 41; VS. 10,33 and 34 (in conformity with 
~V. ); SB. 5, 5, 4, 25; 26; AsvSS. 3, 9, 3 (to be recited by hemistichs: 
8,3,3); SSS. 15, 15,8; 12. (See also KS. 17, 19 : 263, 9 and 13). Remarkably 
enough, these two stanzas are not found in the sections of the Taittiriya 
authorities on the kaukili ritual, but they do occur in MS. 3, 11, 4 : 
145, 13; 146, 3 and KS. 38, 9, 5 ; 7 (in their rgvedi(' form), not however 
in MSS. and VärSS. VS. includes t.hem in a later place 20, 76; 77; 
KSS. 19, 6, 20 (not in SB.). For these two stanzas and ~V. 6 and 7 

(A VS . 20, 125, 4-7) see Vait. 30, 11; for st. 4 alone in another context 
SGS. 6, 4, 2 where it is together with ~V. 10, 63, 15-17 (an urgent prayer 
for fortune and well-being) repeated before the recitation of the esoterie 
mahävrata chapter. It may be observed that there is some resemblance 
between the sauträma?ti and mahävrata rituals in that the Jatter, inter alia, 
is to free sacrificers from the bonds of the gods (TS. 7, 5, 9, 2) and to 
re move their evil (päpman, 10, 1); in the pertinent descriptions mention 

22 I refer t·o my book Triads in the Veda, Amsterdam Acad. 1976, p. 66 fr. etc. 
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is also made of indriya1Jl viryam 23 leaving the gods (7, 5, 8, I), and of 
taking away food from those who had gathered it (9, 1). 

Now the stanzas I;tV. 10, 131, 4 and 5 can be regarded as relating in 
a nutshell the central events of the myth which for the believers forms 
the basis of the sauträmatti rite. Limited, as usual, to a decisive event 
and a few typical or characteristic details this reference to a myth could 
vouch for the effeetiveness of the ritual and justify the action and 
expectations of those who being in the same predicament as the central 
figure in the myth wished to be deIivered from evil by the rite. Leaving 
all those particulars which in this connex ion should, or may, be regarded 
as irrelevant out of consideration the mythical drama resolves itself into 
this 24 . When Indra had drunk soma which Tvaf?tar had refused him 
(an ancient motif: cf. I;tV. 3, 48, 4) it did not agree with him: it flowed 
in all directions from his nose, ears etc. -what flowed from his upper 
opening was parisrut-, so th at the god became emptied of all, for soma 
is all (sarvam ) . Being thus purged by soma (somätipütab-) 'the Asvins 
cured him by this (sacrifice), and caused him to be supplied with all, 
for soma is all. By sacrificing he indeed became better' . In conclusion 
the author gives the advice to cure a person who is purged by soma by 
means of this sacrificial rite (13). The story is told in the SB. 5, 5, 4, 7 ff. 
in explanation of the camka sauträmatti (see also I, 6, 3, 7 f.) . To the 
author's etymology of the name of the ritual-I2: 'Indra was well-saved, 
(suträta) , hen ce sauträmatti' -I would add the rem ark that the usual 
translation of suträman "protecting weil, the good protector" should be 
replaced by "of good protection" (for träman see e.g. I;tV. I, 53, 10) . In 
connexion with the kaukili sauträmatti the same brähmatta relates the 
story again but in a varied and elaborated form (12, 7, I, I ff. ; 3, 1 ff.). 
The first passage runs as follows: When Tval[ltar withheld from Indm 
soma that was suitable for offensive practices (abhicära), 'he (Indra) drank 
it by force thereby committing ft desecration of the sacrifice. He went. 
asunder in every direction and his indriya1Jl viryam flowed away from 
every limb, his tejus 25 from his eyes ... , his viryam from his nostrils ... , 
his bulum from his mouth . . .'. Thereupon Namuci, the (Mum- who in 
5, 5,4, 7 ff. takes no part in the events-, robbed him, 'by means of th is 

23 See shove, p. 82. 
24 For the myth of Indra and Namuci see M. BIoomfield, in J.A.O.S. 15 (1892), 

p. 143; K. Rönnow, in Le Monde Oriental 23, p. 113 ff. ; H. Oldenherg, in N achr. 
Göttingen 1893, p. 342 (=Kleine Schriften, Wieshaden 1967, p. 635); Geldner, 
RV. ühers. lIl, p. 363. - The material for the reconstruction of the myth must he 
gathered from the scattered mantraIJ as weIl as the references in the brähmatuJ and 
Iriltra literature. One should however take account of the tendency of oral literature 
to variation and 'looseness' in the handling of the stories and also of the exigencies 
of the ritual practice which could necessitate adaptations and re.interpretations. -
For another version ha.nded down in SSS. 14, 12 see helow. 

2& See ahove, p. 85. 
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8urä' 28, of his indriya1Jt viryam, his 80ma draught and food (similarly 
12, 7, 3, I). He lay there dissolved. The gods, saying that evil (päpman) 
had befallen him, turned to the Asvins and Sarasvati for aid. Having 
taken the indriyarp, viryam from Namuri they restored them to him (indra) 
and saved him from evil (päpmano 'träyanta). It must be parenthetieally 
observed that whereas aeeording to 12, 7, I, 14 the sueeouring gods simply 
took N amuei's indriya1Jt viryam, in 12, 7, 3, 4 it is stated that 80ma juiee 
mixed with blood was in his severed head and subsequently drunk (see 
below) ; aeeording to other versions of the story it eame forth from his 
abdomen 27, or was brought from Namuci and pressed out (VS. 19, 34; 
20, 59; cf. TB. 2, 6, 12 c). The au thor concludes by stating that the 
8auträma~i-whieh owes its name and existenee to th is mythieal event 
(12,7, I, 4) - saves a person from death and repels evil (ofhim) who knows 
this saving nature (8auträma~itvam) of the ritual. In 12, 7, 3, 4 it is 
added that Namuei is evil (päpman). 'Let him who has an enemy perform 
the 8auträma~i. He thereby slays that evil, his hateful riyal and wrests 
(vrnkte 28) from him his indriya1Jt viryam'. 

Two words occnrring in ~V. 10, 131, 4 remain to be discussed. First, 
the puzzling 29 8urdmam. My hypothesis would be that 8uräma originally 
was a compound of 8U and räma, meaning 'very pleasant., very delightful' 30 

and that as such it was an epithet ofintoxicating beverages-ef. Mahidhara, 
on VS. 10,33 8urämam: 8u~!hu ramaniyarp, 8omam - and, 'euphemistically' 
for a substitute for 80ma sn eh as 8urä 31, whieh was of ten regarded as 
inferior 32. The post-rgvedie 8uriiman may eontain an aneient 'synonym' of 
räma, viz. *riiman-cf. the Avestan räman "rest, repose, peaee"-and (or) 
have been introduced beeause of its similarity in sound to 8uträman, just 
as both 8uräma and 8uräman eould not fail to be 'etymologieaIly' 
assoeiated by the Vedie authors with 8urä 33. The expression 8omälJ, 

28 etayaiva /Jurayä, how exactly remains to be guessed; cf. Oldenberg, op. cit., 
p. 346 (p. 639), fn. 2. 

27 Mahidhara, on VS. 10, 33 (cf. the same 011 Hl, 34) speaks of 'soma with 8urä, 
mixed with blood' which was drunk by the Mvins, etc. (see below). 

28 Cf. !.tV. 10, 131, 2 d. 
29 See the remarks made by the authors cited in fn. 24 as weIl as J. Wackernagel 

and A. Debrunner, Altindische Grammatik, Il, I, Göttingen 1905, p. 101; 116; 
TI, 2, Göttingen 1954, p. 752; 764. 

30 See also Petersburg Dict..; Monier· Williams, Dict.; Grassmann, Wörterbuch, 
H.S.V.V.; Eggeling, SB. trans!., lIl, p. 135 ('cheering'); R. T. H. Griffith, The texts 
of the White Yajurveda, Benares 1927, p. 103 ('the draught that gladdens'). 

31 See H. Oertel, Euphemismen in dpr vedisch en Prosa und ... in den Mantras, 
München Acad . 1943. 

32 Cf. MS. 1, Il, 6: 167, 14 Brir vai 8ómal}, pápmb, suropayäm4; 2, 4, 2: 39, 4 
ánrta1!'- sUrä .. 4,2, 1: 21, 16; SB. 5, 1,2, 10; 5, 4, 5; 12,7,3,8; 8, 1,5 etc.; see 8.1150 

~V. 7, 86, 6; 8, 21,14 etc. 
33 R. Garbe, in Kuhns Zeitschrift 23, p. 524; A. Hillebrandt, Vedische Mythologie, 

Breslau 21, 1\)27, p . 482 f. 
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auramänal}, (VS. 21, 42; MS. 3,11,4: 145, 15; TB. 2, 6,11 m; cf. KS. 17, 19; 
263, ll; TB. 2,6,15 c 34 ) or 8uram1Jä'Tfl- 80mänam (MS. 4,12,5: 191,2), 
though translated by "8omas, rejoicing" or "delightful (delicious) aomas", 
may probably be regarded as synonymous with what is elsewhere called 
8urasoma "8oma in the form of 8ura" (characterized by the quality 
"delicious") 35: KB. 16, 10 36 ; SSS. 14, 13,4 (i.e. the 8ura, correctly Caland); 
15, 15,5 (i.e. the aura which here replaces the 8oma, Caland); BSS. 17, 31: 
310,2; 4; 17,33: 312,3; 23,16: 175,9; MSS. 5, 2, 4, 3; KSS. 19, I, 18etc.; 
Uvata, on VS. 10, 33. It should however be borne in mind that this 
8ura8oma actually consists of a preparation of tender barley sprouts and 
paddy-which bear already this name wh en they are bought (BSS. 17, 31: 
320, 2; 4; MSS. 5, 2, 4, 3) -mixed with various substances 37, among 
them coagulated milk or a mixture of water and butterrnilk, and miIk 
of one, two, and three cows. According to some authorities th is 8ura may 
even be replaced by milk (ApSS. 19, 2, 13; VaikhSS. Il, 4: 124, 17) 38. 

The pre para ti on of the 8ura and the terminology used give evidence of 
the tendency to imitate a 80ma sacrifice 39 or to make the 8autrama1Ji a 
sacrifice ofthe same value as su eh a ceremony. In the formula TS. 1,8,21 a 
accompanying the mixing of the ingredients the preparation is explicitly 
said to be 80ma and in I, 8, 21 b the daughter of the Sun is invited to 
clarify parisruta'Tfl- somam. 

As to the forms of the verb vi-pa- (pibati) they sometimes ex pre ss the 
idea of extracting juice from staIks in a way that resembles drinking 
(-.;tV. 4, 16, 3; 7, 22, 4) 40 but in a larger number of cases 'to drink separately 
two Iiquids th at are or have been mixed, to drink so as to separate the 
components of the beverage'. See especially JB. 3, 229 where a certain 
Paficaviijas is said to have 'drunk apart' the two juices-the term used 
(andhas) usually applies especially to the soma-viz. the divine and the 
human (i.e. soma and sura 41); compa.re also PB. 14, ] 1,26 andhaso vipanam 

34 Griffith, op. cit.., p. 238; Dumont, in Proc. Am. Philos. ~oc. 109, p. 329: 334. 
36 The commentary on TB. 1, 4, 2, 1 defines 8uräma by 8urayä 8ampäditam 

imaf!!, pätrasthaf!!, dravyaviállf(Jm und 8.8 .i. rasaviáe{lam. See also Mahidhara. 011 

VS. 21 , 60 8urM ca 8omä8 ca tän 8urämayän 8ornä,n vä (in explanation of 8uräaomän) . 
Hillebrandt, Ved. Myth. 21. p. 483 translated suräsomä1J, by 'Suräbereitete Somas '. 

88 For this chapter see A. B. Keith, Rigveda Brahmanas, Cam bridge 1920, p . 438 
(who incorrectly translates "surá and 8oma"). 

87 Soo especially ApSS. 19, 5, 7-6, 5: KSS. 19, I, 20-27: Mahidhara, on VS. 19, I ; 
VS. 19,35: SB. 12,8, 1,5: 6: TB. 2, 6, 3 b; 4 p: 11 k 1. 

38 'Milk is 80ma and the aurä liquor food: through the rnilk he secures the 80ma 
drink' (SB. 12, 7, 3, 8). 

89 See for instanee VS. 19, 15 fr. where the parisrut is said to be a manifestation 
(rüpa) of 8oma .. SB. 12, 7, 3, 6: 11: 8, 2, 3 fr. 

40 For "to drink at different times" (Petersburg Dict., Gr8Bsmann, Monier
Williams who do not mention the other meaning) see AiB. 3, 29, 5. 

41 Cf. Biso SB. 5, 1,2, 10, and soo Geldner. on ~V. 7, 96, 2 (RV. übers. Il, p. 266). 
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where the singular indicates the draught before its analysis 42. And see 
JB. 2, 6, 2 a vipána'fJt 8ukram andhasaJ; 'the pure drinking apart (drinking 
off 43) of the soma juice' (which is said to be identical with Indra's 
indriyal'Jt viryam (cf. SB. 12, 7, 1, 9 44 ) . Compare also Uvata's definition 
(on VS. 19, 72): vipána7!~ vivikta'fJt lohitát 8omapánam, and Mahidhara, 
(ibid.) vipána1!1- vivicya pánam. Sin ce the 8urá and the so-called 80ma had 
to be offered separately (see ApSS. 19, 7, 1 ff.; MSS. 5, 2, 4, 2; 25; 29; 
KSS. 19, 2, 21) this vipäna is an essential element of the ritual and its 
theory. 

I now proceed to translate the important stanzas 1;tV. 10, 131, 4 and 5 
which are used as regular invitatory and consecratory 1nantras: "When, 
o Asvins, (ye were) drinking off (apart) together (jointly) the 8uräma 
(which was) in Namuci of asura descent, ye, 0 lords of splendour, helped 
Indra in his deeds 45. As parents (aid) a son, so both Asvins aided (thee) , 
o Indra, with the manifestations of (their) wisdom 46 and marvellous skill. 
When t hou hadst drunk (separately) the suräma, Sarasvati, 0 benevolent 
One, healed thee with (her) might" 47. In explanation, Uvata and, in a 
longer version, Mahidhara, on VS. 10, 33, narrate a story based on 
SB. 12, 7, 3, 1 ff. When Namuci had drunk the 8urä (8oma SB.) which 
was Indra's indriyam or viryam the latter applied for help to the Asvins 
and Saras\' ati who gave him a vajra offoam with which he severed Namuci's 
head. The Asvins (Mah .) drank the liquid which flowed forth from the 
asura's head so tha t it became pure and gave it to Indra. In a succinct 
note on VS. 20, 76, where the stanza recurs, they make no mention of 
head, blood and vajra 48. This is no doubt a more original version, the 
story of the severed he ad being another Indra-Namuci episode in which 
all mention of the Asvins and Sarasvati IS omitted (TB. 1, 7, 1 ff. ; 
Säyal}.a, on 1;tV. 8, 14, 13) . 

Now, t.he stanzas 1;tV. 10, 131, 4 and 5 ment.ion all the dramatis 

42 Compare W . Cala nd, Pancavirpsa-Brähmal)a, Calcutta 1931, p . 385. For the 
singular cf. TB. 3, 32. for the dual andha.90r IJipänam SB. 12. 7. 3, 4. 

43 Dumont, op. cit., p . 313. 
44 F Ol' particulars see RÖIUIOW , op. cit., p. 154 fr. 
45 In these stanzas the exact translation of several words remains open: 8ur4mam , 

sef' above; sácä adverb, or with námucau? (' together with No' , Eggeling, SB. 111, 
p. 135; 'beim Rsurischen No' , 'oder . . . sacá mit Lokat. : 'van . . . her'? (Av. hacä)?', 
Caland, Sr. Ap. lIl, p . 169 ; 'near Namuci', 'at Namuci's'?; but compare the 
commentators on VS. 20, 76; 'in his deeds with No' , Griffith, op. cit., p. 103, but 
'joint drinkers of .. o', ibid ., p . 230. 

46 TB. I , 4, 2, 1; ApSS. 19, 2, 19 etc. karmatui 'with a deed, in very deed' . 
47 'Imost drunk' (with Griffith . op. cit., p. 103) : 'drankest', v . Gelder, MSS. 

trans\., p. 164; now the drink has al ready been 'analyzed ' , in any case not 'quaffedst' 
(Eggeling, SB. t rans1. 5, 5, 4, 26); ááctbhilJ, (in the same páda c as ápibalJ, I) 'with 
(Indra's) might' Griffith ; fl ot 'by her services', Eggeling, 1. cito - For the use and 
other occurrences of these two stanzas see also SrautakoSa, I (EngI.) , p . 919 ff. 

48 Cf. also VS. 19, 15; 34; 80; 20, 56. 
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personae: Namuci (who is 'evil', SB. 12, 7, 3, 4), Indra, the Asvins (the 
physicians of the gods, SB. 12, 7, 2, 3 49 ), and Sarasvati 50 (who is healing 
medicine, ibid.). So do TB. 2, 6, 13, 1; VS. 20, 67 etc. The Asvins, Sarasvati 
and Indra Suträman are explicitly said to have been the first performers 
of the sauträma1Ji (SB. 12, 7, 3, 6). In this sacrificial ritual the sacrificer 
-who is to be restored-represents Indra in whose oblation he has a 
share (ApSS. 19, 8, 12; KSS. 19, 3, 13) and the officiants who consume 
part of the oblations destined for the Asvins and Sarasvati, these deities 
(ApSS. 19, 8, 10; 11; KSS. 19, 3, 10 f.). It may finally be recalled th at. 
Prajäpati himself is said to have drunk the milk (payas), soma, fl'Om the 
parisrut (VS. 19, 75) and to have been replenished by the performance 
of this sacrifice when he feIt like one emptied out af ter pel'forming a soma 
sacrifice; hence one should perform a sauträma,1Ji alter a soma sacrifice 
(SB. 12, 8, 2, 1). This ceremony is however also recommended to a ruler 
who wishes to regain his lost kingdom (SB. 12, 9, 3, 1 ff.), or to a person 
who has lost his indriya1[t viryam (SB. 12, 7, 2, 3), is desirous of prosperity 
Ol' has long been ill (MSS. 5, 2, 4, 1 on the caraka ritual; cf. SB. 12, 7, 2, 2). 
It <1180 enables a sacrifieer to slay 'that evil, his hateful enemy' and to 
wrest from him his indriYa1!l virya1[t (SB. 12, 7, 3, 4). That means that 
it serves such purposes as recovery or restoration. 

Wh en the hotar has to recite the stanza I;tV. 10, 131, 5 as the yäjyä 
the maiträvaru1Ja addresses him with a formula which with much variation 
occurs in BSS. 17,35: 314, 2 hotä yak~ad aSvinä sarasvatim indra1J1 
suträmä1Jam and in the texts enumerated in Bloomfield's Concol'dance, 
p. 1073. 

For the formula "Enjoy (part) of the 8oma, 0 Agni" (ApSS. 19, 3, 1) 
sec also VaikhSS. 11, 4: 125, 6 and compare BSS. 17, 35: 314, 4 ; 
SB. 5, 5, 4, 26 and for a ritualistic explanation AiB. 3, 5 (and GB. 2, 3, I); 
AsvSS. 3, 9, 4 and in soma ritual also AsvSS. 5, 5, 19; SSS. 7, 3, 4; in 
another ritual context SSS. 8, 8, 5 ; VaitS. 19, 10. MSS. 5, 2, 4, 42 has 
"Accept 0 Agni, of the suräman 8omas". 

I;tV. 10,91 , 15 (TB. 1,4, 2, I) "In thy mouth has t.hc oblation been 
poured, 0 Agni •. . , give us wealth with energetic sons . . . (the last stanza 
of a eulogy on Agni)" is very suitably used in ApSS. 19, 3, 2; BSS. 17, 35: 
314,3; Vaikh . ll, 4: 125,6, and in the kaukili ritual MS. 3,11,4: 146, 11; 
KS. 38, 9: lIl, 1; VS. 20, 79; KSS. 19,6,21. 

The next stanza, I;tV. 10,91,14 (TB. 1,4,2,2), being partly descriptive, 
states the poet's producing a lovely poem in honour of the god who drinks 
the dainty beverage (kilälapä, kiläla being considered to be similar to 
the amrta, and occurring several times in the AV., see e.g . AVS. 4, 11, 10; 
26,6; 6, 69,1; 7,60,5); see also BSS. 17,36: 314,5; Vaikh. Il, 4: 125,7; 

48 For the Aávins and 8urä see ~V. 1, 116, 7; AVS. 14, I, 35. 
60 For Sarasvati, who is also mentioned in SB. 12, 7, 1, 12, sel' l,tV. 7, 96 

(with Geldner's note on st. 2); TB. 2, 6, 40, p; 11 k, I; 12 c; VS. 20, 59. 
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MS. 3, 11, 4: 146, 13; KS. 38, 9: 111, 9 (before the preceding one!); 
VS. 20, 78 (same order as KS. (and KSS.)); KSS. 19,6, 2l. Yet the stanza, 
stating that the god accepts also animais, would suit an animal sacrifice 
better ; see KSS. paSU{1V itJtakrtalJ, and Mah.'s note "this is an invitatory 
and ahiivy . . . a. consecratory stanza accompanying an offering to Agni 
in an animal sacrifice". Notice the reverse order in TB. etc. and MS., 
no doubt under the influence of the expression yo,jyo,nuvo,kyo,. Not in 
MSS. and VärSS. 

The two stanzas of Ap. 19, 3, 4 accompany the drinking of the remains 
of the oblation by a brahman, or, in particular cases, the sacrificer 51. The 
first, beginning with "separately" (no,no,) occurs with . .. sado mitam ... 
in TB. 1, 4, 2, 2; Ap. 19, 3, 4 and (pratikena) BSS. 17, 36: 314, 7; 
Vaikh . ll, 5: 125, II and with sadas krtam in MS. 2, 3, 8: 36, 11; 
MSS. 5, 2, 4, 29; KS. 37, 18 : 99, 5; AávSS. 3, 9, 4 and in the kaukili 
ritual TB. 2,6,1 k; Ap. 19,7,3; MS. 3, ll, 7: 150, 13; MSS. 5, 2, 11, 23; 
VS. 19, 7; SB. 12, 7, 3, 14; KSS. 19, 2, 21. A third variant (no,nä hi 
devais cakrpe sado vo,m ... ) oeeurs in KS. 17, 19: 264, I. This stanza 
should be recited as puroruc mantra for all the draughts of soma before 
the formula which accompanies the drawing (the so-ealled upayo,ma); cf. 
ApSS. 19, 7, 3 (kaukili ritual; cf. also VärSS. 3, 2, 7, 66), but in ApSS. 
19, 3, 3 fT. this direction is absent. However, from MSS. 5, 2, 4, 29 it 
appears that this stanza aceompanies the drinking (by smelling) of the 
suro, draughts, the next stanza (whieh precedes) that of the miIk draughts, 
af ter these fluids had been poured in two vessels (cf. KSS. 19, 2, 21 f.). 
Tt is not in the caraka portion of VärSS. This separate drinking is indeed 
wh at is expressed by this important mantra: "Separately (no,no,), indeed, 
a seat agreeable to the gods 52 has been prepared for you two" -as 
SB. 12, 7, 3, 14 correctly obRerves, the text refers to the two different 
sacrificial beds (vedi): see also U . on VS. 19, 7 dve hi vedï bhavatalJ, 
surapaya.sor nänäbhüte -- ; "do ye not mingle in the highest heaven" 53_ 

'this (is added) in order to keep the sacrifieer from evil (päpman)' (SB.) : 
it would therefore be rlangerous if the two beverages should mix; "thou 
art t.he impetuolls sura" 54 : this is no mere statement for 'he thereby 
makes .'Jura to be suro,' (SB.); the powerful word pronounced at the right 
moment can create; "and this is soma": 'he thereby makes soma to be 
"oma' (SB.) also AávSS. 3, 9, 4 (AiB. 8, 8, ll); "do not injure me, when 
entering thine own birthplace": 'he thereby turns it (the suro,) away to 

~l See Caland, on ÄpSS. 19, 3, 4; MSS. 5, 2, 4, 29. 
52 U. and Mah. on VS. 19. i consider also the interpreta.tioll 'placed by the gods' 

(devail?- sthäpitam). 
53 Observing that the highest hea.ven and the ähavaniya are identical U. draws 

attention to the fact that the soma is poured in that fire, surä in the da~tt4gni; 
similarly, Mahidhara. 

54 Uvata on VS. 19, 7 observes that af ter drinking surä one becomes fierce or 
\'iolent-minded, whereas the soma is free from passions (Aäntal)). 
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its own seat for his own safety' (SB.). - Dealing, in the end of a section 
on the riijasüya, with the sautriimatti the author of AiB. 8, 8 states, 
inter alia, that 'in that there is surii-which is a manifestation of lordly 
power (k~atrarüpam) and also the essence (rasalj) offood, he (the officiant) 
confers upon him (the royal sacrifieer) the manifestation of lordly power 
and the essence of food' (5), to continue: 'Then he places in his hand a 
cup (vessel made of metal) of surii with J;tV. 9, 1, 1 "With thy sweetest, 
most intoxicating stream be th ou purified, 0 Soma, pressed for Indra to 
drink" . Thereupon he makes him recite the expiatory text (8iintim) 
niinä ... (the mantra under discussion quoted in fuIl), adding: 'This is 
the separation (discrimination, vyiivrttiM of the drinking of soma and th at 
of surii. Having drunk he should offer it to him whom he deerns generous, 
for th at is a manifestation of active goodwill (mitrasya rüpam). Verily 
thus at the end he places it firmly in a mitra (i.e. one who continually 
gives expression to active benevolence); for he thus establishes himself 
firmly in a mitra. He establishes himself (on a firm foundation) who knows 
thus' (10-14) . 

As to the following mantra, th is begins with yad atra si~tam in the 
accounts of the caraka ritual in TB. 1, 4, 2, 3 ; BSS. 17, 36: 314, 7; 
Ap. 19, 3, 4; Vaikh. 11, 5: 125, 11; MS. 2, 3, 8: 36, 9 (before the stanza 
beginning with niinii; see above); MSS. 5, 2, 4, 29 (see above); VärSS. 
3, 2, 8, 7, when the hotar and the adhvaryu consurne the remains; KS. 17, 19: 
263, 22 where it is followed by a stanza which corresponds to J;tV . 8, 48, 7 
(addressed to Soma) expressing the wish to enjoy the soma juice and 
the hope of continuation of life; it is not used in other texts and followed 
by the stanza beginning with niinà (see above). Unmistakably intended 
to accompany the drinking of the remains of soma the st.anza is also 
found at AiB. 7, 33, 3 and followed by the explanation 'Auspiciously 
(sivalj) to him this (sacrificial draught) ... is consumed with auspicious 
mind .. .'. Interestingly enough, AiB. 7, 27 ff., constituting the chapter 
of the section on the riijasüya sacrifice, deals with the preparation of the 
sacrificial food which is proper to a k~~atriya who sacrifices. In contrast 
to the brahmins who drink soma a k~atriya should press together the 
fruits (etc.) ofthenyagrodha-which 'secretly' or 'mysteriously' (parok/}am) 
is soma (7, 31, 2) - and three other trees which are manifestations of 
invigora ting food (or strength, ürj), brilliant energy (te jas) and renown 
(or glory, yasas). In preparing this 'food' one proceeds with rites that are 
similar to those 56 of the soma sacrifice up to the fast day' (7, 32, 4), that 
is to say, with pressing bords, a tub, a strainer etc. etc. The stanza is 
(AiB. 8, 20, 4) again employed in another chapter of the riijasüya ritual, 

55 The meaning of t.he term prativeáailJ, is somewhat uncertain. The word means 
'neighbour(ing), ; SiiyaI)8 explains prasiddhail}, kriyäviBel/ailJ, 'the well-known 
particulal· ritual acts' , A. B. K eith proposes 'auxiliary', hence 'rites (prior to the 
first day' (Rigveda Brahmanus, Cam bridge Maas. 1920, p. 316). 
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viz. in the section deaIing with the great unction (mahiibhi~eka). Mter 
a bowl of 8urä has been placed in the hand of the royal sacrificer with 
J;tV. 9, 1, I in which 80ma is addressed (see above), the king should drink 
it with the stanza under discussion and J;tV. 8, 45, 22 in which lndra 
is invited to a 80ma feast . The author ob serves (ibid. 5 f.) th at it is the 
80ma drink which has gone into (is in) the 8urä th at is drunk by the 
kf}atriya, when anointed by this great unction. Having drunk it he should 
address it with "We have drunk the 8oma" ,. "be thou propitious to us" 
(J;tV. 8,48,3; 10,37,10), the former stanza, part of a Soma hymn stating 
th at the person(s) speaking has (have) become immortal (amrtä?t) , the 
latter belonging to a Sürya hymn and invoking the deity's propitiousness. 
- This variant of the stanza occurs also in the kaukili section of MS., 
viz. 3, 11, 7: 151, 4, but MSS. 5, 2, 11, 23 employs instead the stanza 
"The 80ma which the Asvins (took) away from Namuci ... " (MS. 151, 2), 
to which we shall have to revert (ApSS. 19, 8, 10); VärSS. 3, 2, 7, 48 
however uses it in the kaukili ritual to accompany the consumption of 
a portion of mi Ik (which represents 8oma) . - The other variant-with 
riptam "cIinging" (viz . in the cup whose contents have been offered to 
lndra) instead of sif}tam-occurs in the kaukili ritual at TB. 2, 6, 3 d; 
Ap. 19, 8, II ('the pratipra8thiitar and the ägnidhra recite this stanza 
when they drink the rest of the miIk prepared for Sarasvati) ; KS. 38, 2: 
101, 13; VS. 19, 35; SB. 12, 8, 1, 5 eXplaining that by th is mantra he 
secures the juice (essence) of the extracted and distilled 56 (8oma) and 
that-by means ofthe päda8 c d "that ... I drink with auspicious mind"
he makes the beverage, which in itself is 'unpropitious, as it were, to a 
brahmin', propitious; 'thus it is king Soma that comes to be drunk by 
him'. That means th at this stanza also is to transubstantiate the liquid 
that is to be drunk ritually. Mah. on VS. 19, 35 rightly observes that the 
accusative 80mam is used instead of the genitive: '(a porti on of) 8oma'. 
See also KSS. 19,3, 14; AsvSS. 3, 9, 5. 

In case, af ter the libations, the rest of the juice should be poured down 
on an ant-hill (cf. TB. 1,8,6,2; BSS. 17,36 : 314, 8; for other possibilities: 
VärSS. 3, 2, 7, 76) one should on that occasion pronounce the stanza 
"I have heard of two paths of the Fathers, (viz . that) of the gods and 
(that) of the mortals ... " (see ApSS. 19, 3, 5). It corresponds with 
J;tV. 10,88, 15, an oft quoted and oft explained stanza which in BAU. 6, 2, 2 
is quoted in a discussion on life af ter death and interpreted so as to 
enunciate the transmigration doctrine of the two routes, that of the gods 
(devayäna) meant for those who af ter following it will never return, and 

56 It seems that ä'8U·, in contrast to su· ' t~ press out, extract' denotes variant 
manners of preparing drinks or liquids such as dccocting or distilling (cf. e.g. 
SB. 12, i, 3, 6 ; 12,8,2, 13); äsava is a 'decoction' or 'spirit distilled from sugar 
or molasses' etc. 
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th at of the Fathers (pitryäna) which leads to another birth in this world 
(similarly, Säyat;la, on TB. 1,4,2,3 as weil as U. and Mah. on VS. 19,47). 
However, the above translation 57 which would seem to imply the 
assumption that the doctrine of transmigration exist.ed already at the time 
of the composition of ~V. 10, 88 58, is far from certain, however natural 
it seems to beo Nor is the application of the stanza in ApSS. perfectly 
clear, notwithstanding the fact th at ant-hills were connected with the 
chthonian beings 59 and 'this soma drink' is at SB. 12, 8, I, 6 said to fan 
'to the share of the fathers and grandfathers of whoever drinks (or smelIs, 
KSS. 19, 3, 15) it'. There are more observations to be made. Whereas 
all texts in dealing with the kaukili sauträmary,i follow the reading of the 
~gveda 60 when they (TB., KS ., VS., SB .) quote the mantra in fuIl, and 
MS. 2, 3, 8: 36, 14 and KS . 17, 19: 264, 8 join them in dealing with mantras 
of the cara ka ritual, the Taittiriyakas have anot.her second line, viz. 
"On these two meets together all that lives in this world (bhuvanam) 
between the eastern and the western luminous sign", the last half of 
which is identical with ~V. 10, 139, 2 d, which is part of a Sürya hymn 
(also TS. 4, 6, 3 k). BSS. 17,36: 314, 8 has the preceding mantra accompany 
the pouring out of the 8urä on the ant-hilI and that of the two paths 
the taking up of the utensils that are stained with 8urä in the final 
avabhrtha section (17, 38: 315, 18). Vaikh. Il, 4: 125, 12 uses the mantra 
of the two paths in consecration of the alternative offering of a complete 
oblation (iti vä sarvahutarp,juhuyät). In SB. 12,8, 1,21 päda b is neither 
quoted nor commented upon and the interpretation of päda a and d is 
of little use: 'two paths, viz. of the gods and of the Fathers' and 'along 

57 Proposed also by Dumont, op. cit., p. 315. For discussions of the difficulties 
and other translations see Geldner, RV. üb. lIl, p. 282; Renou, E.V.P. XIV, p. 92 f.; 
Dumont, l. cito Caland, Sr. Ap. lIl, p . 170 made a mistake ('der Sterblichen: 
... der Väter, der Menschen'). 

58 Is this argument cogent?; does th is interpretation really imply this doctrine ? 
Has the poet perhaps m eant to distinguish between Fathers who are deified and 
Fat.hers who remain human, and is it possible to compare J;tV. 10, 15, 8 and 21 
Recently, K. Werner made an attempt to demonstrate that at least some Vedic 
poets believed in transmigration (Journ. of Ind. Phil. 5 (1978). p . 286). As to 
J;tV . 10, 88, 5 he confines himself t o the statement that 'there is no reason whatsoever' 
why the traditional Indian interpretation 'should not be valid even for the .. . 
J;tgveda'. Quoting J;tV. 4, 54, 2 in subst&ntiation of his view he translates pädas cd 
"Then, as a gift, Savitar, you opened successive lives for men". This is indeed the 
sense but the words need not mean 'successive lives of the same individual men'. 
It wonld appear to me that in this stanza the poet s:tys that the gods enjoy 
continuance of life (amrtatvam) , but (since the span of human life is brief) ml.'n 
on the other hand follow each other in successive generations . See also Renou, 
E.V.P. XV, p . 22 (not quoted by Werner) whose reference to J;tV. I, 113, 6 
(the only other occurrence of jtvita in the J;tV.) does not cOllvince me. 

59 See e.g. J. J. Meyer, Trilogie altindischer Mächte und Feste der Vegetation, 
Zürich and Leipzig 1937, lIl, p. 77. 

60 Instead of sTud (J;tV.) which literaLly means "streams", the Wh. YV. and 
KS. read srtt "paths"; some texts have yäbhyäm instead of täbhyäm. 
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sky and earth (the father and mother mentioned in päda d) he leads the 
Fathers to the world of heaven'. Quoting SB. Mah. on VS. 19, 47 (cf. 
also U.) adds the injunetion 'Let there be weIl sacrificed along these two 
paths'. These commentators join SB. 12, 8, I, 20 in stating that the 
stanza aceompanies the offering, by the adhvaryu, of milk-which is vital 
breath and food in whieh they now come to be firmly established (SB.). -
Quite otherwise in MSS. 5, 2, 4, 30 where this stanza is the first of a 
series of four (MS. 2, 3, 8: 36, 14-37, 2), which are to accompany the 
same number of libations. The ot her stanzas, corresponding, exeept for 
order and variants with AVS. 2, 35 61 (AVP. I, 88) and TS. 3, 2, 8 ce f, 
are essentially prayers to Visvakarman-a wise, all-seeing, benevolent 
god 62-for remission of sins committed by making mistakes in sacrificing. 
See e.g. p. 36, 17 "What was the expiation for the defect in their sacrifiee 
V. must make th at a good sacrifice for us". Now the stanzas AVS. 1-4 
(st. 5 is not found in AVP.) are in TS. 3, 2, 8 followed by a stanza whieh 
while paying homage to the Fathers who, "being benignant deities, make 
the sacrifiee and are desirous of it", implores them for forgiveness because 
"we have unintentionally failed to offer the obligatory eeremonial gift 
(dak{tirpä)". The five stanzas TS. c-g are in Ap. 13, 7, 17 used in order 
to propitiate by means of five oblations to Visvakarman those who are 
seated in the sadas 63 and are entitled to a dak{tirpä. The referenee to the 
dak{tirpä makes the homage paid to the Fathers more intelligible because 
according to the ritualists 'the sacrifice goes to the world of the gods; 
af ter it follows the dak{tirpä, and holding on to the dak{tir}ii, the sacrifieer' 
(SB. I, 9, 3, I) . Moreover, only those have a right to drink soma whose 
aneestors up to the tenth generation were 'drinkers of soma' (somapa, 
a title given not only to gods, e.g. AiB. 2, 18, 8 or to a class of Fathers 
SB. 5, 4, 5, 4, but also to soma sacrificers, see SB., I. cit.; PB. 18, 9, 4; 
ApSS. 18,21,4). While it seems warranted to suppose th at the stanzas 2-4 
in MSS. 5, 2, 4, 30 are here also to expiate errors 64 the occurrenee of the 
stanza "I have heard of two paths ... " may perhaps have fulfilled a 
function similar to that of TS. 3, 2, 8 g: homage to the deified aneestors 
into whose midst the sacrifieer hopes to be admitted. VärSS. 3, 2, 7, 76 
on the other hand, has only the stanza of the two paths in connexion 
with the pouring out on the ant-hilI (caraka ritual). For its use of the 
stanza MS. 2, 3, 8: 36, 16 (TS. 3, 2, 8 f.) see below. - At the corresponding 
moment of the kaukili ritual MSS. 5, 2, 11, 30 f. prescribes the mantra 
under discussion as the third of a set of stanzas (MS. 3, 1I, 10: 156, II-I7) 

81 For a translation soo also J. Gonda, The savayajiias, Amsterdam 1965, p. 113 f. 
and for a commentary, ibidem, p. 423 fr. 

62 For particlilars see Macdonell, Vedic mythology, p. 118. 
63 Agni~toma, second service: I refer to W. Caland and V. Henry, L'agni~toma, 

Paris 1906, p. 289 fr.; 295 f. 
M Cf. also my remarks in Savayajiias, p. 423. 
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to accompany the offerings of the adhvaryu and the pratiprasthätar. In 
this respect the texts of the White YV. (VS. 19, 45-48; SB. 12, 8, 1, 19-22; 
KSS. 19, 3, 23-26) run parallel, although here it is the sacrificer who 
offers. The stanzas 1 and 2 are closely connected not only by an identical 
first päda but also by complementary contents. The first prays for "room 
(a 'world', loka) , homage, sacrifice among the gods for the benefit of the 
Fathers" , the second for prosperity in this world for a hundred years on 
behalf of "my people who live among the living". By the first stanza 
'he commits the Fathers to Yama and he also conquars the world of 
the Fathers (pitrlokam) , (SB. 19); by the second 'he secures the good 
fortuna (Sri) of his own people and he also confers a long lifetime on them' 
(SB. 20). The four stanzas are also mentioned in KS. 38, 2: 102, 16-103, 2. 

The stanza on the two paths does not occur in Apastamba's kaukili 
section; st. 4 (viz. TB. 2,6,3 s) is at Ap. 19,8,12 prpscribed to accompany 
the consumption of the remains of the milk offpred to Indra by the 
brahman and the sacrificer, st. land 2 consecrate (as TB. 2, 6, 3 P q) 
libations of melted butter offered by the adhvaryu and the pratiprasthätar 
aftel' the sltcrificer has paid reverence to thc Fathers (Ap. 19, 9, 1). In 
TB. and Ap . st. 2 begins "My own people, who are of one and the same 
origin .. . " (ye sajätä?~, not ye samänäM. It is at Ap. J, 9, 12 employed 
when the sacrifieer in the ceremonies in hOllour of the deceased Fathers 
on the evening of new moon (pi1}-(!apitryajiia) 65 eats (the 'rests' of) a balI 
of rice offered to them; see also Ap. 1, 10, 13; and in the same rite in 
Kaus. 89, 1. The sacrificer intends to obtain, through t.he help of the 
Fathers, vigorous offspring. Between Ap. 19, 8, 12 and 19, 9, 1 mention 
is made of other ritual acts and mantras, viz. TB. 2, 6, 3 e-o, by which 
TB. 2, 6, 3 s and p q are sCpllrated from each other; mOl'Cover Ap. differs 
from the order of the stanzas found in TB. It is however worth observing 
that the mantras e-g accompany oblations to the father, grandfather and 
great-grandfather of the sacrificer and implore the Fathers etc. who are 
entitled to drink the soma to cleanse him, h-o being addressed to Agni, 
Soma, Savitar, the Visve Deväl,J.. The formulae of TB. 2, 6, 3 e are in 
the WYV. prescribed at an earliel' moment (VS . 19,36; SB. 12, 8, 1,7; 
KSS. 19, 3, 17) but, of course, likewise to accompany oblations and 
homage to the departed ancestors ('whom he thereby pi aces in their 
respective 'worlds", SB.); in BSS. 17,37: 315,5 at a later moment, vÏz. 
when the pots are placed upon the mound of old ashes, befOl'e the giving 
of a pregnant mare. BSS. also prescribes (17, 37: 315, 9) the so-called 
manotä, i.e. the recitation of I;tV. 6, 1 (1 -13) (whieh Ap. 19, 9, 2 uses in 
the kaukili ritual) to accompany the offering ofthe organs offour victims 66. 

6S See O. Donner, Pil).<;lapitfyajfia, Berlin 1870; W. Caland, Über Totenverehrung 
bei einigen der indo.germanischen Völker, Amsterdam Acad. 1888, p. 3 ff.; Gonda, 
Rel. Indiens, I, p. 135 f . 

66 See bf'low, p. 124. 
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In connexion with the three 8ami~tayajus oblations-'for the completion 
of the sacrificial worship' (TS. 6, 6, 2, I)-of th is animal sacrifice 
BSS. 17,37: 315, 14 employs also the following three mantras ." "0 saerifice 
(yajiia) , go to the sacrifice ... ; go to thine own womb", "This is thy 
sacrifice, 0 lord ofthe sacrifice . . . ", and "Ye gods th at find the way .. . , go 
on the way". They are TS. 1,4,44 g-i; Ap . 7, 27, 15; among the mantras 
for the concluding ceremony of the animal sacrifice 67 and found also 
TS. 6, 6, 2, 2 f. (at the end of a soma sacrifice) with the explanation: 
'he makes the sacrifice go to the lord of the sacrifice, to its own birthplace; 
he confers energy (vïryarn, cf. suvïrya?t in the mantra) upon the sacrifieer; 
he pre vents the defeat of the sacrifieer'; and (with variations and in the 
longerform, with TS. 1,4,44 k) MS. I, 3, 38: 44, 16; KS . 4, 12: 37, II etc.; 
VS. 8, 22 and 21 (end of the soma sacrifice), with explanations in SB. 
4, 4, 4, 13 f.: 'the sacrifice, th us established (in its own womb), bestowing 
IlUmerous energetic sons, together with the song of praise (mentioned in 
mantra h) he thereby finally establishes in the sacrificer' ; and 'having 
thus completed this sacrifice he establishes it in that sacrifice' and as to 
"Ye gods .. . " : 'with this (mantra) he dismisses them in due form'; 
MSS. I, 7, 4, 33 (at the end of the varuryLpraghiisa ritual). The rnantras 
g and hare also AVS. 7, 97, 5 a,nd 6 (AVP. 20, 34, 5 and 6) forming part 
of a series of six mantra.s accompanying the final offerings in the parvan 
(changes ofthe moon) sacrifice (Vait. 4 , 13); AVS. 7, 97 accompanies in 
Kaus. 6, 3 the final oblations of that sacrifice. Mantra i, which often 
combines with g and h, is AVS. 7, 97, 7 and AVP. 20, 34, 7 (second parts), 
and occurs also TS. I, I, 13, 3 (end of the full and new moon ritual); 
MS. I, I , 13 : 9,5 (Iikewise; cf. 4,1,4: 20,10); VS . 2, 21 (id.) with 
SB. 1,9,2,28 (as 4, 4, 4,13). Also PGS. 1,2,11. These are rnantras that, 
as a rule as a group, were utilizable on similar occasions in several 
sacrificial rites. - Ap. 1, 9, 9 uses the above mantra.s to the Fathers also 
appropriately in the pi1J4,apitryajiia (see above). They are not in Vaikh., 
but Vär. 3, 2, 7, 49 (kaukilï) has them af ter the stanza which corresponds 
with TB. 2, 6, 3 d. They occur also in KS.: 38, 2 : 101, 15. 

The stanzas land 2 are also employed in the domestic rite called 
sapir.uf,ikara7}a, that is the reception of a deceased person into the 
community of the Fathers to whom balls of rice (pi7}r!a) are offered 68, 

as described in SGS. 5, 9, 4; 4, 3, 6; YäjfiDh. 1, 252 f. ; the mantras are 
to accompany the uniting of the pi1J4a of the deceased person with the 
pi7}r!as of his three ancestors 69. It is perfectly clear that these two stanzas 

87 For particulars see J. Schwab, Das altindische Thieropfer, Erlangen 1886, 
p. 160 f .; Caland and H enry, op. cit., p. 391 f. 

68 For particulurs see A. Hillobrandt, Ritualliteratur, Strassburg 1897, p. 91; 
P. V . Kane, History of dharmaáäatra, IV, Poona 1953, p. 520 f. 

69 According to W. Caland, Altindischer Ahnenkult, Leiden 1893, p . 162 
Sälikhäyuna had borrowed this rite from the Väjasaneyins. 
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-notwithstanding the somewhat confused diversity ofthe school traditions 
-constituted one of those sets of mantras which could be included into 
the formulary of more than one rituaJ in order to consecrate acts of the 
same or simiIar purport. Those who introduced the kaukili ceremony may 
have borrowed them from the pir,trJ,a ritual in honour of the deceased. 
They essentially were to secure on behalf of thc sacrifieer and his ancestors 
a place in the hereafter as weil as vigorous and fortunate offspring. 
Hence also their occurrence in the marriage 8räddha 70 as des cri bed 
BGParibha~a-Sutra 1, 8, 34 where they are to accompany the sprinkling 
of the balls of rice on the bed of sacrificial grass 71 . -In stanza 4 (TB. 2, 6, 3 s 
etc., 'a blessing given to the sacrificer', U. and Mah.) the wish is expressed 
that "this sacrificial substance (havis, i.e. miIk, Mah.) may be productive 
for me, bringing ten sons, life-winning, loka (a 'world', free space)-winning 
etc.". For Ap. 19, 8, 12; MS. etc. sec above. SB. 12, 8, I, 22 (VS. 19,48) 
observes that 'productive indeed it is, whether it be milk or soma'. The 
explanations of "ten sons" , viz. 'the vital airs' etc. (SB., similarly, U. 
and Mah.) are no doubt secondary; loka is explained as 'heavenly world' 
i.e. '(a place of) safety' 72. Uvata's explanation: 'safety i.e. final exemption 
from transmigration', though anachronistic, is not essentially incompatible 
with SB., 1. cit., 'in the heavenly world he thus finally establishes himself'. 
The mantra occurs also in the section on the task of the sacrificer 
(ApSS. 4, 14, I) who has to consume his evening milk with it and in the 
agnihotra ritual (Ap. 6, 1I, 5). Cf. also Vaikh. 7,12: 77, 8; Var. I, 1,4,17 
3.nd for a simiIar direction with the clarification 'in case he is desirous 
of obtaining offspring' SSS. 4, 13, 1. The stanza was obviously meant to 
make the sacrificer's milk-draught ritually succesRful. At MGS. I, 11, 23 
it is during the marriage ceremonies uncommonly and no doubt secondarily 
used to accompany the offering of uncrushed grain and sour milk 73 . 

Af ter mentioning the mantra of the two paths and the acts belonging 
to it (3, 2, 7, 76) VarSS. 77 enjoins the offering of three oblations with 
(the ?) three stanzas beginning with ye bhak~ayantaly,. This mantra (these 
mantras?) is (are) no doubt based on MS. 2, 3, 8: 36, 16 which is part 
of a miscellaneous series of mantras for kämye~ti8 that is to accompany 
oblations in the fire of the agnidh by the adhvaryu. As already noticed 
it corresponds with TS. 3, 2, 8 f. and A VS. 2, 35, 1. Since it begins with 
"They who consuming did not obtain goods, whom the fires of the hearths 
troubled .. . (see also above)" it was no doubt regarded as suiting the 
context : ... the adhvaryu should discard the remains upon the fire, or 
a brahmin or the sacrificer himself should consume them. 

70 See e.g. Gonda, Rel. Indiens, I, p. 136. 
71 See J. Gonda, in Beitl'äge ZUl' Indienforschung. Festschrift E . Waldschmidt, 

Berlin 1977, p. 177. 
72 See J. Gonda, Loka, Amsterdam Acad. 1966, p. 96. 
73 See also p. 116 below. 
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Returning to ApSS. 19, 3 it can be observed th at the mantra "That 
mind of mine which has gone away, or which has not gone away by means 
of King Soma we keep within us" is at TS. 6, 6, 7, 2 employed in order 
to prevent one's mind from going away; one should look at the oblation 
for Soma 'which is a means ofpurification' (animal offerings, soma sacrifice) 
while pronouncing the mantra. In Ap. 19, 3, 7 and Vaikh. 11, 5: 125, 14 
the mantra accompanies the placing of gold on the woollen filter. Gold, 
which represents 'immortality', i.e. continuance of life (cf. SB. 5, 2, 1, 20; 
4, 1, 16 etc.) and removes evil (cf. SäyaQa, on TB. 1, 4, 9, 6), is believed 
to cleanse or purify (12, 8, 1, 15; 22; KSS . 19,3, 27). There is a parallel 
rite in the räjasüya . In the section on the preparation of the unction Huid 74 

the adhvaryu has to sink a piece of gold in the collective vessel in which 
the Huid is to be purified (BSS. 12, 9: 98, 12 ff.; ApSS. 18, 13, 21 etc.), 
SB. 5, 3, 5, 15 explaining 'with (the gold) he purifies these consecration 
waters ... , gold is a continued length of life (amrtam äyus) that he lays 
into these (waters)'. On the relevant sauträma'!l-ï rite SB. 12, 7, 2, 13 
ob serves : 'There is gold to secure a handsome form (as a living human 
being); it weighs a hundred, for man has a life of a hundred and a hundred 
indriyas; a full lifetime and indriya'f!t vïryam he thus lays into his own 
self'. -It is interesting to notice that the above quoted passage TS. 6, 6, 7, 2 
deals with the "mirage au chaudeau" (agni~!oma, evening service): "Au 
milieu du caru (the vessel containing the oblation) l'adhvaryu creuse une 
cavité, y verse du beurre liquide, et s'y mire .. . ; si son image ne lui 
apparaît point encore, c'est que sa vie touche à la fin" 75. Then he has 
to mutter the above stanza in order to keep his manas within himself. 
For this rite and the stanza see BSS. 8, 14: 253, 16; ApSS. 13, 14, 4; 
Vaikh. 16, 17: 229, 4. MS. 4, 7, 2: 95, 7 ; KS . 29, 2 : 169, 15 76 ; KapS. 45, 3: 
269, 20; MSS. 2, 5, 2, 7; AsvSS. 5, 19, 5: LSS. 2, 10, 6; DSS. 6, 2, 6 use 
a parallel mantra, viz. "If my mind that has gone to Yama ... "; see 
also JB. 1, 167 and PB. 1,5, 17. The former mantra is, on the other hand, 
prescribed in HGS. 1, 11, 6 when the young man who has taken the bath 
at the end of his studentship looks into a mirror 77. 

The other mantras of ApSS. 19, 3, 7 accompany the pouring out of 
the remains of the surä (cf. TB. 1, 8, 6, 4 f.). The first is "0 soma-faced 
Fathers become satiated" (TS. 1,8,21 g; TB. I. cit..; BSS. 17,36: 314, 13; 
Vaikh. 1I, 5: 125, 15; or, alternatively, the much longer mantra: "The 

74 See J. C. H eestf"rmllll, The I1llcient Indian royal consecration, Thesis Utrecht 
1957, p. 79 ff., esp. p. 82. 

75 Caland and H enry, L'agni!il~oma, p. 364. 
78 According to Caland, Sraut. Ap. lIl, p. 70 perhaps the source of (this stanza in) 

Ap. 19,3, 7 (despite the difference in the mantra?). 
77 For this rite sce W. Caland, Altindisches Zauberritual, Amsterdam Acad. 

1900, p. 32, 11. ï (with l·efcrences); J. G. Frazer, The Golden Bough, abr. ed., 
London 1957, p . 253. 
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8.-f. F. must revel (in the oblation)" (not in BSS. and Vaikh.)-cf. KS. 29, 2 
"The F. must r.; the 8.-f. ones m. r." which seems to have been Ap.'s 
source; HSS. ag rees completely with KS. -; "may we reach the lifetime 
appointed by the gods" -i.e. 1,{.V. I, 89, 8 d (addressed to the Visve Deväl;1), 
also in KS. 29, 2 quoted af ter the preceding words; otherwise used in 
VSM. 25, 21 (horse sacrifice); VSK. 27, 25; MS. 4,14,2: 217, 12; KS. 35, I: 
50, 8 (the source of ApSS. 14, 16, I; atonements for those who perform 
a soma sacrifice); MGS. I, I, 21 (when a person practising observances 
touches his limbs, an act that is to transmit. the power inherent in the 
mantra to one's body; also among the propitiatory mantras of TA. I, I, I; 
21,3 -; "the (soma) drunk by Indra is splendid"-also KS. 1. cito af ter 
the preceding -; finally, a repetition of the above "may we ... " (just 
as in KS.). 

The srautasfttras of Lä~yäyana (5, 4, 14) and Drähyäyana (13, 4, 7) 78 

are remarkable in that they enjoin those present to pronounce the Pl·ayer 
"They cleansing sicve, 0 Agni, that is spread out in thc midst of thy 
fiery glow 79, with that 0 brahman 80, cleanse me" when the beverage is 
poured out into the sieve. This mantra is KS. 38, 2: 102, 8 (where 
"br. must cleanse me"); VS. 19,41 (Iikewise); TB. 1,4,8,2 (where "we 
purify ourselves" instead of "c. m."); MS. 3, 11, 10: 156, 3 (Iikewise); 
the first päda also in TB. 2, 6, 3, 4. It c1early belongs to the kaukili ritual 
and is, except for päda c (which is b. t. punih.i naM identical with 
1,{.V. 9, 67, 23 81 , where brahman in the sense of Vedic text, mantra, is 
the object. 

The nine mantras which mention the Fathers (pitrmatiM and 'are 
addressed to Soma' (Ap. 19,3,8; cf. Vaikh., see below) are TS. 2,6, 12 b-k, 
a chapter containing stanzas to be used as invitatory and consecratory 
mantras etc. at. the sacrifice to the Fathers 82; cf. also TB. 2, 6, 16, 1. 
They are all in the 1,{.V., viz . as I, 91, I (Soma hymn) praising Soma as an 
inspired sage and leader of the Fathers ; 9, 96, 11 stating that the Fathers 
("our fathers" ) have performed their ritual deeds with Soma; 8, 48, 13 
(to Soma) expressing the desire to worship this god, who is in agreement 
with the Fathers, with an oblation; 10, 15, 11 (to the Fathers), inviting 
them to be present and to eat the offerings that are placed on the barhis .. 
10, 15, 4 imploring them to come, to enjoy the oblations and to give 
those speaking happiness and welfare; 10, 15, 3 "I have found the 
Fathers . .. who sit on the barhis" .. 10, 15, 5 "the Fathers being invited 
must come ... ; they must intercede for us and help us"; 10, 15, 1 "the . . . 

78 See J. Gonda, The ritual sfltras, Wiesbaden 1977, p. 538 ff. 
79 See e.g. ~V. 9, 67, 23. 
80 I.e. truth (reality, aatyam), endless knowledge embodied in the threefold Veda, 

or the Highest Brahman (comm.) . 
81 See J. Gonda, Agni in ~V. 9, 66 and 67, JRAS 197H, p. 137 ff. 
82 For details see A. B. Keith, The Veda. of the Black Yajus Sohool, Cambridge 

Mass. 1914, p. 219 f. 
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Fathers, worthy of soma, who have lived their lives while knowing the 
universalOrder must help us"; 10, 15, 2 homage to the Fathers. Content 
and use of these stanzas need no comment. They are in a somewhat 
different order-see also MS. 4, 10, 6: 156, 6 ff., and KS. 21, 14 where 
only b-h 83-and with interruptions also found in VS. 19,49; 52-57; 59; 68 
(kaukili sautrama1Ji) , 19, 50 being 1;tV. 10, 14, 6 (to Yama), 19, 51 
B.V. 10, 15, 8; 19, 58 being another invitation and prayer for help and 
60-67 stemming mainly from ~V. 10, 15. The same mantras-pitrmatibhily, 
saumibhilp yäjyanuvakyäbhilp, the second word not in all manuscripts, the 
third not in Ap.-are prescribed in Vaikh. 11,5: 125, 17. BSS. 17, 36 
differs from these texts in prescribing the use oBhe eight stanzas beginning 
with "The One who purifies himself, produced in heaven" 84 , viz. 
TB. 1,4,8,1 ff.; see also (in a different order) MS. 3, ll, 10: 155, 12 ff.; 
KS . 38, 2: 102, 4 ff. (where 7 and 8 are wanting); VS. 19, 42; 39-41; 43; 44 
(only six) ; ApSS. 10, 7, 13 (agni~toma) ; 14, 30, I (präyaAcittas, soma 
saerifice); they are suC'cessively 1;tV. 9, 67, 22; 27; -; (the last pàda 
exceptcd) 23 ; 25; ~Vkhila 3, 11, 2; -; 9, 67 , 26 and are unmistakably 
purificatory in chantcter, every stanza expressing the wish to be purified 
by Soma, Agni or Savit.ar. BRS. (17, 36: 314, 15) continues: 'lf (the 
sacrifieer) is excessively purged by soma (three offiriants) adore (the god), 
~taneling erect, with the yajyanuvakyàs of the Fathers', viz. ~V. 10, 15, I 

(TS. 2, 6, 12 i); 3 (g); 2 (k), for which see above. - For the different stanzas 
ofthe kaukili ritual see ApSS. 19,8, 14 ff. - The sutras ofthe Maiträyal,liyas 
disagree with Apastamba etc. MSS. 5, 2, 4, 31 and VärSS. 3, 2, 7, 79 
(caraka) and 51 (kaukili) prescribe the use of twelve stanzas, according 
to t,he former at the (three) oblations anel for the svi.~!,akrt offerings 85 . 

TheRe stanzar;, found in MS. 4, 10, 6: 156, 6- 1.58, I , except the stanzas 
k and i (as observed in 5, 1,4, 18), are the following: b, c, d, f, h, g of 
the rtbove series of TS. 2, 6, 12; "Trtsted by the (funeral fire), fostering 
the Uni,'ersal Order, 0 Fathers, be gracious to us, for a complete lifetime, 
for life" -which according to the Concordance is not found elsewhere -; 
"We invite them, tasted by Agni . . . theRe wise olles must, weIl invoked , 
be gra~ious to ns .. "(cf. TB. 2, 6,16, I ; VS. 19, 61); Rt . e ofTS. 2,6,12 ; 
a stanza which is identical with J;tV. 1, 96, 1 (eulogizing Agni, the giver 
of desired good)-the quotation at AiB. 5, 15,8 can be left undiscussed
and aftel' ~V. 10, 15, 9 (see below) and 1;tV. 4, 11, 3 (to Agni; also 
KS . 21, 14: 56, 7) in AsvSS. 2, 19,24 mentioned as svi~takrt mantras (,25 

H3 Part of them are also found among the funeral stallzas of A VS. XVIII. 
84 For these stanzas see my articIe on Aglli in ]~V. 9, 66 and 67 (fn. 81 above). 
85 Cf. MSS. I, 7, 6, 6; 32- 35 (sacrifice t.o the Fathers) . - A (seconda.ry) oblation 

is offered to Agni 'who makes well offered (viz. what has been given to the gods, 
"v4takrt) ' at the end of the main offering in ordel' to make this properly and fonnally 
executed. In t.he Mahäpitryajfia it is replaced byan oblation to Agni Kavyavähana.; 
see ApSS. 8. 15, 20 (wit.h Caland's note, Sraut. d . Ap. Il, Amsterdam Acad. 1924, 
p. 52); 19, 3, IJ. 
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stating the identity of Agni sv. and Agni kavyavähana); ~V. I, 96, 2 
(eulogizing Agni who thanks to the ancient invocatory formula and the 
poetic art of Ayu, i.e. the performer of the traditional Soma cult procreat.ed 
the human beings; on this stanza see AiB. 2, 33, 5 ff.); and ~V. 10, 15, 9 
(for 10, 15 see above) inviting Agni to approach together with the Fat.hers, 
and occurring also in TB. 2, 6, 16,2, also-except for päda c and variants 
AVS. 18,3,47, employed in the atharvanic piry.4apitryajna Kaus. 87, 22. 
~V. 10, 15,9: AsvSS. 2,19, 24 (see above); SSS. 3, 16, 10 in thepitrye~!i 
at the säkamedha ritual; MSS. 5, I, 4, 17 also mentions them in that 
pitrye~ti, where it may have belonged earlier. With the exception of the 
stanzas 10 and 12 the above mantras are also given in KS. 21, 14: 55, 
5-56,4. 

VärSS. 3, 2, 8, 80 prescribes the use of a mantra "The Fathers must be 
pleased; may we attain the full span of life appointed by the gods" , the 
second half of which occu!"s also in ApSS . 19, 3, 7 (see above), the former 
being in this form not known to me from elsewhere. 

The formula prescribed by SSS. 15, 15, 13 to accompany the partaking 
of the 8ura, viz . "The (soma) which the Asvins took from thc asurie 
Namuci , (which) SarasnLti pressed out ... th is I here consume" occurs 
al30 in sorne cases with a vn,riant, in TB. 2, 6, 3, 1 (c); MS. 3, 1I , 7: 
151,2; KS. 38, 2: 101, 11; VS. 19,34 ; SB. 12,8, 1,3, adding th at 'they 
(now) offer th is 8urä liquor on the southern fire and thereby keep (the 
sa.crificer) from evil'; a180 Vait.S . 30, 12, and pratikena Ap. J9, 8, 10; 
MSS. 5, 2, 11, 23; VärSS . 3, 2, 7, 48; KSS . 19, 3, 10. Although LSS. 5, 4, 15 
and DSS. 13,4,8 mention it, like SSS., in their cara ka sections the mantra 
clearly belong8 to the kaukili 8auträmatti . 

The mantra "When, 0 Agni , conveyer of oblatiolls to tbe Fathers . . . " 
of ApSS . 19, 3, 1I (TS. 2, 6, 12 m; also TB. 2, 6, 16, 2) , found al80 at 
Va.ikhSS. 11,5 : 126, I - and 9, R: 97, 7, sacrifice to the Fathers, 8äkamedha 86, 

and together with the following mantra AsvSS. 2,19,29; cf. ApSS. 8, 15,20 
-is a variant of l;tV. 10, 16 (addressed to the crematory fire), 11 (where 
"Agni carrying corpses" ) wbich wit-h "conveying obI. t.o the F ." occurs 
also as VS. 19,65 nnd KS. 21, 14: 56, 5; tbe stanza expresses the expectation 
that this god wiII announce the oblations to the gods and tbe Fathers. 
The two othcr mantras-implied in Ap ., but quoted pratikena in BSS. 9,8: 
97, 7; 10 see above-are TS. 2, 6, 12 n and 0 representing ~V. 10, 15, 12 
where it is stated that Agni conveyed the oblations to the Fatbers who 
ate them, and 10, 14 (addressed to Yama), 3 making mention of deceased 
ancestors whom the gods magnified etc. As to the former cf. VSM. 19, 66 
(where "conveyer of obI. to the F ." instead of jätavedas) ; VSK. 21, 66; 
TB. 2, 6, 16, 2; AVS. 18, 3, 42 and Kam!. 89, 13 (piry.4apitryajfia); cf. 
also SSS. 3, 16, 10 (säkamedha, see above). The latter occurs also as 
AVS. 18, 1,47 (with a different päda d); MS. 4, 14,6: 243, 4; TB. 2, 6, 16,2; 

8. For particula.rs Bee e.g. Keith, Religion and philoBophy, p. 322. 
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AiB. 3, 37, 11 with AgvSS. 5, 20, 6; SSS. 8, 6, 13 (addressed to Yama, 
af ter ~V . 10, 15, 1-3 addressed to the Fathers, ägnimäruta sustra, soma 
sacrifice 87). Obviously a group of stanzas that could be appropriately 
useel on various occasions for worshipping the Fathers or sacrificing to them. 

When the so-calleel 'animal sacrificial cakes' (paSupuror!ä8a, cf. ApSS. 
19, 2, 15 f.) are offered (cf. Ap. 19, 4, 3) MSS. 5, 2, 4, 43 pres cri bes the 
use of the following series of mantras (pratikena), which is not employed 
elsewhere not even in VärSS.: 1, MS. 4, 12,5: 191,4, that is ~V. 10, 131,6 
(which is idontical with ~V. 6, 47, 12, part of the family hymn of the 
Bharadväjas 88, in which this stanza and the following (=~V. 10, 131, 7) 
join a stanza imploring Indra, the good protector and good helper, to 
show mercy and to restrain the enmity etc.); TS. 1,7,13 I (special 
sacrifices to Indra, forming with the following stanza a pair of yäjyänuväkyäs, 
the kämye~!is being describeel in TS. 2, 2, 8, where a man who has recourse 
to Indra Suträman is sn,id to be protected by the god and to become 
'unexpollablo'); K~. R, 16 : 100, 17 ; 17, 18 : 263, 1 in colleetions of 
yajyänuväkyäs: A VS. 7, 91 , I - useel in Kaug . 59, 7 by one desiring a 
village; in 140, 6 to accompany an offering of butter in Indra's festival 89 

and more appropriately reckoned to belong to a group of stanzas for 
safety (AVPar. 32 , 12 ; see Kaug. 16, 8) and for auspicious progress 
(AVPar. 32, 11; see Kaug. 25, 36) ; and, in the kaukili sauträma1}i VS. 20, 51 
(where st. 50 is ~V. 6, 47, 11; see above). 

2, MS. 4,12,5: 191,6, i .e. ~V. 6, 47,13; 10, 131,7 (with an insignifieant 
variant; see above), of whieh pädas a b=~V. 3, 1, 21 cd (Agni) ; 59, 4 cd 
(Mitra) ; ab also MS . 4, 14, 12: 235, 10; in MS. 4, 12 af ter the preceding; 
similarly in TS. 1, 7,13,5 m; KS. 8,16 : 100, 19; 17, 18: 263,1; AV. 7, 92,1 
(for 91 see above) is the above ~V . i-:!tanza wit,h the inverted order of 
the two lines, regarded to belong to the svastyayana formulae (see above) 
anel by the commentator combined with 7, 91. In the kaukili ritual: 
VS. 20, 52 . In ~V . 10, 131, 6 anel 7 Indra Suträman is besought to be 
merciful , to ward off enmity, and to grant his favour to those speaking. 

3 is thc famous scivitri stanza ~V. 3, 62, 10, a prayer for spiritual 
illumin,ltion , likewise quoted pratikena, which is one of the yäjyänuväkyäs 
of MS. 4, 10, 3 (: 149, 14), corresponeling with TS. 4, 1, 11 g (on the 
occasion of the placing of the fire in the fire-pan, where it is unusual); 
though of ten quoted in Vedic texts it is elsewhere foreign to the 
sauträma1}i ritual. 

4 is ~V . 4, 54, 3, addressed to Savitar, praying the god to convince 
gods and men of the innocence of those speaking if they have unwittingly 
committed a sin; MS. 4, 10, 3: 149, 16 (af ter the preceding); TS. 4, 1, 11 h 

67 Cf. Caland and Henry, op. cit., p. 372 ff. 
88 Cf. Gonda, Vcdic literature, p. 131; 192. 
89 Sec J. Gonda, Thc Indra festival according to the Atharvavedins, JAOS 87 

(1967), p. 413 (S.S. IV, p. 207). 
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(similarly) , although utilizable in various contexts, Iikewise foreign to the 
8auträma?,-i . 

5 is the oft quoted stanza ~V . 1, 25, 19 praying VaruI)a, to whom the 
8ükta is addressed, for mercy: MS. 4, 10, 2 : 146, 8 (8akalapäthena); 
4, 10,4: 153,5; 4, 12,4: 188, 13 (pratikena); 4, 17, 4 : 246, 1 (8ak.) ; 
TS. 2, I, 11 (among the yäjyänuväkyäs for kämye§tis); 2, 5, 12 I; 4, 2, 11 r 
(in another context) . In the kaukilï sauträma?,-i only in VS. 21, 1 where 
it combines with the following (VS . 21 , 2) to constitute the invitatory 
and consecratory stanzas for the offering of a rice-cake to VaruI)a. Though 
foreign to the sauträma?,-i ritual they suit this particular context weil. 

6 is the likewise of ten found ~ V. 1, 24, 11, addressing VaruI)a and 
asking him not to be angry and to spare the speakers' life. It of ten 
combines with the preceding one-see TS. 2, I, 11, 6 v and w; MS. 4, 10, 2 : 
146,8; 10; 4,14,17 : 246, 1; 3; KS. 4,16: 43,17: 19 ; AsvSS. 2,17 , 15 ; 
in a domestic rite des cri bed in PGS. 1,2,8 (with VS. 2], 3 ; 4 and 40ther 
stanzas from KSS . and VS.). Stanza 6 alone is in VS. 18, 49 used in a 
ritual conceming Agni with wh om VaruI)a is now ident.ified . 

It is abundantly clear th at the use of these six stanzas in this connexion 
is-as far as a ppears from the sources-proper to the Mäna\?as who had 
made a choice from suitable mantras known to them from other rituals 
and combined them so as to form a whole that waR regarded as appropriate 
to the occasion: two stanzas are addressed to Indra Suträman, a central 
figure in this ritual, two to Savitar , the divine stimulator, two are prayers 
for mercy addressed to VaruI)a. It is worth noticing that in the kaukili 
ritual of the Väjasaneyins two pairs of these stanzas were adopted also. 

According to Vär. ParS., Akulapäda 7 the invitatory and consecratory 
stanzas relating to the animal cake for VaruI)a should be the frequently 
quoted stanzas MS. 4, 10,4: 153, 9 and 153, 10. They are ~V. 1, 24, 15 
and 14, the final stanzas of a hymn addressed to Agni , Savitar and VaruI)a , 
in which the god mentioned last is praised and implored to forgive the 
sins of those speaking, to free them from his fetters, and to spare their 
Jives. They are quoted together as TS. I, 5, 11 k and i (mantras for an 
offering to VaruI)<t: the i~tis dealt with in the chapter on the fun a nel 
new moon ceremonies); 2, 5,12, fe ; MS. 4,14,17 : 246, 5 anel 7 ; TB. 
2, 7, 16, 4 (consecrat.ion of a king); MSS. 5, 1, 3, 26 (varu?,-apraghäsa); 
ApSS. 17, 22, 3 (agnicayana); SSS. 6, 10, II (with other mantras, 
agni§toma, victim immolated to VaruI)a) and 8, 11, 5 (avabhrtha of a soma 
sacrifice; see above). Two prayers of unambiguous meaning which coulel 
be appropriately used in several sacrificial rites and were no doubt not 
specia11y made for the sauträma?,-i . 

The formula of Ap. 19, 4, 5 occurs also 7, 26, 8 where it properly belongs 
(animal sacrifice) ; 13, 16, 12 and 14, 2, 1 where the acts described in 
7,26, 8 ff. are likewise to take place; with Ap. 7, 26 corresponds Vaikh. 
10, 20: 119, II (not in the sauträma?,-i); KSS. 6, 9, 7; MSS. 1, 8, 6, 1 
and VärSS. 1, 6, 7, 21 (on the same occasion). 
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Of the five parallel stanzas of ApSS. 19, 4, 9 (and without the fifth 
BSS. 17, 38: 316, 2 ff.) the former three, with which the vessels for the 
oblations offered to the Asvins, Sarasvati and lndra are thrown into the 
water, are found in TB. 1, 4, 2, 3 f.; the variants occurring in MS. 2, 3, 3: 
30, 10 ff. have "0 king" instead of "0 god", and here four mantras are 
given; see also KS. 12,6: 168, 19; the last onlyin Ap., Hir. and Vaikh. 11,6: 
126, 7-10 (probably following Ap.). Compare also MSS. 5, 2, 1, 20; 
3 dealing with i~!is with a special wish. The ritual act ment.ioned in 
Ap. 19, 4, 9 is the counterpart of the somaliptäpaplavanam 'the washing off 
of (everything) smeared with soma' at the end of a soma sacrifice 90. 

Whereas sacrificers are delh'cl'ed from VarUI;ta'S noose and in consequence 
are healthy and sinless by means of a VaruQapraghäsa sacrifice (SB. 
5, 2, 4, 2) this mantra RtateR that they remove the noose-so as to be 
released fmm sinfulness-by means of the act described (cf. Ap. 19, 10, 5 
in the kaukilï ritual where the noose is said 1.0 be fettered in return 
(prntiyntaM). For an expo;.;ition of th is theme, being freed from VaruQa's 
noose at the end of a soma sacrifice ('what,ever sin he has committed in 
the yet1,r before, that, thereby he propitiat,es') see TS. 6, 6, 3; MS. 4, 8, 5 
and cf. SB. 4, 4, 5, 1-22. For the part played by VaruQa in th is sacrificial 
ritual see also SB. 5, 5, 4, 31 'why there is an (oblation) for VaruQa? 
V. is the injurer, and he (the officiant) th us heals (the s;Lcrificer) even 
by him who is the injurer ... ' - -Both the metresand thegodsareenumerated 
here in their normal order; see e.g. SB. 6, 3,1,38 ; 7, 2,13 and 12,8,3,18, 
and above, ApSS. 19, 1, 5 91 . 

Before conc\uding its clescription BSS. 17, 38: 316, 10 ff. prescribes the 
use of some formulae in connexion with firewood th at is to be placed on 
the ähavaniya fire etc. The formula "Tholl art firewood; may we thrive" 
(edho 'sy edhi~imahi) rwcompanying the taking up of (three) pieces of 
firewood occurs also at TS. I , 4, 45 k; 6, 6, 3, 5 (soma sacrifice 92, also 
MS. 1,3,39: 46,11; 4, 8, 5: 113,16; KS. 4,13: 38, 9; KapS . 3, ll: 35, 12 
etc., cf. SB. 12, 9, 2, 10) and in the kaukili sauträma?l-i at VS. 20, 23 
(at 38, 25 at the end of the pmvargya rituaJ); TB. 2, 6, 6, 4; KS. 38, 5: 
107, 4; in MSS. I, 7,4,46 however at the end of the varu'!W,praghäsa 
(lustral bath, see above). 

The three pieces of fuel are lttid on t.he ähavaniya with "Thou art fuel" ; 
"Thou art fiery energy (tejas)" ; "Place f. e. in me" (BSS. 17, 38: 316, 11) 
which of ten combine with the preceding one. 'He thereby kindles the 

90 See Caland and Henry, op. cit., p. 399. 
9\ BSS. 17, 38: 316, 8 states th nt one should Hot chant the säman, nor recite 

the formula "This, 0 divine Waters, is your embryo ... " (TS. 1,4,45 h; 6, 6, 3, 4; 
VS. 8, 26 etc., at the end of soma sacrifice), SB. 4, 4, 5, 21 annotating 'for he 
(Soma) indeed is the child of the Waters'. Intelligibly enough, the other texts do 
not mention this formulu in the sauträmatti section. 

92 I refer to Caland and Henry, op. cit., p. 404, 
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fire, and thus kindled, it kindles him with fiery energy ' (SB. ] 2, 9, 2, 10). 
Thereupon they should adore the ahavanïya fire wit.h (BSS. 3] 6, 12) 

"I have moved af ter the waters ... , do thou unite me with brilliance
and-prestige (vareas)" which is a variant. of ~V. ], 23, 23 (addreRsed to 
Agni as Apäm Napät) or of the identical ~V. 10, 9 (adaressed to t.he 
Waters), 9 and belonging to the same set of stanzas (cf. also JB. 2, 67 f.) 
follows in TS. as I, 4, 45 I (and 46 f) the mantra edho 'si . .. ; see also 
TB. 2, 6, 6, 5 and the explanation in SB. 12, 9, 2, 9 'he thereby secures 
for himselfthe essence ofthe waters ... (and) thereby invokes a blessing ·. 

The so-caIIed kusida stanza, with which the adhvaryu should offer the 
flour of parched barley on the fire and which is n prayer for remission 
of, ana requital for, the debt to Yama which the sacrifieer has contraeted, 
is in the section on the final bath (soma sacrifice) founo in TS. 3, 3, 8, 1 
with an explanation in 4: 'having made requital of t.he loan to Yama, 
he goes freed from the debt to the worId of heaven'; the sacrifieer has 
become indebteo to Yama because he had strewn the vedi with plant.s, 
which he haf! to burn in order to he freed from dcbt. This act and t.his 
stanza again belong to the final rites of the soma sacrifice 93; Ree TS. 1. eit. ; 
ApSS. 13,24, 15; VaikhSS. 16,28 : 237,7 ; MSS. 2, .5, 5,18 94 ; see also 
BSS. 4, 11: 126, 14 (animal sacrifiee) . 

93 Cf. Caland and Henry, op. cit., p. 409 f. 
94 For a prayer for freedom from debt at the end of the ritual see MSS. 2, 5, 5, 22. 

- N otice also GGS. 4, 4, 26: if olle cannot pay a debt one should perform a definitt' 
sacrifice with this stanza. 
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OHAPTER 111 

The Kaukili Sauträma~i 

The stanza TB. 2, 6, 1 b,l quoted Ap. 19, 5, 11 "Pour (plur.) around 
here the pressed, the soma, the supreme oblation; the 80ma ... which 
has run within the waters, (the officiant) has pressed it out with the 
stones" which, accompanying the sprinkling of the 8urä that is being 
prepared with the milk of one cow, is to state the identity of the beverage 
(in this ritual context it is 8oma, not surä: soma1[t parisrudrüpam and 
soma1[t 8urärüpam äpannam, Mah. on VS.) is ~V. 9, 107, 1. In the same 
context also MS. 3, 11,7 : 149, 18; MSS . 5, 2,11,4; VärSS . 3, 2, 7, 56; 
KS. 37,18 : 98, 17; VS. 19,2 (KSS. 19,1,22); SB. 12,8,2,12 with the 
comment: 'he pours in (the milk) for the sake of (conformity with) the 
prei:!sing of the 8oma' .. 'he thus makes it to be the supreme offering'; 'for 
both with water and between it is he (Soma) pressed out .. . etc.'. 
The occurrence ofthe stanza in the soma ritual (the midday-pavamäna-Iaud 
of the 9tb day) in PB. 15, 3, 3 is based on SV. I, 512=II, 663. For non
s-rauta employment see SVidhB. 1, 4, 3 where the use of the säman section 
with this text (taken from the SV.) is said to be equivalent to an atirätra 
ritual; according to 1, 7, 9 it should also be employed by a student of 
the Veda who has to do penance because he has broken his vow of chastity. 

TB. 2, 6, I f "The brahminical order, nobiIity, fiery energy, the complete 
command of physical and psychical faculties purify themselves" (or, "are 
purified" , or possibly also "He (the officiant) purifies (in his own interest) 
the b.o., n. etc.) " ; "the pressed soma is with the surä distilled (cf. 
SB . 12, 7,3,6; 8, 2,12) for (in order to become) intoxicating drink (and 
to bring about rapture, inspiration etc.). 0 god, satiate the gods with 
the dear (juice); give food with fla\'our to the sacrifieer" accompanies 
the clarification of the surä .. this process and the mantra are believed to 
bring about the purification of the brahminical order etc.: ApSS. 19, 6, 13. 
MS. 3,11 , 7: 150, 10 reads cc ... the p. soma ofthe 8urä" .. MSS. 5, 2,11,14 
has it recited af ter (anunigadati) the mantras used in 13 for the benefit of 
a person who has vomited etc. soma, without an indication of a ritual 
act, but nevertheless intelligible: the preceding pro ce ss is a sort of 
purification; in VärSS . 3, 2, 7, 59 it however accompanies the purifying 
of mi Ik af ter the purification of the surä .. KS. 37, 17: 98, 20; VS. 19, 5 
(KSS. 19, 2, 11) where it is used to darify milk (see also SB. 12, 7, 3, 12), 
U. and Mah. interpreting the mantra so as to give pavate the active 
meaning and to explain it as 'to produce, create' (the sacrifice being the 
sou ree of all things), to make the milk (payas) the object and the mantra 

1 The reader may once again be referred to Dumont, Proc. Am. Phil. Soc. 109, 
p. 309 ff. 
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the instrument, and to explain 'pressed out' as 'made sharp'. Pursuing 
this line of thought more or leas esoterically SB., I. cit., says that 'he 
clarifies the milk; he th us produces the k~atra from out of the brahman, 
for from out of the brahminical order the nobility is produred'; 'he bestows 
tejas and indriyam (mentioned in the mantra) on him' ... ; 'he secures 
both the joy (mada, in the mantra) of the soma and the joy of the sura ... ; 
he thereby bestows sap and food on the sacrifieer'. Etc. From the 
grammatical point of view highly ql1estionable and depart.ing from the 
traditional sauträma~i doctrine in order to introduce the favourite theme 
of the relations between the social classes. 

The stanza "WeIl then ... " (kuvid aitga) is at ApSS. 19, 6, 15 quoted 
from TB. 2, 6, 1, 3 g (see above). 

The formula "Thou art taken upon a support" is here followed by 
"I take thee as agreeable to the Asvins" (TB. 2, 6, 1, 3 h; ApSS. 19, 7, I; 4, 
also KB. 37, 18: 99, 3); cf. ApSS. 19, 2, 9 . (For the parallel formulae 
(" . .. Sarasvati", cc ... l.S.") see TB. ibidem, ApSS. 19,7,1; 5; KS. 37,18: 
99, 3). 

The non-specific formula "For fiery energy thee" af ter "This is thy 
birthplace" occurs TB. 2, 6, 1 i; Ap. 19, 7, 1; VS. 19, 6 accompanying 
the placing of a cup of milk for the Asvins on the mound , also KS. 37, 18: 
99, 4 and in another ritual context Ap. 2, 6, 5 (full and new moon 
ceremonies, when a vessel is taken from the fire); VaikhSS. 5, 3: 54, 14; 
VS. 15, 8 (agnicayana, addressing a definite brick); KS. 40, 2: 135, 19. -
The formula "For manly energy thee" (viraya tvä) for Sarasvati occurs 
TB., Ap., VS., KS., 11. cito and Vaikh. 15, 22: 203, 10 (agni~toma) ; the 
last, "For physical power thee" for Indra Sutraman, ibidem and 
TS. 4, 3, 7, 2 (agnicayana, in a series of similar formulae); similarly in 
A VS. 19, 37, 3 in connex ion with an amulet, to receive various blessings. 
For the Asvins and tejas, Sarasvati and viryam, Indra and balam ('qualities' 
which these gods are said to possess and to give) see VS. 20, 80; 
TB. 2, 6, 5,2 f.; VS. 20, 3 etc.; MS. 3,11,8: 151, 13; for Indra and 
physical strength (balam) also ~V. 1,80,8; 3, 53, 18; 7,82,2; 10, 153,2 etc. 

As to the three formulae of TB. 2, 6, 1, 5 I which accompanying the 
drawing of the three draughts of surä and the three formulae of TB. 
2, 6, 1, 5 m with which the pratiprasthäta.r deposits them on the mound, 
they occur Ap. 19,7,4-6; Var. 3, 2, 7, 67; KS. 37,18: 99,7; VS. 19,8. 

The three formulae of TB. 2, 6, 1 m (af ter e~a te yonilJ), viz. "For delight 
(happiness, greatness) (I deposit) thee" occur also Ap . 19,7,4-6; KS. 37, 18: 
99, 8; VS. 19, 8. 

With the rest of TB. 2, 6, 1 and the nine stanzas of 2, 6, 2 the adhvaryu 
and the sacrificer must, standing, pay reverence (upati~thate) to the 
draughts of surä on the mound (Ap. 19, 7, 8) . The former series consists 
of four non-specific, parallel double formulae, viz. "Thou art (re)creative 
(authoritative, inaugurative) power (ojas) ; place ojas in me"; " ... ardour 
(spirit, passion, manyu) ... "; " ... greatness (eminence in power, genius etc. 
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(mahas2 ) ) ... "; " ... overwhelming power (sahas) ... ", of which the third 
occurs only in TB. 2, 6, 1,5 m; the second in TB. and VS. 19, 9-where 
the complete series consists oftejas, viryam, balam (see above), ojas, manyu, 
sahas, triads being expected -; the first parts of the first and the last 
are of ten found elsewhere, their last parts being subject to variation. 
I ollly mentioll the occurrence of the formulae with ojas, sahas and balam 
in AVS. 2, 17, which is to be recited by a person who wishes to obtain 
various gift:'!. The commentary on TB. does not explain the addition of 
a fourth formula. Since however the three former formulae are to 
accompany the mixing of animais' hairs in the beverage (Mah. on VS. 19,9) 
the occurrence of the fourth formula seems to have been occasioned by 
the hawk's feather (see below). 

The stanza "Let Vi~ücikä. (the deity of a serious illness, characterized 
by vomitillg, diarrhoea etc. 3), who protects (spares) these two, the tiger 
and the wolf, the winged hawk and the lion, proteet this one (i.e. the 
sacrifieer) from distress" (TB. 2, 6, 1 0) must be viewed in the light of 
Ap. 19, 2, 10, referred to in 19, 7, 7, where hair of a lion, a tiger and a 
wolf are respectively mixed in the sura destined for the Asvins, Sarasvati 
and Indra (according to ot hers the order of the animals is wolf, tiger, 
lion, Mah. on VS. 19, 9). Also MS. 3, 1I, 7: 150, 14; MSS. 5, 2, 1I, 20, 
where (the adhvaryu) is said to purify the sacrifieer with the feather of a 
hawk, which explains the occurrence of the fourth animal in the mantra; 
KS. 37, 18: 99, 9; VS. 19, 10; SB. 12,7,3,21 (without explanation); 
KSS. 19, 2, 27 observing 'in a way resembling the dik~a'. In the description 
of the caraka sautramary,i SB . 5, 5, 4, 10 a lion sprang from wh at fiowed 
from lndra's nose when the soma flowed from the openings of his body, 
a wolf from wh at flowed from his ears, a tiger and other wild animals 
from that which fiowed from his lower opening. Somewhat otherwise in 
SB. 12, 7, 1, 8 (kaukili ritual) : from his urine creative or illaugurative 
power (authority, ojas) fiowed, and became the wolf: from the contents 
of his illtestines his fury which became the tiger; from his blood his 
overwhelming power (sahas) which became the lion. 

The two parallel lines TB. 2, 6, I P "Uniting ye are; unite me with 
happiness. Disunity ye are; disunite me from evil" occur in this form 
and in this ritual also at KS. 37, 18: 99, 11; VS. 19, 11 last part, Mah. 
observing that the cups of sura are addressed, and SB. 12, 7, 3, 22 (where 
only th is portion of VS. 19, 11 is quoted) annotating that with the first 
half "he touches the cups of milk so as to endow him (the sacrifieer) with 
prosperity and fame, with the second half he touches the cups of sura 

2 See J. Gonda, The meaning of Skt. mahas ... , JournalOr. Inst. of Baroda, 8 
(1959), p. 234 ff. (=Selected Studies, Leiden 1975, Il, p. 448 tr.). 

s Although ~ï(ikä) is usually equated with cholera and many cases of cholera. 
ma.y have been diagnosed as such, it is in all probability not that illness; see 
G. J . Meulenbeld, The Mädhavanidhäna, Thesis Utrecht, Leiden 1974, p. 622. 
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so as to keep him from eviJ; cf. KSS . 19, 2, 29 f. - The double formula 
occurs also at TB. 1,3,3,6; Ap. 18,7, I; Vaikh. 17, 17: 247, 6 and 7 
in the väjapeya ritual wllen the adhvaryu moves with a cup of soma and 
the first half in the ea:itern direction and the pratiprasthätar with a cup 
of surä towards the west; simiIarly MSS. 7, 1, 3, 30; Vär. 3, I, 2, 36. -
For a similar mantra see VS. 9, 4 (väjapeya). 

As to the first half of VS. 19, II "When, a delighted boy, I bruised 
my mother (viz . with my feet, U., Mah.) as I sucked (her breast), so now, 
o Agni, I become thereby free from my debt ... ", while pronouncing 
this the sacrifieer has to look at the fire (Mah.); it is quoted without 
comment in SB. 12, 7, 3, 21. Aet and mantra have nothing to do with 
the sauträma'Tfi but could be inserted al most anywhere: by reciting it in 
Agni's presence (comm .) one becomes free from debt to one's parents 
(cf. päda dl. VärSS. 3, 2, 7, 45 quotes it sakalapäthena at an earlier moment 
but it does not occur in TB. 2, 6, I; MS. ; KS. 

With some exceptions, which have been mentioned, the formulae 
contained in TB . 2, 6, I are in the same order and wording also found in 
MS., KS., VS. They may therefore be regarded as inherited by the 
adherents of the Yajurveda. There are, on the other hfmd, differences in 
the length of t.he relative chapters and the number of the mantras. While 
TB. and KS. are in this respect fairly identical, MS. has af ter 3, 11, 7: 
150, 14 which is TB. 2, 6, I 0 the four mantras which correspond with 
TB. 2, 6, 3 a-d; KS . 38, 2 : 101, 7-14; VS. 19, 32-35 (see below). 

The passage VS. 12-31 is of greater interest. As a.lready observed by 
Uvata, Mahidhara and Griffith 4 their purport is, generally speaking, "to 
show the close interconnexion of the sauträma'Tfi with the soma sacrifice 
(the conformity of both rituals, cf. U.), the sacrificial elements, vessels, 
implements, lauds and hymns that are used in the former being regarded 
as forms, types, symbols or reproductions of those employed in the latter" . 
The twenty stanzas are neither found in other texts nor quoted or 
explained in KSS. and SB. We cannot therefore doubt that they constitute 
a later addition. 

VS. 19, 12 can be described as a transit ion al stanza in which the mythical 
event is briefly recapitulated. Päda a is ~V. 10,90,6 b (part ofthe famous 
Pnru~a hymn whieh is incorporated in VS. as 31, 1-16) which occurs also 
as AV. 19,6,10 b (cf. 7, 5,4 b a so-called mystic text on the significanee 
of sacrificing). The other pädas - d has nine syllables-do not, as far as 
I am able to see, occur elsewhere. - Referring to Griffith's translation and 
explanatory notes Iconfine my remarks to the following. The stanzas 13-16 
are very much alike in structure. The words "the se at represents the 
throne of the king" (äsandt rüpárp, räjäsandyai) in 16 mean 'the seat of 
the sacrifieer is the counterpart of (stands in the place of) the throne of 

4 R. T. H. Griffith. Tho t extB of the White Yl1jurveda. 2BenareB 1927, p. 207 . 
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King Soma' s. - The translation of 17 a should be "By (constructing) the 
(present) sacrificial bed the s. b . (of the soma sacrifice) is completely 
acquired (i .e. one takes possession of the exact counterpart of the .. . )". 
As to indriyám Griffith's translation "power" (between commas) is not 
clear; Mah . supplies indriye1fa samäpyate "by indriya virya (Mah.) one ... " 
and then "one is able to receive the fruits of both". Is it not rather a 
passing reference to the belief that the one who performs the sautriima1fi 
restores his own indriyam (viryam) and wrests it from his rival (cf. e.g. 
SB. 12, 7, 3, 4)1 - Mantra 18: the meaning of piida a is '(The fact that 
the ritual is connected with) the Asvins leads to acquiring the oblation
receptacle (in which) the soma staIks (are conveyed), (cf. Mah.). dgnidhram : 
the place where a sacrificial fire is kind led and the function of the officiant 
who kindles a sacred fire. Päda c means 'In that it is designed for Indra I.'s 
seat is acquired'. - The six sorts offood enumerated in 21 a and b represent 
soma. - On the three varieties of the jujube or fruits of the zizyphus jujuba 
mentionedin 22and 23 (kuvala, badaraand karkandhu) see KSS. 19,2,17 ff.; 
SB. 12, 7, 1, 2 ff. 6. The word pariviipa (22 b) stands for fried or parched 
rice grain and is according to ApSS. 12, 4, 13 synonymous with liija,. 
in the soma ritual this rice is scattered with the formula "for (agreeable tol 
Sarasvati, for (agreeable tol Bharati" (ibid . 6), whereas the scattering of 
other cereals is accompanied by formulae containing the names of other 
gods (see e.g. also I;tVkh. 5, 7, 4, 1-3) . For the significanee attached to 
cereals see e.g. TS. 6, 5,11,4; 7, 2,10,4; MS. 3,10,5: 137,5. Remember 
also that according to the myth "from his (Indra's) marrow his drink, 
the soma-juice, flowed, and became rice". - 25 . Nivid: the technical name 
of eleven prose formularies consisting of a series of short senten ces 7; 
U. and Mah. incorrectly explain the term by nyunkha 'the change of the 
vowel of the second syllable etc. of a hemistich into an 0' (cf. e.g. 
AsvSS. 7, 11, 5 ff. ; SSS. 10, 5, 10 ff.). - 26. It may be remembered that 
Agni, U~as and the Asvins are , in the soma ritual, the gods of the morning 
recitation (priitaranuviika) ,. the midday service is almost entirely Indra's; 
the Visve Deväl;1 take an important share in the evenÎllg service. - 29. Both 
U . and Mah. taking the stanza to be extremely succinctly worded explain: 
'by ifjii,s (the name of certain important libations between the fore- and 
after-offerings) one obtains ifjii,s etc.' - 30. "Vow" or "observance" (vrata) : 
that means, 'by eating the remnants of the oblations' (U. Mah.). Notice 
the succession and concatenation. sraddhii is by both commentators 
explained as iistikya(-buddhi) 'the state of mind and mode of thinking 

~ Compare U. and Mah. On the räjä8andi see W. Caland and V. Henry, 
L'agnii?toma, Paris 1906, p. 54. 

8 See also J. Eggeling, The Satapatha-BrähmaQa t ranslated, V, Oxford 1900, 
p . 214, n. 3 and Menlenbeld, The Mädhavanidäna, p. 545; 580; 538 f. 

7 Edited by J. Scheftelowitz, Die Apokryphen des J.'tgveda, Breslau 1906, 
p . 136 11. ; Bee also S. Niyogi, A critical study of the nividB, Calcutta 1961. 
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of him who believes in the Veda and the rites' . The dak~i1}ii ('the offering 
to be presented, at the end of a sacrifice, to the officiant(s)', not to be 
translated by 'fee' ) is based on sraddhii ('trustful faith' or 'confident belief' 
(TB. 3, Il, 9, 8; SB. 14, 6, 9, 21) 8. - 31. Brahmä : according to Mah. 
identified with Prajapati . This concluding stanza states the divine origin 
of the sauträma1Ji as weil as its being equivalent to the soma ritual. 

TB. 2, 6, 2 a-i: these ni ne stanzas are implicitly indicated in ApSS. 
19,7, 8. They correspond with KS. 38, I : 100, 1-101,6 (where the refrain 
is always repeated ; there is only one significant variant, but g is missing); 
MS. 3, Il, 6: 148, 9-149, 17 (with the refrain, some variants, g missing 
and a different order, viz. lt, c, b, d , e, h, f, i, MSS. 5, 2, 11, 21 confining 
itself to the remark 'Purified he adores (upati~!hate 'approaches reverently'; 
cf. KSS. 19, 2, 25) the draughts with t.he chapter "King Soma ... " ' ) ; 
VS. 19, 72-79 (with one significant variant., g missing and the same order 
as MS. ; according to Mahidhara the adhvaryu should adore the cups of 
milk and the cups of surä simultaneously, or either group of cups with 
four stanzas). While g does not occur in texts other than TB. the other 
eight stanzas are, as far as I am able to see, foreign to any other srauta 
ritual or text. Stanza d beginning with "from food" (anniit) "by means 
of brahman nobility drank up separately the sap from the parisrut food; 
by the UniversalOrder ... 9"-is at MGS. 1,20,2 no doubt secondarily 
used as one of the mantras accompanying the first fee ding of a child 
with solid food, the ot her mantra being the prayer for food and vigour 
MS. 2, 10, 1: 132, 5 (agnicayana). Elsewhere it is one of the mantras 
employed in offering food to the planets (Yäjfi. 1, 300). - An interesting 
place is MGS. I, 4, 15 where the study of e "Ent.ering the vulva, indriya, 
i.e . semen, leaves the urine behind ... " (MS. 3, 11, 6: 149, 4) is, in t.he 
neighbourhood of pregnant. women, put under a ban 10. 

There can be no doubt whatever that this set of stanzas has been 
intontionally composed for the sauträma1Ji ritual. Since it is in a fairly 
homogeneous form found in all four traditions it must be old. It expresses 
the mn,in doctrines underlying the ritual, implicitly the identity of the 
surä which is the characteristir, sacrificial beverage with the soma, the 
draught of continuance of life, and explicitly - and even continually 
the idea of 'separate drinking' (vipänam), of the essential difference 
between two Huids or between the two components of one Huid 11 . Uvata 
and Mahidhara, on VS. 19, 72, are unanimous in quoting the sruti, viz. 
SB. 12, 7, 3, 4 "In his (Namuci 's) severed head there was the soma juice 
mixed with blood. They loathed it. They perceived th at (means of) drinking 
separately (one of) the two liquids - quotation VS. ] 9, 72-and having 

8 See J. Gonda, Die Religionen Indiens, Stuttgart 1960 (31978), p. 43. 
t For the refrain see below. 

10 Cf. also J. S. Speyer, Jätakarma, Thesis Leiden 1872, p. 19. 
11 See above, p. 89 f. 
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thereby made that soma palatabIe, took it in (as food)" . In stanza a it 
is clearly stated that "King Soma, having been pressed out, and-- in 
consequence of that event (U.; Mah.) - having become amrta, left Death 
behind with the soma-dregs"; b refers to the well-known example of 
drinking-so-as-to separate, the goose (ha1"(tSa 12) -enabled by (the power 
of the Veda, inherent in) the metrical text - drinking up (vyapibat) the 
soma from the waters; in c the other bird, the kruiic, drinking up by means 
of the power of inspiration (dhi) the milk from the waters 13, is credited 
with the same ability; in d nobility, enabled by the power of brahman 
(i .e. the sacred words of the Veda), ifl said fo have drunk up the juice 
(rasa) from t.he parisrut (in VS. 19, 75, which has one more päda, viz. 
payal} soma'Yft prajäpatil} , Prajäpati is the subject and nobility 14, milk, 
soma, together with juice, object, in the other texts a translation "he 
drank ... juice, (viz.) nobility, separating it from the parisrut" is also 
posflible); in e it is stated that the semen wh en entering the yulva, leaves 
the urine behind and that the embryo leaves, by its birth, the enveloping 
membrane 15: two other instances of separation; in f Prajäpati is described 
as separating (by drinking, vyapibat, MS., KS ., VS. ; vyäkarot "separated", 
TB.) the two appearances, the real one and the unreal one 16; in g, a sort 
of duplicate, the same god 17 is said to have separated -by drinking, by 
means of soma, the soma that had been pressed out and the soma th at 
had not been pressed out; h, repeating the contents of f, adds th at the 
god put lack offaith (aAraddhä) into falsehood (anrta), and faith (sraddhä) 
into truth (satya); in i Prajapati, having seen the juice of the parisrut 18 

(i.e. the surä), is said to have drunk up the bright one (i.e. the soma juice) 
with the bright one (i .e. the milk); "he drank up (separately) the milk 
and the soma juice". As to the structure of this section it may be noticed 
that it begins with a reference to King Soma who leaves Death behind, 
and adds some striking examples of separating-by-drinking and some 
important instances of separation 19 of something functional or valuable 
from something ti nimportant to introduce in the last stanzas the primordial 

12 Not with the secondary interpretations fo\lowed by U. and M. on VS. 19, 74 
C"the sun"), or the comm. on TB. ("the individual soul"). 

13 See W. Caland, Paiicavirpáa·Brähmal)a, Calcutta 1931, p. 268 f. on 
PB. 11, 10, 19. 

14 k"atrasya pänam vaSikaral'lam (U.). 

15 The connexion between the two exemplifications is explained by the comm. 
on TB., I, p. 661: the embryo has developed from (is a pari1}-äma of) the semen. 

16 SB. 9, 5, I, 12 m entions Prajäpati's inheritance , viz. "speech. truth and 
untruth (satyänrte)". 

17 One should not with tho comm. on TB., J, p . 662 identify Prajäpati and 
Indra (the prot.ector of creatures). 

18 The comm. (In TB. I, 661 explains parisrut by means of a simile: yathä k"atra'l'[l 
k"atriyajätiJp bralulla1Jä pram/hena kl!ïräjyädinä yogät '}Jar'ÏtaJp sravantiti parisrut 
annam. 

19 yathä ekakära~lüni vumni vivicyu1llänäui dráyante (Uva~a. on VS. 19, 72). 
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figure of Prajäpati who performs two processes which are no doubt meant 
to run parallel, viz. the separation of the real and the unreal, and the 
separation (by drinking) of the two somas. Attention may be drawn to 
the repeated occurrence of the verb vyapibat (st. b, c, d, f, g, i). The long 
refrain, reminiscent of the basic myth, is especially characteristic: "By 
Universal Order (~ta)-and consequently by the truth inherent in the 
example 20-true command of one's faculties (satyam indriyarn) (has 
been produced) . (The relevant process is) the pure (clear) drinking-so-as-to
separate (vipänam) 21 ofthe soma juice (andhas). This liquor, the tasteful 
beverage of continuance of life, is (as a result of the recitation of this 
mantra, i.e. now represents) Indra's indriyam". 

The stanza "The sacrificial worship which is supplied with surä, th at 
the great on es (i.e. the officiants 22) impel by their acts ofreverence, placing 
the soma in heaven among the deities ... " occurs TB . 2, 6, 3 a; Ap. 19, 8, 9 
-where it is recited by the adhvaryu when he pours (three, Mah.) libations 
of milk (into the ahavaniya fire) -; MS. 3, 11,7: 150, 16; MSS. 5, 2, 11, 22; 
VärSS. 3, 2, 7, 45; KS. 38, 2: 101,7; VS. 19,32 (KS. 19,3,8); SB. 12,8,1,2, 
explaining, inter alia, "act of reverence" (namas) by 'sacrificial worship' 
(yajiia) , observing th at 'through the officiants he causes the sacrifiee 
(yajiia) to prosper, and through the sacrifice the sacrifieer'; th at by 
bestowing the soma drink upon him, they place him in heaven among 
the dei ties ; that the words "may we enjoy ourselves" (päda d) are 
explicable because 'he thus secures both the joy of soma and that of surä' . 
The stanza indeed explains the significance of the ritual act. 

The stanza with which the pratiprasthätar pours out the libations of 
surä (see ApSS. 19, 8, 8 f.), and which is addressed to the liquor, viz . 
"That which is thy sap, ... , the ... strength of soma, th at has been 
pressed out along with the surä ... , by that ... do thou (0 Surä) quicken 
the sacrificer, Sarasvati, the Asvins, Indra (and) Agni" -notice the 
addition of the sacrificer and Agni to the three gods of the ritual-is 
handed down at TB. 2, 6, 3, 1 (b); Ap. 19,8, 9; MS. 3, 11,7 : 150, 18; 
MSS. 5, 2, 11, 22 (implicitly); VärSS. 3, 2, 7, 46; KS. 38, 2: 101, 9; 
VS. 19, 33 (KS. 19, 3, 9); SB. 12,8, 1,4 observing th at this surä 'is the 
essence ofboth the waters and the plants', by the essence (rasa) ofwhich 
he thus causes him (the sacrificer) to prosper ; 'he thereby secures what 
strength there is in the soma juice and the surä liquor'. As to the narnes 
of the gods, these are ungrammatically taken to indicate that 'by deities 
he (the officiant) th us causes the sacrifice to prosper, and by deities and 
sacrifice the sacrificer' . As in the case of the preceding stanza, the author 

20 As appears also from U.'s and Mah.'s notes on VS. 19, 73 the examples were 
legend spells (see Gonda, Vedic literature, p. 145 f.) enabling the performers of the 
ritual to produce, hic et nunc, a similar result. 

al See above, p. 89 f. 
a2 Thus SB. 12,8, 1,2, U. and Mah.; according to the comm. on TB., I, p. 663 

the sacrificers. 
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introduces an element of his sacrificial doctrine into a stanza that was 
unmistakably designed to accompany an oblation in the sauträmatti ritual. 
SB. is silent on the addition of the sacrificial god Agni in the mantra. 
It should be noticed that in SB. VS. 19, 32 and 33 are separated by 34 
which refers to the basic myth. 

Mention has already been made 23 of the following mantra which should 
be recited by the adhvaryu when , after the libations, he drinks the remains 
of the milk beverage prepared for the Asvins. Emphasizing th at it is 
King Soma that comes to be drunk by him, SB. 12, 8, 1, 3 asserts that 
by offering the cups of surä on the southern fire 24 they keep him (the 
sacrificer) from evil. Notice that U . and Mah . in commenting upon the 
words "which Sarasvati pressed out (asunot) for indriya" 25 explain: 'for 
Indra's virtue-and-ma.nly energy (viryäya) and for remedy (healing 
efficacy)'. Not.e also that instead of asunot 'pressed out' ('distilled, 
prepared', viz. the soma mixed with blood which the Asvins had taken 
away from Namuci) of the other texts the Taittiriyas and KS. re ad 
'obtained' (asanat). The text ofthe first th ree mantras is otherwise handed 
down in a uniform manner. 

Stanza TB. 2, 6, 3 d accompa.nying the drinking of the rest of the 
draught of milk prepared for Sarasvati by the pratiprasthiitar (and the 
ägnidhra) occurs in this form also KS. 38, 2: 101, 13; VS. 19, 35; 
SB. 12, 8, 1, 5; AsvSS . 3, 9, 5 and pratikena ApSS. 19, 8, II ; KSS . 19, 3, 14. 
MS. 3, ll , 7: 151,4 reads, instead ofriptam, si~!am (püda a) and, instead 
oftad, tam (päda cl. For this stanza see above (ApSS. 19,3,4) 26. 

According to ApSS. 19, 8, 12 the st.anza TB . 2, 6, 3 s (the last of the 
section) should be recited by the brahman (priest) and the sacrifieer when 
they drink the rest of the draught of milk offered to Indra. It is a prayer: 
"This sacrificial subst.ance (havis) must be productive for me, bringing 
sons, well-being, cattIe etc." followed by a request made to Agni and the 
gods in general. It occurs with some variants and without the last line 
"Let (Agni) support in us increase of wealth .. . " in MS. 3, 11 , 10: 156, 16 
(MSS. 5, 2, ll, 31 has the pratiprasthätar sacrifice to the Fathers with 
this stanza); KS. 38, 2: 103, 1; VS. 19,48 (KSS. 19, 3, 26); SB. 12, 8, I, 22, 
and in a section on the part of the yajamäna in SSS. 4, 13, 1. It has 
already been discussed 27. Being of a. genera I chara~ter and utilizable in 
various rituals this mantra waF; no doubt not specially designed for the 
sauträmatti ritual. It makes on the other hand a very suitable concluding 
prayer. 

The forrnulae of TB. 2, 6, 3eaddressed to the Fathers - "To the Fathers 28 

113 See p. 103 above. 
24 I refer to Eggeling, op. cito V, p . 225, n. l. 
25 Not "poured out for lndra" (Griffith, Texts of the White Yajurveda, p. 211). 
28 See p. 92. 
27 See, also for pl1.l·ticulars, above, p. 99. 
28 The plurRI is 'either honoris causa or to include paternal uncles etc.' (U., Mah.). 
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(Grandfathers; Great-grandfathers) who are entitled to the svadhä
oblation, svadhä! homage! The Fathers have drunk ... , 0 Fathers, be 
ye purified" with which t he sacrifieer gives the rest of the milk drink to 
his three ascendant!:! by pouring it on the earth, on the southern side of 
the ähavanïya fire (Ap. 19, 8, 14 29 ) are, as far as I am ab Ie to see, only 
found in the kaukili ritual : KS. 38, 2 : 101,15; VS. 19,36 (in both texts 
without the last formula but one "the Fathers have cleansed themselves") ; 
(KSS. 19, 3, 17); SB. 12, 8, 1, 7 f. , following VS. adds, inter alia, these 
notes: 'he thereby places the Fathers (etc.) in the svadhä 30, in the world 
of the Fathers (etc.)' (first half of the series of formulae), and 'he thereby 
purifies all of them ... for the sauträma1Jï is a means of purification' 
(second half). While lacking in MS. and MSS. the formulae are-with the 
exception of the last but one and the last but two - quoted in full in 
VärSS . 3, 2, 7, 49 and 50, the first series being to accompany-after the 
offering of the surä - the taking of three pieces of charcoal out of the 
southern fire (cf. SB. 12,8, 1,6), the second to consecrate the pouring out 
of watcr (cf. RB. 12, 8, 1, 8) for the Fathers. 

With TB. 2, 6, 3 f- o (lO mantras) the sacrifieer should, standing, adore 
(upati~thate) his deceased ancestors (Ap. 19, 8, 15) . The first (f) and the 
second (g) have three of their four component parts in common, viz. 
"The Grandfathers (the Great-g.) must cleanse me, with a means of 
purification (that gives) a life of a hundred years' -the last päda of f is 
repeated because 'this point is to be regarded carefully or is of particular 
interest' (U.) - ; before this f has "The Fathers must ... ", aftel' this g adds 
"I hope to attain a whole lifetime" . 'Purification ' means 'removal of evil' 
(U.). - As to these formulae see also KS. 38, 2 : 101, 18-102, 2 and 
VS. 19, 37 (KSS. 19, 3, 20) which are exactly identical with TB.; 
MS. 3, 11, lO: 155, 6, where both sets of formulae are represented by a 
quadripartite combination omitting the great-grandfat,hers. Similarly, 
MSS . . 5, 2, 11, 29 and in the sräddha ritual of the Mänavas in 11, 9, 2, 8 . 
In VärSS . 3, 2, 7, 51 the formulae are pratikena quoted after the use of 
the twelve mant ras tval'Jt soma pra cikita!~ 31 and the twelvc (sic) beginning 
with punantu mä pitaral}, (MS. 155, 6-156, 10); these 24 mantras are to 
accomp01ny the trickling of the beverage from the sieve into the southern 
fire and to be rccited by four officiants, each of them successively 
pronouncing six mantras. In consideration of the wording of the initial 
formulae this use seems to be secondary, that ofMSS. (and the Väjasaneyins) 
-where it is the s[l,crificer who recites them at the same moment-original. 

29 See p. 102 above. 
30 Svadhä 'natural disposition, l'institution qui est prop re à . . . (L. Renou, 

Études sur Ie vocabulaire du ~gveda, Pondichéry 1958, p. 18 and E.V.P. lil , p. 51), 
'autonomy, habitual state ; sacrificial offering due to a definite god, esp. that offered 
to the Fathers ; the oxclamation or benediction pronounced on presenting such an 
oblation or used as a substitute for it'. 

31 See above, p. 101. 
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In SB. the stanzas are neither quoted nor commented upon, but referred 
to in 12, R, 1, 10 ff. and see especiaIly: 'They purify him (the sacrifieer) 
by means of the surä, for the surä is purified ... , and even as the liquor, 
whilst being purified, is cleared of impure matter, so is that sacrifieer 
thereby freed from all evil who, knowing this, performs the sauträma/I'}i, 
or who even knows this' . - MS. 155, 6 is also-no doubt secondarily
prescribed in the domestie ritual of the Mänavas: MGS. 1, 5, 5 in the 
so-called 'intermediate rite ' (a,ntarakalpa) 32, which, referring to the 
,sräddhakalpa (1, 5, 7), seems to have been performed 'to satisfy one's 
teachers in the same way as is eXplained in the rite for the Fathers' (1, 5, 6); 
ibid, 1, 23, 18 in the asvamedha observance which lasting twelve nights 
and days is one of the observances (dïk§ä) to be undertaken before the 
study of special seetions of the ritual: addressing water with 'the (same) 
four chapters (of mantras) ' as are prescribed in 1,5,5 one should perform 
the drenching of the horse ; ibid, 2, 6, 5 the horses are rubbed down to 
make them reliable aftel' thc waters are addressed with the same mantras, 
The other gl'Oups ofma.ntms are MS. 2, 7,13 : 93,1- 94,8; 2,13,1: 151, 
3-]53,5 ; 3, 16,5: 190,6- 192, JO. They be long likewise to srauta rituals, 
namely successively to that of the ritual sowing, the kumbhe§!akä ritual 
(one of the ceremonies relating to the piling of the great fire place) and 
to the mrgare§!Ï (asvamedha) . 

The ma.ntra TB. 2, 6, 3 h is :t;tV. 9, 66, 19, a frequently used stanza 
in which Agni is saitl to give long term:;; of Iife while purifying himself, 
and requested for invigorating food and the removal of misfortune. In 
VS, 35, 16 it is used in ft purification rite at t.he end of funeral ceremonies 
(cf. SB. ]3,8,4,8); see also MSS, 3, H, 4; PB. 9, 8, 12; according to 
PB. 6, 10, 3 one puts the normal term of life into those who are alive 
by pronouncing the word äyfi'f!/,si of the mantra. In MSS. 5, 2, 2, 14 it 
is one of the stanzas to be pronounced in a rite on behalf of a person 
who is ill and is desirous of longevity. From these and other uses 33 it 
may probably be conc\uded thiLt it was 'originally' designed for averting 
perilof life caused for instanee by contaminating contagion, Confining 
myselfto thc sa.uträmary,ï I drawattention to its occurrences at MS, 3, 11, 10: 
155, 11; KS. 38, 2: 102, 3; VS. 19, 38. 

Whereas in TB., l. cit., the preceding: mantra is followed by ::t;tV. 9, 66, 21, 
which, ex cept for a variation in word order, is stanza i, MS, 155, 13 
corresponds with :t;tV. 9, 67, 22, and KS. 102, 4 as weIl as VS. 19, 39 
with 9, 67, 27 which in TB. followas j and k (with variants). - As to 
stanza i, a prayer for varcas 34, energetic sons and prosperity through 

32 See M. J. Dresden, Mänavagrhyasütra, Thesis Utrecht 1941 p. 191; P. Rolland, 
Un rituel domestique védique. Le Värähagrhyasütra, Aix·en-Provence 1971, p. 55. 

33 For a longer discussion of this stanza see J. Gouda, Agni in ~V. 9, 66 and 
67, JRAS 1!l79, p. 137 ff. 

34 See p. 107 above. 
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Agni's pnrificatory power - it may be reealled that purifieation makes IJ. 

person fit to reeeive the fruits of his religiolls work (ef. U . on VS . 19, 37)
it is not infrequently used together with ~V . 9, 66, 19; 35 individually 
as wcll as in eombination it was obviously regarded as weIl suited to 
conseerating ritual aets that were to restore purity and, through Agni's 
intermediary, to secure longevity and freedom from cvil. Other texts have 
not included it in their sauträma1fï formulary. 

For st. j (~V. 9, 67, 22) see MS. 3, 1I, 10: 155, 12; KS. 38, 2: 102, 10 
and also TB. I, 4, 8, I where it is the first of a series of sixteen mantras 
to be used by a sacrifieer who, subjeeting himself to the rite of eonsecration, 
is being purified (ApSS. 10, 17, 12 and 13): intelligibly, because it is a 
prayer for purification, whieh together with two eolleetions of mantras 
addressed to the wholesome and purifying waters (TS. 4, I, 5 b-d; 
5,6, I a-d) is in HGS. 1,10,2 employed when at the end ofhis studentship 
a young Aryan has to wash himself with lukewarm water, with the same 
mnntras in 1, 21, 5 when the bride is besprinkled with water, and at 
2, 18, 9 in a bathing rite. 

TB. 2, 6, 3 k, another pmycl' for purification, through the agency of 
the gods n,nd by means of t.he in~piration (mantras : dhiyä) of men, is 
MS. 3, 1I, 10 : 155, 13 etc. (sce above); VS. 19,39 and KS. read manasä 
dhiya,!t "inspimtions with energy of mind" instead of mnnavo dhiyä; also 
TB. 1,4, 8 b (sec above), and, as AVS . 6, 19, I (for ceremonious purification) 
used in Kaus . and Vait . 36 (Vait . 30, 13 8auträma1fi). 

The stanza TB. 2, 6, 31 = I, 4, 8 e, Cl, prayer to Agni Jätavedas eorresponds 
with MS. 3, 11 , 10: 156, 1; KS. 38, 2: 102,6; VS. 19,40 ; SSS. 15, 15, 10 
(to be muttered by those who have to look at the flowing surä); TB. has 
an initial päda ("0 Jätavedas, like n, strainer") more 37. 

TB. 2, 6, 3 m (where punïmnhe) = I, 4, 8 cl is ~V. 9, 67, 23 (where 
punihinaM; MS. 3, 11,10 : 156,4 (as TB.); KS . 38, 2: 102,8 (pu1Uïtumä); 
VS. 19,41 (as KS .) ; LSS. 5,4,14 (punïhi mä): in thc Taittiriya anel 
Maitriiyal).Ï version stating that those speaking purify, by means of Agni's 
stminer spread uut in his flamcs, the power inherent in their sacred words, 
elsewhere a pmyer for purifi eation. 

TB. 2, 6, 3 n= 1, 4, 8 e (punimahe), addressed to Savitar, and with 
a similar variation of reading oceurring ~V. 9, 67, 25; KS. 102, 12 and 

35 See (also for the othel' occurrences of !;tV, 9, 66, 21) the article mentioned 
ill n. 33. 

38 See the article quoted in 11 . 33. 
37 The words krátvä krátü"",r ánu in the last päda, translated 'with powers 

according to thine own' (Griffith, op. cit., p. 212) or 'willingly, according to thine 
intentions' (Dumont, op. cit., p. 315), may mean "with (through) (your) resource· 
fulness, according to (our) resources (consisting in sacrificial rites)"; cf. Mah. on 
VS. 19,40. 
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vs. 19, 43 (mä1!1' punihi) .. MS. 155, 17 (mä'fJt punähi) .. AVS. 6, 19, 3 
asmän punihi. 

TB. 2, 6, 3 0= I , 4, R f is (with variants) 38 ~Vkhila 3, 11, 2 (af ter 
9, 86, 2) ; MS. 156, 5: KS . 102, 14 ; VS. 19,44; the second half being 
AVS. 6, 62, 2 (with \"ariants), Stating that a purifying goddess has eome, 
those speaking express the wish to become through her lords of riches. 
The stanza is tl"aditionally regarded as a 'riddle' (pravahlikä, U ., Mah.) 
in that it, deviating from tile mIe a r.cording to which mantras are addressed 
to definite gods, keeps us in the dark about the identity of the goddess: 
the surä jar, the sauträmary,i, Speech (Väc), or the vessel (ukhä) (U. Mah.)? 
I would sliggest the surä, because the goddess - deseribed as 'connected 
with all the gods, or with the Visve Deväl),' 39 and as possessed of 'smooth
backed bodies' - reminds us of two rgvedir. epithets, viz. visvadeva 
'belonging to, dear to, fit for all the gods' whieh in ~V . 9, 92, 3 and 103,4 
is given to Soma, ano tripr~!ha 'with three backs or surfaces' whieh, though 
diffkuIt to explain 40 , is another characterization of that juice (e.g. 
B.V, 7, 37, I) anel the god Soma, Ol" at least the beverage vicwed as a 
pers on (e.g. 9, 71 , 7), Is the combination of thc two epithets in stanza 0 

meant to bl"ing out the iclentity of surrï and soma as weil as the difference 
between both juiees? 110wever, the st,allza OC<:l1I"S also in ApSS. 10,7,12 f. 
(st. 6), 

Reeapitulating what has heen said on thc stanzas TB. 2, 6, 3 f-o these 
ten mantras no doubt bclonged to a l'omparatively ancient, kaukili tradition 
of the followers of the four branehes of the Yajurveda whose texts have 
been quoted. The set of mnntms is a eonglomeration, two components 
of which-quoted sakalapä!henn - a.re not used in other srauta rituals; 
six (j-o) ·-quoted pratikena - were already enumerated in TB. 1, 4, 8; 
six occur also in ~V . 9, 66 and 67 (and one in a khila); those belongillg 
to the grollp h-o are also usecl in one or more than one other Srauta 
contexts; thel'e are some ULRes of 110 dou bt, secondary employment in 
dOJnestic rites. Yet, though not eompletely homogeneous, this collection 
of ten stanzafl may he said to constitllte, as a prayer for purification, 
a suitable whoIe. It may be recalled that the stanzas j-o are the first six 
of a group of sixteen mantras used in the purifieation described in 
Ap . 10, 7, 10 ff. (agni~ç!oma). 

The stanzafl p, q (Ap8s. 19, 9, I) and r (ApSS. 19, 3, 5) have already 
been discussed 41 . 

From a eomparison between the four basic texts it appears that while, 
as already observed, the stanzas corresponding with TB. 2, 6, 3 a-d 

38 See J. Schefteluwitz, Die Apokryphen dos J;tgveda, Breslau 1906, p. 98. 
ag According to U. and Mail.: viSvebhyo devebhya iigatä hM vii. 
40 1 refer to A. Hillebran<h, Vedische Mythologie, 21, Breslau 1927, p. 364 f.; 

Geldner, op. cit., II, p. 219. 
41 See p. 94; 97 ahove. 
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const.itute in MS. the last part of 3, 11, 7 and the other stanzas are found 
in 3, Il, 10, the compilers of the ot.her corpora have placed them in t.he 
same chapter (TB. 2, 6, 3; KS. 38, 2) or mention them in uninterrupted 
succession (VS. 19, 32-48). As t.o the order in which they occur, about 
a-h and o-s the four aut.horities are unanimous; KS. and VS. concur also 
in ment.ioning t.he other mantras in the order klm j n, while MS . prefers 
j k nim. The stanza known as i in TB. is in this ritual found in no 
other work. 

It is interesting to enumerate also those mantras which are usecl in the 
arautasütras and to indicate the order in which they occur. Ap. 19, S, 9-9, I 

prescribes abc d s e f-o p q; MSS. 5, 2, Il, 21- 31 the mantras a-co 
dis replaced by MS. 2, 3, 8: 36,11 (pratikena MS. 3, Il, 7 : 150,13) 
corresponding to TB. 2, 6, I k; VS. 19,7 42 , thereupon follow t.he sections 
MS. 3, 11, 8: 151,6-152, 14 and 3, 11 , 9: 153, 1-155,4- which in their 
turn are followed by f and g, p-s, stanza e being absent also in MS. As to 
VärSS., the text of which is partIy disordered, t.he mantras employed in 
3, 2, 7, 45 ff. are 11 b ed, followed by the formula known as TB. 2, 6, 3 e 
quoted sakalapä!hena (with the exception of átitrpanta p., ámimrjanta p .), 
the twelve beginning wit.h MS. 4, 10, 6 : 156, 6 (TB. 2, 6, 16 d; ApSS. 
19,3,9 etc.), the twelve beginning with TB. 2,6,3 f. (that. is , MS. 3,11,10 : 
155, 7-156, 10 including g h j k nim 0) , the next four (p q r s), and the 
sixteen stanzas of MS. 3, 11,9; 3, 11,7: 149, 18 ... , r ... K8s. 19,3,8 ff. 
prescribe the use of abc cl e f-o (i .e. VS. 19, 32-44) ; VS. 52-60, p- s 
(VS. 45-48) . 

Preeeding now to survey those passages which, while being foreign to 
TB., are found in the three other basic texts, I first. drawattention to 
the works of the MaiträyaI).iyas. The so-called (ApSS. I, 20, 4) Savitar 
formula MS. 3, 11, 8 : 151, 6 "On t.he impulse of god Savitar, with the 
arms of the Asvins, with the hands of Pülllan, I take thee" is very oft,en 
used to accompany ritual acts alld to signify that the performer is impelled 
by the impelier of t.he gods, t.hat his arms now are those of the adhva,ryus 
of the gods, and his hands /lOW are those of the god who distribut.es the 
portions to his colleagues (cf. SB. 1, 2, 4, 4). - MS. 3, 11 , 8: 151, 7- 15 
is a longer vers ion (with some variants) of the formula TB. 2, 6, 5 0 43 : 

here the personal pronoun is tvä (not mä) : "the gods must help (favour) 
thee" (i.e. the sacrifieer; cf. MSS. 5, 2, 11, 24) ; af ter "the first. ones with 
the second ones" the verb "must anoint (consecrate)" (abhi~ificantu) is 
added which, being repeated in 1. 12, is also to be understood in what 
follows; the last parts of the formula in which the officiant states that he 
consecrates the sacrifieer with the fiery energy (tejas) of the Asvins in 
order to procure for him brahminical eminence (brahmavarcasäya) , with 
the virtue-and-energy (virya) of Sarasvati in order to obtain fame or 

42 See above, p . 109. Cf. also MSS. 5, 2, 4, 29 etc. 
43 See below, p . 134. 
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glory (ya.sas) and food, with Indra's (typicaI) facuities (indriya) to obtain 
authority (ojas) and strength (baZa). MS. 151, 16-152, 8 is TB. 2, 6, 5 I 
(below) with mitrá1!t instead of cittám in 152, 2; 152, 9-10 is TB. 2, 6,5 p; 
152, 11 is m with dhïro instead of dhármo; 152, 12-14 corresponds to n 
with variations: "I firmly establish myself in sacred knowledge and 
brahminical dignity (brahman), in worIdly power (k~atra) ... , in oiTspring, 
in prosperity (read pu§te) .. . " (used also at MGS. I, 14, 2, marriage ritual; 
SGS. 4, 18, 7, ägrahäyar;ï). MS. 3, 11, 9 is virtually identical with 
TB. 2, 6, 4. 

As to the twelve stanzas prescribeel by VärSS . 3, 2, 7, 51, viz . MS. 4, 10, 6: 
156, 6 iT. the first six C'orrespond with TB . 2, 6, 16 d-h (in the order 
de f g i hl . The seventh, p . 157, 2, is ~V. 10, 15, 2 (this hymn deals with 
the deceased ancestors ; see also AVS. 18, 1,46) and occurs also at VS. 19,68 
(kaukiZï 8auträma~i), TS. 2, 6, 12, 4 (sacrifice to the Fathers) ; it is 
prescribed at MSS. 5, I, 4, 18 (säkarnedha). MS. 157, 4 is ~V. 10, 15, I 
(AVS. 18, 1,44 ; VS . 19, 49 ; TS. 2, 6,12,3 ; MSS. 5, 1,4, 18 etc.; also 
VaitS . etc.). The only other occurrence of MS. 157, 6 is KS. 21, 14 (see 
hel ow) anel of 157, 7 MGS. I. 21 , 6 d (tonsure ofa child's head): "0 Fathers 
who have been tasted by Agni, increasing UniversalOrder, be gracious 
to li S, that (we may be blessed) with life, with longevity". MS. 157, 8 is 
TB. k with vipräsaJ}, instead of árvantaJ}, and rnrrf,antu instead of bhavantu; 
see also VS . 19, 61. MS , 157, 10 is TB . j . The last stanza, MS. 157, 12, 
is 1;t V. I, 96, 1 which , heing dedicated to Agni granting wealth (dravir;odáJ:l,) , 
is, as far as I am able to see, not quoted or Ilsed in any other yajurvedic 
work. It may be noticert that the next stanza is ~V . 1, 96, 2 which is 
followeel by TB. q , and stanzas that are identical with ~V. 6, 49, 4 and 
7, 92, 3, both of them Väyu stanzas emphasizing the wealth which he is 
expected to give to tho~e speaking . Although the Agni stanzas are like 
those dealing with Väyu not incomprehensible in this context the question 
may arise as too whether the original compiler of VärSS . intended to 
include the two former ones and to exclude the stanza q. Since the next 
groups of m'tntras prescribed in VärSS. 3, 2, 7, 51 consist of those th at 
are identical with TB. 2, 6, 3 f- o and p-s (MS. 3, 11, 10 : 155, 7-156, 17, 16 
stanzas) it follows th at there are three more (i is absent). These are 155, 16, 
which is virtually identical with AVP. 19, 7, 12 and pädas a and b of 
which occur also at AVS. 6, 19, 2 (for ceremonious purification); 156, 7 
corresponding with A VS . 6, 62, 1 (for purification, addressed to Agni 
Vaisvänara) and AVP, 19,30,4: 156,9 which appears in TB. 1,4,8,3 
and is (with a few variants) ~V. 9, 67, 26 44 . These three stanzas owe 
their presence to their being prayers for, or a statement of, purification. 
MS. 3, 11, 9 has already been dealt with. The present Väräha text now 
prescribes the uae of MS. 3, 11, 7: 149, 18=TB. 2, 6, 1 b (sic). 

Turning now to the Kä~hakas it may be repeated th at KS. 38, 2 

44 See Gonda, Agni in ~V. 9, 66 and 67 (n. 33). 
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corresponds with TB. 2, 6, 3; KS. 38, 3 with MS. 3, 11, 9 (TB. 2, 6, 4); 
KS. 38, 4 with MS. 3, 11, 8, although the formula devásya tvä savitû~ 
in the beginning is preceded by "Thou art the navel of lordly power; 
thou art the womb of lordly power etc." which is TB. 2, 6, 5 c-f (with 
syonäsi su\çadäsi before syonám ásïda); see below. They are followed by 
TB. 2, 6, 5 g-k. In KS. 38, 4 the stanza corresponding with MS. 3, 11, 8: 
152, 10 is placed at the end (106, 4) as in TB. 

As to VS . and KSS. the stanzas VS. 19, 52-60 which are inserted between 
TB. 2, 6, 3 a-o and p s are TB. 2, 6, 16 d-i (see above), a stanza beg inning 
"Our Fathers, worthy of soma must come .. . " which-like 1he two 
stanzas that are to follow - is addressed to the Fathers who have been 
cremated (agni~vättáM, and the last päda of which is I;tV. 10, 15, 5 d 
(addressed to the deceased ancestors) etc . ; 59 is TB. 2, 6, 16 j; the pädas 
of60 are, respectively, TB. 2, 6, 16, I a; ~,V, 10, 15, 14 band AVS. 18,2,35 b 
(funeral texts); AVS. 18,3,59 c; I;tV. 10, 15, 14 d and AV. 18,3,59 d. 
It may be recalled th at VS. 19, 52-60 are, like the stanzas e-g (VS. 19, 36; 
37) and p, r (45; 47), addressed to the Fathers or deal with them. The 
stanzas VS. 19, 49=I;tV. 10, 15, 1 (MS. 4, 10, 6: 157, 4 ; see above); 
50=I;tV. 10, 14, 6 (from a hymn addressed to Yama, also AVS. 18, I , 58, 
a funeral text); 51 =I;tV. 10, 15,8 are not employed in Kätyäyana's manua!. 
The first and the second belong as TS. 2, 6, 12 i and r to the collection 
of mantras used in sacrificing to the Fathers by the Taittiriyas. 

Minor differences in the ritual application of the mantras need not be 
discussed: thus, for instance Ap. 19, 8, 10 instructs the adhvaryu to drink 
the rest of the draught of milk prepared for the Asvins, whereas in 
Vär. 3, 2, 7, 48 and KSS. 19, 3, 10 the verb is in the plura!. It seems 
however worth noticing that, while the mantra known as TB . 2, 6, 3 ris 
according to Ap. 19, 3, 5 (caraka ritual) to be recited when the rest of 
the surä is poured out on an ant-hill (see also Vär. 3, 2, 7, 76), MSS. 5, 2, 11, 31 
and KSS . 19, 3, 25 are silent on this detail. Mantra s is according to 
MISS. ibid. to be recited by the pratiprasthätar, but in Ap. 19, 8, ] 2 more 
satisfactorily said to be pronounced by the brahman priest and the 
sacrifieer. Of greater importance is the difference in the use made of 
TB. 2, 6, 16 d etc. which in TB. belong to a chapter containing the mantras 
to be recited at the sacrifice offered to the Fathers which takes place 
af ter the avabhrtha but in Vär. 3, 2, 7, 51 is said to accompany the trickling 
down of the surä upon the southern fire: it should be observed that d e f 
address the soma draught (e even soma which is being clarified) while 
mentioning the Fathers, g addresses the Fathers and h i deal with them; 
k invokes the Fathers who have enjoyed the soma drink. It. should be 
remembered 45 that the stanzas TB. 2, 6, 16 d (TS . 2, 6, 12 ff.) are at 
Ap. 19, 3, 9; MSS. 5, 2, 4, 31 also in the caraka ritual to accompany the 
flowing down of the liquid. 

~ See above, p. 101 f. 
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ApSS. 19, 9, 2 makes mention of the manotä, i.e. (the recitation of) 
the complete sükta ~V. 6, 1 (13 stanzas) which begins with the words 
"Thou, 0 Agni , (wert) the first inventor of this inspired hymn ... " 
(tvá1fL hil agne prathamó manótäsyd dhiyály, . . .). Tt is used in the animal 
sacrifice to accompany the cutting off of the oblations (cf. st. 3 d). See 
AiB. 2, 10; ApSS. 7, 24, 1 f. etc. The hymn eulogizes Agni, stating th at 
he is present as a sacrifieial priest and praying to him for his favour and 
assistance 46 . A reference to the manotä hymn occurs also in the description 
of the caraka ritual in BSS. 17, 37: 315, 9: 'Then he should go through 
the site of (the offering of the organs of) the four animaIs, beginning 
with the manotä ... '. 

The eight stanzas TB. 2, 6, 4 a-h should be recited by the adhvaryu 
when, at the animal sacrifice connected with the 8auträma~i ritual, he 
offers, as additional offerings (upa,homa), eight libations of the broth that 
has been prepared wit.h the flesh of the victim (a he-goat) which is destined 
for the Asvins. In these st.anzas the gods-the Asvins and Sarasvati, 
assisted by Savitar and Varm:m-ritually heal the bodily form of Indra, 
'weaving ' his inner shape a nd lovely figure by means of the ingredients 
and utensils used in preparing the surä. According to SB. 12, 8, 3, 13 
sixteen jagati stanzas are used, beeause animals are jägata ('movable, 
related to the jagal'ï') and consist of sixteen parts 47; the officiant thus 
secures cattIe and good fortune (sri) for the sacrifieer. 

Stanza TB. 2, 6, 4 a is identical with MS. 3, 11 , 9 : 153, 1 ; MSS. 5, 2, 11, 27; 
VärSS. 3, 2, 7, 54; KS. 38, 3 : 103, 4; VS. 19, 80 (KSS. 19,4, 12). Whiist 
omitting any form of literal interpretation SB . 12, 8, 3, 14 expatiates 
upon the significanee of the ritllal acts including an obligatory rubbing 
down of the sacrifieer. Although the wording of the mantra is not easy 
of explanation its general pUl'port is clear: just as experts weave a web 
the gods mentioned weave the 8auträma~i rite in order to heal Indra. 
The objects enumerated, lead , wool and thread, are in this ritual used 
for buying the tender sprouts, the barley and the rice, required when one 
wishes to prepare surä (KSS. 19, I, 18; see also SB. 12, 7,2, 10). 

TB. 2, 6, 4 b (with dadhuly,) , identical with MS. 153, 3 and VS. 19, 81; 
KS. 103, 6 (with daduly,). The line of thought of the preceding stanza is 
continued: the Asvins and Sarasva.ti resto re his 'immortal' form to Indra, 
the above ingredients becoming his hairs, skin and flesh. 

TB. 2, 6, 4 c (with antaraly, and mäsaraily,) is MS. 153, 5 (with antaram 
and mäsaram); KS. 103, 8 and VS. 19, 82 (with -am, -aily,). Continuation. 
The epithet rudravartani (dual) characterizes the Asvins aiready in the 

46 For this place (ApSS. 19, 9, 2) see also W. Caland's note, Das Srautasütra 
des Apastamba. lIl, Amsterdam Acad. 1928, p . 179. 

47 Sec also SB. 10, 4, I, 17; 13, 3, ti, 5; Säyal;a on PB. 19, 5, 6; Caland, 
Paficavirpsa.BrähmaI,la, p. 507, n. 1; J. Gonda, Change and continuity in lndian 
religion, Thc Haguc 1965, p. 120. 
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1;tgveda (e.g. 8, 22, 1). It can be understood in more than one way: 
'moving as it were on Rudra's path(s), ( .. . like Rudra ... )' or 'moving 
on the path of the diseased' (U., Mah.); whereas Renou 48 is under the 
impression that the first component is an adjective, Wüst 49, quoting 
Geldner: 'als Ärzte sind die Asvin Konkurrenten des Rudra' , is inclined 
to adopt the former translation . In any case more probable than translations 
such as 'borne on bright paths' (Griffith, VS.). - On the kärotara see 
1;tV. I, 116, 7 (Asvin hymn) and BSS. 17, 31 : 309, 15. 

TB. 2, 6, 4 d is identical with MS. 153, 7; KS. 38, IQ; VS. 19, 83. 
Continuation and resumption of the comparison with the process ot 
weaving (st. a) . 

TB. 2, 6, 4 e is MS. 153, 9; KS. 38, 12; VS. 19, 84, with payasa lil 
TB., KS ., VS., payasa?t in MS., surayä in TB., VS., suräyä(M in MS., 
KS., janayanti in TB., KS ., janayanta in MS., VS. Now Indra's body 
has been restored and the other gods are endeavouring to make it 
operate weIl . 

TB. 2, 6,4 fis identical with MS. 153, IJ; KS . 103, 14 ; VS. 19,85. 
The word hrdayena presents a difficulty : 'heart with this heart I. . .. 
gendered' (Mah. and Griffith) is impossible, 'by the heart (of the victim)' 
(Dumont); 'with (through) his heart' '? 50 beeause elsewhere it is either the 
other gods who utilize sacrificial requisites to bring Indra,'s body back 
to its former eondition or these requisites are said to become parts of 
the god's body. Moreover, the victims of the animal sacrifice do not appear 
before the stanzas j-l, Indra cannot be supposed to haye generated 
satyam in the sense of the efficacy of the sacrifice before he was who Ie 
again, and the reference to the saerifieial cake points to an advanced 
stage in the ceremony (cf. ApSS. 19, 10,3; 19,4,4 f.) . 

TB. 2, 6, 4 g is MS. 153, 13; KS. 103, 16; VS. 19,86. The description 
of the recomposition of Indra's body is continued. 

TB. 2, 6, 4 h is MS. 153, 15; KS. 103,18; VS. 19,87. 
The following eight stanzas (i-p) are to be recited when libations ma.de 

with the ftesh of the victims sacred to Sarasvatï are offered (ApSS. 19, 9, 8) . 
They are MS. 3,11,9 : 154,2-155,4 ; KS. 38, 3: 103,20-104,14 ; VS. 19, 
88-95. The differences are very fewin number and on the whole insignificant; 
only MS. 154, 13 päda a is worth mentioning: here the no doubt original 
reading angäny ätman has unde!" the inftuence of päda b been replaced 
by angair ätmänam. - The description of the process is continued, in i with 
the transformation of some other ingredients into parts of Indra's body, 
in j-I with references to ingredients and the three victims which are 

48 L. Renoll, Études védiques et pii.f.linéennes, XVI, Paris 1967, p. 59; cf. ibid., 
p. 24, on ~V. 1, 158, I. 

49 W. Wüst, Rudra, München 1955, p . 23, n . 20; see (R. Pischeland) K. F. Geldner, 
Vedische Studien, lIl, Stuttgart 1901, p. 71 f., and the same, RV. übers., I , p. 215. 

60 Compare also J . Gonda, The vision of the Vedic poets, Tht' Hague 1963, 
p. 276 ff. On tlle heart e tc. of the victim see t' .g . ÄpSS. 7, 22, 6. 
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succe3si vely offered to the Asvins, Sarasvati and Indra. Whereas in j the 
Asvins, and in k Sarasvati are said to take an active part in the process 
the events mentioned in l-where Indra's victim, the bull, is said to 
become the god's bodily form, etc. - are for obvious reasons described by 
means of agentless constructions. This mode of expression continu es in 
m, but in the Ia.st stanzas (n-p) the twin gods and Sarasvati reappear. 
The recapitulation of the complicated process in the two flnal stanzas 
is interesting : Indra's restoration to his norm al state is said to have been 
brought about by the King (i .e. Soma) who caused him to be born (again) 
in the waters, but the 'immortal' soma is described as having been produced 
from pressed and unpressed soma plants by the Asvins and Sarasvati who 
with parisrut and milk (had) prepared the tasty drink. The contribution 
of the fiery-energy-and-prestige (te jas ) of the victims which is said to be 
an oblation (sacrificial substance ) "possessed of a complete command of 
one's faculties" (indriyävat) is not clearly stated. Most interesting is the 
interpretation of the part played by Sarasvati (mantra 0): "For the two 
Asvins, Sarasvati, their consort, bears in her womb the well-fashioned 
embryo" . 

This recitation, which should be delivered once again but then in its 
entirety for the libations of the broth which has been prepared with the 
flesh of lndra's victim (ApSS. 19, 9, 9), is on the whole a fairly weil 
structured description of the mythical e\-ent th at is re-enacted in the 
ritual. It is-except for f which seems to be an interruption (referring, 
perhaps, to former evcnts?) -orderly and homogeneous. Being designed 
for the sauträmar;i it is neit.her partly nor completely found in other 
ritual contexts. 

Af ter the observations made, at the end of the section TB. 2, 6, 3, 
on the corresponding portions ofthe three other basic works (MS. 3,11,9 ; 
KS. 38, 3; VS. 19, 80-95) nothing now remains to be said. 

The following chapter (TB. 2, 6, 5) contains the formulae and stanzas 
required for the ritual acts described in ApSS. 19,9, 10-10,2. 

Ap. 19, 9, II following TB. 2, 6, 5 a-c seems to be alone in prescribing 
the use of the bipartite formula a "Thou art Mitra; thou art VaruI)a" 
to the adhvaryu when he places the throne-seat of the sacrifieer south of 
the ähavaniya fire. To understand the nse of these formulae it should be 
remembered that a nobleman is believed to belong to VaruI)a and Mitra 
by his two arIUS which are explicitly identified with these gods 51. The 
formulae are primarily used in the rüjasüya ritual, where they are prescribed 
when the arms ofthe sacrificer are-with some variations 52 in particulars
raised (TB. 1,7,10,1; MS. 2,6,9: 69, 10; 4, 4, 3 : 53,14; KS. 15,7: 214,3; 

51 See SB. 5, 3, 5, 28; 4, I, 15; 16 ; 3, 5; 27; and cf. Gonda, The Vedic god Mitra, 
Leiden 1972, p. 19 f . 

52 See J. C. H eesterman, The ancient lndian royal consecration, Thesis Utrecht 
1957, 's-Gravenhage 1957, p. 96 f. 
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VS. 10, 16; KSS. 15, 5, 29) and again aftel'wards, in the counterpart of 
th at rite, when they are to be lowered (TS. 1,8,16 a; MS. 2, 6,12: 71, 4; 
4,4,6 : 56, 6 ; KS. 15,8: 215,4); see for the rite BSS. 12, 14: 106, 10; 
ApSS. 18, 14,14 and 18, I; HirSS. 13,6,13 f.; lVIÁS. 9, 1,3,14; 4, 2; 
ViirSS. 3, 3, 2, 40; 3, 9; KSS. 15, 5, 29; 6, 34. It is highly impl'Obable 
that the sacrifieer should keep his arms raised -this act belongs to the 
unetion that, so to say, is framed between these two movements-also 
during the ehariot race whieh is to follow 53. Nevertheless the stanza 
VS. 10, 16" .. . mount ye the high seat (?, garta), 0 VaruI)a and Mitra .. . " 54 

quoted at SB. 5, 4, 1, 15, is traditionally explained: 'Mount ye the chariot 
(seat), 0 V. and M.' (U., Mah ., SäyaI)a), and accordingly translated by 
Griffith and Keith (TS. 1, 8, 12 m). Now this stanza is a variant of 
~V. 5, 62, 8 where garta ifl translated by "Hochstuhl" (Geldnel') or 
"trane à colonne" (Renou 55): cf. ~ V. 1, 124, 7 where it seems to mean 
something like "seaffold, platform" 56 and 5, 62, 7 where aft.er mentioning 
a pillar (sthá7Jä) the poet uses the adjeetive ádhigartyosya "being on the 
'throne' (on the pillar); not " ... on the driver's seat" (Monier-Williams). 
Whatever the exact meaning of garta in the rgvedie stanza and the idea 
formed of it by those who compiled the yajurvedie rnantras it is beyond 
question that the bipartite formula mitró 'si váru~o 'si has been transferred 
from the räjasüya ritual to the sautl'äma~ï (cf. also Ap. 19, 9, 12) where 
however in Apastambl1's text no explicit mention is made of the raising 
(etc. ) of the sacrifieer's arms, attention being foeussed on the seato 

The second formula (b) of TB. 2, 6, 5 "I (unite myself) with the Visve 
DeväQ" follows also in the riijasüya in 1, 8, 16, I (where it is used when 
the sacrifieer lets his hands down over the clotted curds for the Visve 
DeväQ; Ap. 18, 18,3; MSS. 9,1,4,4); TB. 1,7, 10,1 ; MS. 2, 6,12: 71,4; 
4,46: 56, 7. 

Both paI'ts of the bipartite formula C oeeur in the räjasüya ritual 
TS. 1, 8, 16, 1 (e) (where they are addressed to the garment of skin which 
is to be deposited on the seat: Ap. 18, 18, 6; cf. also MSS. 9, 1, 3, 8; 9; 
Vär. 3, 3, 2, 30); TB. 1, 7, 10, 2; MS. 2, 6, 9: 69, 3 (where just as in 
MSS. and Vär. a third parallel formula is used "thou art the amnion of 
lordly power"); 4, 4, 3: 52,12 (three formulae); KS. 15,7: 213,19 (three); 

53 Fol' a discussion of th is point seo Heosterman, op. cit .. p . 97. 
54 See A. Bergaigne, La religion vódique, lIl, Paris 1883 (21963), p. 324 f.; 

J . Auboyer, Le tl'óne et son symbolisme dans I 'lilde ancienne, Paris 1949, p. 87; 
Heesterman, op. cit., p. 96, referl'ing to L. R enou, La maison védique, J. as. 1939, 
p. 484 f., translates "mount the pit", which is hardly imaginable. On this word 
see also M. Mayrhofer, Kurzgefasztes etymol. Wörterbuch des Altindischen, l, 
Heidelberg 1956, p. 32ï (with references). 

55 Renou, E.V.P. V, p. 78. H. Lüders, Varul)a, Göttingen 1951- 1959, p . 340; 
716 leaves garta unt.ranslated. As to ~V. 5, 62, 8 it would be intel'esting to know 
Lüdel's' in te rpl'etatioll of the complete stanza (op. cit., p. 619 f.) . 

56 Geldner, RV. übers. l, p. 172. 
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VS. 10, 8 (four), SB. "i, 3, 5 , 20 ff. annotating 'he thus causes him to be 
born out of what is the womb (etc.) of lordly power' and 'he thus places 
him in what is the navel of knighthood '. As is weIl known 'navel' can 
express ideas such as 'souree or plaee of origin' . The second half of the 
formula is, together with the third , as TS. 1, 8, 12 fat another moment 
of the räjasüya used to accompany the sacrificer's donning a silken garment 
and a turban (cf. TB. 1, 7, 6, 4; Ap. 18, 14, 1), the second formula 
(VS. 10, 26) is in KSS. 15, 7, 2 employed when the adhvaryu addresses 
a seat which has been placed on a tiger-skin (see also SB. 5, 4, 4, 3) ; 
the second and third formulae occur TS. I, 7, 9 a in the väjapeya ritual 
when the sacrifieer and his wife are clad in garments of silk and darbha 
grass respectively (ApSS. 18, 5, 8) . Transferred to the sauträma1Ji ritual 
both formulae (the 18t and the 2nd ) oecur (in the reverse order) also in 
VS. 20, 1 when the seat is placed (KSS. 19, 4, 7 ; 'for it indeed is the womb 
and navel of the lordly power ' SB. 12, 8, 3, 8) and KS. 38, 4: 104, 16. 
The formula ccThou art the womb ... " is also found in VärSS . 3, 2, 7, 29 
(same context). In this connexion it may be recalled that the throne-seat 
is 'the proper cosmie birthplace of the king ' 57 . 'The one who has been 
anointed on a throne is worthy of (entitled to) the virtue and duties 
incident to the possession of certain (in casu, royal) qualities, viz. as the 
king' (cf. U. and Mah.). The formula cc ... navel ... " is pronounced when 
the skin of the blaek antelope (see below) is spread (U.; KSS. 19,4, 8) 58 . -

In connexion with the mantras a-e Caland 59 observed: 'Es ist wenig 
wahrscheinlich , dass der Verfasser der Sarp.hitä diesen Zweck (viz. the 
placing of the seat) für alle diese Sprüche im Auge hat'. From the above 
survey and the parallelism wit.h the räjasüya ritual it may indeed be 
inferred th at th is author has expressed himseJf succinctly, omitting some 
details (cf. Ap. 19, 9, 12). 

The double formula TB. 2, 6, 5 d likewise belongs to the räjasüya: 
according to Ap. 18, 18, 7 it. is as TS. 1,8, 16 d (cf. TB. 1,7, 10,2) used 
wh en the garment. has been placed on the seat (see above) and the 
sacrifieer approaches the seat, although the eommentary makes it-more 
suitably-to be addressed to the person oft.he sacrifieer . Also MS. 2, 6, 12 : 
71, 10 (also 2, 7, 16 : 100, 17 in the agnicayana ceremonies); 4, 4, 6: 56, 15; 
MSS. 9, I, 4, 9 'he aecompanies the sacrificer's mounting the seat'; 
Vär. 3, 3, 3,15; KS. 15,8: 215, 9; VS. 10,26 (inaddressing theseat) : 
KSS. 15, 7, 3 l1nd SB. 5, 4, 4, 4 the adhvaryu makes the sacrifieer sit 
down with it . 

57 Heesterman, op. cit., p. 149, referring also to H. Frankfort, Kingship and 
the gods, Chicago 1948, p. 43 f. See especially Auboyer, op. cit., p. 177 ff.: 'Le trone 
' fait' Ie roi ou Ie chef' . 

58 On the religiollB sigllificance of garments, covering etc. see e.g. F. Heiler, 
Erscheinungsformen ulld \Vesen der R elig-ion , Stuttgart 1961, p. 118 ff. 

59 Calando Sr. Ap. , lIl, p. 180. 
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The following bipartite formula TB. 2, 6, 5 e is mentioned and quoted 
in TS. 1, 8, 16, 1 (e) af ter the preceding one when the sacrificer sits down 
on the seat (Ap. 18, 18, 7; cf. TB. 1, 7, 10, 2 : 'for safety') among the 
mantras ofthe räja8üya and KS. 38, 4: 104,17; VS. 20, 1; KSS. 19,4,8 
(the seat is addressed); SB. 12, 8, 3, 9 (when the black antelope skin is 
spread on the seat, 'for this is the sacrifice' 60; 'thus it is spread for the 
safety of the sacrifice and of himself') in the sections on the 8auträma~i: 
another case of parallelism in word and action between these two rituals: 
see the statement in Ap. 19, 9, 12. 

Mantra fis I;tV. 1, 25, 10 which, being part of a VarUl,la hymn, states 
that that god, who maintains the laws or rules of functional conduct 
(dhrtavratalf), has sat down in the aqua tic abodes 61 in order to wield the 
sceptre over the universe; occurring at TS. 1, 8, 16 f (likewise without 
variant; cf. TB. 1, 7, 10, 2) to be pronounced when the royal sacrificer 
who performs the räjasüya ritual is seated 62; MS. 2, 6, 12: 71, 11; 4, 4, 6: 
56,17 (MSS. 9, 1,4,9; similarly used at Vär. 3, 3, 3,15); KS. 15,8: 215,10; 
VS. 10, 27 (the adhvaryu touches the breast of the sacrificer with this 
stanza : KSS. 15, 7, 4, SB. 5, 4, 4, 5 ob5erving that the king and the brahmin 
versed in sacred writ (the Srotriya) are the upholders of vratas (dhrtavrata, 
see above) among men, and explaining the word pastyä by 'the third 
estate ' . See also AiB. 8, 13 and 8, 18 (räjasüya and the ritual of the 
anointing of a king). The royal sacrificer being anointed impersonates 
Varu~a; see SSS. 15, 13,4 "lt is Varu~a whom they anoint"; MS. 4, 4, 6: 
57, 1. The mantra is also employed in placing the sacred fire (ädhäna 
ritual): MS. 1, 6,2: 88, 10 (when Aryans are sitting around a new garment 
that has been spread on the ground in order to play dice for a cow with 
the sacrificer who has to win the game MSS. 1, 5, 5, 8 ff.; Vär. 1, 4, 4, 11); 
KS. 7, 14: 78, 11 ; 8, 7: 90, 7 ; see also ApSS. 5, 19, 2; interestingly enough, 
the offering of an oblation accompanied by the stanza dedicated to VaruI,la 
is omitted when the sacrificer is not a k{Jatriya, and performed for a 
nobleman because 'VaruI,la is the king of the gods' and thus one 'secures 
royalty for him (the sacrificer)' (MS. 1, 6, 11: 104, 2); in the agnicayana 
ritual MS. 2, 7, 16: 100, 18. As to the use of the stanza in the 8auträma~i 
see VS. 20, 2 (KSS. 19, 4, 9 : to be used when the sacrificer sits down), 
SB. 12, 8, 3, 10 stating th at 'he mounts the throne-seat with a stanza 
to V aru~a, because V aru~a is the king of the gods: by means of his own 
deity he th us consecrates him' . The stanza is in the same ritual context 
also prescribed in Vär. 3, 2, 7, 31, where it seems to have been borrowed 

60 Cf. SB. 1, 1, 4, 1 (with Eggeling's note); 6, 4, 1, 6; 7, 1, 6 etc.; this skin 
represents brahmanical worship and civilization. Cf. also Mah. on VS. 20, 1 
yajiiädhyMena kr~jina1!' prärthyate. 

61 As to pastyä, cf. Renou, E.V.P. VII, p. 13. 
62 Remember that the rtljasüya rite is also known as Val'Ul,laBava. Vartn;la presides 

over the rtljasüya unction. See Hoosterman, op. cit., p. 85 f. 
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from the räjasüya ceremonies (see above); it occurs also at KS. 38, 4: 
104, 18. 

TB. 2, 6, 5 g-i are variants of a very frequent formula, the so-called 
Savitar formula (ApSS . 1,20,4) 63 by which the officiant, while performing 
some ritual task, identifies, so to say, his arms and his hands with those 
of the most competent deities and intimates that the rite with which 
he is occupied is a reiteration of di vi ne activity. He is impelied by the 
divine impelier Savitar, his arms are identified with those of the Asvins 
who are the adhvaryus ofthe gods (see e.g. SB. 1, 1,2, 17; 2,4,4; 4, 1,5, 15), 
his hands with those of Po.~an, the deity who distributes their portions 
to his colleagues (see e.g . SB. 1, 1,2, 17; 2, 4, 4; U . and Mah. on VS. 1, 10). 
The formulae are in this ritual adapted to the context and therefore in 
exactly the same form not found in other sacrificial ceremonies. They are 
moreover only used by the authors of TB. (see also Ap. 19, 9, 13), 
KS. 38, 4: 104, 20 ff. (with an insignificant variant); VS. 20, 3 (likewise) . 
In g the ASvins occur twice, once because they are a fixed element of 
the formula and the second time because the three formulae mention 
respectively the healing power of these gods, that of Sarasvati and Indra's 
indriya as a fourth form of divine influence by which to gain, on behalf 
of the sacrificer-who is meanwhile being sprinkled with the fat gravy 
of the three victims-those qualities, or rather power substances (in 
German Daseinsmächte 64), which are at least in part more or less 
characteristic of the three deities. For the Asvins and tejas 65 see also 
SB. 12,7,2,4; for Saras"ati and the obtainment offood see SB. 12,8,2,16; 
for Indra and the obtainment of indriya virya , SB. 5, 2, 3, 8; 12, 8, 2, 16, 
and for this god and strength or physical power (bala) 11, 4, 3, 3. For 
a shorter but most common form ofthe formula see MS. 3, 11,8: 151 , 6; 
it is in a brief and differently worded description of the rite quoted 
pratikena at VärSS. 3, 2, 7, 33. - It is interesting 1.0 observe that, in spite 
of the fact that the sacrificer for whose sake the sauträma1Ji is performed 
is the 'counterpart' of Indra for whose special benefit the ritual was 
instituted in the mythical past, here again all three deities-Asvins, 
Sarasvati, and Indra-as weIl as their victims, etc. are equaliy required 
to contribute to accomplishing the sacrificer's purpose. 

Formula j is quadripartite, the first component being the most frequent, 
and the others occurring only in combination with the first (also KS . 38,4: 
105, 2 ko 'si ko nämäsi kasmai tvä käya tvä; compare 37,13: 93, 17 ko 'si 
katamo 'si etc.). It should be recited by the adhvaryu wh en he touches 
the two hands of the sacrificer (Ap. 19, 10, I) ; the Vä.jasaneyins prescribe 
it as VS. 20, 4 (first half) 'when: he t akes hold of the sacrificer' (KSS. 

63 See also p. 121 above. 
64 For this t erm sec H. von Glasenapp, Entwicklungsstufen des indischen Denkens, 

Halle S. 1940. 
65 See above, p. 109. 
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19, 4, 19, U., Mah.). The formula belongs (with a variant) in the soma 
ritual to a chapter describing the gazing at the soma and the different 
cups 66 and is addressed to the soma (the dro1Jakalasa, a large wooden soma 
vessel, KSS. 9, 7, 14) or the ähavan·iya fire (Ap. 12, 19, I) before a prayer 
for fair offspring, splendour and abundance (TS. 3, 2, 3 q; see also VS. 7, 29; 
MSS. 2, 3, 7, 1). This is one of the ritual practices that attest to a belief 
in the beneficial results of visual contact (see e .g . TS. 3, 2, 3, 3 f. "he 
who desires to prosper ... , who is ill should gaze (at the offering;;)"). 
However, the Mitras (BSS. 14, 8; KSS. 9, 7, 9 f.) inform us th at the 
sacrifieer must also successively touch the soma cups while pronouncing 
the so-called avakäsa formulae which are intended to be pronounced during 
the looking on these objects. The word "Who" (ka) in the formula is 
-in accordan('e with a well-known tradition 67 -explained as a name Ol 

Prajäpati (SB. 4, 5, 6,4 on VS. 7,29; similarly, U. and Mah.). The second 
senten ce of the formula (katamo 'si) "who of many art thou?"-like the 
others interpreted as an affirmation, not as a question-presented 
difficulties; hen ce explanations sueh as prajäpatitamalt asi (U., adding 
that there are many Prajäpatis; cf. Mah.). The third question (kasmai tvä) 
"to whom (or wh at ) thee '1" is explained : 'in order to reaeh the position 
of Prajäpati I anoint thee' (Mah .), ete.68 . Those who brought the formula 
into use may have meant suggestively to inquire af ter the identity and 
intentions of the god who has been satiated and delighted with soma 
(TS . 3, 2, 3 q) . The questions should, then, be viewed in the light of the 
belief that the true name of the deity is not like the eommon names used 
in the phenomenal world, but unknown or 'seeret', and, on the other 
hand, of the eonviction that the one who while knowing name and nature 
of a god worships him is able to realize his ambitions by exerting influence 
upon the god. It seems worth notieing that in SGS. 3, 2, 2 a similar formula, 
viz. "Who art thou? Whose art thou? To whom (käya) do I , desirous 
of (dwelling in the) village, sacrifice thee?" is followed by an answer: 
"Thou art the share of the gods on this (earth) ... The ruler has sacrificed., 
desirous ... , not omitting anything that belongs to the gods" . According 
to 5MB. 1,5, 14; GGS. 2, 8, 13; KhG. 2, 3, 9 the words ko 'si katamo 'si 
are to be muttered by afather when in giving his child a name he touches 
the latter's eyes, ears and nose. - The formula was in all probability 
transferred from the soma ritual to the sauträma1Ji . As to the soma ritual 
compare also the use made of the first question in VaitS. 20, 6 where 

ee See Caland and H enry, L'agni!ltoma, p. 183 f.; J. Gonda, Eye and gaze in 
the Veda, Amsterdam Acad. 1969, p. 47 f. 

87 Cf. !.tV. 10, 121, 10 af ter the refrain of 1-9. 
e8 Following the commentators Griffith op. cit., p . 221 untenably translates 

'Th ou art Ka. Noblest Ka art thou. Thee for the state and rank of Ka' . Cf. also 
A. Debrunner and J. Wackernagel, Altindische Grammatik, lIl, Göttingen 1930, 
p.567. 
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"who art th ou ?" is followed by the answer "thou art glory (yaIJa1.t)" and 
the words "thou art a giver of glory; give me glory". 

TB. 2, 6, 5 k "0 thou of good fame! 0 ... auspieiousness! 0 ... of 
a true king" 69. Being tripartite it is employed in the räjasüya (TS. 1, 8, 16 k; 
TB. 1,7,10,6; Ap. 18, 19,6) when the royal sacrifieer, af ter having gained 
the vietory in a game of dice, has to address three functionaries with 
auspicious names 70. Interestingly enough, BSS. 12, 15: 108, 9 ff. makes 
those addressed answer with "Thou 0 king, art of good fame etc." 71. 

According to TB. 1, 7, 10, 6 the king while pronouneing these names asks 
for a blessing. Ap. 19, 10, 2 dealing with the sauträma1Ji explicitly states 
th at the ritual of the räjasüya is to be followed (räjasüyavat). See also 
KS. 38, 4: 105, 2; VS. 20, 4 (2nd half) and KSS. 19, 4, 20. 

The long series of brief mantras TB. 2, 6, 5 I, constituting five stanzas, 
identifies the limbs and other parts of the sacrificer's body with auspicious 
'qualities' etc. According to Ap. 19, 10, 2 the sacrificer should with these 
mantras touch the different parts of his body as they are enumerated in 
the text. The collection of identifications is practically identical in TB. 
(where however cittam in 2, 6, 5, 5 as against mitram in the other texts), 
MS. 3, 11, 8: 151, 16-152, 8, KS. 38, 4: 105, 4-13, VS. 20, 5-9. For the 
ritual use see also MSS. 5, 2, 11, 25; Vär. 3, 2, 7, 36; KSS. 19, 4, 21 
('he touches the parts of his body according to the characteristic words'). 
Except MSS. 11, 2, 8 where one likewise touches the parts of one's body 
with them (in a section dealing with prescriptions in connexion with 
expiations) these mantras do not occur in rites other than the sauträma1Ji. 
One could easily be drawn to the opinion that they were from the beginning 
designed for the sauträma1Ji, but (also in view of MSS. 11, 2, 8) the 
possibility cannot be discounted that they ",ere modelled on an existing 
series of identifications. Anyhow, they are in the sauträma1Ji a suitable 
means of suggesting the rapid progress of the sacrificer's recovery. Mah., 
on VS. 20, 5 rightly indicates the significance ofthe mantras : 'the sacrifieer, 
being anointed and now having the form of (being like) Indra, seeing 
that his person is complete says ... ' (indro 'bhi~ikta ätmäna1[l- rä{Jtribhüta1[l
paIJyann äha, Uvata). In most cases the correlations are intelligible. As to 
the translation of some terms, manD manyu!}, does not mean "my mind 
be wrath" (Griffith) or "my mind is anger" (Dumont), but "the centre 
of my thoughts, emotions and volitions is (not "be") ardour (zeal)" ; 
mitra1[l- me saha!}" not "conquering streng th my friend" (Griffith) but "my 
overwhelming (conquering) power is active benevolence"; apaciti!}, is 
"honour" (püjä, U .) rather than "expiation" (Dumont); notice th at the 

89 The compound sátyaräjd3n is, like the two preceding ones, a bahuvrihi but 
hardly transiatabie by "0 thou of true rule" (Keith, TS. 1, 8, 16 k; Dumont). 
Mah. on VS. 20,4 rightly: satyo 'vinäáï rájá prabhur yasya sal}, .. U.: s. anaAvaral}, r. 'g. 

70 I refer to Heesterman, op. cit., p. 146 f. 
71 Where of course satyaräjá (I. 12) must mean "a true king". 
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frequent combination indriyam viryam has been split up and co-ordinated 
with arms and hands. 

When the sacrificer descends from the seat he recites TB. 2, 6, 5 m 
(ApSS. 19, 10, 2), which is also MS. 3, 11, 8: 152, II (where dhiro instead 
of dharmo) quoted at VarSS. 3, 2, 7, 38; KS . 38, 4: 105, 14; VS . 20, 9 
(last line) . Being exclusively used in this ritual this mantra is, like the 
beginning of the following one, characteristic of a royal sacrificer. The 
'symbolism ' is clear: af ter having become complete and recovered on the 
seat he is now, standing erect, firmly established on the vis (Le. the 
inhabitants of the country, 'su bjects' , the eommunity etc. 72). According 
to Mah., on VS . 20, 9, these words mean, by implieation, th at the sacrificer 
now is the embodied dharma and consequently is firmly established on 
his subjects , because a king is firmly established on the dharma. 

When he is about to offer the libation of fat gravy the sacrifieer mutters 
the fivefold text TB. 2, 6, 5 n (Ap. 19, 10, 2). All five formulae occur in 
the same wording in TB., KS. 38, 4 : 105, 15-17; VS . 20, 10 (and 
SB. 12, 8, 3, 22; cf. KSS. 19, 4, 23) as weIl as 5MB. 2, 2, 2-6 (in a somewhat 
different order), HGS. 2, 17, 4. SB. explains the first four in the same 
way : 'in . .. he thus establishes himself so as not to be deprived of ... ', 
the last by: 'he thus e. h. in heaven and earth within which is all this 
(universe)' . Mah., on VS., summarizes: '(now) he wishes to eontrol 
everything, to be an owner of cattIe, free from care and disease, prosperous
and-illustrious, and a performer of sacrifieial rites' . The lat and 2nd formula 
are in an expiation rite to be performed when a certain sacrificial cake 
has fallen and is put back into the dish at Ap. 9, 14, 2 quoted from 
TB. 3, 7, 10, 3 and followed by another parallel yajus "I firmly establish 
myself in offspring and being (including the future)" . This 6th formula 
is the third in the series of MS. 3, 11, 8: 152, 12-14 but pr~!he "on the 
top(?)" (or pu~!e "prosperity") instead ofbhavye, where the first is "I f . e . m . 
in brahman (and) royal power" (formula 7), the 2nd =2, the 4th "I f. e. m . 
in the vital breaths, in the ätman" (cf. 4), the last=5; see MSS. 5, 2, ll, 26 
(pronounced when the sacrifieer descends from the seat). - These formulae 
are found in several works on domestic rites: I, 2 and 6 in ApMB. 
(Mantrapatba) 2, 18, 3-5, quoted in ApGS. 7, 19, 9 to accompany the 
lying down on a new layer (of straw) in the ritual 'redescent' from the 
high bedsteads in the winter; 1-5 in HGS. 2, 17, 4 pronounced by the 
householder when, also in the ägrahäya7Ji rite (performed when the danger 
from serpents is over), he has to wash his hands and toueh the earth, 
no mention being made of the redescent proper 73; however, af ter the 
muttering the householder and the other persons present sit down. 
Similarly, GGS. 3, 9, 11 and KhGS. 3, 3,19 where the householder touches 

72 Forthis word seeJ. Gonda, Triadsin the Veda, Amsterdam Acad. 1976, p. 137 ff. 
73 For the differences in the descriptions of the procedures see P. V. Kane, 

History of DharmMiistra, I1, Poona 1941, p. 829. 
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the barhis and sits down, the others doing likewise. On the same occasion 
SGS. 4, 18, 7-10 mentions four formulae, viz. 7 (see above), 2, "I f. e . m. a. 
cattIe, in prosperity", "I f. e. m. a. offspring, in food". In PGS. 1, 10, 2 
the whole series of formulae of VS. 20, 10 is to be pronounced when the 
axle of the chariot of a king or a bride breaks and these persons are 
-af ter a sacrifice-made to sit down on another chariot.. The formulae 7 
and 2 are to be muttered by the bridegroom - or according to the 
commentary by the sacrificer -- when he descends-or is made to descend
from the chariot on entering his house . All these passages deal more or 
Ie ss explicitly with some form of descent, co ming down, lying or putting 
down. The considerable number ofvariants and the comparatively frequent 
use in rites ot.her than the sauträma"!1-ï -especially in the ägrahäya"!1-i 
might possibly seem to supply argument for the hypothesis that those 
who produced the sauträma"!1-i formulary were not the authors of these 
formulae, but while borrowing pre-existing material adapted it to suit 
them best. 

The first component of the next formula (TB. 2, 6, 5 0) is bipartite. 
The first half "Th ree times eleven are the gods" (trayo in some texts, 
elsewhere trayä) , occurs also MS. 3, 11, 8: 151, 7 74 (quoted by Var. 3, 2, 7, 33 
when the officiant, gazing at the sacrifieer 75 , offers an oblation); KS. 38, 4: 
105, 18 ; VS. 20, 11 (KSS. 19, 5, 8; 7, 4 76 ; SB. 12, 8, 3, 28; 29) . This 
statement is to announce the thirty-three libatiom; of gravy. It also oceurs 
at HGS. 2, 17, 4 (see above) where it has no doubt. together with wh at 
precedes and follows been quoted (borrowed) from TB. It is moreover 
quoted in GB. 2, 5, 7 which, following SB. 12, 8, 23-28 and illustrating 
VaitS. 30, 16; 18, deals with the säman chants at the sautrama"!1-i (for 
which see SB., I. cit.). - The second half of the first formula - being an 
amplification of the same statement and , significnntly, containing a 
reference to their domestic priest Brhaspati - follows also in MS., KS., VS . 
(SB.), HGS. - The second, and longer, component of the section is a 
prayer for divine help. - The following conglomeration of mantras consists 
of: a frequently occurring päda, ~V . 5, 82, 6 b (part of a prayer in a 
hymn addressed to Savitar) "(May we,) on the impulse of the god S., 
(receive everything pleasant)" (also ApSS. 6, 23, 1 in the agnyupasthäna), 
which enters into the composition of some other mantras : A VS. 6, 23, 3 a 
" ... let men do their (sacred) work"; VS. Il, 2 " . .. strive to merit 
heaven" (construction of the great fireplace, placing of the fire in the 
fire-pan; cf. a.lso SB. 6, 3, 1, 14) and similarly TS. 4, 1, 1, 1; MS. 2, 7, 1: 
73,10; KS. 15, 11: 217, 6; also SvU. 2, 2; TS. 1,1,9, 3 " ... disposers(?) 77 

perform the ritual work" (full and new moon sacrifices, the tracing of 

74 For the Maiträyaz:!,ïya version see above, p. 121 f. 
75 For the significance of the ritually prescribed and consciously fixed look see 

Gonda, Eye and gaze, p . 24 ff. etc. 
76 For an explanation of t,he ritual use see Eggeling, op. cit., V, p. 257, n. l. 
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the vedi); cf. also TB. 3, 2, 9, 8 and ApSS. 2, 2, 7; MSS. 1, 2, 4, 18; 
TB. 3, 7, 7, 14 in an exhortation to the makers of the vedi; SSS. 16, 17, 6 
" . . . gain ye heaven" (to be muttered by the brahman priest af ter having, 
in the väjapeya ritual, taken place on the wheel). - In TB. 2, 6, 5 0; 
MS. 151,8; KS. 38, 4: 105,20; VS. 20, ll; SB. 12,8,3,29 these words 
are followed by "the gods with (through) the gods must help me" which 
do not seem to be used in rites other than the sauträma'IJi and HGS. 2, 17, 4 
(see above), SB. adding the comment 'for the gods indeed consecrate 
(abhi~iiicanti) him through the gods' and U. on VS. observing th at 'the 
deities through whom' will be mentioned in what follows. - The following 
concatenation of parallel word groups, not used in any other ritual, occurs 
also, without variation and together with the prayer at the end, in 
KS. 38, 4: 105, 20-106, 3; VS. 20, 12 (with rcal}, puronuväkyäbhil}, p-ä 
yäjyäbhir yäjyä(1J,) . .. , likewise SB., which is more satisfactory, also 
because there should be eleven parallel sentences ; see below) ; MS. 3, 11, 8: 
151, 9-13 (Vär. 3, 2, 7, 34 pratikena) with some variants: p . tvä d . 
abhi§iiicantu, inserting everywhere tvä, and like VS. mentioning the 
puronuväkyäs, adding, alter ähutibhil}" abhi§iiicantu, te instead of me in 
the last sentence. SB. 12, 8, 3, 30 explains: 'for the first (gods, on earth) 
consecrate (abhi§iiicanti) him along with the second ones (in the air) . . . , 
'the s. ones ... the third ones (in the sky) . . .', adding: 'having thus 
consecrated him by means of those deities from first to last, he thus, by 
means of oblations, renders all his wishes successful'. U. and Mah . on 
VS. add a useful note: 'the oblations, in this way in constant continuation 
guarded by the gods ofthree classes (those ofthe earth, ofthe intermediate 
space, of the heavenly regions), (three times) eleven in number, must 
fulfil my desires ' . It is with these mantras that the sacrifieer offers the 
libation offat gravy to the gods (Ap. 19, 10,2) . 

Neither the who Ie of TB. 2, 6, 5 P (an anu§tubh) nor its component parts 
are found in other rituals . The latter also occur at MS. 3, ll, 8: 152, 10 
(and Vär. 3, 2, 7, 37); KS. 38,4: 106,4; VS. 20, 13 (KSS. 19, 5, 10; 
SB. 12, 8, 3, 31). While pronouncing these formulae the sacrifieer, af ter 
the offering, touches different parts of his body according to the 
characteristic words of the text (yathälingam, Ap. 19, 10, 2) but Vär. makes 
the adhvaryu present an oblation offered with a full ladle (pür'IJähuti) 
with these formulae which are not suitable for this purpose. Nor does 
the application mentioned by Mah., on VS. (cf. U. and KSS. 19, 5, 10) 
seem original: 'the sacrifieer con su mes the rest of the cupful'. - The 
interpretation presents some difficulties. The noun prayati ("effort and 
attempt", Griffith; "endeavour", Eggeling; "Gabe", Caland, Ap.; "gift", 
Dumont) seems to mean "devout surrender" 78. Why is änatil}, repeated? 

77 For vedhasas see Gonda, Vision p. 50 (with references). 
78 See J . Gonda, Prayata, in Bhäratiya Vidyä 20-21 (1960-1961), p. 45 fr. 

(=Selected Studies, U, p. 393 fr.) . Cf. VS. 18,1. 
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Mah. explains the identifications as indications of the state of feelings of 
beings towards the (royal) sacrifieer, winding up with the statement th at 
the constituent elements of his body are able t.o make the world subject. 
Similarly, the comm. on TB., p. 683. SB. on the other hand says th at 
he who is consecrated by the sauträma~i enters the worlds (of safety, 
lokän) and (has access to) the deities ; he now has himself invited amongst 
them, 'and thus he arises (in the said 'worlds' and among the deities) 
complete with a whole bodily form, and with alllimbs'. 

It may by way of recapitulation be observed that with this section (5) 
generally speaking correspond MS. 3, 11, 8 where however a-f j k are 
absent-part of them occurring elsewhere in MS. -, whereas instead of 
11 this text has p. prajäyärp, p. pr~!he, p. prä~e~u p. ätman dyäväprthivyoJ.t, 
p. yajiie; KS. 38, 4 which is practically identical with TB. 5, although 
the mantras a and b are absent; and VS. 20, 1-13 in which the same two 
as weIl as d are absent and st. 2 has a päda more : "Save (me) from death ; 
save (me) from lightning" which may be an ancient addition to this 
VarUI.la stanza: according to KSS. 19,4, 10 and 11 these words accompany 
the putting of silver or gold under the feet or above the head as acharm 
against death or lightning ; see also SB. 12, 8, 3, 11. The first half occurs 
also in VS. 10, 15 (räjasüya; cf. SB. 5 , 4, I, 12 adding 'gold is continuanee 
of life'). 

The mantras of TB. 2, 6, 6 are to be recited at the conclusive bath 
(avabhrtha): Ap. 19, 10, 4 79 • Stanza a is a variant of the first stanza 
of the so-called devahefjana sükta (AVS. 6, Il4, or k~mä1fl1iiM which in 
its entirety occurs among the upahoma mantras mentioned in TB. 2,4, 4, 8 f. 
The version of c d is somewhat different ; in AVS. the Adityas are invoked. 
MS. 3, Il , 10: 157, I (MSS. 5, 2, Il, 35, af ter mentioning the offering 
of thirty-three gifts and Vär. 3, 2, 7, 40 pratikena, including the stanzas b 
and c); KS. 38, 5: 106,6; VS. 20, 14 (cf. KSS. 19,5, 13) agree precisely 
with TB. 2, 6, 6, stanza a . Af ter stating in 12, 9, 2, I that those who 
have performed a sauträma~i take a purificatory bath, because one does 
Iikewise af ter a soma sacrifice, 'and the sauträma~i is the same as the 
soma (sacrifice)', SB. (2) explains this stanza as follows: 'he thereby 
deIivers him from the sin committed against the gods'. As to the ritual 
details there is some difference of opinion between MSS. and Vär. on the 
one hand and KSS. (and U., Mah.), Vait. 30, 22 on the other. - With a 
different second line the mantra occurs also in TB. 3, 7, 12, 1; Ap. 10,7,14 
(concluding bath of the soma sacrifice) . See for this text against disability 
in sacrificing also Vait. 20, 15 (soma sacrifice); Ap. 14, 30, 1 (in a rite 
of atonement, soma sacrifice), quoting either TB. 3, 7, 12, I or TA. 2, 3; 
cf. also MS. 4, 14, 17: 244,4. - For the use of AVS. 6, 114 (=AVP. 6, 49,lI-3) 

7' On the stanzas a-e see siso S. Rohde, Deliver us from evil, Lund and 
Copenhsgen 1946, p. 156 f. 
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in an atharvanic sava rite see Kaug. 67, 19 80. - As to the second half 
of this stanza compare A VS. 7, 64, 2 cd (in a text against the evil influence 
ofa black bird); AgvSS. 2, 7, 1I; SSS. 4,17,12 (sülagava),' TS. I, 8, 5 k 
(räjasüya, the sacrificer with his wife reveres the gärhapatya fire); 3, 1, 4 i 
(immediat.ely on the death of the victim, soma sacrifice) . Etc. For päda. d 
see below. - These pädas combine, with or without variants, in various 
ways to form mantras for averting the evil results of mistakes etc. in 
sacrificing. It seems warranted to suppose th at the sautrama'IJi has in this 
respect also imitated the soma ritual. 

Stanza b occurs only in the sautrama'IJi ritual; see also MS. 3, 11, 10 : 
157,5 (with siiryo instead ofvayur); KS. 38, 5: 106,8 (as TB.); VS. 20, 15 
(with väyur which is no doubt correct; see below), SB., 1. cit., observing 
that 'he thereby delivers him from whatever sin he commits by day and 
by night'. Päda a appears also in TB. 2,4,4,9 (among upahomamantras) ; 
b=AVS. 6, 115, 1 b (for relief from sin). - The last pada, part of the 
refrain which together with some striking cases of parallelism (responsio 81) 

weIds the stanzas a, b, and c together, occurs also in TS. 3, 1, 4 i (soma 
sacrifice, the slaying of the victim 82; a,)80 MSS. 1, 8, 3, 34; KSS. 25, 9, 12) ; 
see moreover ApSS. 7, 21, 6 (animal sacrifice); MSS. 7,2,5,5 (ifno he-goat 
for Siirya can be sacrificed); Kaug. 44,17 (va8ä8amana rite); SSS. 4,17,12 ; 
5MB. 2, 2, 8 (cf. GGS. 3, 10, 28). The wording needs no comment. 

Stanza TB. 2, 6, 6 c is without variant found also as KS. 38, 5: 106, 10; 
VS. 20, 16, SB., I. cit., observing 'what is awake is men, and what is 
asleep is the Fathers ; he thus delivers him from gllilt against. men and 
Fathers', and wit.h "if in sleep (svápan), if wakin~" and vayur instead of 
siiryo (see above) MS. 3, 11, 10: 157,3. The three gods Agni (st . a), Väyu 
and Siirya (or Aditya) constitute a triad of considerable prominence; in 
the relevant speculations Agni represents this (our) world, Väyu the 
atmosphere, Siirya the sky 83. - For pada a b see AVS. 6, 115, 2 (cf. 
AVP. 16, 49, 5) . 

Stanza d occurs in all four basic texts, but th ere are differences: at 
MS. 3, 1I, 10 : 157,7 it is quoted pratikena because it is - in anothel' form 
it is true, more precisely only the components a, b, d, e , and a variant of f, 
and amplified by three other pädas-mentioned al ready in 1, 10, 2: 141 , 14 
(seasonal sacrifices, varu'IJapraghasa,' see below) ; KS. 38,5: 106, 12 (=TB.); 
VS. 20, 17 (yád énas . .. in cl . The difficult word is indriyé, taken to refer 
to sin against the gods in SB. 12, 9, 2, 3 (quoted by V., see also Mah .) 
and similarly 2, 5, 2, 25, translated by Keith (TS. 1, 8, 3 ; see below) by 

80 Cf. J. Gonda, The Savayajfias, Amsterdam Acad. 1965, p. IlO; 398. 
81 J. Gonda, Stylistic repetition in the Veda, Amsterdam 1959, p. 166 ff. 
82 For th is stanza soo A. B. Keith, The Veda of the Black Yajus School, 

Cambridge Mass. 1914, p. 227. 
83 For particulars see J. Gonda, The dURl deities in the religion of the Veda, 

Amsterdam 1974, p. 220 f. 
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"members" (with the no te : 'no doubt intended as a foil to sabh4yärn 
'in fuIl assembly"); by Caland (Ap. 8, 6, 24): "wider die eigene Person" ; 
by Griffith: "corporeal sense" , Dumont: "in our individual power"; 
Rohde : "by ourselves"; rightly Mah., on VS.: 'with regard to any object 
of the senses, (that is) speaking ill of others, looking at another's women 
(wives, daughters etc .) and so on'. - According to Ap. 19, 10, 4 the 
stanzas a-e should be muttered by the adhvaryu when he offers five 
libations of melted butter in the water; according to Mah. on VS. 20, 17 
the pitcher is addressed, according to Vär. 3, 2, 7, 41 he cleanses himself; 
to MSS. 5, 2, ll, 36 he offers in the water. - This mantra is, as rightly 
ob"erved by Keith 84, a general penitential formula, in which the pronoun 
"we" is natural, despite the fact that here and in the varu'T}-apraghäsa 
ritual (TS. I, 8, 3 d; cf. TB. 1, 6, 5, 3; Ap. 8, 6, 24 85 ; MS., 1. cit.; 
MSS. 1,7,4,15; Vär. 1,7,2,32; KS. 9,4: 107, 13; KapS. 8, 7: 85,21; 
VS. 3, 45 with KSS. 5, 5, 11) the husband and his wife alone say it, or 
the variant; in this context it accompanies an oblation to lndra-and-Agni 
and other gods. TB. I, 6, 5, 3 interestingly states that by pronouncing 
th is stanza the sacrificer satisfies (and removes) Varul)a by an act of 
worship (varu~m avayajate): th at means that the god is induced to 
deliver him from his 'sin'. 

Stanza e has been misunderstood: sapämahe should not be translated 
by "wh<.1tever oath we have sworn" (Keith, TS. 1, 3, II f.), "we swear our 
oath" (Griffith, VS. 6, 22 86 ), "if we swear" (Dumont) etc. 87 , but by 
"we curse" 88. It occurs also KS . 38, 5: 106, 15; VS. 20, 18 in the sauträma'T}-i 
as weil as in the soma ritual: VS. 6, 22 in addressing the stick on which 
the victim's heart has been roasted and which is now buried (SB. 3, 8,5, 10 
'thereby he delivers him from every noose of Varul)a ... '). The mantra 
occurs also in TS. 1,3, 11, 1; MS. 1,2,8: 82, 5; KS. 3, 8: 27, I, where it 
is preceded by "from every place where thy authority manifests itself, 
o King VaruI.la, from that set us free" (pronounced wh en water is poured 
over the above heart spit); similarly MS. 3, 11, 10: 157, 7 (pratikena; 
see below) ; AsvSS. 3, 6, 24; SSS. 8, 12, 11 etc. The whole stanza 89 is 

84 Keith, Veda BI. Y. School, p. 115. 
85 See Caland's note, Sr. Ap., lI, Amsterdam 1924, p. 26 (where "Kampf" 

should be replaced by "Dorf"). 
86 Adding a note, op. cit., p. 56: 'Perhaps, Save us from our enemies' blame 

when they find fault with us for swearing by cows and by VaruJ.la, when an oath 
on cuws alone would be sufficient'. Cf. e.g. !:tV. 10, 97, 16; AVS. 2, 7, 2. Curses 
are oft.en mentioned as being illvoked to recoil on the curser himself. 

87 W. D. Whitncy and Ch. R. Lanman, Atharva-Veda SaJTlhitä, Cambridge Mass. 
1905, p. 968: 'if we have called these divinities to witness an untruth'. 

~8 See also the commentator on TS. 1, 3, 1I, 1 explaining 'thus we solicit thee 
(0 VaruIJa, to avert evil from us)' a,nd Eggeling, op. cit., 11, p. 216 (on SB. 3,8,5,10). 

89 For explanationFl sce Eggeling, op. cit., 11, p. 216 (on SB. 3, 8, 5, 10; Keith, 
Vl'da BI. Y. School, p . 47 ("ruie, order"); Griffith , op . cit., p. 56; Mah. on VS. 6, 22 
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found also in AVS. 7, 83, 2 (AVP. 20, 32, 5 9°); in the shorter form 
AVS. 19,44,9. 

TB. 2, 6, 6 f, with which the sacrifieer should address the avabhrtha 91 

before bathing, states that this substance-power, viz. the strcam of fresh 
water in which the sacrifieer is to take hiR bath, has removed the double 
sin, viz . that against gods and that against men. The expressions devalr 
devákrtam éna!l- and mártyair mártyakrtam have given occasion for difference 
of opinion 92. Uvata, on VS. 3,48 explains: 'the 'sin' (mistakes made, etc.) 
re lating to (against the gods, committed with the gods as companionH 
and that relating to (against) men, committed with the officiants as 
companions', Mah., ibidem, 'the sin committed by the deities, viz. our 
organs of sense (indriya), against the gods who are entit.led to the oblations 
and th at committed by men, viz . the officiants, (my companions) against 
those who have come to see the sacrifice' . However, the words rather 
mean: with the help of the gods (men) thou hast removed by sacrifice 
the sin committed against the gods (men), as translated by Eggeling 
(VS. 2,5,2,47) and Dumont 93. Keith's 94 interpretation-devalr devákrtam 
taken as an emphatic 'god wl'ought', i.e. the sins of the gods, though 
grammaticaJly possible, is highly improbable. - As appears from its 
contents this mantra was specially designed for the lust.ral bath at the 
end of a sacrifice and could not reasonably serve any other purpose. It 
may have been transferred from the soma sacrifice-where it is cmployed 
in TS. 1, 4, 45, 2 (immersion of all that the soma has touched) (cf. ApSS. 
13,19, 10 accompanyingan oblation); MS. 1,3,39: 45,11 (MSS. 2, 5, 4, 30); 
KS. 4, 13 : 37, 22; KapS. 3, 11: 35, 1; VS. 8, 27 (KSS. 10, 9, 3); and see 
SB. 4, 4, 5, 22; also TS. 6, 6, 3, 4 (propitiation of VarUI)a); MS. 4, 8, 5 : 
113,2; KS. 29, 3: 171, 15; LSS. 2, 12,9 and DSS. 6, 4, 8 (the lustral 
bath of the chanters at the end of a soma sacrifice)-to ot her rituals 
VS. 3, 48 and SB. 2, 5, 2, 47 with KSS. 5, 5, 30 (seasonal sacrifiees) and 
TB. 2, 6, 6 f, Ap. 19, 10,5; VS. 20, 18; SB. 12,9,2,4; KS . 38, 5: 106, 15-17 

(taking, like V ., dhäman to mean 'place' (sthäna) 'from every place taken by thy 
noose which we fear, free us from that'; V. ' ... infested byevil .. .' ; similarly, 
Säyal,la, on TS.; sarvasmäd rogasthänät, comm. on AVS. 7, 83, 2. The Indian 
commentators are not wide of the mark: in my opinion dhäman means 'a location 
or receptacle of divine power, a hypostasis or refraction in which sllch power is 
believed to be active or to manifest itself'; see my book Dhäman, Amsterdam 
1967, p. 76. 

90 Ses also the note by Whitney and Lanman, op. cit., p . 450. 
Dl For the concluding lustral bath as a special occasion for the expiation of 

mistakes and 'sins' see Rodhe, op . cit., p . 155 ff. 
92 For the interpretation of this mantra see also A. Parpola, The SrautasÏ1tras 

of Latyäyana and Drähyä,yal,la and their commentaries, I, 2, Helsinki 1969, p. 269. 
93 In the Bange of "to do anything for the advantage or injury of another" 

kr-+loc.; for 'a compounded locative': J. S. Speyer, Sanskrit Syntax, Leiden 
1886, p. 159. 

94 Keith, Veda BI. Y. School, p. 66. 
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to the sauträma1Ji . Variants and differences in ritual application can be 
left out of consideration. 

In part of the relevant texts the two following stanzas are used 
independently of each other. The first (g), which is more frequently found, 
accompanies the burying ofthe stick on which the victim's heart has been 
roasted and which is reqllested to do no damage to water and plants 
(VS. 6,22 95 ; SB. 3, 8, 5,11; TS. 1,4,45 g; ApSS. 7,27,16; MS. 1,2,18: 
28, 10; KS. 3, 8: 27, 5; SSS. 8, 12, 1I) 96, and occurs as a purificatory 
formula in the sacrifice to the Fathers when those concerned are bathing 
and throwing water in the direction of their enernies (VS. 35, 12; 
SB. 13, 8, 4, 5); similarly in the pravargya ritual (TA. 4, 11, 8 (23); 
ApSS. 15, 16, 10; MSS. 4, 4, 22 ; VS. 38, 23; SB. 14,3, 1,27; cf. VS. 36, 23 97). 
See also BSS. (7, 9 : 215, 5 cf.) 4, 7: 120, 19; LSS. 2, 2,11; DSS. 4, 2, 2 etc. 
in connex ion with the cleansing to be performed at the cätväla trench 98; 

ApSS. 8, 8, 15 (TS. 1,4,45 g): avabhrtha of the varu1Japraghäsa; 13, 21, I: 
of the agni~toma (likewise BSS. 8, 20: 261, 9). The second is-with some 
variants, the most important ofwhich is äpal}, "the waters" in TB. 2, 6, 6 h, 
KS., VS. instead of visve "all" - AVS. 6, 1I5, 3 (part of a sükta to be 
recited for relieffrom 'sin'; also AVP. 16,49,6 with visväd); TB. 2,4,4,9 
where it is an upahoma mantra addressed to Agni. According to ApSS. 
19, 10, 5 both mantras are to be recited by the sacrificer who performs 
the kaukili sauträma1Ji when he is immersing himself in the water of the 
final bath. They appear together also in VS. 20, 19 (second part) and 
20, SB. 12, 9, 2, 7 observing that 'he eauses his garment to float away; 
ef. KSS . 19, 5, 16 ; VaitS . 30, 23, where st. h is prescribed : even as one 
would pluck out a reed from its sheath, so he plucks him from out all 
evil ; he bathes and (thereby) drives the darkness (of 'sin') from himself' 
(SB. 6 is identical with 13, 8, 4, 5) ; KS. 38, .5: 106, 19 ff. MS. 3, 11, 1 0: 
157, 11 has only h (with visve) . While admitting of various applieations 
the use of these stanzas is always-also in the ritual llnder discussion 
perfectly cleal'. 

With TB. 2, 6, 6 i the sacrifieer, af ter bathing, pays homage to the 
sun (ApSS. 19, 10, 5). This is-with pasyanto jyotil}, instead of j. p.-the 
oft quoted J;tV. I, 50, 10 which is part of a hymn addressed to Sürya. 
See also KS. 38, 5: 107,2; VS. 20,21 with the comment in SB. 12, 9,2,8 
'darkness is evil (päpmä) which he thus keeps a way; Sürya, the highest 
light, is the heavenly world, in which he thus finally establishes himself 
(pratiti~thati)' and the interesting explanation of päda b "seeing the 
higher light": 'this (Le. the terrestrial) world is higher than the water; 

9~ See also Griffith, op. cit., p. 56. 
98 Cf. J. Schwab, Das altindische Thieropfer, Erlangen 1886, p. 162. 
97 See J. A. B . van Buitenen, The pravargya, Poon a 1968; J. Gonda, The mantras 

of the pravargya ritual, Indo·Ir. J. 21, p. 235 ff. 
98 For particulars see Parpola, op. cit., I, 2, p. 179 f . 
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it is on this world he thus establishes itself', which seems to mean that 
the sacrificer's step ping on dry land 'symbolizes' his becoming established 
on this world. For other uses see BSS. 8, 20 : 261, 17 (avabhrtha of a soma 
sacrifice) ; JB. 2, 68: avabhrtha af ter a sattra or long soma sacrifice, the 
author adding th at the sun is the deity which is never struck by calamity; 
by touching this deity one 'rises' (udeti); VS. 27, 10 (see TS. 4, I, 6 
below); 35, 14: sacrifice to the Fathers (with SB. 13, 8,4, 7 where "the 
gloom" is explained as the world of the Fathers, from which 'they now 
indeed approach the light, the sun'); 38, 24 (SB. 14, 3, I, 28) when, in 
performing the pravargya 99, the sacrificer returns from tbe cätväla-i.e. 
the hole in the ground serving the purposes of t.hose who perform a 
purification-and goes to the north-east (cf. e.g. SB. 3, 1,2, 12)-i.e. tbe 
reg ion of gods and men wh ere is the gate to heaven (SB. 6, 6, 2, 3 f.) -; 
TS. 4, I, 7 kwhere it is the last of a series of ten sämidhenï stanzas-Î.e. 
verses relating to the kindling of the sacrificial fire-to accompany an 
offeringoffiveanimals (similarlyMS. 2,12,5: 149, 12; KS. 18, 16, 1: 277, 1 
(with the word order ofthe l;tV.) ; KS. 18, 16: 277,1; KapS. 29,4: 132, 10) 
with an explanation in the brähma1}a section TS. 5, 1, 8, 6: 'the darkness 
is evil (päpmä) ; verily from him he smites away evil . .. , verily he attains 
unity with the sun', and an additional classification: 'The year does not 
lag, prosperity (sri/.l) does not lag for whom these are performed. He 
recites the last (stanza) with the word 'light' in it ; verily he bestows on 
him light above, to reveal the world of heaven'; TB. 3, 7, II and 
ApSS. 3, 11, 2 (5 th mantra, accompanying the 'integral expiations' 
(sarvapräyascittäni) required in the ritual of full and new moon); 
ApSS. 8, 8, 18 accompanying the adoration of the sun (varu'Tfapraghäsa), 
likewise 13, 22, 5 (agni~toma); 9,8,7 (präYaScittas) ; 9,12,3 (präyascitta: 
when the sun is not visible during the establishment of the ritual fire) 
15, 16, 10 and 17, 12 (präyascitta: pravargya) ; and 16, 7, 7 where it is 
said to be a concluding stanza (a direction based on the above TS. 5, 1,8,6) . 
In a rite of atonement involving the adoration of the sun and resulting 
in deliverance from old age and death also SVB. 2, 4, 9. Etc . In this case 
also a survey of the various uses of the mantra enables us to deepen our 
insight into its significance which those who performed the rite attached 
to it . 

Both parts of the bipartite mantra jare quoted also at KS. 38, 5: 107, 4 
(in the reverse order) and TS. 1, 4, 45 i describing the concluding rite 
of the bath (agni~toma). According to ApSS. 19, 10, 5 the sacrificer while 
pronouncing it pushes back (with his foot, pratyasyati) the bank of the 
water where the bath has taken place. Similarly, TB. 1, 6, 5, 6 ; ApSS. 
8, 8, 18 (varu1}apraghäsa) and cf. BSS. 8, 20: 261, 18 (final bath of a 
soma sacrifice). Other places quoting the first half are TS. 6, 6, 3, 5 and 
ApSS. 13, 22, 5 (final bath of the soma sacrifice stating the significance 

'9 See van Buitenen, op. cit., p. 132. 
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of a ritual act performed to avoid being seized by Varul).a; cf. MS. 4, 8, 5: 
113, 6 and KS. 29, 3 : 171, 20 quoting the second half). The second half 
is in other ritual contexts quoted at TS. 1, 2, 8, 2 and ApSS. 10, 28, 1; 
MS. 1,2,6: 16,2; MSS. 2, 1,4,40; in a section corresponding with the 
above TS. 1,4,45 MS. 1,3,39: 46, 3; KS. 4,13: 38, 5; KapS. 3, 11: 35, 6, 
in a varu1Japraghiisa section MSS. 1, 7, 4, 42. 

There is no use in discussing all the occurrences of the elements of the 
quadripartite formula k, with which the sacrifieer and his wife put fuel 
on the ähavanïya fire (ApSS. 19, 10, 7, referring to 7, 27, 16 where in 
the description of the animal sacrifice this formula quoted by its first part 
is prescribed af ter the rrwntra g and prayers for safeguarding against 'sin' 
addressed to Varul).a; see above). For the complete quadripartite set in 
passages dealing with the sauträrrw1Ji see also KS. 38, 5: 107, 4; VS. 20, 23 
with KSS. 19,5, 19 (U.: tvä1Jlsamindhanam upädäya edhi~imahi 'may we 
pro sper aftel' ha ving taken (in addition) you, firewood'; 'with "thou art 
fuel (samidh)" he places it on the fire' (Mah., cf. U .)) and SB. 12, 9, 2, 10 
(with an essentially identical explanation and the comment: 'he thereby 
kindles the fire, and thw; kindled, it kindles him with fiery energy (tejasä 
saminddhe)'). The MS. description does not include this rrwntra which 
pseudo-etymologically suggests a connexion between edhas 'fuel' (root 
indh-) a.nd the verb edh- 'to thrive, prosper' 100. The complete rrwntra 
occurs also at TS. 1, 4, 45, 3 (concluding bath, sorrw sacrifice; af ter a 
formula on Varul).a's noose 101); in JB. 2, 68 (the same rite, with ritual 
instructions but without an interpretation) in VS. 38, 25 (pravargya rituaI; 
soe above sub mantra i) and at SGS. 2, 10, 3 in the chapter on the study 
of the Veda and the sub-section on the fire where it is followed by a 
prayer for prosperity in offspring and wealth addressed to Agni. Attention 
may be drawn to the variant of the second element samid asi sam 
edhi~imahi (e.g. ApMB. 2, 6, 3-5, the complete formula being prescribed 
at ApGS. 4, 11, 22 in the circumstances referred to in SGS. 2, 10, 3). 
TS. 6, 6, 3, 5 omitting the second element states that 'he bestows fiery 
energy (téjaM upon himself'. In ApSS. 8, 8, 18 (varu1Japraghäsa) .. 8, 18, 10 
(tryamhaka) .. 13, 22, 6 (final bath of the sorrw sacrifice) the first element 
is quoted but the whole mantra meant. For the ritual mentioned last see 
also BSS. 8, 20: 261, 19 with the above ritual directions. While the meaning 
and application of the rrwntra are perfectly clear it is difficult to say in 
which ritual it was used first, although the supposition seems warranted 
th at the pravargya, the sauträma1Ji etc. borrowed it from the soma ritual. 

With the next rrwntra (I), likewise quadripartite or rather fivefold, the 
sacrificer and his wife, standing erect, pay reyerence to the ähavaniya fire 
af ter they have put a piece offuel on it (ApSS. 19, 10,7 repeating 7,27, 16 
on the animal sacrifice; see also KSS. 19, 5, 18, U . and Mah.). It is a 

100 Sec also K eith, Veda BI. Y. School, p. 66, n. 7 (and p. 65, n. 6). 
101 Cf. Caland and Henry, L'agnil?toma. p. 401. 
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variant of B-V. I, 23, 23 and 10, 9, 9, where it, respectively, is part of a 
section imploring the help and favour of the Waters in a sükta addressed 
to various deit.ies ano of a hymn to t.he Waters (10, 9, 6-9= 1, 23, 20-23 
with the exception of 20 dl . "Der atharnLartige Schlusz (1, 23, 16-24) 
begleitet ein Opfer für die Flüsse und das Reinigungsbad, das wie der 
spätere avabhrtha die heilige Handlung be"chlieszi," 102. The main differences 
between B-V. and TB. etc. are päda c "Corne, 0 Agni, rich in milk (i .e. 
thc essence of t.he water, páyasvän)" and "I have ('ome, 0 A ., r . in m." 
and the addition "with offspring and wealth" in the latter text.. Another 
variant-"I have honoured" (acäyi~am in a; 8ámaprk~mahi "we have 
been ming led" in b; c=TB. c, no additions but compare st. 2 b) -occurs 
as AVS. 7, 89,1, the above mantra k (édho 'si etc.) being AVS. 7, 89, 4; 
and as AVP. I, 33, 1 with adyänvacäri~am (also in VS. 20, 22 etc.) in 
päda a and rasena samasrk~mahi (like TB. etc.) in b. The Kausika-Siitra 
makes various use of this sükta and of its several st.anzas; in 42, 13 it is 
'at the margin of water', addressed to the holy water when the Veda 
student returns home; in 42, 14 it accompanies the laying of fuel on the 
fire aftel' sunset; the commentaries reckon t.he sükta as 'intended by the 
stanzas to be recited at the bath taken af ter the death of one's teacher' 
(the so-called snäniyäM. According to VaitS. 24, 6 st. 1 (or more) is in 
the agni~toma repeated on approach to the ähavaniya fire 103. Notice the 
occurrence of the stanza in connexion with water as weIl of fire in a way 
reminiscent of the use of st. TB. I etc. in the avabhrtha ritual. This stanza 
(A VS. 7, 89, I) recurs as 10, 5, 46 in a long sükta dealing with the 
preparation and use of 'water-thunderbolts'. The pädas TB. cd are 
moreover identical with AVS. 9, I, 14 cd (addressed to the 'honey-whip'). 
In connex ion with the sauträma'l}-i : KS . 38, 5: 107, 6 (in b sam aganmahi; 
in c ägamam, no 5th päda), VS. 20, 22 (in b sám asrk~mahi, with the 5th päda) 
with SB. 12, 9, 2, 9 observing that 'he thereby secures for himself the 
essence of the waters' and 'invokes a blessing'. In the soma ritual: 
TS. 1,4,451, (no 5th päda); BSS. 8,20: 262, 2; ApSS. 13,22,6 ; LSS. 2,12,13 , 
(as KS.); DSS. 6, 4, 12 104 ; with some ritual details JB. 2, 68 (in a apo 
'dyänvacär:sam, band c as TB., no 5th päda). In the varu'l}-apraghäsa: 
MS. 1,3,39: 46, 12 with MSS. 1, 7,4,47 (adoration of the ältavaniya); 
KS. 4, 13: 38, 12; KäpS . 3, 11: 35, 10; ApSS. 8, 8, 18; for 8, 18, 10 see 
above. The stanza recurs, as TS. 1,4,46 f, in a section containing invitatory 
and consecratory mantras for special sacrifices (kämye~ti): according to 
2, 2, 4, 4 the man whose desire it is to be possessed of essence (sap, rasa) 
should offer an oblation to Agni rasavän (cf. the wording of the mantra). 
As ApMB. 2, 6, 6 it is one of the twelve mantras to be recited when 
(twelve) pieces of wood are put on the fire used at the upanayana (chapter 
on the Veda student). The formula is in MGS. 1, 1, 17; 1I, 25; 2, 2, 26 

102 Geldner, RV. übers. I, p. 22. 
103 For further particulars see Whitney and Lanman, op. cit., p. 453. 
104 For the readings see Parpola, op. cit.., I, 2, p. 271. 
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on various occasions prescribed when the fire is worshipped, also in case 
no mention is made of a previous bath. 

TB. 2, 6, 6 m, a perfect concluding mantra, is only found in the kaukilï 
sauträma"-,,i. See also MS. 3, 11, 10 : 157, 13 (with sarrutvrt, without sám u 
vlsvam idárp, .iágat, and with vYaSiya); KS. 38, 5: 107, 8 (in these two 
texts the words "and the whole world .. . " are not found); VS. 20, 23 
(reading vibMn kámän). According to ApSS. 19, 10, 7 it is to be addressed 
to the ähavaniya fire, according to MSS. 5, 2, 11, 38 the sacrificer recites 
it while offering with the spoon in the gärhapatya fire, to KSS. 19, 5, 20 
he sacrifices with it. The statement "the earth . .. and the whole world 
has returned (come home)" no doubt means that because of the 
transitoriness of the world (cf. Uva~a) it now has disappeared (naSyati, 
Mah.), th at is to say as far as the sacrificer is concerned, who now wishes 
to "have (Agni) Vaisvänara" -i.e. the god of fire as the fire and light 
of the sun that descends in the world and the ähavaniya fire which is 
regarded as identical with the sun - "as his light". 

With bhulJ, sváhä the sacrificer offers a libation of melted butter in the 
ähavanïya (ApSS. 19, 10, 7; for MSS. and KSS. see above). The word 
"earth", the first of the vyährtis ('earth, atmosphere, sky'), is of ten used 
to accompany an oblation, especially when in sacrificing there has been 
a failure in respect (of the mantras) of the ~gveda (AiB. 5, 32, 5; 34, 4; 
SB. 11, 5, 8, 6; ApSS. 9, 16, 4; 14, 32, 7) , but also in other cases (e.g. 
AiB. 8, 7, 6, if it is desired that the sacrificer will eat food); for adoration 
of the ähavanïya with bhülJ, see ApSS. 9, 1, 11; MSS. 3, 1, 8; for other 
use: ApSS. 9, 2, 4; MSS. 3, 2, 7; see also Ms. 2, 7, 7; ApSS. 16, 23, 1; 
MSS. 1, 5, 3, 15. 

From a comparison it appears that TB. 2, 6, 6; KS . 38, 5 and VS. 20, 
14-23 are to a considerable ex tent identical. TB. k corresponds with 
VS. 23, first part, and I with 22; moreover, TB. j does not occur in VS. 
VS. and KS. have in 19 a band 106, 18 a hemistich that is absent in 
the other texts, viz . "Thy he art is in the ocean, within the waters; with 
thee let plants and waters be commingled". SB. 12, 9, 2, 5 explains: 
(a) 'For the ocean is the waters, and water is juice; with th at juice he 
thus supplies him; (b) he supplies him with both kinds of sap, that which 
is in plants, and that which is in water' . There is no denying that th is 
line suits the context, esp. mantra g, weil. It is as VS. 8, 25 ab used when 
the one who has performed a soma sacrifice stepping into the avabhrtha 
bath floats a jar containing the dregs of the soma (KSS. 10, 9, 1; 
SB. 4, 4, 5, 20); see also TS. 1, 4, 45, 2 and 6, 6, 34 (likewise dealing 
with the concluding bath of the soma ritual); cf. also MS. 1, 3, 39 : 45, 9; 
MSS. 2, 5, 4, 29; KS. 4, 13 : 37, 20 ; cf. ApSS. 13, 20, 10 ; Ap. prescribes 
it also (8, 8, 12) in his description of the concluding bath of the VaruJ).a
praghäsa ritual 105 . See also MS. 4, 8, 5: 112, 18. MS. 3, 11, 10: 157, 1-14 

lO~ See Caland's nota, Sr. Ap. 11, p. 32. 
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differs widely. There are no counterparts of TB. 2, 6, 6 e f gij k I; 
MSS. 5, 2, 1I, 35 pres cri bes abc in connexion with the offering of three 
Iibations (cf. Ap. 19, 10, 4). Similarly, VärSS. 3, 2, 7, 40. This recension 
has, on the other hand, some mantras of its OWll. The mantra "from every 
place where authority manifests itself .. . " (dMmno dhämno riijan . .. ), 
mention of which has already been made, quoted pratikena at MS. 3, 11, 10: 
157, 7, is at MSS. 5, 2, 11, 36 employed when at the lustral bath the 
offering in the water takes place (remember the relation between Varul}.a, 
to whom the words are addressed, and the waters; cf. its use in MSS. 
1, 7, 4, 43 where those who use it cleanse themselves: varu'f.ULpraghäsa 
ritual) . With the mantra known as d (MS. 157, 7 pratikena) MSS. has the 
person concerned offer a second time. Vär. 3, 2, 7, 41 uses both texts 
for the same purpose (cleaning), without adding particulars. The mantra, 
which could be employed in connexion with the final bath of more than 
one ritual, has in this recension, probably replaced TB. e (see also above). 
Af ter the two mantras quoted p. 157, 7 MS. has a mantra of five piidas 
which as such is not found elsewhere ("Thou art the means of purifying 
the sacrifice, the m. of p . the sacrificer; that must purify (deliver) me 
completely from every offence against the gods, from all o. a. the g."), 
although piida d is A VS. 6, 96, 2 d (addressed to the herbs, "whose king 
is Soma" for relief from 'sin' and distress, also from that which comes 
from Varul}.a); 7, 112, 2 d; 8, 7, 28 d (to the plants, for restoration of 
health, not in AVP. 16, 14, 7; AVS. 6, 96 is in VaitS. :~O, 6 prescribed 
for use in the sauträmatti ritual when the officiant is mixing herbs with 
the surii) and e is :!;tV. 10, 97, 16 d (eulogy on the medicinal herbs, also 
VS. 12, 90 d; AVP. 19, 12, 5 d; BSS. 4, 7: 120, 18: animal sacrifice; 
cf 7,9: 215,5; ApSS. 7, 21, 6, 5 d when those concerned cleanse themselves 
at the ciitviila: animal sacrifice; LSS. 2, 2, 11, 4 d (DSS. 4, 2, 2, 4 d, 
agni{J!oma, worshipping of the dhi{Jttyas, subordinate hearths) 106. The 
stanza is, together with TB. h, prescribed at MSS. 5, 2, 11, 37 and 
Vär. 3, 2, 7, 42 to accompany the bathillg . - It may be noticed th at the 
hemistich MS. 3, 11, 10: 156, 18 which is not employed in MSS. and 
VärSS. is identical with part of TB. 2, 6, 3 s etc. (see above). - From the 
above annotations it appears that in this section also parallels between 
the sautriimatti and other sacrifices (soma ritual, pravargya etc.) -that is, 
common property-are far from wanting. 

In VS. there now follows a passage (20, 24-35) which is not found in 
the other basic texts. Part of it (viz. 24-26; 28; 34; 35) is, as far as I am 
able to see, exclusively proper to this work; some mantras are taken from 
the :!;tgveda-Saf!lhitä. Of these twelve mantras seven are mentioned in the 
Srautasütra of the Väjasaneyins; this shows that they belonged to their 
habitual ritual. They are not to be used in the avabhrtha ceremonies, 
but relate, as more or less individual additional mantras, to preceding 

106 For particulars see Parpola, op. cit., I, 2, p. 180. 
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stages in the ritual performances belonging to the part of the sacrificer, 
of the adhvaryu, the brahman. - The application of 20, 24 is perfectly 
clear: it is in the beginning of the sauträmatti rite to accompany the 
placing of three sticks on the ähavaniya fire (KSS. 19, 1, 11 ; U ., Mah.), 
an act to be performed by the consecrated sacrificer. St. 25 gives expression 
to the sacrificer's intentions : 'he wishes to go to heaven' (Mah.); päda c= 
AVS. 9, 5, 16 c (accompanying the offering of a goat that is said to go 
to heaven). St. 26 continues 25; the same structure and repetitions in 
corresponding places. The word sedil} ("want. and languor", Griffith) or 
"exhaustion, decay" is according to Mah. especially 'the sorrow resulting 
from want of aliment'. St. 27 is-except for sómam instead of kdmam in c, 
a change which makes the mantra fit for the sauträmatti ritual-identical 
with TS. 1, 2, 6 a which in the soma ceremonies is to be pronounced by 
the adhvaryu or the sacrificer (Ap.) while touching the soma plant ; päda a 
accompanies the tying up of the soma in a cloth, b the loosing of the 
knot; with the second hemistich the sacrificer is made to look at the soma. 
See BSS. 6,14: 171,6 ff.; BhSS. 10, 16 5 ; ApSS . 10 24 5 etc. (soma 
sacrifice). In the sauträmatti rite the surä is of course addressed (U. Mah., 
referring to KSS . 19, 1, 21) which is stated to be united with the soma 
stalks. St. 28: the subject of "he says" (vadati) is Indra. U. and M. draw 
attention to the fact that the awu§tubh metre is connected with Indra 
and the soma. The four verbs of the first hemistich denote successive 
phases of the process : pouring out in the vessel, pouring out into another 
vessel with the milk etc., drawing of the liquid etc. (comm . ; see KSS. 
19, 2, 7) . St. 29 is ~V. 3, 52, 1, in which Indra is requested graciously 
to accept the soma, accompanied by other oblations, and a eulogy, which 
is offered to him in the morning. The pädas a and b recur as ~V. 8, 91, 2 d e 
in the well-known hymn of the girl Apälä (cf. JB. 1, 220 : here as weIl as 
in VS. 20, 29 the words create the impression of being a literal quotation 
from a ritual formulary (~V. 3, 52 or an identical 'text' ; cf. AsvSS. 5, 4, 2; 
SSS. 7, 1, 2)). See also PGS. 2, 14, 7 (cf. Mah.); GGS. 3, 3, 6; SVB. 3, 3, 5. 
St. 30 is ~V. 8, 89, 1, the initial words of an Indra hymn: the Maruts 
are requested to start a eulogy on Indra in order to strengthen him and 
to enable him to slay Vrtra. The stanza is the beginning of the so-called 
marutvatiya-sastra (AiB . 4, 31, 9; SSS. 10, 13, 10 etc.). According to 
KSS. 19, 5, 1 f. and VaitS . 30, 16 (see also Mah .) the adhvaryu has 1,0 

prompt the brahman priest to execute the so-called sa1{l-8äna ("sharpening")
säman (LSS. 5, 4, 16) on thc brhati stanza (36 syllabies) under discussion 
(see SV. 1, 258). For a long explanation anel motivation see GB. 2, 5, 7 
-'the säman is royal power, the essence of all the Vedas etc., by means 
of which the sacrificer is consecrated; by means of these sharpening sämans 
the gods strengthened Indra etc.' - which is almost a copy of SB. 12, 8, 3, 
23-28, where this section occurs between passages in which VS. 20, 10 
and VS. 20, 11 ff. are quoted respectively. This act belongs to the unction 
ofthe sacrificer. (Cf. also LSS . 5, 4,16-19; DSS. 13 4,9 where the udgätar, 
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not the brahman, seems to be expected to perform this duty). St. 31 is 
-except for ti naya instead of ti srja-J!.,V. 9, 51, I, inviting the adhvaryu 
to purify by means of the strainer t.he soma th at has been pressed. 
According to KSS. 19, 2, 12 and VaitS. 30, 9 it is the brahman priest 
who pronounees the stanza prompting the adhvaryu. St. 32: pada a also 
in TB. 3, 3, 2, 5 (disposal of the instruments for cleaning the sacrificial 
vessels); ApSS. 3, 4, 8; cf. 3, 13, I in connexion with Rudra. The object 
(tvtim) addressed is the thirty-third fat libation which completes the 
offerings to the thirty-three gods (KSS. 19, 4, 24 and comm.). The 
preceding 32 libations have been offered to the accompaniment of VS. 19, 
80-95. VS. 20, 33 is the formula "Thou art taken with a support ... " 
(upayamágrhito 'si etc.), for which see TB. 2, 6, 1 h; 1. St. 34, not found 
elsewhere, is pronounced when the officiants inhale the odour (pra1Ja
bhak~aJ?l bhak~ayanti) ofthe remains ofthe oblation (see KSS . 19,5,9, U. 
and Mah.). Nor does the formula 35 occur elsewhere. The ladleful (graha) 
is addressed. 'Invited' ('authorized', abhyanujiiäta!l-, U.) viz. by the 
officiants (Mah.); U. explains 'I, being authorized by these deities, partake 
of thee, Soma, (that art) invited by the officiants'. The verb "made, 
prepared" refers to the mythical story. 

At the end of his exposition of the sautrama1Ji ritual Kiityäyana, af ter 
stating th at those acts which have been left unmentioned have to take 
place in the usual manner, adds some sütras on the use of VS. 21, 1 ff. 
as yajyanuvakyas. The gayatri stanza 21, 1 invites VaruJ;la when on the 
occasion of the final bath (Mah.) a rice-cake is offered to him . It is the 
oft recurring stanza J!.,V. I, 25, 19 (VaruJ;la hymn), found for instanee in 
the collections of yajyanuväkyäs for kämye~tis in TS. 2, I, II (st . v), 
MS. 4, 10, 2: 146, 8 (MSS. 5, 2, 4, 43; VärSS. Par. Ak . 7, 2 prefers 
MS. 4, 14, 17: 246, 5=J!.,V. 1, 24, 15 imploring VaruJ;la to loosen the 
no08e); 4, 14, 17: 246, land pratikena for instance TS. 2, 5, 12 1; in the 
rite of the placing of the heads of the victims (agnicayana) TS. 4, 2, II r; 
since it is of ten prescribed by compilers of grhyasütras-e .g. HGS. 1, 3, 6; 
1,8,16; 5, 2, 4-it must have been very popular. St. 2, a tri~tubh, suitably 
used as a yäjyä, is another VaruJ;la stanza (J!.,V. I, 24, ll) imploring the 
god not to be displeased and not to deprive the speaker of his life. It is 
very of ten quoted, for instance at VS. 18, 49 where it consecrates an 
offering in the agnicayana ritual, VaruJ.la being now identified with Agni; 
in TS. 2, I, II as st. w, af ter the preceding mantra (see above); MS. 4, 14, 17: 
246, 3 (MSS. 5, 2, 4, 43; VärRS., 1. cit., uses MS. 4, 14, 7: 246, 7= 
J!.,V. I, 24, 14 conciliating VaruJ.la); KS. 4, 16: 43, 19; AsvSS. 2, 17, 15 
(similarly). St. land 2 we re probably found by the compiler of the 
sauträma1Ji formulary as a pre-existing pair. - The stanzas 3 and 4 are 
J!.,V. 4, 1, 4 and 5, in which Agni is requested to act as an intercessor 
or mediator, to appease VaruJ;la, to aid those speaking and to be merciful, 
are another pair of yäjyänuvakyas. Both stanzas are -also in grhya works
frequently quoted and occur as a pair for instance in TS. 2, 5, 12, 3, 
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st. wand x (special sacrifices) ; MS. 4, 10, 4: 153, 12; 14; 4, 14, 17; 246, 9; 
ll; KS. 34, 19: 50, I; 3; AiB. 7, 9, 5 (while offering a cake to Agni as 
VaruJ.la: an expiation for errors in sacrificing); ApSS . 9, 16, 10 (expiation). 
In all probability as an appropriate and widely used pair of mantras 
adopted by the compiler. - The foHowing two stanzas accompany an 
oblation of a caru (porridge) offered to Aditi (whose name occurs in 
TB. 2, 6, 17 b). They are of ten found together and, to quote Whitney
Lanman, "closely kindred in application and expression". St. 5 is 
AVS. 7, 6, 2 (a hymn addressed to Adit.i); AVP. 20, I, 8; TS. I, 5, II s 
(special sacrifices in the chapter on the fuH and new moon ceremonies); 
MS. 4, 10, I: 144, 10; AiB. I, 9, 7; st. 6 corresponds with ~V. 10, 63, 10; 
AVS. 7, 6, 3; AVP. 20, 1,9; MS. 4,10, I: 144,8; AiB. 1,9,7 (notice 
the difference in order). According to KSS. 19, 7, 16 and Mah. st. 6 is 
to be used as the anuväkyä, 5 as the yäjyä. - St. 7 is an isolated mantra 
in which the sacrifice is represented as a ship that bears the sacrificer 
to heaven (see also the quotation in U. and Mah. from the Sruti; cf. 
SB. 2, 3, 3,15). PGS., which belongs to the samerecension ofthe White YV., 
has the stanza used when going aboard a ship (3, 15, 10). - According 
to KSS. 19, 7, 17 and Mah. st. 8 and 9 are to be employed as yäjyänuväkyäs 
in connex ion with an offering of curds presented to VaruJ.la and Mitra 
af ter one has come out of the bath. St. 8 is ~V. 3, 62, 16, which occurs 
also as TS. 2, 5, 12 u (see above), etc. St. 9 is ~V. 7, 62, 5. Both stanzas 
combine also as TS. 1,8,22 hand i (special sacrifiees, af ter the räjasüya); 
MS. 4, ll, 2: 166, ll; 13 (likewise); KS. 4,16: 42, ll; 13. MSS. 8, ll, 5 
has them used in the däk§läyar.w sacrifice (a modification of the new moon 
ritual; cf. ApSS. 3, 17, 4) for the bene fit of a person who wants to go to 
heaven; then they are to accompany the ohlation of curds and whey to 
the Viáve Deväl}.. At MGS. 2, 3, 6 they accompany the offering of sour 
milk and ghee to Agni, Rudra, Pasupati and other gods before feeding 
the cows (iiSvayujikarma). No doubt another much used and popular 
pair of mantras. - There can be no doubt what.ever that st. 10 and II 
which, being ~V. 7, 38, 7 and 8, express the wish that the horses may 
he propitious, ward off demons and affiictions etc. and implore their help 
properly belong to the väjapeya ritual, more precisely to the chariot race; 
with the first stanza the horses are addressed, with the second the request 
is repeated as they race forward to the goal. See TS. I, 7, 8 k, g; MS. I, ll, 2: 
162, 10 and 12; KS. 13, 14: 166, 9 and 11; VS. 9, 16 and 18 with 
SB. 5, I, 5, 22 and 24 and KSS. 14, 4, 5. They are however also used 
together as TS. 4, 1, II v and w to aceompany the so-caHed väjina offering 
of the vaisvadeva rite (a seasonal rite, cf. MS. 4, 10,3 : 151, 10); Iikewise 
at a later moment of the seasonal rites (TS. 4, 2, 11 n and 0 : varutLa
praghäsa): this offering of whey (väjina) is also at ApSS. 8, 3, 16 
accompanied by mantras that express the wish to be refreshed (strengthened) 
by the regenerative power (väja) of the hearers of väja, viz. the racehorses 
(väjinäm). See also MSS. 5, 1, 3, 11 (vaisvadeva); AávSS. 2, 16, 14; at 
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SSS. 3, 8, 23 the two mantraB are used in the 'offering of whey to the 
coursers' (see 20) required in the däk~äya'Yfa rite (see above) . According 
to KSS. 19,7,18 they had to serve the same purpose in the sauträma'Yfi: 
no doubt a borrowing and a peculiarity of the Väjasaneyins, and in any 
case an impressive closing prayer and benediction. 

Always following the guidance of the compiler of TB. 2, 6 I now proceed 
to discuss the mantraB contained in TB. 2, 6, 7 which the maiträvaru'Yfa 
-an assistant of the hotar-should address to the latter in order to 
prompt him to recite the consecratory stanzas for the eleven fore-offerings 
of the animal sacrifice offered to Indra which is part of the sauträma'Yfi 
ritual (see also U . and Mah.). The formulae begin in the usual way, viz. 
"Let the hotar worship (by pronouncing his offering stanza) .. . " Dis
regarding a few variants (in e, f, k) the whole set is identical with VSM. 28, 
l-ll (cf. VSK. 30, I ff.)-see KSS. 19, 6, 12-which constitute the 
beginning of a collection of mantras that is closely connected with, and 
supplementary to VS. XIX-XXI. It is neither found in the sauträma'Yfi 
sections of MS. - MSS. 5, 2, ll, 8 prescribes the use of norm al prai~aB 
of an animal sacrifice - and KS. nor in the collections of mantras belonging 
to other rituals. The hotar is in every mantra, but sometimes in an indirect 
way, prompted to worship the god Indra, to whom the sacrifice is offered. 
At the end of every stanza he is again directed to worship, the words 
Mtar yaja being preceded by the wish 'Let him (them) enjoy (graciously 
accept) the butter offel'Îng ' . Both elements are characteristic of the 
formulae in TB. 2, 6, 7 and 11 and the corresponding mantraB in VS. XXI 
and XXVIII. In number of mantras (eleven) and in the persons and order 
of the deities that in these mantraB are either explicitly or indirectly 
mentioned or referred to th is chapter is in complet.e agreement with the 
rgveelic äpri hymns 107, the 'hymns of propitiation' of certain dei ties and 
sacrificial requisites regardeel as elivine . Accoreling to Uvata the eleities 
mentioned in the eleven mantra,s are to be regareled as manifestations 
(vibhütayal:tJ of Inelra.. Being constructed in the same pattern and 
characterized by fixeel key words in corresponeling places these mantras 
are to accompany the preliminary offerings (prayäja) of the animal 
sacrifiee as consecratory formuhe. As to wording however the text under 
examination is, notwithstanding the use of some identical terms which 
can be regarded as reminiscences of äpri hymns (ifjás padé (see below) 
in a, ifjitám in c, vásubhi?t ... ädityaf,?t in d, rtävfdha?t in e, sudughe in f, 
kavi in g, samitd,ra,m and dhiyá?t in j) widely different. 

Mantra a : Uvata incorrectly takes hotar in these mantraB to denote the 
divine hotar (see e.g . the äpri hymn l;tV. 2, 3, 7 and mantra g) and, like 
Mahidhara, the three locative groups to refer to the three provinces of 
the universe, earth, atmosphere anel sky. The words ifjás padé, meaning 
"on the foot-print of invigorating food" (Dumont) or "au siège du repas-

t07 See J. Gonda., Vedic litera.ture, Wiesbaden 1975, p . 104. 
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rituel" (Renou) 108, are probably reminiscent of lçlä's foot print (SB. 
1, 8, I, 7) which is said to be that of the cow, to become filled with butter 
when offered upon and to be the worshipping-ground of the earth 
(SB. 3, 3, 1,4); 109 the expression occurs e.g. I;{,V. 6, 1,2; 10,70, I (an 
apri hymn : "and der Stätte der Opferspende" Geldner); 91, I (Agni) ; 
191, I; I;{,VKh. 5, 7, I, I (prai~adhyäya); VS. 15, 30. "The navel of the 
earth" is the sacrificial ground 110. For the expression div6 vár~man "on 
the height (top) of the sky" (also I;{,Vkh . 5, 7, I, 1, see above) see e.g. 
I;{,V. 3, 5, 9 ; 4, 54, 4; 6, 47, 4; 10,63,4; in 10,70, I (an apri hymn) vár~man 
prthivyá?~ "on the height of the earth" denotes the ritual fireplace 
(TS. 6, 2, 9, 3). - As to óji#haJ:t the noun ójas and the words etymologically 
belonging to it are in the Veda very often used with reference to Indra 111, 

but in connexion with the (probable) identification of Indra and Agni 112 

it is worth noticing that in SB. 13, I, 2, 6 (asvamedha) these two gods 
are said to be 'the most ojasvin of the gods'. 

Mantra b: There is in the apri süktas some variation with regard to 
the deity of the second stanza, which in part of them is Tanünapät, in 
others Naräsarpsa. This text agrees with I;{,V . 1, 142 in mentioning both 
manifestations of Agni, combining them however in the same mantra. 
U . alld 1\1. observe that the names of both figures are ment.ioned on the 
occasion of one and the same fore-offering which therefore is due to both. 
The phrase "unconquerable conqueror" characterizes Indra in I;{,V. 1,11,2, 
Agni in 5,25,6, the compound "finding the light of heaven" (s(u)varvld) 
the former in I;{,V. 3, 51, 2, the latter in 3, 3, 5; 26, 1. 

Mantra c: ir!iibhi!~ has been translated "with viands" (Griffith), "with 
nourishments" (Dumollt). U. and M. consider it to refer to the god(s) of 
the fore-offerillgs, the comm . on TB. to Agni in the form of these deities, 
the plural being used honoris causa . 

Mantra d: The commentaries are unanimous in regarding the term 
barhis 'the bed or layer of sacrificial grrlss ' as a referente to the (next) 
deity of the fore-offeringH. The päda vr~abhá'f!l náryapasam "the bull, the 
performer of manly deeds" oecurs also, in connexion with Indra, in 
I;{,V. 8, 93,1 (and MS.3, 11,2: 142, 11) . For the combination Vasus, Rudras, 
Adityas see e.g. I;{,V. 7, 10,4; in the iipri sükta 2,3, st. 4 mention is made 
of the Vasus and the Adityas. 

Mantra. e : VS. 28, 5 has asmin yajne aJter supraya'f}-a. The explanation 
oja indriyabala~, virya~ sarirabala,,!~, saho manobalam (Mah .) is inadequate. 
For mirf,hvás "merdful, bounteous, liberal, gracious, blessing" in connexion 

108 Henou, E .V.P. XIII, p. 35; cf. also p. 119. 
109 Compare the explanation offeroo by the commentator on TB., I, p. 688: 

'in the foot-print of the cow Içl.ä that is the cow th at had served as the price of 
the 'soma', some dust of whose feet has been thrown on the ähavantya'. 

uo See J. Gonda, Aspects of early Vi!;lI:lUism, Utrecht 1954, 2Delhi 1969, p. 84 ff. 
lU J. Gonda, Ancient ·Indian ojas, Utrecht 1952, p888im. 
112 See Dumont, op. cit., p . 321, 11. 66. 
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with Indra see e.g. I;tV. 8, 76, 7 113 . The combination "the doors, fostering 
I;tta" occurs also in the äpri hymns I;tV. 1, 13,6; 142,6 114 . 

Mantra f: As to "yielding milk abundantly" (sudûghe) see, likewise in 
connexion with Dawn and Dusk, the äpri hymn I;tV. 2, 3, 6. 

Mantra g: For the two divine hotars see the äpri hymns 1,13,8; 142,8; 
188, 7 etc. ; in the I;tgveda they are no physicians, but are in t.he above 
three texts called "inspired sages" (kavi) , persons who mentally or (and) 
spidtually enter into contact with divine power, t.he transcendent and the 
world of the unseen. The two divine hotars have been explained as the 
human and t.he divine kotar, i.e. Agni, and more exactly as their prototypes, 
the dual of"divine" (daivyä) beingdue to the well-known 'BreviIoquenz' 115 

Otherwise Mah .: "this (ritual) fire and that which is placed in the middle"; 
cf. his note on VS. 20, 42 (below, under TB. 2, 6, 8 g) : Agni and Väyu. 

Mantra h: There can be no doubt that, in spite of the masculine plur. 
nom. tráyaJ:t, the expression "the three triple active ones" (trayas 
tridhdtavaJ:t) are the three goddesses 116 . Neither Agni, Väyu and Sürya 
(U. and Mah.) nor the three animals offered as victims-a he-goat, a ram, 
and a bull-play a part in t.he äpri hymns. As to bhárati maM see 
B.V. 1, 13, 9 and 5, 5, 8 (another äpri hymn) where Mahi is used instead 
of Bhärati who usually is the third goddess. In this connexion the word 
"Indra's consort" is not found in the I;tgveda-SaIphitä. 

Mantra, i : Here Tvaf?tar, the deity of the corresponding stanza in the 
äpri hymns, is identified with Indra. "Well-worshipping" (suyáj) and 
ghftasri "prosperous, brilliant with melted (sacrificial) butter" are in the 
1.{.gveda epithets of Agni: in 5, 8, 3 they are found together (suyája1!1 
ghrtasriyam). "Multiform" qualifies, in the I;tV., Agni (5, 8, 5) as weIl as 
Inch'a (6, 47, 18), but in the äpri hymn I;tV. 10, 110, 9 Tva~tar is said 
to have fashioned all worlds and their inhabitants with forms and in 
another äpri text (1, 13, 10) his epithet is "possessing all forms or shapes" 
(visvárüpa) . In the I;tgveda Tvaf?tar is a fashioner of li ving forms presiding 
over generation iLnd bestowing offspring (e.g. 3, 4, 9), not a physician. 

Mantra j is addressed to t,he i:!acrificial post; the term yüpa is also in 
the rgvedic iipri hymns replaced by "lord of the forest" (vánaspáti). The 
epithet s(1.mitár "preparer, slaughterer" is applied to this object also in 
the äpri sükta 1.{.V. 2, 3, 10. "Possessing resourcefulness a hundredfold' 
(satákratu) is a well-known epithet of Indra; only in two cases it is in 
th at corpus used to describe other deities 117, svadäti "he is expected to 
make palatabIe" viz . in order to make it reach the gods (U., Mah.). 

Mantra k : instead of sváhä devd1.n äjyapdn svdhé 'ndra1fl- hkJträj ju§ättdJ:t 

113 And see J. Gonda, Epitheta in the I.tgveda, 's-Gravenhage 1959, p. 127 f. 
114 Cf. H. Lüders, Varut;la, Göttingen 1951-1959, p. 555. 
liS See Geldner, RV. übers. I, p. 14. 
11ft See Dumont's note, op. cit., p. 322, n. 69 . 
117 See Gonda, Epitheta, p. 36 fr. 
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(TB., corr. Dumont) VS. 28, 11 reads svdhä devd äjyapd jusänd(J.i) , which 
together with the following words is explained : svähäkäre1}äjyapä deväl), 
prayäjäl), ju~ä1}äl), priyamä1}ä bhavantal), santal), indraS cäjyaf!t vyantu 
pibantu (Mah.). 

The next chapter (TB. 2, 6, 8) contains the eleven consecratory mantras 
(yäjyäs) which, corresponding to the above series, should be recited by 
the hotar for the same number of fore-offerings . In contrast to the series 
contained in TB. 2, 6, 7 these mantras are in VS. enumerated in ch . 20, 
where they are st. 36-46, and occur also in MS. (3, 11, 1) and KS . (38, 6). 
U . and Mah. on VS. 20, 36 enumerating the deities of the stanzas, draw 
attention to the parallelism with the äpri hymns; see also KSS. 19, 6, 12 
samiddha indra ity ápriyal), prathamasya. The dei ties (of the äpri) are 
more over mentioned in due order as qnalifications of lndra who in this 
chapter is praised (cf . U . and Mah .). MSS. 5, 2, 11, 7 states that wh en 
a bull is offered to lndra the äpris are to be found in the first section of 
the sauträma~Li (i .e. MS. 3, 1 I , 1) : svobhüta aindra r~abhas tasyäpriprathamo 
'nuväkal), . 

Mantra a: Except for samiddhä in MS. there are no variants. As to 
the initial word sámiddhal), "kindled" cf. the äpri texts ~V. 1, 13, ] 
susamiddhal), .. . ; 142, 1 sámiddhaJ;,; 188, 1 ; 2, 3, 1 etc. ldhma 'fuel (as 
used for the sacred fire)' is the first of the eleven deities (U., Mah.). 
According to U. and Mah. the doors opened by lndra are (the openings 
of the cloud , i.e .) the place where the streams of water were imprisoned 
(before the god had slain Vrtra); according to the comm . on TB. the 
doors of the heavens are meant. The combination ~ásäm ánike "in front 
of the dawns" occurs also in ~V. 6, 47, 5, the family hymn of the 
Bharadvajas 118. 

Mantra b: Notice that here aga in both manifestations of Agni, 
Narasa:rp.sa and Tanünapät are mentioned (see TB. 2, 6, 7 b). "Honey" 
is characterist,ic of the Tanünapät st anza of the äpri hymns; cf. 
~V. 1, 142, 2; 3, 4, 2 ; 5, 5, 2 and 1, 13, 2 (T.) and 3 (NaräSaIpsa). The 
hero is of course Indra as N. and T . (U.). 

Mantra c : Notice the characteristic reminiscence i<J,itál), (TB., VS.; 
ig,itál), MS., KS.) 'reverentially implored" (indicating the deity of the 
third fore-offering, comm. TB.) : ~V. I , 13, 4 ; 142,4 ; 5 , 5, 3; cf. also 
1, 188, 3. The participle sárdhamänal)" explained as "putting forth 
excessive strength" (U., Mah .), "showing his greatness" (Griffith) , "the 
defiant one" (Dumont), is foreign to the ~V. The deity invoked is given 
lndra's epithets because he is not different from that god (comm . TB.). 
TB. is alone in reading maghávän instead of gotrabhid (MS. -bhfd) (see 
~V. 6, 17, 2 ; 10, 103, 6). 

Mantra d: The secondpäda is a variant of~V. 10, 110,4 apo barhil),p.p. 
(an äpri hymn), the word barhil), occurring a l ready in TB. etc. päda a. 

118 See p. 73 above. 
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The päda is also found as AVS. 5 (which is ~V. 10, 110 with almost no 
variants), 12, 4 a; VS. 29, 29 (VS. 29, 28-36 being taken from the same 
rgvedic sükta); MS. 4,13,3: 202,1; KS. 16,20; TB. 3, 6, 3 (äprisa'Yfl-j'iiaka
prayäjayäjyoktil},; likewise). Instead of uruvyácäl}, (TB., as an epithet of 
Indra also in the ~V.) the three other texts have urupráthäl}, (not in the 
~V.). The characteristic word is barhil}, (~V. 1, 13, 5 etc.)-syonám 
"comfortable seat", in ~V. syoná is an adjective or epithet of barhil},: 
10,70, 8 (äpri hymn); 10, 110,4 and 8 (äpri hymn) . 

Mantra e: The doors (yajfiagrhadväral}, U., Mah.) are the deity, cf. 
~V. 1, 13, 6 etc. As to viSrayantäm cf. vi srayadhvam (~V. 10, 70, 5, 
äpri hymn; cf. 10,110,5); as tojánaya!~ cf. the äpri text ~V. 10, 110,5. 
For dvdro devil}, see AVS. 5, 27, 7; VS. 27, 16 etc. "Swiftly moving" 
(dhdvamänäl},) i.e. "respectful, zealous" (ädäravatyal}, U ., cf. Mah.). 

Mantra f : Dawn and Dusk are the deity. VS. 20, 41 c tántu1fl-tatá'Yfl- pésasä 
sa'Yfl-váyanti "weaving together (in concert) with ornament (embroidery) 
the extended thread (sc. warp)" as against the other texts "weil adorned, 
weaving together, with the thread (warp)". Cf. ~V. 2, 3, 6 (äpri hymn) 
tántu'Yfl- tatá'Yfl- sa'Yfl-váyanti ... pé{Jal}, sudughe páyasvati. The meaning is 
'they furnish Indra with ornaments (just as women who are weaving)' 
(cf. Mah.). 

Mantra g: Instead of mánasä VS. 20, 42 reads mánu{Jal},. The two divine 
hotars are the deity. Notice the following reminiscences: ~V. 10, IlO, 7 
daivyä hótärä prathamá suvdcä minänä yajiiám mánu{Jal}, .. 1, 188 (another 
äpri 8ükta), 7 prathamá hi suvdcasä hótärä daivyä ... yajiiám .. 10, 110, 7 
prdcina'Yfl-jy6til}, .. cf. 10,37,3; as to mürdhán yajiiásya ~V. 2, 3, 2; 9, 17,6; 
see also mantra i below. According to U. and Mah. the two divine hotars 
are aya'Yfl- cägnir asau ca väyur madhyamal}, (m.: being between heaven 
and earth). 

Mantra h: as to the three goddesses (tisró devtl},) see e.g. ~V. I, 13,9; 
2, 3, 8 etc.; as to Indra cf. TB. 2, 6, 7 h (above). The compound visvátürtil}, 
"all-surpassing" in päda d appears also in ~V. 2, 3, 8 d ifä d. bh. v . 

Mantra i: as to purü~i cf. ~V. I, 142, 10 puru (twice); sámanaktu: 
1, 188, 9 samanajé. For Indra's impetuosity (sU{Jma) see e.g . ~V . 5, 32, 9. 
The pratika tvá·~tä dádhat occurs at MS. 4, 14,8: 226, 12 and TB. 2, 8, 7,4 
(yäjyänuväkyäs). mürdhán yajiiásya: see above (mantra g). 

Mantra j: there are some variants, inter alia VS. KS. yajiiám: MS. TB. 
havyám. Compare ~V. 2, 3, 10 avasrján .. 3, 4, 10 áva srja; 10, 110, 10 
updvasrja; 2, 3, 10; 3, 4, 10 havil}, (cf. havi'Yfl-si in 10, 70, 10) as against 
havyail}" havyám (cf. 10, 110, 10 havyám); 2, 3, 10 sáma7ctam: samaiiján 
here and 10, 110, 10; 2, 3, 10; 3, 4, 10; 10, 110, 10 samitd; 2,3, 10 daivyal}, 
(as against deválJ,); 2, 3, 10; 3, 4, 10 südayäti (as against svádäti here and 
10,70,10; svádantu 10, 110, 10); as to päda d: 10, 110, 10 svádantu havyám 
mádhunä ghrténa; as to tmányä cf. 10, 110, 10. "Ddivered from his fetters" , 
sc. 'in prison' (comm. TB.). 

Mantra k: The exclamation svähä is the deity. Päda c is identical with 
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J;tV. 2, 3, 2 c (only mádhunä in TB. and gh . m . módamänalp in VS.) . For 
mürdhan yajiiasya see above (mantras g and i); for ghrta- J;tV. 2, 3, 11 
(four times). In connexion with Indra vr~äyimä.nal~ occurs also J;tV. 1, 32, 3; 
tur~át "overpowering the mighty" also 3, 48, 4 etc. 

There are in the three basic texts no mantras which are absent in TB. 
Section TB. 2, 6, 9 contains those invitatory and consecratory mantras 

which are to be recited by the hotar for the oblation of the omentum, 
t.hat of the sacrificial cake, and that of the sacrificial substance (havis) 
of the body of the animal th at is immolated. In TB. the stanzas a, b, c 
are quoted pratikena; in KS . 38, 7 all mantras are quoted sakalapäthena 
(completely); in MS. 4, 14, 18: 248, 9 ff. the stanzas band e are found 
pratikena, the others completely; they do not occur in VS. 

Mantra a is identical with J;tV. 1, 177, 1 addressed to Indra and inviting 
him to come. It is quoted TB. 2,4, 3, 11 in a collection of upahoma mantras 
and pratikena at MSS. 5, 2, 11, 9 where it is , in the description of the 
kaukili sauträma'f.Li, the first of six mantras which are to be recited at 
the oblations (see also below) ; similarly, Var. 3, 2, 8, 8: cf. for this one 
MS. 4,14,18 : 248, 9. It also occurspratikena at SSS. 17,9,5 (mahävrata). 

Mantra L is J;tV. 3, 32 , L4 praising, in a hymn addressed to that god, 
Indra and imploring him to rescue those speaking from distress. Tbe 
goddess DllÏ~aQä seems to act here as tbe divine representative of wh at 
ean be des cri bed as poetie inspiration 119. Tbe stanza oecurs at TS. 1,6, 12,3 
(sacrifices for special wisbes, the translation proposed by Keith "That to 
which Dh. impelled me ha'"e I produced" is incorrect) and (pratikena) 
2, 5, 12, 5 (mantras for the special sacrifices in connexion witb tbe rites 
performed on the occasion of full and new moon); MS. 4, 12, 3 : 182, 12 
(yä.jyänuväkyäs) ; KS. 8, 16 : 109, 1, and as the first of fourteen stanzas 
recited, for expiation, in a sacrifice for a special wish to Indra the deliverer 
ofdistress (IndraA~homuc) andotheraspectsofthisgodin MSS. 5,1,10,43. 
In MSS. 5, 2, 11, 9 (see above, under mantra a) it is used also 120. 

Mantra c is ~V. 6, 36, 3 which , forming part of an Indra hymn, states 
th at the god is aceom panied by various enCl'gies etc. and is the object 
of eulogies. It is quoted in full at TB. 2, 4 , 5 , 2 (upahoma mantras) and 
used also at, MSS. 5, 2, 11,9 (see above). 

Mantra d is ~V . 6, 30, 4 stating, in an lndra hymn, the god 's might 
and calling special attention to his vietory over Vrtra. It is only quoted 
in the above passages of MS., KS . and TB. 

Mantra e is st. lof the Indra hymn 10, 180 making mention of Indra 's 
impetuosity and imploring him to bring wealth. Notiee the reference to 
the god's relation with the rivers which are a source of prosperity. It is 

119 See Renou, E.V.P. IV, p. 54; Gonda, R el. Indiens, !, p. 98, n, 21. 
I~O MiBB van Gelder translates dhi4a~Lä by " soma bowl". 
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quoted in full at TS. 3, 4, 11, 4 (m) among the puronuväkyäs and yäjyäs 
for the kämye*s described in TS. I, 8, 10, I; at TB . 3, 5, 7, 4 among 
the mantras for offering the rice cake (i~tis) ; also at MS. 4,12,3 : 184,15, 
likewise among the mantras (pur. and y.j for offering the riee cake to 
the god; and pratikena at A pSS. 18, 17, 4, prescribed to accompany the 
sacrificer's being seized by one of his sons, obviously the heir apparent 
(räjasüya) 121; the mantra no doubt is to identify the royal sacrifieer with 
Indra and to emphasize two important aspects of royal dignity, viz. 
victoriousness and liberality; at SSS. I, 8, 12 among the yäjyänuväkyäs 
for the sä1?tnäyya (a sacrificial substance mixed wit.h clarified butter etc. 
and offered as a burnt offering); likewise at AsvSS. I, 6, 1 ; 3, 7, 11 ; 4, 11, 6 
(full and new moon sacrifices etc.); KS . 10, 12: 140, 16 (upallOma mantras). 

Mantra f is ~V. I, 54, 11, the final stanza of an Indra hymn in which 
the god is requested to give might., wealth etc. and to take the poet's 
patrons under his protection. The only other use made of it is in the 
so-called antarakalpa described in MGS. I, 5 where (6) it accompanies 
ritual acts performed to give satisfaction to one 's teachers 122 . 

A comparison between the basic texts gives no occasion for comment. 
Between VS. 20, 36-46 (which corresponds to TB. 2, 6, 8) and 20, 55-66 

(which corresponds to TB. 2, 6, 12) the compiler has inserted eight stanzas, 
all of them taken from the ~gveda-SaJ11hitä (VS. 20, 47-54). None ofthem 
occur in the sauträma1'fi chapters of the other basic texts, some of them 
not even in other chapters of these works. KSS. 19, 6, 13 prescribes the 
use of 20, 47-52 as anuväkyäs and yäjyäs for the offering of the omenturn, 
the sacrificial cake and the limbs of the sacrificial anima!. This direction 
is elaborated by Mah. : 47 and 48 belong as such to the omenturn, 49 and 50 
to the cake and 51 and 52 to (the Iimbs of) the victim. U. states more 
precisely: of the victim to be offered to Indra. That means that these 
stanzas constitute, in the tradition of the Väjasaneyins, the tounterpal't 
of TB. 2, 6, 9. 

VS. 20, 47 is ~V. 4, 21, 1 (Indl'a hymn) in which the god is implored 
to be the fellow-reveller of those speaking and to approach for their 
protection . The stanza is ritually used at AsvSS. 7, 5, 18; S$S. 10, 2, 4 
(soma festival); see also AiB. 4, 29, 12 and KB. 22, I, 14 (the same 
occasion), and in the domestic ritual at PGS. 2, 6, 14 (full moan day of 
äsvayuja: offering of ghee, coagulated milk et<-. St. 4R is ~V. 4, 20, 1, 
likewise requesting lndra to come to t.he speakers' aid, also used in 
Asv. 7, 5, 18 (see above); SSS. 10, 2, 5 (~V. 4, 20 is the hymn for the 
ni{JkevalYaSastra; ~V. 4, 21 that for the marutvatiya-sastra) ; cf. AiB. 4, 30, I 
and KB. 22, I, 17; cf. 19 ("these hymns are contiguous" ; cf. AiA 5, 2, 2, 3); 

121 See Caland's note, Sr. d. Ap. lIl, p. 147; J. C. Heester man , Riijasüya, 
Thesis Utrecht 1957 ('s-Gravenhage 1957), p. 128 with n. 11; 131; 136 f . 

122 Cf. M. J. Dresden, Mänavagrhyasütra, Thesis Utrecht 1941, p . 20; 191 and 
P. Rolland, Un rituel domestil)ue védique, p. 55 quoted above, p. 118. 
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these two hymns (and their initial stanzas) were probably also in t.he 
sauträmary,ï used t.ogether because their being contiguous was regarded as 
'relating or Ieading to heaven' (KB. 22, 1, 21). See also SSS. 12, 3, 9 
(soma sacrifice). St. 49, being ~V. 4, 20, 2, is a similar prayer, the god 
being implored to come to "our sacrificial worship". It is, as far as I am 
able to see, not used elsewhere. St. 50, Iikewise taken from an Indra hymn, 
is ~V. 6,47,11 (family hymn ofthe Bharadväjas) and an of ten employed 
invocation and prayer for success (good fortune): as TS. 1, 6, 12 q it is 
among a number of invocatory and oblatory stanzas taken from the 
~gveda and to be used in rites for the attainment of a special desire 
(kämye~çti) ,. see also MS. 4, 12,3: 182, 17; MS. 4, 9, 27: 139, 17 (pravargya) 
and also MSS. 4, 3, 43 (in the 'appeasement' of the pravargya ritual); 
KS. 17, 18 : 263, 2; AsvSS. 2, 10, 4 (kämye~tis),. 6,9,5 (soma sacrifice); 
as AVS . 7, 86, 1 it is in KauB. 59, 14 used in a rite for genera I welfare 
and in 140, 6 in the Indra festival (Indramahotsava); in rites for the 
fulfilment of special wiRhes also SVB. 1,3,9; 2,1,5. Stanza 51 is 6, 47,12 
and 10, 131, 6 (the 'sauträmary,ï hymn') making an appeal to "Indra of 
good protection" (indmly, suträmä .. . ), asking him to remove hostility etc. 
As TS. 1, 7, 13 I it is employed for definite kämye~tis ,. see also MS. 4, 12, 5: 
191, 4; MSS. 5, 2, 4, 43 (caraka sauträmary,i) etc. ; as A VS. A VS. 7, 91, 1 
used in Kaus. 59, 7 (by one desiring a village) and 140, 6 (see above). 
Stanza 52 is ~ V. 6, 47, 13 and 10, 131, 7 expressing the wish to live "in 
Indra's auspicious benc\"olence" etc. It is also elsewhere not infrequently 
found together with the pre("eding stanza: TS. I, 7, 13 m; MS. 4, 12, 5: 
191, 6; MSS. 5, 2, 4,43; AVS. 7, 92, 1 (which is by the commentator 
joined with 7, 91, 1) , etc. St. 53 is ~V. 3, 45, 1 (Indra hymn), another 
urgent invitation, employed at SSS. 9,5, 9 (~oçla8in, one ofthe modifications 
of the S01M ritual); 12, 9, 11 (8astras of the hotrakas) : 18, 1I, 3; as 
A VS. 7, 117, 1 used at Kalls. 59, 14 in a rite for welfare, and at Vait . 23, 9 
in the a,gni~!oma with the offering of the hiiriyojanagraha (relating to the 
harnessing of Indra's bay horses), etc. St. 54 is the final stanza (6) of 
the Indra hymn 7, 23 stating that the Vasil'?thas have praised the god 
and expressing the wish to receive possessions, energetic sons, cattie. It 
occurs also KS. 8, 16: 100, 7; AiB. 6, 23, 2 (sastras of the hotrakas),. 
GB. 2, 4, 2; 6, 5; VaitS. 22, 14. Neither KSS. nor the commentators give 
any information on a ritual use of the stanzas 53 and 54. Could they serve 
as a pair of alternative yäjyänuväkyäs? 

TB. 2, 6, 10 contains the eleven mantras used by the maiträvarury,a in 
order to prompt the hotar to recite the consecratory stanzas for the eleven 
after-offerings of the animal sacrifice. In this version they correspond 
with (are borrowed from) the yäjyäs for the after-otferings of the norm al 
animal sacrifice. For these see TB. 3, 6, 14. Eight of them are more or less 
clearly reminiscent of äpri texts, but these occur in an irregular order 
(see below). It may be recalled that the number of these supplementary 
oblations is not always t.he same (t.hree, nine, but eleven in the ani mal 
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sacrifice of the soma ceremonies); the barhis, Naräsaql8a and (Agni) 
Svi~takrt occupy an important. place 123. The mantras oecur also in 
VS. 28, 12-22; and in a different redaction in MS. 4, 13, 8; KS. 19, 13 
in connexion with t.he sautriima1Ji ritual and also in TB. 3, 6, 13, 1 where 
they are likewise to be pronounced by the maitriivaru1Ja in connexion with 
the anuyiijas, but now in a chapter dealing with the norm al anima! 
sacrifice 124. The latter version (MS. etc.) is also handed down as 
Prai~ädhyäya (J;tgvedakhila) 7, 3 125 and prescribed (and quoted by the 
first words of mantra a) at SSS. 5, 20, 1 which deals with the victim to 
be immolated for Agni and Soma in the Agnii?toma 126. It is wor th noticing 
that with the exception of mantra c all the mantras of the version 
TB. 2, 6, 10 and VS. state th at the deity strengthened Indra, which 
of course is most appropriate . In the version of MS., KS., J;tVkh. and 
TB. 3, 6, 13 this feature is wanting. The collection as such is not found 
elsewhere. For particulars such as variants see under the several mantras 
of the following enumeration 127. 

Mantra a: VS. 28, 12=TB. 2, 6, 10 a as against a variant form in 
MS. 4, 13: 209, 9; KS. 19, 13: 95, 15and TB. 3, G, 13 devá'f!Lbarhib-sudevá'f!L 
devaib- sydt suvira'f!L virair vástor vrjyétiiktób- prábhriyetdty anydn riiyd 
barhf,~mato madema, v. v . v. y. "May the deity sacrificial grass be most 
godly (i.e. protected by the right gods) through the gods, weIl possessed 
of eminent men through eminent men; 128 it must be gathered in the 
morning (and) brought forward in the last part of the night 129. May we 

123 See e.g. W . Caland, Da.s Srauta.sütra des Apa.stamba, I, Göttingen and Leipzig 
1921, p. 266 (on 7, 27, 1 f.). 

124 Text and translation in P . E. Dumont, The animal sacrifice in the Taittiriya
Brähma1)a. The part of the hotar and the part of the maiträvaru1)oll in the animal 
sacrifice, Proc. Am. Phil. Soc. 106 (1962), p. 260 f. It may be recaUed th at this 
section is dealing with the independent animal sacrifice (niTÜrjhapaSubandha) which 
is usuaUy regarded as the archetype (prakrti) of aU animal sacrifices, although 
historicaUy speaking it is probably a modification of the anima 1 sacrifice connected 
with the soma sacrifice. 

125 Edited by J. Scheftelowitz, Die Apokryphen des I;{gveda, Breslau 1906, p. 144. 
126 The mantras have been translated in fuU by W. Caland, Sänkhäyana. 

Srautasfttra, Nagpur 1953, p. 138. For the agnisomiyapaAu see Caland and Henry, 
L'agnii;itoma, p . 78 ff. 

127 On the shorter form in which the formulae appeal' in the animal sacrifice 
see Dumont, in Proc. Am. Phil. Soc. 106, p. 262 f. (with a translation). A few 
observations on the last element of the formulae will be made below (introduction 
to TB. 2, 6, 20). 

128 Caland, I. cit., translated "The divine barhis may be connected with the 
Gods through the Gods, corlllected with me through men". As a translation this 
is rather free but it is certainly in conformity with the general bearing of this part 
of the mantra. 

129 On aktu see S. D. Atkins, in J.A.O.S. 70, p. 38 ff. 
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through riches rejoice more than other (worshippers) who have spread 
sacrificial grass .. . " 130 . 

In MS. there follows devárp, barhir v. v. v . A similar addition occurs 
also in the following mantras 131 . There are more mantras beginning with 
devárp, barhi!~, see e.g. TB. 3, 5, 9, 1 d. b. v. V. V. 132 . The sacrificial grass, 
in the iipri hymns the fourth of the series, is the deity (cf. U. and Mah.). 
According to Mah. sudevám belongs to barhilJ,; according to U. (less 
correctly) to indram. 

Mantra b: VS. 28, 13=TB. 2, 6, 10 b (except for mivatd instead of 
mivitd). The reading of four other texts, agreeing with one another in 
wording, is different, stating that "the divine doors are firm at closing 
(i .e ., when they are shut), pliant when one approaches, immovable as to 
the invocation of the gods; (even) a young calf could (might) push them 
open or a recently bom boy; let not a horse that whirls up dust attain 
them ... ". In the iipri hymns the divine doors are the fifth deity. Mah. 
improbably derives yiiman from yam- in the sense of 'restraining' . The 
doors are obviously represented as being easily opened by competent and 
inoffensive beings, but at the same time as able to ward off a running 
horse that might interrupt the sacrifice which is going on. - For use of 
the mantras b-fin a shorter form in the vaiSvadeva rite (one ofthe seasonal 
sacrifices) see AsvSS. 2, 16, 12; SSS. 3, 13,27 etc. 

Mantra c: VS. 28, 14 (without abhütiim)=TB. 2, 6, 10 c. The reading 
of the other texts is not widely different: "The deities Dawn and Dusk 
have today, as th is sacrificial rite advanced, invoked Indra; they have 
now, well-pleased (and) well-disposed, proceeded towards the clans of the 
gods .. . ". These are normally the sixth deity . The clans of the gods are, 
according to U., either the Vedic groups of the Vasus, the Rudras, and 
the Adityas, Visve Deväl:J., Maruts etc. or (improbably) the domestic or 
sacrificial animals (pasavalJ,); Mah. and comm. TB. (twice) explain: 
devasambandhinilJ, prajiilJ,. 

Mantra d= VS. 28, 15; there are no other occurrences. The other 
recension (MS., KS., B-Vkh., TB. 3, 6, 13) runs somewhat otherwise: "The 
two cherishing, wealth-bestowing ones, one of whom has driven away 
(yüyavat) . . . , the other has conveyed (avak§ot) .. . ". There is no 
reminiscence of an iipri text but jó§!ri "the loving, cherishing one" (more 
exactly, jo\~tdraM occurs at B-V. 4, 41, 9 where it characterÏzes the poet's 
inspired emotional thought (mani§alJ,) 133. According to U. and Mah. these 

130 For the last words of the formula see Dumont in Proc. Am. Phi!. Soc. 104, 
p. 7 and 109, p. 325, notes. 

131 For this shorter version of nine of these mantras see MS. 4, 10, 3: 151, 2 ff.; 
KS. 20,15: 36, 6; of all (eleven) mantras TB. 3,6,14 (oblatiye mantra,s for the el even 
deities of the anuyäjas); for six of them see SSS. 3, 13, 27 aud AsvS. 2, 16, 12 
(vaiBvadeva, the first of the sf'llSonaJ sacrifices). 

132 Cf. Dumont, in Proc. Am. Phil. Soc. 104, p. 7. 
133 See GOllda, Vision, p. 51 f. 
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two female deities are either Heaven and Earth or Day and Night. (but. 
cf. mantra cl. The main difference between the two versions consists in 
the statement (in TB. 2, 6, 10; VS.) that the goddesses have strengthened 
lndra which is notfound in the other texts . See also VS. 21, 51 ; MS. 3,11,5: 
147, 5. 

Mantra e= VS. 28, 16 (where however vak§at instead of 'väk§it anu 
ürjáyamäne aftel' ürjdhuti) . MS. 4, 13,8; KS. 19, 13 ; TB. 3,6, 13 and 
~Vkh . unanimously re ad : d. ü. i§am -árjam anydvák§a.t ... návena p-árva'T{lo 
dáyamänä?~ sydma purä~éna návarp, tdm -árjam ürjdhuti ürjáyamäne 
adhätäm v. v. v. y., omitting the reference to Indra's strengthening anu 
expressing a wish of those speaking instead of the statement that these 
two goddesses impart the old and the new. The first four words occur 
also in VS. 21, 52; MS. 3, Il , 5: 147,7; TB. 2, 6, 14,3 and in another 
connexion (pravargya) MSS. 4, I, ll ; and together with páyase ... in 
VS. 28, 39. The second version is also quoted in Nirukta 9, 43 at the end 
of a chapter dealing with the terl'estrial beings to which panegyrics are 
addressed. The translator 134, taking-like Mah .-the compound ürjdhuti 
to be a bahuvrïhi, renders it by "worshipped with food-oblations". Griffith, 
translating VS., had 28, 16 preferred "bringers of strengthening sacrifice" 
(cf. Mah.: ürjähuti ürjä balarp, tadyuktä ähutir ähvänarp, yayos te). One 
might compare ~V. 8, 39, 4 where ürjdhutir vásünäm characterizes Agni: 
"er, dessen Opfer die Stärkung der Götter ist" (Geldner) 135. If th is 
interpretation is preferred the goddesses are either anonymous or identical 
with those mentioned in the preceding mantra. The latter possibility, 
though one might perhaps suppose that it was suggested by the author 
of the Nirukta who quotes th is mantra aftel' the preceding one (9, 42) 
and explains in both cases the deities as Heaven and E arth, or Day and 
Night, or (according to Kättakya) Crop and Season, is most improbable 
because each mantra is addressed to a different deity. Caland 136, followed 
by Dumont, translateu "the two divine Urjä and Ahl1ti . .. ", the former 
representing "Invigorating Food" and "Oblation" . This interpretation is 
in harmony with the following "U. and A. have given invigorating food 
and desirabIe goods". Cf. also ~V. 10, 45, 11 ("Those who worship 
(yájamlÏnä) thee, 0 Agni . . . ") vásu dadhire vdryä~i. In pUl'anical 
mythology Urjä is a daughter of Daki?a and wife of Vasii?tha. 

Mantra f = VS. 28, 17, mentioning the Divine Hotars 137, who occupy 
the seventh place in the äpri hymns. The other texts l'ead: " . .. the 

134 L. Sarup, The NighaQ~u and the Nirukta, Delhi 1962, p. 152. 
135 This translation (RV. übers. Il, p. 352) is to be prefel'red to Renou's "ayant 

la vigueur.nourricièro pour offl'ande aux dieux" (E.V.P. XIII , p. 70); as to the 
constrllction (the genitive which d epends on ürjá stalICis outside the bahuvrihi 
compound) see J. S. Speyer. Sanskrit syntax, Leyden 1886, p . 177 f. 

136 Caland, I. cito 
137 Cf. Gonda, Dual deities, p. 199. 
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Divine Hotars, the Potar and the Ne~tar 138, who slay the wicked, who 
bring hither the objects of value ... ". The comm. on TB. 3, 6, 13 does 
not account for their presence. Neither version is as such found elsewhere 
but the words d. d. h. occur also VS. 28, 40; MS. 4, 10, 3: 151, 4 etc. 
(see above). 

Mantra g= VS. 28, 18 (the first four words occur also at VS. 21,54 etc.; 
see above). In the longer text of the other works (for the three names 
see VS. 27, 19 b) the first goddess, Bhäratï, is according to expectation 
accompanied by the Adityas. The three goddesses are the eighth deity 
of the äpri hymns 139; as for their being attended by the Adityas, Rudras 
and Vasus see VS. 29, 8 where Sarasvatï is likewise said to have helped 
those speaking with the Rudras 140. Neither version is as such found 
elsewhere. 

Mantra h = VS. 28, 19; af ter mitrávaru?téd both versions are identical 
(for the beginning see also VS. 21, 55 etc.). As already noticed Naräsa:rpsa 
is, in the äpri hymns, the second deity . The compounds trivárütha "who 
protects in th ree ways" and trivandhurá "who (which) has three seats" 
are in the ~gveda epi th ets of Agni etc. and t.he chariot of the Asvins 
respectively 141; sitipToJ!ha "with a white back" is at ~V. 3, 7, 1 an epithet 
of Agni 142 and at 8,1,25 of Indra's horses; here one has to supply "bulls" 
(see also U. and Mah.) 143 . Notice the fulfilment of the priestly functions 
by the gods mentioned. As to VaruI;la and Mitra being entitled to perform 
the hotar function for I.N. it may be recalled th at VaruI;la is in ~V. 4, 1,2, 
spoken of as Agni's brother and th at the god offire and his (three) brothers 
are probably identical with the four hotars of the gods 144. Since moreover 
these mantras are addressed to the hotar by his first assistant, the 
maiträvaru?ta, attention may be drawn to KB. 28, 1 (28, 2, 4 ff.) where 
the dual deity is so to say said to have taken the initiative in instituting 
the office of the latter functionary, an office which they are also related 
(GB. 2, 3, 13) to have fulifilled themselves 145. For Brhaspati performing 
the duty of a chanter see SB. 4, 3, 4, 26; for the Aávins as adhvaryus 
SB. 1, 1,2,17; 1,2,4,4; 4,1,5,15; 8, 2,1,3. 

Mantra i: cf. VS. 28, 20 (where devaib- instead of indrab- and asPTk/}at 
(cf. VSK. 6, 1, 2) instead of áprät .. for devaib- see also VS. 21, 56; MS. 3, 11, 5: 

138 Though theoretically subordinate to the brahman priest and the adhvaryu 
respectively, these officiants are actually assistants of the hotar. Both worde are 
in the elliptic dua!. 

139 See p. 151 above. 
140 I also refer to my book Triads in the Veda, Amsterdam 1976, p. 69 f. 
141 For compounds with tri- see Gonda, Triads, Index, p. 239. 
142 See also R enoll, E .V.P. XII, p . 56; 116. 
143 And compare Dllmollt'!! translation of TB. 3, 6, 13 h in Proc. Am. Phil. 

Soc. 106, 3, p. :Wl. 
144 I refer to A. A. Macdonell, Vedic mythology, Strassburg 1897, p. 95. 
14; For particulars see Gonda, Dual deities, p. 197 ff. 
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147,15; for indralJ, TB. 2, 6,14,5). The four other texts differ considerably. 
Neither version occurs elsewhere. The yüpa (sacrificial post) is the tenth 
deity of the äpri hymns. The first and third epithet.s used in the former 
version occur in the :.;tV. but not to characterize the yüpa. The first 
('gold-Ieafed ' ) is in the brähma'l}-as only found in TB. in connex ion with 
the noun vanaspati, the second occurs only here, the third also at 
SB. 6, 4, 3, 2 etc. These epi th ets cannot apply to a yüpa proper because 
the tree that serves that purpose is stripped ofits branches (cf. AiB. 2, 1,6), 
leaves etc. (ApSS. 7, 2, 6) . The epithet ghrtánir'l}-ij of the latter version 
"with a garmert of (i.e. covered with) fat" characterizes, in the :.;tV., Agni 
and sacrificial l ites. The words "with the top it has touehed the sky .. . " 
are the formula used in SB. 3, 7,1,14 (with the verbs in the sing. 2nd pers.) 
by those who set up the sacrificial stake 'for conquering these worlds ... 
and depriving one 's enemies oftheir share in these worlds' (see also VS. 6, 2; 
cf. KSS. 6, 3, 7; also KS. 3, 3 : 24, 7). 

Mantra j = VS. 28, 21. Both versions have the first part in common: 
"the divine sacrificial layer of water-plants (which is mixed with the 
sacrificial grass)"; it occurs also at VS. 21,57 ("(it) be, 0 Indra, a fair 
se at for thee"); 28, 44 (" . .. strengthened Indl'a"), SSS. 5, 20, 4 (between 
the 8tb and the 9tb consecratory rruLntras which are pronounced by the 
hotar in response to the rruLiträvaru?}-a's invitation). There is much difference 
between both versions (in the second MS. reads purU§aspárham "provoking 
the desire of men" ; KS. nidheyäsi and, with :.;tVkh., puruspärham "desired 
by many"; TB. 3, 6, 13 purU§yärham "proper to a man"). The compound 
sväsasthá occurs :.;tV. 10, 13, 2. 

Mantra k deals with Agni Svii?~akrt, that is Agni "who makes the 
sacrifice weil (correctly) offered"; the god receives a secondary oblation 
consisting of the leavings of the sacrificial substances used aftel' the main 
oblation in order to make this valid (cf. ApSS. 7, 25, 14; cf. SB. 1,5,3,23). 
TB. k= VS. 28, 22. The first three words occur also in the other version 
which is much longer. The second vers ion occurs in fuIl MS. 4, 10 : 151, 6; 
KS. 19, 13: 16, 15 (with satyayaji); TB. 3, 6,13, I: 114, 9 (also 3, 6,14,3) 
andpratikena MS. 3, 1I, 5: 148,5. Notice the wording ofthe final element 
which differs from the preceding mantras " "For the benefit of him who 
desires wealth (i .e . the sacrifieer) accept graciously (a share) ofthe offering 
of wealth when homage is paid (namoväke) . . . ". This version is quoted 
completely at AsvSS. 1, 8, 7; SSS. 1, 13 where it is prescribed as the 
third offering mantra for the after-offerings in the full and new moon 
sacrifices, the first and second being "The deity barhis must g. a., for 
the b ... . etc." (cf. mantra a, above) and "The deity NaräsaIpsa .. . etc." 
(cf. mantra h above). The words . .. hotä hotur hotur äyajiyän should be 
translated " .. . hotar who worships (and procures or invites by worshipping) 
better (more) than any (other) hotar" . The epithet sudrávi'l}-alJ, "well
provided with property (riches)" is :.;tV. I, 94, 15 ; 10, 61, 21 given to 
Agni; so is mandrálJ, kavîlJ, at :.;tV. 5, 1I, 3; äyaji at 8,23, 17 (translated 
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by "herbeischaffend", Grassmann, "Fürbitter" , Geldner, "qui obtiens-par
le-sacrifice (des faveurs)" , Renou) ; dyaji~tha at 2, 9, 6; satyámanman 
"having true thought(s)" at I, 73, 2 (Agni being compared to Savitar, 
cf. 9, 97, 48). 

In conclusion it may be noticed that-as may appear from the above 
annotations-there are a considerable number of reminiscences of rgvedic 
usage. Many elements of these mantras are moreover found also in other 
formularies used in th is ritual. Af ter what has been said by way of 
introduction to the section TB. 2, 6, 10 no other observations on the 
other texts seem necessary. 

The mantras a-lof TB. 2, 6, 1I are to be used by the maitriivaru,!/-a 
in prompting the hotar to recite the oblatory stanzas for the fore-offerings 
of the sacrifice consisting in offering a he-goat to the Aávins, a ram to 
Sarasvati, and a bull to Indra (cf. ApSS. 19,8, I; 19,2, I; KSS. 19,6, 14). 
They are, with some variations, also found in MS. 3, 1I, 2 : 141, 2-143, 7 
(cf. MSS. 5, 2, 1I, 18 f.; Vär. 3, 2, 7, 24); VS. 21, 29-40. In these twelve 
mantras the well-known schema of the iipri hymns and the divine names 
and figures which are characteristic of these (see above) are aptly combined 
with the names of the recipients of the present sacrifice, viz . the gods 
of the sautriima,!/-i, particulars regarding the victims, the surii , the milk 
(soma) etc . etc. Hence the statement in the commentaries of U. and M. 
that the following section contains iipris (dviida8iipri~'f!L prayiijayiijyiinii'f!L 
prai~iil.t . . . , Mah.). Notice also the repetitions and the parallelisms in the 
structure of the mantras. According to SB. 12, 8, 2, 14 ff. the sauträma,!/-i 
is pressed out by the directions (praisiil.t) and the iipri stanzas. 'All t.he 
directions contain the word payas (miik), for by way (means) of milk 
soma is (here) pressed; they all contain (the word) soma, for t.he sake of 
conformity with the soma (-pressing); they all contain (the word) parisrut, 
for by way of parisrut soma is here pressed; they all contain (the word) 
ghrta (ghee), for ghee is a manifestation of the sacrifice .. . ; they all 
con tain (the word) madhu (honey), for this is a manifestation (representative) 
of soma . . . '. The collection of mantras does not in its entirety occur 
elsewhere. 

Mantra a (also VSK. 23, 32) is at KSS . 19, 6, 14 pratikena quoted to 
indicate that the whole section is to serve the above purpose. The formula 
is very appropriate to the circumstance. In its second sentence it states 
succinctly the significance and result of the sacrifice which is in progress. 
Just as the he-goat becomes a remedy, just as the surii becomes fiery 
energy and the full command of one's faculties, (so) the milk offered 
together with the parisrut 146 becomes soma, the butter (ghee) tasty liquor 
(madhu) 147 . Notice that Agni is again one ofthe recipients. The expression 
üf,ás padé has already been commented upon (on TB . 2, 6, 7 a); as for 

ua See above, p. 79. 
147 This stanza was misunderstood by Griffith, op. cit., p. 235. 
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the jujube see the annotation on VS. 19, 21 148 ; on the combination of 
wheat and jujube see SB. 12, 7, 1, 2; 2, 9 (sauträmar;,i),. TB. 2, 6, 4 j 
(above); on the ritual use and significance ofthe former e.g. SB. 5, 2, 1,6; 
12; 13. "Remedy": sc. for Indra (Mah.). On kvalá in st. a, karkándhu in 
d etc. see also TB. 1,8,5, I; MS. 2, 3, 9; KS. 12, 10; SB. 5, 5, 4, 10; 
12, 7, 1,4; 2, 9 and above, TB. 2, 6, 4 k; I. 

Mantra b : as already noticed Tanünapät is sometimes (cf. J;tV. I, 188, 2) 
the god ofthe second invocation. Here he combines with Sarasvati because 
the ram, offered as the second victim, is hers. VS. 19,30 and MS. 3, ll, 2 : 
141, 4 re ad -sarasvatim as against TB. -sarasvati (dual, dvandva) which 
seems to be the original reading ; U . and Mah. try to get out of the 
difficulty by taking the nominative tanünapät to replace the accusative 
which is expected. - upaváka, i .e. indrayava (Mah.) "Indra's grain"; tokman 
"a young blade of corn, esp. of barley or malt" occurs also J;tV. 10, 62, 8. 

Mantra c: instead of suräyai (TB.) MS. reads suräyä(l}) , VS. 21, 31 
surayä which led U. to the interpretation 'the Lord Nagnahu; Naräsarr.sa 
(i .e. Agni) is the sacrifice, he supports, by means of the results of rites 
accompanied by oblations, the world' ; Mah. explains surayä saha nagnahum 
and patim: pälakam. Griffith translated "the Lord Nagnahu" . According 
to Ap. 19, 5, 10 nagnahu is the coarse part of parched barley grains sprinkled 
with the remainder ofthe liquid (oblation), the commentator Dhürtasvämin 
observing 'combined with mantha' (which is a term denoting a mixed 
beverage, usually parched barley-meal stirred round in milk); according 
to KSS. 19, I, 20 it is a mixture of various vegetable substances serving 
as spices and ferment for the preparation of the surä,. U. and Mah. brieHy 
explain: nagnahul},: kir;,val}, 'ferment, seed or drug used to produce 
fermentation' . 

Mantra d: instead of indräya virflam MS. and VS. read i. bhe~ajám . 

Griffith took i# (i )4itá(l}) -both words are accented -to mean "magnified 
with oblations", Dumont, neglecting irf,é, translates "magnified"; U . 
explained Ic:lä 'the deity of the fore-offering, courteously requested by 
her', Mah. regarded the nom. irf,ii as replacing the acc. irf,iim and as another 
object of yak~at . (Cf. e.g. TB. 2, 6, 12 d). Should not iff,é be the dat. of-tg, 
'the libation (and the prayer accompanying it)'1; cf. J;tV. 3, 4, 3 which 
is the corresponding line of an äpri hymn in which Agni is the hotar 
(e.g . J;tV. I, 142,3; 5, 5, 3; 10,70,3) 149. The formula ofthe normal animal 
sacrifice (MS. 4, 13, 2: 200, 6 etc.) has ig,á ig,itó. The verb ig,- (it-), i.e. 
ititál}" ig,yal}, is the characteristic term of the third stanza of an äpri hymn. 
As to äjuhvänal}, cf. J;tV. 1, 188, 3. This may lead us to translate : "Let 
the hotar (Agni), sprinkled (with sacrificial butter) .. . ", although the 
double entendre is no doubt intentional. - Another reference to the 
strengthening of Indra. - As to mäsara see Ap. 19, 4, 7; 5, 8 f. Obtained 

148 See above, p . 112. 
149 I refer to fn . 202 below. 
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from a mixture of the hot watery scum of boiled rice, powdered barley 
and the extract of certain vege tab les 150 it replaces the rji~a (sediment) 
of soma in a soma sacrifice. 

Mantra e: MS. and VS. omit su~tárima~ .. in the last line but one MS. 
has indriyá1Jt páya~. One might compare the mantra MS. 4, 13, 2: 200, 8; 
KS. 15, 13 : 219, 24; TB. 3, 6, 2, 1 (prai~as i .e. summonses of the 
maiträvaru~ relating to the fore-offerings, animal sacrifice), in which 
sU8tárima(~) does occur. - "The mare with (her) foal": a reference to the 
dak~i1}ii (SB. 12, 7, 2, 21; cf. 8; U., Mah., Griffith), which, however, 
according to Ap. 19, 5, 4 and 10, 9 is a bull. Notice that these animaIs, 
like the barhis, contribute, as physicians, to Indra's (and the sacrificer's) 
recovery. 

Mantra f: MS. and VS. re ad duhé dhenû~ sárasvati instead of d. kámänt s ... 
the words aSvinéndräya bhe~ajám are missing in MS. As to vyácasvatï~ 
cf. J;tV. 2, 3, 5; 10, 110,5 (äprihymns) . 

Mantra g : sarJtjänäné is not in VS. which af ter hrdd has sriyd ná másara1Jt .. 
MS. reads indre~a bh. instead of indre ná bh. The adjective "well-adorned" 
is a reminiscence of J;tV. 1, 188, 6 (äpri hymn) supé8asä ... u~dsau . 

Mantra h : there are no variants. As for the explanation of dalvyä Mtärä 
given by U. and Mah. see above (the annotation on TB. 2, 6, 7 g) . The 
comm. on TB. (p. 712) seems to be right in explaining "lead" as the 
purchase-price for the barley grains which have been used for the 
preparation ofthe surä (see also ApSS. 19, 1, 1; 5, 7) . 

Mantra i: MS. and VS. have duhe instead of dadhu~, Mah. explaining 
'by means of three (sacrificial) animals in the form of medicine she gives 
Indra (as if it were milk) a fuIl command of his faculties (irtdriyamahä1Jt8i)'. 
"The three triple active ones": also TB. 2, 6, 7, 4. 

Mantra j : In the first line MS. has h. y. tv. rüpakftarrt supésasa1Jt vr~abhá1Jt 
náryäpasa1Jt tv ... VS. h. y. surétasarrt r~abhám nár. tv. Instead of sûrayä 
MS. reads sûräyä(M . "The wolf": cf. J;tV. 10, 95, 14 vfkä rabhast1sa~ .. 
see also SB. 12,7, 1,8; TB. 1,8,5,2. According to ApSS. 19,2,10 wolf's 
hairs are mixed with the surä which is offered to Indra. 

Mantra k: there are no variants. "The slaughterer ... ": cf. TB. 2, 6, 7 j ; 
'slaughterer, viz. one who prepares the sacrificial animals in the form of 
the sacrificial post' (Mah.). 

Mantra I: instead of devd1Jt äjyapdn svdhägni,,!~ hoträj j. a. bh., MS. and 
VS. read devd äjyapd ju~ä~ó agnir bh., the former also sv. sómam indriyai~ 
and pdtho ná bhe~ajai~ . Varul)a: in J;tV. 2, 33, 4 Rudra is the best of 
physicians, but in 1, 24, 9 King Varul)a is said to have a hundred physicians 
(satá1Jt te räjan bhi~ájaM. "Lion": 'Iike a lion, because he does harm, 
he prevails over (his) enemies' (Mah.) . 

1&0 See also Kane, Hist. of Dharmi1Sästra, Il. p . 1225. For a description Bee 
BSS. 17,31: 310, 13 ff. (see also Srautakosa, Eng!. section, I, p. 903) . 
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The different formula TB. 2, 6, II m is t.o be pronounced by the 
maiträvaru~a when he prompts the hotar to recite the consecratory stanza 
for the offering of the surä to the Asvins, Sarasvati and Indra Suträman. 
See KSS. 19, 6, 23. It forms no part of the prai~ädhyäya. It is identical 
with VS. 21, 42 ; in MS. 3,11 ,4: 145, 15- 146,2 the words sutrámä vrtrahá 
are missing ; 1;tVkh. p. 154, I Sch. reads sadä instead of mádä(ly). See 
also SSS. 15, 15, 9 (only the initial words) and cf. BSS. 17, 35: 314, 2. 
The plural which is consistently used in the comparison indicates the 
general applicability of the statements: 'just as in any soma sacrifice .. .'. 

Between land m VS. has inserted the mantra 21, 41 which according 
to KSS . 19, 6, 22 is a threefold summons relating to the worship (of the 
three deities of the sauträma~i) with the omenta of the victims. This is 
exactly what the mantra expresses. In KS . 16, 21 the same formulae 
preC'eded by h. y. bfhaspáti1[t eh. v . m . . . . occur at the end of a collection 
of ma,ntras to be used by the maiträvaru?!a in connex ion with the omenta 
etc. (agni~omiyapa8u, i .e. the victim to be slaughtered for Agni and Soma, 
agni:~!oma). In MS. the mantras known as 1 and mare separated by those 
that correspond with TS. 2, 6, 12 and 2, 6, 13 a-f (and one ot her mantra) . 

Aftel' preseribing the use of VS. 21, 42 for the libation of the surä offered 
to the thrce deities Kätyäyana. (19, 6, 24) states that the following prai~as 
'promptings' (21, 43-45) are, in accordance with their characteristic words 
(yathälili(Jnm), to be employed for the oblatory material belonging to the 
three victims, These three mantms arc within the limits of possibility 
identi cal : they are to urge the hotar to worship the Asvins, Sarasyuti and 
Indra to let thcm eat (or approach) the portions oftheir respective victims. 
The words "before those who hate (us)" are eXplained: 'before the asuras 
anel räk:sasas or those who hate the sacrifice' (V ., cf. Mah.) ; 'before human 
grasping , (purá pauru~eyyä grbhál},) : before human beings (the participants) 
seize a nd consu rne portions of the oblations (of the ü!ä). The explanation 
ofSatarudriyii/~ujm gi\'cn by V. and Mah, ("much celebrated " ) is inadequate. 
The adjertive seems to allude to the Satarudriya litany (VS. XVI) which 
is to avert the wrath and to secure the favour of Agni-Rudra 151 . (Th is 
is not to say that that litany was recited) . The formula 43 is, with a few 
variants and with indragnï instead of asvinau also found in MS. 4, 13, 7 : 
208, 3 (cf. MSS. 5, 2, 8, 37 dealing with the office of the hotar and the 
maiträvaru~a at the animal sacrifice); TB. 3, 6, 11 (on the same occasion). 
It may therefore be regarded as a deliberately modified borrowing from 
the formulary of the animal sacrifice. The formulae 44 and 45 are ex cept 
for brhaspati1[t ehägasya instead of sárasvatï1[t me~ásya or indrám r~abhásya 
etc. virtually identical with KS. J 8, 21 : 281, 15. The other formulae 
(VS. 21, 46 and 47) a re similar pra.i~as relating to the sacrificial stake 
and Agni Svi~~akrt (KSS. 19, 6, 25). VS, 21, 46 is an amplified version 

151 For the ritual significanee and the belief in the beneficent efficacy of this 
hymn see J . Gonda, The Satarudriya, in Volume Ingalls (forthcoming). 
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of the formula MS. 4, 13, 7: 208, 12 (animal sacrifice; cf. also 18, 21: 
282, 3; TB. 3, 6, 11, 3 and Praif?ädhyäya VII, 2 h, ~Vkh . p. 143 S.) in 
which the words yáträgnér djyasya are replaced by the names of the three 
deities of the sauträma'1!i and their victims and 'the dear presences' of 
Agni, Soma, lndra Suträman, Savitar and VaruQ.a are added. For Savitar 
and VaruQ.a see TB. 2, 6, 4 a; f; 13 d ; 14 k; 18 j and k. VS. 21,47 is a 
similar modification of the formula MS. 4, 13, 7: 209, 3; cf. KS. 18, 21: 
282, 14; TB. 3, 6, Il, 4. See also SSS. 5,19,22, quoting Praif7ädhyäya VII, 
2 k, ~Vkh. p . 144 S. 

TB. 2, 6, 12 contains the oblatory or consecratory mantras which are 
to be recited by the hotar on the same occasion. As already noticed they 
occur also in MS. 3, Il, 3: 143,9-144, 14 and further, except for j (second 
!ine) and k, in KS. 38, 8 and completely in VS. 20, 55-66. Notice again 
the reminiscences of the äpri hymn; see also KSS. 19, 6, 15: äpriyalJ,. 

Mantra a : there are no variants in the four basic texts. The Aávins are 
addressed, because they are the adhvaryus of the gods (cf. Mah.). The 
word gharma "a cauldron", especially one in whieh miIk is heated, is by 
both U. and Mah. unnecessarily connected with the pravargya ceremony; 
the word can also denote 'the hot milk offered as an oblation'. For virdt 
in connexion with soma· compare 1;tV. 9, 96, 18 152 ; the term stands for 
the idea of extending and ruling far and wide and is connected and even 
identified with sri; it also is 'the hypostatization of the conception of tbe 
univer;;e as a whoIe, she whose illustrious, eminent, governing aétivities, 
whose universal sm'ereignty has a wide scope in all directions' 153. Tbe 
interpretation proposed by Mah. (vividha'Yft räjamänalJ,) and comm. TB. 
(vise§e'1!a r.) should not be rendered by 'radiant' (Griffith, Dumont). For 
Soma as (universal) ruler etc. see e.g. 1;tV. 9, 101 , 5; SB. 5, 3, 5, 8. -
Päda a occurs also in AVS. 7, 73, 2 (a) which is part of a text accompanying 
a heated offering to the Asvins; AVP. 20, 11, 6 (a) ; b is a variant of ibid. 2 
"heated is your offering of hot milk (gharma); come"; VaitS. 14,5 uses 
this sükta in the agnioJtoma ; it accompanies the offering of tbe gharma. 
Päda c will recur at TB. 2, 6, 12 k etc. ; d is not found elsewhere . The 
AVP. stanza occurs also in AsvSS. 4, 7, 4; SSS . 5,10,8 (cf. AiB. 1,22,2), 
in the pravargya section of the agni~!oma. 

Mantra b: There are no variants. U. and Mah. (quoting Yäska, Nir. 4,19) 
explain rajä'YftSi by lokälJ, 'spaces to dweIl in safely, places of recognized 
safet.y and sanctity, selected positions etc.' , in any case a more 
comprehensive term than "heaven"; rajas is not only 'the air , atmosphere' 
but also 'expanse, (infinite) space', in the plural 'the regions ofthe world' ; 
cf. e.g. ~V. 10, 49, 6 154 . - There are in this mantra no references to the 

152 8ee Renou, E .V.P. Il, p . 90; IX, p . 106. 
153 8ee Gonda, Aspects of early Vi~Quism, p. 67 f.; J 72 ; 187; 199. 
154 See T. BUITow, in Bull. S. Or. Afr. St. 12 (1948), p. 645 ff. ; Gonda., in KZ. 73 

(1956), p. 163 f . (=S.8. I, p. 427 f.). 
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second deity of the äpri hymns, but !;tV. I, 13, 2 speaks of bringing the 
sacrifice to the gods, and as to madhu cf. also I, 142, 2; 188, 2; 3, 4, 2. -
There are no other occurrences of the mantra or its component parts. 

Mantra c replaces b if the sacrificer belongs to the family of the Vasi!?thas 
or if he is a k~atriya. There are no variants in the basic texts. As to madhu 
see under b . - There are no other occurrences. 

Mantra d: no variants. Mah., referring to SB. I, 8, I, 12 identifies irfii 
with cattIe. As to irfii see under TB. 2, 6, II d. - No other occurrences. 

Mantra e: no variants, no other occurrences. 
Mantra f: MS., VS. have ubhé instead of dughe .. in 21, 34 (see above) 

VS. has dughe. Notice the resemblance between this mantra and the 
corresponding prai~a TB. 2, 6, 11 f. - Otherwise no other occurrences. 

Mantra g: no variants. Here (and elsewhere) U. and M. add in 
explanation viryaib- to indriya(,b- 155. - No other occurrences. 

Mantra h: no variants. The component parts of the fixed phrase divä 
nákta1Jt have been distributed over two successive pädas and combined 
with two of the three deities. The comm. on TB. identifies the divine 
hotars to whom th is stanza is dedicated with the two physicians; Mah. 
takes bhi~ajä to refer to t.he Asvins, who are the divine physicians 156. -

As to päda c see also TB. 2, 6, 18, 3 g etc.; no other occurrences. 
Mantra i: no variants worth mentioning. Mah. and U. regard Bh. as 

being in the firmament, I. as being on earth, S. as being in the intermediate 
space; Mah. adds: tredhä, viz. sthitäb-, comm. TB. explains tredhä as 
lokatrayarüpe1fa vartamänäl~ 157. In the rgvedic äpri hymns the three 
goddesses are usually requested to sit down on the barhis. - No other 
occurrences. 

Mantra j : in MS. and VS. no differences; in KS. the second hemistieh 
is missing. Notice the association of Tva!;ltar, the deity of this stanza in 
the äpri hymns, with the three deities of the sauträma1f'ï. In the äpri 
hymns Tva!;ltar appears as a shaper of forms, presiding over generation 
and bestowing offspring (cf. !;tV. 1, 142, 10; 188,9; 2,3, 9; 3, 4, 9 etc.). -
No other occurrences. 

Mantra k: no variants in MS. and VS.; wanting in KS. The explanation 
ofthe comm. TB. 'the yüpa not different from Indra', followed by Dumont 
('the Indra-like' yüpa) , is preferabie to that of U . and Mah. who regard 
the nom. indrab- as a substitute for the dative, although 'for Indra' would 
suit the context best. Was the mantra conceived under the influence of 
the resemblance between the yüpa, and the Indra tree, both being 
representatives of the axis mundi 158 1 - As to päda d see TB. 2, 6, 12, I c 
(above); no other occurrences. 

U5 See sbove, sub TB. 2, 6, 1 j. 
158 See Gonda, Dusl dei ties, p. 48. 
157 Cf. J. Gonda, Triads in the Veda, Amsterdam 1976, p. 69. 
158 Cf. Gonda, Aspects of early Vi~lJ.uism, p. 81. 
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Mantra I: in päda a MS. and VS. read parisrutä (which is adopted by 
Dumont), KS. parisrutam, TB. pari~kftti. - No other occurrenees. 

TB. 2, 6, 13 contains the invitatory and consecratory stanzas to be 
recited by the hotar on the occasion of the oblation of the omenta of 
the three victims as well as those for the oblation of the sacrificial cakes 
and for the sacrificial substance of the bodies of the victims (comm. TB.). 
According to KSS. 19,6,16 f. the three mantras a-c which are to accompany 
the oblations of the omenta are to be used in sueh a way that the first 
is anuväkyä (invitatory mantra) and the second yäjyä (oblatory mantra) 
for the first omentum, the second a. and the third y. for the seeond 
omentum, the third a. and the first y. for the third omentum . This 
intertwinement-which is not explained in the same way in Säyat:la's 
comm. on TB.-is to effect continuity. See SB. 12, 8, 2, 18 and 35 'The 
im"itatory and oblatory formulae are made continuous and relate to the 
same deities : for the sake of continuity and uninterruptedness of the 
seasons ... (cf. 12, 8, 2, 18) ... (36) The sauträma~i is the same as the 
year (which is a manifestation of the Totality) . .. , whence he who has 
performed it wins all (sarvam )' . - For particlllars see also Dumont's notes. 
This section corresponds with MS. 3, lJ, 4: 145, 1-12; 146,5-10; KS. 38,9: 
IlO, 6-111, 4 ; VS. 20, 67-75 (cf. KSS. 19,6, 16). 

Mantra a: in dTB., KS. and VS. 20, 67 re ad maghám, MS. madyám. 
dhiyti: neither "by wit" (Griffith), nor "by theil' intelligence", but rather 
"by (their) vision, inspiration" . For this reference t,o the basic myth see 
TB. 2, 6, 3, 1 (VS. 19, 34 ; SB . 12, 8, 1, 3). - The mantra does not occur 
elsewhere. 

Mantra b: in päda c TB. (also comm.) , MS., KS ., VS. (ed . Pansikar) 
read balám (also V., Mah.); TB., KS., VS . nwghriTI1 ; MS. madyám. Griffith's 
translation of VS. 20, 68 c "(1.) cleft Vala through to win him wealth" 
is highly improbable ; Dumont 's emendation valá'f!l makhám-with a 
reference to ~V. 9, 101, 13; 10, 171,2; PB. 7,5, 6-has much to recommend 
it. In contrast to the pädas a-c which do not occur elsewhere d is 
~V. 10, 131,4 b; VS. 10,33 b ; SB. 5, 5, 4, 25 b; ApSS. 19,2,19 b ete. 
(see above) . As to sácä the destruction of the three demons did not take 
place simultaneously; nor did Namuci assist Indra when the god slew 
Vala, as is suggested by U. and Mah . 

Mantra c: in päda c MS., KS., VS. read yajiia (i.e. yajiie). - Päda b= 
TB. 2, 6, 12 b b etc. ; no other occurrences of the mantra. 

Mantras d, e, f should, with the same intertwinement, be recited for 
the oblation of the sacrificial eakes; cf. KSS. 19,6, 18. In mantra d there 
are no variants . The three gods Savitar, Varut:la and Bhaga are also found 
together in MGS. I, 10, 15 b (the same päda b) where they are in a mantra 
used in the marriage ceremonies (pä~igraha1Ja)-and likewise appropriate 
to the occasion-said to have, together with Indl'a, seized the hand of 
the bride. According to SB. (see below) and the comm. TB. Indra, Savitar 
and Varut:la are the gods of the sacrificial cakes. In this connexion it may 
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be recalled that these objects are at TS. 2, 3, 6, 2; 2, 4, ll, 5 etc . co
ordinated with the three provinces of the universe 159. In the ritual under 
discussion they are, however, co-ordinated with the three seasons 
(SB. 12, 8, 2, 33) . The mantras and the ritual to which they belong are 
explained in SB. 12, 7, 2, 16 fr. where the anomaly is discussed: the 
victims and the cakes have different sets of deities. Both the last of the 
victims and the first of the cakes be long to Indra who is indriya,,!~ viryam 
which is seeured for the sacrifieer. Savitar, the divine impeller, also said 
to be the guardian of all beings (SB. 9, 2, 3, 12), represents the heavenly 
region ; in this connex ion he is stated to impel the sacrifieer (SB. 12,7,2,17). 
Indra is sometimes the representative of the region between heaven and 
earth 160. VaruI)a, the third, the god of the waters, acts here as the deity 
'who seizes him who is seized byevil' : in that one offers the final cake 
to VaruI)a one delivers the sacrifieer finally from the noose of this god 
(SB. 12, 7, 2, 17) . Bhaga is the god who distributes or dispenses goods, 
wealth and benefits ; as a substantive bhaga denotes the part that is taken 
from a whole to be distributed 161 . At AVS. 1, 26, 2 Indra, Bhaga and 
Savitar are invoked to proteet, together with Räti (Liberality) , those 
speaking from the wrath of the gods. - The compound havi~pati occurs 
on ce in the I;tV. (1, 12, 8) wh ere it characterizes Agni as "the lord of 
the oblations (i .e . burnt offerings)", not exactly "Opferherr" (Geldner) 
or "lord of the sacrifice" (Griffith, Dumont) . 

Mantra e: cf. the preeeding annotation. There are no variants. Dumont 162 

regards the verb form dádhat as the present participle used as a present 
indicative. I would suggest: the subjunctive (apt to be reinteI'preted as 
the participle; accent! 163); the comm. explain by an imperative: dadhätu 
etc. A translation "let bestow, is expected to b ." is to be preferred to 
"bestows" (Dumont) . The first hemistich occurs, as the second half of a 
stanza that is to consecrate the hot water used in the ceremony of the 
tonsure of a child 's head, at MG. 1,21,2. - No other occurrences . 

Mantra f : 110 variants. For k:mtram "lordly authority, temporal power" 
and VaruI)a see e.g . I;tV. 1,24, 6 ; 7, 34,11 164 . - The mantra is not used 
elsewhere. 

Mantra g : no variants. Indra (and the sacrifieer) are again said to be 
strengthened . This is t.he first of the th ree mantra,s which are to accompany 

1~9 For these and other ritual triads see Gonda, Triads in the Veda, p. 6i; 
86 ff. etc. Cf. SB. 12, 8, 2, 32 f. (sauträma!tt). 

180 I refer to Triade in the Veda, p. 67; 198. On triads of divine names in genera) 
ibidem, p. 214 f. 

181 See J. Gonda, The Vedic gods Arpsa and Blaaga., Monumentum H. S. Nyberg, 
Leiden and T eheran, I, p. 291 ff. 

182 Dumont, Proc. Am. Phil. Soc. 109, p. 332, n. !J8. 
168 As to the accent compare A. A. MacdonclJ, AVedie grammar for students, 

Oxford 1916,31953, p. 468 (sub 19 B {J, secolld (·xample). 
184 Cf. Gonda, Triads in the Veda, p. 141 etc. 
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the oblation of the sacrificial sub stance of the bodies of the three victims. 
They are, in ritual practice, again intertwined (cf. KSS. 19, 6, 19 ; Mah.) . 
Cows: according to Mah. sacrificial animals etc.; horses: in t.he form of 
da~i1}ii,8. - No other occurrences. 

Mantra h : in piida d MS. has indram instead of indra and avatu instead 
of avata. The epithet hira7Jyavartani (dual) "(riding) on golden paths" is 
also in the ~ V. gi ven to the Asvins (1, 92, 18 etc.) ; Säyal)a (TB.) explains : 
'(they are adorned', U.: 'they (the paths) are distinguished by golden 
presents', Mah.: 'where one goes there gold falls to one's share'). - The 
mantra does not occur elsewhere but päda b is the beginning of a mantra 
addressed to Indra and Viiyu (praügaSastra) in SSS. 7, 10, 10. 

Mantra i : no variants. The epithets sukárman and sudûgha occur in 
the ~gveda . U. and Mah. try to explain the statement ... vrtraM 
8atákratu?~ indräya dadhur . .. , which comes to ' ... Indra has given to 
Indra' , by observing that either I. the giver belongs t.o another kalpa 
(a period in the existence of the universe) than I. the recipient or the 
god appears in different forms . - Except. for päda d (see TB . 2, 6, 11 i; 
14 g etc.) the mantra is not found elsewhere . 

In MS. 3, 11 the stanzas of this formulary are interrupted by the stanza 
~V. ]0, 131,4 (ApSS . 19,2,19; see above), in which however, subhas pati 
(=the Asvins) has been replaeed by sárasvati (similarly VS. 20, 76, the 
first stanza to follow the section under discussion, KSS. 19, 6, 20 correctly 
observing that it serves as the invitatory stanza for the ladIefuls of the 
sacrificial beverage (graha) to be offered in accordance with SB. 12, 8, 2, 34) ; 
the formula corresponding with TB. 2, 6, 11 m (see above); and 
~V. 10, 131 , 5 (which is also VS. 20, 77 and is the consecratory stanza 
belonging to the above variant of ~V. 10, 131, 4; cf. KSS., 1. cito and 
ApSS. 19, 2, 19). 

The stanzas VS . 20, 78 and 79 which are ~V. 10, 91, 14 and 15 and 
are placed af ter 76 and 77 - which, being ~V. 10, 131,4 and 5, are also 
VS. 10, 33 and 34 - have -like the latter pair-already been discussed in 
the chapter on the caraka sauträma7Ji 165 . That they occur immediately 
aftel' ~V. 10, 131 , 4 and 5 is not surprising because they follow these 
in ritual practice (cf. KSS . 19,6,20 ff.; ApSS. 19,2,19; 3, 2). Since the 
latter containing the names of all th ree deities of this ritual are to be 
used as yäjyänuväkyäs (see KSS. 19, 6, 20 ; ApSS. 19, 2, 19) for the ladiefuls 
of soma offered to these dei ties they are not unsuitably placed aftel' 
VS. 20, 67-75 which constitute the yäjyänuväkyäs for the oblation of the 
omen ta etc. of the three victims offered to the three deities. See also 
SB. 12, 8, 2, 34 f. quoted at KSS. 19, 6, 20. 

A brief discussion of the eleven following mantras (VS. 20, 80--90) may 
be subjoined here, also because Kätyäyana makes mention of them in 
19, 7, ] (cf. 8) aftel' dealing with the use of VS. 21, 41-47 to which I 

185 See above, p. 86 f.; 90 f . 
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have already arrested attention in connexion with section TB. 2, 6, 11. 
The eleven stanzas constitute a sastra (laud) which the hotar has to recite 
in response to the säman (see KSS. 19, 5, I; SB. 12, 8, 3, 23) . The first 
and the last stanzas are recited three times (KSS. 19, 7, 2); moreover, 
the two stanzas employed whilst the sacrificer offers (VS. 20, II and 12; 
cf. SB. 12, 8, 3, 29 f.) are included in the hotar's recitation as a nivid, 
i.e. a short mantra declaring the names of the deities concerned and 
repeated loudly (cf. AsvSS. 5, 9, 12) 166. That means that in ritual practice 
this section (anuväka, KSS.) consists, not of eleven but of seventeen 
mantras. The mantras 80 and 90 are moreover used also as yäjyä'/?uväkyäs 
for the libation (graha : KSS. 19, 7, 8). With the exception of VS. 20, 80 
and 90 which do not occur elsewhere, all these stanzas are taken from 
the ~gveda-Saqlhita (2, 41; I, 3) . St. 80 and 90 are anu§!ubhs (80 is 
irregular), the nine others are in the gäyatri metre. The first and the last 
contain the names of all th ree deities of the sacrifice. The others constitute 
three groups of three stanzas (trca. 'triplet') each, representing ~V . 2, 41, 
7-9; I, 3, 10-12; I , 3, 4-6 and addressing, respectively, the Aávins, 
Sarasvati and Indra. It may be recalled that in the last sections of VS. XX, 
viz. 55-66 (corresponding to TB. 2, 6, 12 and 67-69 ; 73-75 (TB. 2, 6, 13) 
as weIl as in 76 and 77 the three divine names are mentioned in almost 
every stanza. This also may have led the compiler to place these eleven 
stanzas here, at the end of VS. XX. 

VS. 20, 80 (see above): for the combinations "fiery or luminous energy, 
light" (tejas) : eye etc. see TB. 2, 6,4 j and 14 a etc.; 2, 6, 4 k and 14 b etc.; 
2, 14 c respectively. The logical difficulty 'lndm gave to lndra' can, 
according to Mah., be surmounted by the supposition th at the giver 
belonged to another long stage in the world's history (kalpa) than the 
receiver. - The stanzas ~V. 2, 41, 7-9 (VS. 20, 81-83), constituting one 
of the triplets addressed to the different gods who have a share in the 
praügasastra-the second litany recited by the hotar at the morning 
pressing 167 - urge the Asvins to tra vel about and to bring riches; cf. 
AsvSS. 4,15,2; SSS. 6, 6, 2 (prätaranuväka, morning litany) for 7-9 or 
7 and 8. St. 9 is not quoted separately . ~V. I, 3 is addressed t.o the 
Asvins (1-3), lndra (4-6), the Visve Deval;l (7-9), and Sarasvati (10-12), 
inviting them to the soma-sacrifice; together with ~V . 1, 2 it composes 
the litany of the praÜ(JaSastra (cf. SSS. 7, 10, 15), which contains se ven 
triplets. On the ritual significance of these stanzas see also AiA. I, 1, 4 : 
'the gods go to the sacrifice of him who knows this or for whom a hotar 
who knows this recites the (relevant) stanzas .. . ' Stanza 10 (VS. 20, 84) 
is also found MS. 4, 10, 1: 142, 7; 4, 10, 3: 150, I; 4, IJ, 2: 166, 2 
(yäjyänuväkyäs) and MSS. 5, I, 1,33; 6, 26; 31 (ritual of the i*s, simple 
sacrifices); 7, 2, 6, 7 (mahävrata day of the gaväm ayana, accompanying 

166 Other particulBrs CBD be omitted. 
167 See CBIBnd Bnd Henry, L'Bgn~~oma, p. 239. 
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the scooping of a draught dest.ined for Sarasvat.i); KS . 4, 16: 41, 17, etc.; 
TB. 2, 4, 3, 1 (upahoma mantras) ; AsvSS. 2, 8, 3; SSS. 2, 4, 6 
(anvärambha~iyä i.*, introductory rite to the Full and New moon 
sacrifices). Etc. Stanza II (VS. 20, 85) occurs also as TS. 4, 1, 11 i (the 
ritual placing of the fire in the fire-pan, piling of the great fireplace). 
St. 12 (86) does not appear in the ritual texts mentioned in the Vedic 
Concordance. In ~V. 1, 3, 4-6 Indra is invited to the speaker's soma 
libations. The trca is also used in the praügasastra (SSS. 7, 10, 13); in a 
laud addressed to Indra (PB . 14, 2, 5), and as AVS. 20, 84 in VaitS. 31, 
16 and 33, 14 (gaväm ayana, soma ritual) as weIl as 40, 11 (soma ritual). 
The last stanza (90) consists of päda a=~V. 1, 15, II a-addressing the 
Asvins and belonging to the hymn which is to accompany rtugrahas, 
definite libations (morning service of the soma ritual) -, päda b which 
does not occur elsewhere, päda c= VS. 21, 42 j; and in TB. 2, 6, 11 m; 
päda d=VS. 21, 42 k, in TB. 2, 6, 11; in MS. 3, 11, 4: 146, 1. It may 
in conclusion be observed that while the stanzas 80 and 90 were no doubt 
concocted to meet the requirements of the sauträma~i weIl, the three 
triplets, though in all probability not made for that ritual, were very weIl 
suited for that purpose . 

TB. 2, 6, 14 contains the prai{Jas re lating to t.he oblatory stanzas for 
the eleven after-offerings of the animal sacrifice . See KSS. 19, 7, 9 : 
'summons prompting (thc holar) to recite the accompanying formulae'. 
They correspond with MS. 3, 11, 5 (147, 1-148, 8); VS. 21, 48-58 but 
are not found in KS. Notice that only part of the äpri deities are referred 
to (in an irregular order). The names of the deities mentioned in the 
beginning of t,he mantras are almost everywhere repeated in the nominative 
or instrurnental to indicate that they have co-operated with the Asvins 
and Sarasvati. I would not follow Dumont in translating "Divine is 
(are) ... ", but regard the initial pädas as instanees of the nom. 'der 
HeraussteIlung ' , the nom. placed at the beginning of a communication 
before the sen ten ce proper, a frequent device to throw this element into 
relief, especially when it is to rubricate a collection of more or less parallel 
statements . 

Mantra a: no variants. U. and Mah. draw - not only here-attention 
to the fact that the words of these mantras are not placed in a norm al 
order. This is no doubt largely due to their being composed of variants 
of pre-existing elements. According to SB. 12, 7, 1, 2 Indra's tejas had 
flowed from his eyes. Wh at is in the mantras a-h said to be placed in 
(given to) Indra is his indriyá but this is in most cases co-ordinated with 
a faculty which he had lost. Thus in a his téjas (light or cIearness of the 
eye and brilliant energy) is restored to him (cf. SB. 12, 7, 2, 4). - Päda d 
recurs in 2, 6, 14 j ; no other occurrences of the complete mantra. 

Mantra b: MS. has prä~n. Cf. SB. 12, 7, 1, 3 : Indra's virya flowed 
from his nostriis. Here also Griffith's translation is inexact. Dumont's 
renderings suggest complete comparisons. At first sight the wording of 
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the text is not in agreement with SB., but compare SB. 12, 7, 2, 5 prärwf!, 
sarasvati viryam ... prärwm eväsmirJts tad viryarJt dadhäti " .. . he bestows 
vital breath, virtue-and-manly energy on him". The particle ná-which 
is not always placed after the word to which it belongs-can also occur 
in identifications : s11ryo ná cák~ul}, "like the eye (viz. the eye that is) 
the sun" or "like (as it were) the eye of the sun" . Here I would translate : 
"they gave I. vital breath, so to say virtue-and-energy" . And so on or 
-perhaps better-"th. g. I. virya, viz. prä'(w . . . ". The underlying idea 
seems to be : when Indra recovered his teias etc. he regained the complete 
command of his faculty of vision etc. l6s . Notwithstanding the different 
word order the third pädas of the mantras may be regarded as running 
parallel. - Päda b recurs in the next mantra,. no other occurrences. 

Mantra c: instead of bhi~ájé 'ndre MS. and VS. have sutráméndram 
(MS.) or -dré (VS.) . From Indra's mouth his strength (balam) had flowed 
(SB. 12, 7, I, 4); cf. also 12, 7, 2, 6: väg indro balam "I. is speech, 
strength". - No ot her occurrences. 

Mantra d: MS. and VS. run as follows: d. j. sárasvaty asvinéndram 
avardhayan . .. As to jó~trï see TB. 2, 6, 10 d; strangely enough, sutrámä 
belongs to the subject (TB.). On Indra's faculty of hearing and his glory 
(yásas) see SB. 12, 7, 1, 5. - TB. päda b occurs also in mantra k (below) 
etc.; as such the stanza is not used elsewhere. 

Mantra e: MS. : d. ü. d. sudughéndrarp,sárasvati,. VS. : d. ü. d . sudughéndres. 
Compare TB. 2, 6, 10 e, whence páyase. According to SB. 12, 7, I, 6 
Indra's clear liquid or (and) brightness (8ukra) flowed from his breasts 
(stanäbhyäm) and became "miIk, the light of cattIe" (payo 'bhavat 
pa8ünä'f!/- jyotiM. The words sukrárp, ná jyótil}, stánayol}, must mean "light 
of his breasts (viz. the light th at is his) sukra". Not (here and elsewhere) 
copulative: sukrarp, cajyotis ca payolak~a1Jarp, stanayol}, indriyarp, ca (V.).
No other occurrence 

Mantra f: no variants. As to the accusative indram Dumont's "(have 
helped) I." is to be preferred to indram=indre (V., cf. Mah.). In the 
enumeration in SB. 12, 7, 1, 2 ff. no mention is made of Indra's "thought" 
("intention, inclination": mati), but for his heart and tvi~i "briIliance, 
splendour, violence, vehemence" see 6. Vnderstand "his mati, viz. the tvi~i 
in his heart (which had flowed away)". - For päda b see mantra k etc. 
No other occurrences. 

Mantra g: instead of päda b MS. and VS. have the metrically regular 
asvinétf,ä sárasvati; in c MS. reads näbhyäl}, . Compare SB. 12,7,1,7 "from 
his navel his spirit, courage (s11~aM flowed " . In contrast to the preceding 
mantras there is in the part of the mantra beginning with s11~am no second 
noun in the accusative; moreover, the particle ná is strange, unless Dumont 
is right in connecting s11§arp, ná indriyám, which however deviates from 
the syntactical structure of the preceding mantras. Has mádhye - which 

188 Sec L . Renou , Grammaire de la langue védique, Lyon and Paris 1952, p. 398. 
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is al most tautological-ousted another word in the accusative? - As to 
päda a cf. TB. 2, 6, 10 g etc.; d: TB. 2, 6, 11 i etc.; no other uses. 

Mantra h: no variants. Several deviations from the structure of the 
preceding mantras : the name of the deity mentioned in the beginning is 
not repeated, but replaced by his chariot which is moving with the two 
other gods of this ritual; in the third part of the mantra there are three 
nouns in the accusative; it is Tvaf?tar who gives Indra his form etc.; 
instead of indriyám we find indriyd1}i . For trivaruthál} see TB. 2, 6,10 hetc. 
(in the same place of the mantra) . As to "seed" (rétal:tJ: SB. 12, 7, I, 7 
'from his seed his (beautiful) form (rupám) Bowed'; in SB. no mention 
is made of his birth-place (janitram). The chariot is not mentioned in 
the relevant passage of SB. For Indra's chariot see e.g. ~V. I, 51, 12; 
for Agni's I, 13, 4 (äpri hymn); for Indra-and-Agni's I, 108, 1. As to 
Tvaf?tar's role in the sauträma1}i myth see SB. 12, 7, I, I; 8, 3, I; he is 
a skilful shaper of forms 169. Here he figures as the ninth deity of the 
äpri hymns. As to the combination of amfta'f!/- janitram and rétal} in the 
same context see TB. 2, 6, 4 e above . The noun janitram, though usually 
translated by "birth-place", is rendered by "procreative power" (Dumont 
TB. 2, 6, 4 e) or "generative or procreative matter" (Monier-Williams, 
Dictionary for VS. 19, 84 ; 21, 55). This seems right and réto ná rupám 
is the object proper. Then a. j . is an apposition and the translation is 
"T. gave I. (his) beautiful form (which had Bowed from his seed) viz. 
seed, immortal procreative matter" . I ndriyä1}i: faculties of sense etc. -
For päda a see TB. 2, 6, 10 h etc .; for päda dTB. 2, 6, 7 i ; no other 
occurrences. 

Mantra i: instead of indro in päda a MS. and VS. read devair (similarly, 
TB. 2, 6, 10 i etc.); instead of juHm MS. and VS. have jutir. As to 
hira1}yapar1}al} and supippalál} see TB. 2, 6, 10 i. Vanaspati, the tenth 
of the deities of an äpri hymn, is the main agent, accompanied by the 
Asvins and Sarasvati. This mantra deviates from t.he pattern. Päda d is 
a parenthesis. As to Indra's ojas (inaugurative power, authority etc.) it 
had Bowed from his urine (SB. 12, 7, I , 8) to become the wolf, the jüti 
(the impetuosity) of the wild beasts ; his bhäma (passion 170 cf. TB. 2, 6, 5 I, 
and especially 2, 6, 11 k) had Bowed from his buttocks (SB. 7) . Is the 
bull (r~abhál:tJ reminiscent of SB. 4, or (and) 13? As to the nom. r~abhál} 
cf. ~V. 6, 3, 4 vijéhamänal} para.sur nájihvám "(Agni) showing his tongue 
like an axe" where one expects para.sum. However, SäyaI,la's explanation 
(comm. TB.) is worth considering : "just as here in our world a bull 
produces passion . .. ". Mah.'s explanation (r~abhál} is a honorific) is 
improbable. As to îndro vanaspátil} see TB . 2, 6, 7 j; 10 i; 12 k ; as to 
madhu in connexion with the yüpa: 2, 6, 7 j; 8 j; 10 i; especially 11 k and 
12 k. The translation seems to be : "V., together with the A . and S.-for 

169 I refer to Macuunell, Vedic mythology, p . 116. 
170 Cf. R enou. E.V.P. XII. p. 94; XIII, p . 106. 
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I. the palatabIeliquoris prepared (viz. bythevanaspati ; cf. TB. 2, 6, 12k)
gave us (N.B. !) ojas, viz. impetuosity, passion, like (that of) a bull, the 
full command of (our) faculties ... ". The mantra, brief, sketchy, 
syntactically free, and presuming the hearer's acquaintance with the 
relevant facts alludes to the re-enactment of the mythical event for the 
sake of the sacrificer. - No other occurrences. 

Mantra j : MS. has isáyä instead of isáyai. Reappearance of the barhis. 
For váritinäm see TB. 2, 6, 10 j; for -ár'!Wmradäly, (concerning the form, 
barhily, is neuter, but rarely masculine) 2, 6, 11 e. As to isáyai "for 
dominion" one might compare SB. 12, 7, 2, 8 (and 12, 7, 1, 8 in fine) . 
King Manyu: cf. 1;tV. 10, 83 and 84. Indra's manyu (fury, passion) had 
flowed from the contents of his intestines (SB. 12, 7, 1, 8). The absence 
of a word group with ná is remarkable. The words adhvaré ... sádaly, are 
an apposition to the initial d. b. v. - Päda a occurs also in TB. 2, 6, 10 j etc.; 
päda f in 2, 6, 14 a; no other occurrences of the several pädas and the 
mantra as such. 

Mantra k: MS. and VS. have svi~eo agnlr instead of i~tó agnlr; MS. 
sáho ná dádhat instead of yriSo n . d. A typically concluding mantra. For 
Agni Svii?takrt see above TB. 2, 6, 10 hand SB. 12, 8, 3, 19 171 . Speech: 
cf. SB. 11, 2, 4, 9: Sarasvati is Speech (also 11, 2, 6, 3; 13, 1, 8, 5; 
14,2, 1, 15). VartU).a: see TB. 2, 6, 13 etc. For Indra's strength or vigour 
(ürj) cf. SB. 12, 7, 1, 9 where it is said to have flowed from his flesh; 
his honour (ápaciti) flowed from his skin, his natural disposition 172 

(svadhá) from his bones. - Päda a occurs in TB. 2, 6, 10 k etc. ; c in 
2, 6, 14 f; no other occurrences. 

The Ilext section, TB. 2, 6, 15 contains the formulae pronounced by 
the maiträvaru'IJa to prompt the hotar to recite the so-called süktaväka, 
i.e. "good words" beginning with the wOl"ds agnim etc. (mantra a, first 
words) . Thus at. the end of the animal sacrifice (Ap. 7, 27, 6 f.), wh ere 
the formulae are adapted to th at ceremony. Similar formulae relating to 
the süktaväka are to be recited on the occasion of other sacrifices (ncw moon 
rites: Ap. 3, 6, 6; TB. 3, 5, 10; seasonal sacrifices: Ap. 8, 3, 4) 173. The 
present formulary is adapted to the sauträma'f},ï but there are various 
differences in wording, length etc. between the relevant passages of the 
basic texts. The formulary found in MS. 4, 13,9: 211,5 (see MSS. 5, 2, 8,44) 
belongs to the animal sacrifice, not to the sauträma'IJi ; the deity mentioned 
in it is Indrägni. In KS . 19, 13: 16,19-17,7 there is a süktaväka prai~a 
for the sauträma.'lJi of about eight lines stating inter aHa that a he-goat 

171 See also p . 102 with fn. 85. 
172 Not "sweet drink" Eggeling, op. cit., V, p. 215. On this difficult word see 

L . Renou, Études sur Ie vocabulaire de Rgveda, etc. quoted in fn. 30 above. 
173 For a prompting for the BÜktaväka in the 80ma sacrifice see $$S. 5, 20, 5. 

According to W. Caland, $äilkhäyana.$rautasiitra, Nagpur 1953, p. 139 the formula 
meant by the author is I;tVkh. 7, 21 (Scheftelowitz, op. cit., p. 144). The 
commentator Anartiya however supplies his readers with variants. 
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is immolated for Brhaspati; the ot her de i ties mentioned are the As\'ins, 
Sarasvati and Indra. As to Brhaspati cf. TB . 2, 6, 10 hand 18 e etc. 
This god does not occur in the formlilaries of TB. and VS. In the former, 
which is rather long and is clearly divided into five parts the gods who 
are said to have becn given oblations are the three deities ofthe sauträma'IJi. 
In the VS. there are three formularies, two in a collection of supplementary 
or aIterna.tive mantras (28,23; 46) and one in 21, 59-61 (cf. KSS. 19,7, ll) 
immediately af ter those mantras which correspond with TB. 2, 6, 14. The 
last mentions all three deities, the two former ones only Indra. These 
prai~as are characterized by a number of statements- pronounced in a 
definite order - with regard to what has been done by the sacrifieer: he 
has chosen Agni as his hatar (the initiaI line), he has prepared cookeu food 
(offerings), baked a sacrificial cake; the sacrifi cial post became a good and 
secure place for the deity (deities). The deities have eaten and accepted 
the oblations. "The sacrifieer has chosen thee (viz. the hatar who is 
addressed), thinking 'this one will (as hatar, by his worship) acquire for 
me precious goods. Do thou wish for t,his sacrificer the divine gifts. When 
thou art prompted , as a human hatar, to speak the 'good words', say 
the good words". On the suktaväka see e.g . SB. 1I, 2, 7, 28: The s. is 
the completion, and, veriIy , whosoever knows this seCUl'es for himself the 
completion and gains whatever is gained by the completion, and 1,9, 1,3 f: 
'He who sacrifices pleases the gods and obtains a share among them . 
Thereupon (the hatar) invokes a bIessing (on him), and the gods realize 
that bIessing for the sacrificet'. He (tbe hatar) intones: (TS. 2, 6, 9, 5; 
MS. 4,13,9: 211,12 ; TB. 3, 5, 10, I ; 1\8VSS. 1,9,1; SSS. 1, 14,2 ff.) 
"Successful this has turned out, 0 Heaven and Eal-th ... " ' . 

Sütra a: Agni: the divine hatar, one of t.he two hatars mentioned in 
these texts. The rare adjeetive sutäsuti occurs only in TB.: "who has 
what has been and what has not been pressed out (i.e. distilled in a different 
manner)", i.e. the 8urä and t.he milko Cf. TB. 2, 6, 4 p; SB. 12, 8, 1, 5. 
The words grh'IJán gráhän do not occur in KS. and VS. In KS. there follows 
badhnan brhaspataye ehägrtm whicb does not appeal' elsewhere, in VS. 28, 23 
b. indräya eh., in VS. 28, 46 b. i. vayadháse elt. (for Indm Vayodhäs see 
TB. 2, 6, 17 a); in these texts the relevant passage ends here. - Notice 
the verbosity of TB. ; in a matter-of-fact style the three cOllples of datives 
would be superfluous but their presence emphasizes the union of the 
three deities. This verbosity is foreign to VS. where however af ter vr~abhám 
the text continlles: 'pressing fOl' the A ., S., (and) I. Suträman surä and 
'1oma beverages (suräsamän)' . 

Sütra b : The same verbosity in TB. wit,h tbe same effect. VS. 28, 23 
and 46 are still shorter : 8. a. d. V . a. i . (vayadháse) eh. whereas KS. 
deviates considerably, inserting S. a. d . V. a. brhaspataye ehägena badhnann 
aSvibhyäYft ehägam and cont.inuing: S. a . d. V . a. . sarasvatyai me~yä badhnann 
indräya me~am, S. a. d . V. a. indräya me~e'IJa, which cannot be correct, 
because Indra's bull is repJaced by a ram. 
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Siitl'a c: KS. has agrabhi/}ata instead of (a )grabhi/}uly,; VS. 21, 60 
agrbhi/}ata; VS. 28, 23 and 46: adhattám m. p. p. agrabhid; KS. adds only 
avivrdhanta purorJ,a8ai!~; VS. 21, 60 av. pur. ápur aSvina sárasvattndra!b 
sutrdmä suräsomdn "the A., S., I. S. have drunk the ... "; VS. 28, 23 
and 46 avo pura<f,ä8ena. For the compound ukthämadd (n. pI.) "praise and 
rejoicing, recitations (sastra) and exclamations" see e.g. AVS. 5, 26, 3; 
TS. 2, 4, 11, 6; AiB. 2, 38, 9. vimada probably "free from pride or 
arrogance" rather than "filled with joy" (Dumont). ängÜ{Já "a hymn of 
praise" is a rgvedic word (I , 117, 10; 6, 34, 5 etc.). 

Siitra d: this formula is, ex cept for sutäsutt (see above under sütra a). 
also found in KS ., VS. 21, 61 and pratikena in VS. 28, 23 and 46. It 
obviously was to be recited in th is fixed form . 

Siitra e: the same observations can be made with regard to this part. 
of the formulary. The compound devaddnani (also TB. 3, 6, 15, I; 
~Vkh . 7, 21; 7, 4 p) seems to be one ofthe characteristics ofthis formula. 

The following section, TB. 2, 6, 16, contains the stanzas that should 
be recited at the sacrifice offered to the Fathers which takes pI ace aftel' 
the avabhrtha (cf. 2, 6, 6 above, and especially m, n). No less than fourteen 
of the eighteen stanzas are rgvedic, eleven of them being found also in 
the Taittiriya-Sarp.hitä. Except the stanzas klm q l' they are in TB. 
quoted pratikena. Part of these stanzas have already been discussed in 
the chapter on the caraka sauträma'!l-i 174. Referring to the conclusions, 
comparison and discussion at the end of this section I note here that the 
corresponding sections in the other basi<: texts are MS. 4,10,6; KS. 21,14; 
as to VS. compare 19,49-70. They constitute the formulary for a sacrifice 
to the Fathers which in TS. is as 2, 6, 12 the last section of a chapter 
containing the mantras for 'the hotar office in connex ion with the rites 
of New Moon' (därsya'f!t hautram). 

Stanza a is J.{.V. 10, 16, 12, where (in a) ni dhimahi; AVS. 18, 1, 56, 
where tvedhimahi (funeral texts); the yajurvedic texts have havämahe. 
Agni is addressed; VS. 19,70 aftel' other stanzas dealing with the Fathers; 
TS. 2, 6,12 a 175 (sacrifice to the Fathers); MS. I, 10, 18: 157, 18 (seasonal 
sacrifices); 4,10,6: 156, I (pratikena; Fathers); KS. 21, 14: 55, 3; 36,12: 
76, I . According to the ritual it is a 8ämidheni stanza (recited while the 
sacrificial fire is kindled; cf. also ApSS. 8, 14, 18; SB. 2, 6, 1,21 f.); see 
also SSS. 3, 16, 23; MSS. 5, I, 4 , II (pitrye/)# in the säkamedha ritual); 
MSS. Il, 9, I, 5 (sräddha ritual). 

Stanza b is ~V. I, 79, 9 (addressed to Agni)-however, in TB., Ap. 
suketunä, in ~V. etc. sucetuna; also TB. 2, 4, 5, 3 (upahoma mantras) 
and therefore, like the preceding one and many other stanzas, quoted 
pratikena; see also MS. 4, 10, 6: 156, 2 (see under stanza a); 4, 12, 4: 

174 See p. 101 ff. above; see also p. 123. 
175 For this section (TS. 2, 6, 12) compare Keith, Veda Black Yajus School, 

p. 219 f., fn. 5. 
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189, 10 (pratikena , yäjyänuväkyäs); MSS. 5 , 1, 4, 16 (see above, 
accompanying the offering of portions of ghee); 5, 2, 2, 18 (i{l!Ï with a 
special purpose); similarly SSS. 3, 16, 24 (see above); ApSS. 8, 14, 24; 
see also KS. 2, 14 : 18, 13. This mantra. also is very suited to its purpose: 
it is an invitation to the offering of the first butter port.ion (äjyabhaga): 
oomm. TB. 2, 6, 16 b. See also KB. 5, 8, 33 f . 176 'in th at he offers the 
butter portions with the word "living" he causes the sacrifieer t.o live' . 

Stanza c: I;l.V. 1, 9], 7 (addressed to Soma) ; dák~am . .. jiváse "die 
KraJt zum Leben" (Geldner) ; "la force-agissante . .. pour qu'(ils) vivent" 
(Renou) 177; "abilit.y .. .'· (Dumont) ; d. is of ten best translated by 
"resourcefulness". Used together with the preceding stanza (and 
accompanying thc second äjyabhaga, romm.) at MS. 4, 10, 6: 156, 4; 
MSS. 5, 1, 4, 16; TB. 2, 4, 5, 3 : AsvSS. 2, 10, 3 ; SSS. 3, ]6, 24 ; 
Ap. 8, 14, 24; cf. also KS . 2, 14: 18, 19 and 20, 15 : 35, 20. See also 
SGS. 1, 25, 7 where it is together with mantras addressed to Agni who 
is expected to "give life" used by afather wh en his wife gets up from 
childbed. 

Stanza d , I;l.V. 1, 91, 1 etc., has al ready been discussed 178. Invitatory 
stanza. It occurs also at MS. 4, 10, 6: 156, 6 (see under stanza b); 
MSS. 5, 2, 4, 31 and ApSS. 19,3,9 (caraka sauträma1fi); KS. 21, 14 : 55, 5; 
VS. 19, 52; ApSS. 8, 15, 15 (sacrificc to the Fathers, seasonal sacrifices: 
TS. 2, 6, 12 b); AsvSS. 2, 19, 22 and SSS. 3, ]6, 4 (likewise) ; 5, 5, 2 
(invitatory stanza for the präya1fiye{lti, i.e. the introductory rite of the 
first day of a soma sacrifice ; see also AiB. 1,9,7) ; 6, 10,3 and AsvSS. 3, 7, 7 
(similarly, for the victim immolated to Soma, soma sacrifice); etc. 

Stanza e: I;l.V. 9, 96, 11 ; TS. 2, 6, 12 c; MS. 4, 10, 6: 156, 8; KS . 21, 14 : 
55, 7; VS. 19, 53. The word paridhi "enclosure, barrier" has been variously 
explained : "demon" (räk{lasa, Säyal).a on I;l.V .), much less improbably: 
"those who bring about accidents in (disturbance of) sacrificial worship" 
(U.); 'the 0 bstructions which keep the seasonable rain from falling' 
(Griffith) ; 'Anspieling auf den Vala-mythos, vgl. I, 52, 5. In Wirklichkeit 
. . . die eingepferchten Tiere, die von den reichen Gönnern verschenkt 
werden sollen' (Geldner); 'locution apparemment proverbiale': au figuré: 
'sois généreux' 179. 

Stanzaf(withdtatäna, elsewheredtatantha): I;l.V. 8, 48,13; TS. 2, 6,12 d 
to be used as a consecratory stanza (comm . TB.); MS. 4,10,6: 156,10; 
KS. 21, 14 180 ; VS. 19,54; AsvSS. 2, 19, 22 and SSS. 3, 16,4 (see above, 
under stanza d). This stanza also is very appropriate; compare also its 

176 E. R. S. Sarma's edition, Wiesbaden 1968; 5, 7 in B. Lindner's edition, 
Jena. 1887. 

177 Renou, E.V.P. IX, p. 67. 
178 See p. 101 above. 
17' Renou, E .V.P. IX, p. 105; cf. p . 44. 
180 KS. has here pitrbhilJ" not as in 17, 19: 264, 4 (only pädas a a.nd d) surayrl; 

cf. Keith, Veda. B. Y. S., p. 220, fn . 4. 
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use in the saumya caru, the offering of a boiled rice-mess to Soma (third 
service of a soma sacrifice): AsvSS. 5, 19, land SSS. 8, 4, 2 with an 
explanation AiB. 3, 32, 1 181. 

Stanza g: ~V. 10, 15, 4 (to the Fathers), appropriately used as an 
invitatory stanza. Also TS. 2,16,12 f.; (with a variant) MS. 4,10,6 : 
156, 12; KS . 21,14: 55,11; VS. 19,55; AsvSS. 2,19,22 and SSS. 3,16,6 
(see above, under stanza d). The corresponding AVS. stanza 18, 1, 51 
is used by Kaus. (87, 27) to accompany the untying and strewing of the 
barhis in the pir.uf,apitryajiia (oblation to the deceased ancestors on the 
evening of new moon). In VaitS. it is, together with 18, 1, 44 and 45; 
18, 3, 45 and 44 in the chapter on the sauträma~i prescribed for use at 
another moment of the ritual, viz. af ter the pouring of the surä into the 
perforated vessel (VaitS. 30, 14). The stanza 18, 1,44 implores the Fathers 
to come and to aid those speaking; 45 states that they have assented 
and are coming; 3, 45 and 44 are other invitations addressed to the Fathers 
"to come, bless and aid us". The use of AVS. 18, 1, 51 in VaitS. 9, 8 
(säkamedha rite) is Iikewise appropriate: here it is to accompany a Iibation 
to Soma and the Fathers 182. 

Stanza h, ~V. 10, 15, 3; TS. 2, 6, 16 g, is also suitably used as an 
invitatory mantra. Also BSS. 17, 36: 314, 16; MS. 4, 10, 6: 156, 16; 
KS. 21, 14: 55, 13; VS. 19,56; AsvSS. 2, 19, 22 and SSS. 3, 16, 6; also 
AsvSS. 5, 20, 2 (compare under mantra f; ägnimäruta sastra, see also 
AiB. 3, 37, 15 183); AVS. 18, 1, 45 (see above under stanza g). As to 
"grandson" (nápätam) there exist various explanations: "freedom from 
decay or death" (Säyal).a on ~V.); similarly, with reference to the path 
that leads to the gods and a wrong etymology (U. and Mah.); "son" 
(Griffith, following Ludwig and quoting the latter's untenable suggestion 
"as fire"); "children" (Grassmann); 'kollektiv, mit Hillebrandt auf den 
bándhu, die himmlische Genossenschaft des Vif?l).u I, 154, 5, die SeIigen 
im Himmel zu beziehen' ; probably "a grandson" , i.e. "the son and heir 
who is the grandson of the sacrificer's father" (see, in the same group 
of hymns, ~ V. 10, 10, 1) 184. vikráma1J4m is not, with Griffith and Keith 185 

to be regarded as obscure; inadequately explained by Säyal).a (on ~V.), 
U. and Mah. (nápätam and v. referring to the paths leading to the gods 
and the Fathers) ; it is certainly not "progeny" (Griffith), nor does it 
refer to the sun (Ludwig); rather the place reached by the striding Vif?l).u; 
the 'strides' by which one ascends unto the highest heaven 186. 

181 See Caland and Henry, L'agnil;ltoma, p. 362 f. 
182 For particulars see W. Caland, Das Vaitänasutra des Atharvaveda, Amsterdam 

Acad. 1910, p. 26. 
183 Cf. Caland and Henry, op. cit., p. 372 ff. 
184 See also Renou, E.V.P. XVI, p. 125 quoting Oldenberg; Geldner, :!:tV. 

ub. 111, p. 145. 
185 Keith, Veda B. Y. S., p. 221, fn. 1. 
188 See Gonda, Aspects of early Vil;ll).uism, p. 55 ff. 
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Stanza i, ~V. 10, 15, 5; TS. 2, 6, 12 h is an appropriate consecratory 
mantra ; also MS. 4, 10, 6 : 156, 14; KS. 21, 4: 55, 15; VS. 19, 57; 
AsvSS. 2, 19, 22 and SSS. 3, 16, 6 (see above). Also AVS. 18, 3, 45, used 
in VaitS. 30, 14 and 9, 8; Kaus. 87, 27; see above (stanza g). 

Stanza j, ~V. 10, 15, 11; TB. 2, 6, 12 e, another very suitable invitation; 
also MS. 4,10,6 : 157, 10; KS. 21,14: 55,17; VS. 19,59; AsvSS. 2,19,22 
and SSS. 3, 16, 7 (see above); A·pSS. 8, 15, 17 (see under stanza a). See 
also AVS. 18, 3,44 with a somewhat different päda d : "assign to us wealth 
th at consists in unimpaired energetic sons" (not " ... having all heroes", 
Whitney and Lanman); used in VaitS . 30, 14; 9, 8; Kaus. 87, 27. 

Stanza k: a perfect invocation ex pressing also the speaker's wishes and 
intentions; also MS. 4, 10, 6: 157, 8 (where päda c "they, the inspired 
ones, must, being easily invoked, be favourable to us"); KS . 21, 14: 56, 1 
(in b äna8u~; cd "they must come, they must give ear here, they must 
intercede (for us), they must help (favour) us)"; VS. 19,61 (in b näräsa1J1-sé; 
in cd "they, the inspired ones, must be easily invoked by us (i.e. listen 
willingly to us); may we be lords of possessions") ; näräsa1J1-sa is the name 
given to the cup (camasa) af ter soma has been drunk from it (see 
ApSS. 12, 25, 24 187), and see also SB. 12, 6, 1, 33. 

Stanza I: in this form not elsewhere, but used at ApSS. 8, 15, 17 (see 
above). However, päda a is also VS. 19, 60 a; päda d is also päda d of 
stanza i and ofKS. 21, 14 : 56, 2 (see above under stanza k); ~V. 10, 15,5 d; 
VS. 19, 57 d; 58 d etc. VS. 19, 60 is, with variations, ~V. 10, 15, 14; 
it continues " ... are pleased with their special food (svadhä, offered to 
them) in the midst of heaven; for them the self-ruler (i.e. independent 
authority, i.e. Agni) will (is expected tol dispose his body here according 
to inclination (so that it becomes) a guidance for the principle of life" 188. 

In MS., 4, 10, 6 : 157, 6 and KS. 21 , 14: 55, 19 there is a gäyatri stanza 
("The F. who have been . . . , who foster Universa I Order, be gracious to 
(shew mercy on) us . .. "), pädas a and b of which occur only here; in 
MS. c "in order to have a long term of life, to be alive", in KS. "(they) 
must deliver us from distress". - For the agni:svättä~ pitara~ "the Fathers 
who have been tasted by Agni", the comm. TB. refers to the seasonal 
sacrifices, adding th at the term stands for those who in human life have 
performed the domestic rites and have been intent on smärta ceremonies 
without performing the agni~!oma etc. 

Stanza m, a perfect oblatory stanza, occurs only at ApSS. 8, 15, 17 
af ter the preceding one. Variations of päda d ("let them, with Indra, 
enjoy th is oblation") appear, however, at SSS. 3, 18, 14 (sunäsiriya, one 
of the seasonal ceremonies) and TB. 2, 4, 5, 7 (the same ritual). vänyá 

187 Cf. also Call1lid and H enry, op. cit., p. 220. 
188 On this stanza see Griffith, op. cit., p . 215; Geldner, RV. übers. lIl, p. 147; 

R enoll, E.V.P. XVI, p. 126. 
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"a cow whose calf is dead" (comm .) is, as a simplex, in all probability 
a rare retrograde form 189. 

The invitatory stanza n is (with variations) I;tV. 10, 16, 11; TS. 2, 6, 12 m 
has already been discussed 190. 

Stanza 0, another invitation, is I;tV. 10, 15, 12 (wh ere krtvt); TS. 2, 6, 12 n; 
VS. 19, 66 (with kavyavähana instead of jätavedaJ;, and krtvi), prescribed 
at AsvSS. 2, 19, 29 ; SSS. 3, 16, 10 (see above) . It is also AVS. 18,3,42 
which agrees exactly with TS. and is at Kaus. 89, 13 among the stanzas 
that are employed when at the end of the pi1!4apitryajna (see above, 
under mantra g) the fire is fed. 

The oblatory or consecratory stanza p is I;tV. 10, 14, 3 191; TS. 2, 6, 120; 
MS. 4, 14, 16: 243, 4 (yäjyänuväkyaJ;,) , employed at AsvSS. 5, 20, 6; 
SSS. 8, 6,13 (ägnimäruta-sastra , see under mantra h; cf. AiB . 3, 37,11); 
also AVS. 18, 1,47 with another päda d(= 18, 1,44 d) "Iet these F athers 
assist (favour) us at (our) caUs". The Ailgirasas are an of ten mentioned 
ancient family of priests, regarded as ancient Fathers, associated with 
Indra, Yama and other gods, credited with special practises, such as 
'Iiterary' activity, promulgators of the Atharvaveda and playing a role 
in mythical narratives. 

Stanza q, to be recited as the invitation for the oblation to Agni 
Svi~takrt, is I;tV. 10, 15, 9 (TB. has tätrpur, the other texts tätr~ur; TB. 
hoträvfdhaJ;" the others hotravida(J;,)); MS. 4, 10, 6: 157, 16; used at 
AsvSS. 2, 19,24 ; SSS. 3,16,10 (see above); as AVS. 18,3, 47 a variant 
is used at Kaus. 87, 22 in the pi'T}-rj.,apitryajna (see above) to accompany 
the setting up of one of two lighted sticks and piling fuel around it. 

Stanza r, the yäjyä for the same oblation, does not occur elsewhere. 
The combination havyavdha'T[t purupriyám appears as I;tV. 1, 12, 2 c 
(Agni hymn) which occurs also in TS. and MS. 

From the above facts it appears that 14 of the 18 stanzas are rgvedic; 
that (in this form and function) three are exclusively found in TB. (I m r); 
that one, without being rg,'edic, is also known to the ot.her basic texts (k) . -
In the corresponding section of TS. (2,6, 12) there are 17 stanzas, 11 of 
which belollging also to TB. 2, 6, 16. As to those six stanzas which, while 
being foreign to TB ., do occur in TS., stanza i is I;tV. 10, 15, I, VS. 19,49, 
MS. 4, 10,6: 157,4 192 ; kis I;tV. 10,15,2, VS. 19,68, MS. 4,106 : 157,2; 
I is I;tV. 4, 2, 16 (Agni hymn, paying homage to the god as the centre 
of sacrificial worship, the stanza eulogizing the ancestors who furthered 
the UniversalOrder, uttering words of praise and the poet expecting that 
those who now pronounee the sacred texts will attain visionary insight 193), 

189 I refer to M. Mayrhofer, Kurzgefasztes etymologisches Wörterbuch des alt-
indischen, lIl, Heidelberg 1964-1976, p. 187 f. 

190 See above, p. 103. 
191 I refer to Geldner, RV. übers. lIl, p. 143; Renou, E.V.P . XVI, p. 124. 
192 Keith, op. cit., p. 221, fn. 3 incorrectly refers also to KS. 
1t8 See J. Gonda, The vision of the Vedic poets, The Hague 1963, p. 201. 
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VS. 19, 69; P is ~V. 10, 14, 4 (addressed to Yama and inviting him to 
come and sit down, in accordance with the Fathers, on the couch of 
leaves that is spread on the vedi, and to enjoy the oblations), MS. 4, 14, 16: 
243, 2 (notice this place and the absence of the mantra in KS. and VS.); 
q is ~V. 10, 14, 5 (repeating thc invitation and inviting also Yama's 
father), MS. 4, 14, 16 : 242, 14 (not in KS. and VS.); r is ~V. 10, 14, 6 
(imploring the bene vol en ce of "our fathers, the Angirases etc. "), VS . 19, 50. 
These six stanzas occur also as AVS. 18, 1,44; 46; 3, 21; 1,60; 59; 58. 
lt is interesting to notice that only four of these stanzas-and not 
everywhere the same-are, in two places of th is formulary, found in MS. 
and VS. and that they do not appear in KS. - As to MS. its section 4, 10, 6, 
while corresponding on the whole with TB., contains also two rgvedic 
stanzas which are found in TS., not in TB. (157,4; 2); two others occur 
in 4, 14, 16 together with the stanza which in TB. is p. MS. 4, 10, 6 
contains eight more stanzas-157, 16 is TB. q-six of them rgvedic but 
these are not concerned with the Fathers. MS. 4, 10, 6: 157, 12 and 14 
(~V. 1,96, 1 and 2) are addressed to Agni; 158,2 and 4, being ~V. 6, 49, 4 
and 7, 92, 3, are addressed to Väyu (4 is an invitation); 6 and 8 invoke 
the aid of lndra Sunäsira (see above sub stanza mand cf. TB. 2, 5, 8, 2); 
10 and 12 are ~V. 1, 50, 8 and 4 addressing Siirya. ~V. 1, 96, 1 and 2 
refer to Agni's customary birth by means of invocations and poetic art 
and states that Vivasvat (Yama's father) is his eye. (Remember that Agni 
is the regent of the earth). ~V . 6, 49, 4 gives expression to the mutual 
affection between the poet and Väyu, the wealthy god whose chariot is 
drawn by a team (the overlord of the air or intermediate space). 
~V. 7, 92, 3 is a prayer addressed to Väyu with his team of horses to 
give those speaking wealth, a son etc. ~V. 1, 50, 8 and 4 in praise of 
Siirya, the god of the heavenly region, arrest the hearer's attention to 
the god's drive in a chariot and to his being the souree of light. The 
significanee of these six stanzas in the present. context is sufficiently clear. 
Nevertheless, this addendum in MS. may create the impression of being 
a somewhat disorderly collection of stanzas, three of which occur also in 
KS. 21,14, viz. ~V. 1,96,2: KS. 56, 3; ~V. 7, 92, 3: KS. 56, 9 (pratikena); 
MS. 158, 6 (Indra S.): KS. 56, 15 (with a different päda c); none of them 
appears in VS. XIX. - The additional stanzas of KS . 21, 14 are 56, 5: 
~V. 10,16, 1I, VS. 19,65; 56, 7: ~V. 4,11,3 (eulogizing Agni as a sou ree 
of wealth and poetic inspiration) -both stanzas are pres cri bed by 
Aávaläyana (2, 19, 29 and 24) in the chapter on the sacrifice to the 
Fathers -; the Väyu mantra quotedpratikena 56, 9is notrgvedic; KS . 56,10 
is ~V. 10, 101, 4 dealing with ploughs (sira) which are put into use; 
56, 12 is ~V. 3, 30, 22 beginning with 8uná'Tft huvema in which Indra is 
in voked for happiness -two stanzas which again suggest the 8unäsiriya 194 - ; 

the stanzas quoted pratikena p. 56, 14 are ~V. 1, 50, I and I, ll5, I 

114 For mnám see Ge1dner, RV. übers. I, p. 169. 
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both eulogizing Sürya (see above), describing sunrise and (I, ll5, 1 d) 
affirming that he is the soul of everything ; the final mantra 17 stating 
that those speaking "seize Indra from behind (in order to participate in 
his power)" 195. - The corresponding sect.ionof VS., 19,49-70 comprises, 
in addition to the stanzas th at have already been discussed or mentioned, 
six others. Stanza 51 is J;tV. 10, 15,8 (stating th at the Fathers have come 
to "our soma draught" and expressing the wish that Yama will eat the 
oblations together with them) , which is also used in the pitrye§ti at the 
säkamedha (see above, SSS. 3, 16, 5); in the ägnimäruta sastra (see above, 
SSS. 8, 6,12; 7, 16). VS. 19,58, not rgvedic, is a fourth mantra addressed 
to the pitára~ called agni~vättd~ (and inyiting them to enjoy their portion, 
päda d=J;tV. 10, 15, 5 d; VS. 19, 57 d etc .) preceding the agni§vättä~ 
stanzas 59-61; VS. 19, 62 is J;tV. 10, 15, 6 (requesting the Fathers to 
accept the sacrifice and not to injure those speaking for sins committed); 
cf. also AVS. 18, 1,52 and Kaus. 83, 28 (funeral rites); no other occurrences. 
VS. 19,63 is J;tV. 10, 15,7 (imploring the Fathers to give a portion of their 
possessions) ; cf. also AVS. 18, 3, 43 . VS. 19, 64 is J;tV . 5, 20, I (where 
väjasätama instead of kavyavähana, imploring Agni, to whom the hymn 
is dedicated, for goods). VS. 19, 67 is J;tV. 10, 15, 13 (stating that (Agni) 
Jätavedas knows the numbers of the Fathers present. and absent and 
asking him to enjoy the sacrifice); found also at AsvSS. 2, 19, 22 and 
SSS. 3, 16, 7 (see above). No mention is made of this section in KSS. 
In contrast to MS. and KS. these stanzas, though larger in number than 
those of TB. and lacking some that are found in section TB. 2, 6, 16, 
constitute a unity : a few stanzas excepted the Fathers are mentioned 
or addressed throughout and the exceptions (19, 64 and 65 ; see also 66) 
concern invocations of Agni Kavyavähana "(the one) who conveys 
oblations to the Fathers". It may be remembered th at those stanzas of 
TB. 2, 6, 16 which do not address or mention the deceased anceRtors are 
addressed to Agni (b), Soma (c) or deal with Mätali, Yama, Brhaspa.ti 
etc . (p). The remarkable presence of the last stanza may be due to its 
use in that section of the ägnimärutasastra (part of the third service of 
a soma sacrifice) which requires the recitation of stanzas taken from 
J;tV. 10, 14 and 15, addressed to Yama and the Fathers respectively. In 
it similar way the employment of some other mantras in MS. and KS. 
may probably be ascribed to their occurrence in the pitrye§!i at the 
säkamedha ceremonies (for MS. 4, 10, 6: 157, 12 and 158, 4 see AsvSS. 
2, 19, 24 ; 20, 4) and to the close association of the 8unäsiriya which, 
comprising inter alia offerings for Väyu, Sürya and Indra Su näsiriya , is 
to be performed immediately af ter the säkamedha sacrifires. 

In TB. 2, 6, 17 the compiler has collected the eleven mantras which 
are to be pronounced by the maiträvaru~ in order to prompt the hotar 

m On the anvärambhatw see e.g. SB. 3, 4, 1, 6; 8, 1, 9; BhSS. 12, 16, 13; 
ApSS. 4, 9, 5; 7, 15,7. 
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to recit.e the oblatory rnantras for the preliminary offerings of the animal 
sacrifice that is to take place af ter the preceding sacrifice offered to the 
Fathers, viz. the immolation of an anima! to lndra Vayodhäs "who 
possesses or bestows youthful vigour or vital strength". The epithet 
vayodhii or vayodhas is, in the ~gveda, given to Tva:;Jtar (6, 49, 9), the 
Fathers (6, 75, 9), Soma (9, 90, 2), but also to lndra (3, 31, 18 vT§abh6 
vayodhtil},; 49, 3; 4, 17, 17). The comment furnished by the author of 
SB. 12, 9, 3, 16-at the end of the section on the sauträma~i-is worth 
quoting: 'The sauträma~i is the same as the person (body, ätmä); that 
is why it is (clearly) defined, for the person is defined 196. And (Indra) 
Vayodhas is the 'world' (a place to dweIl in safely, lokal!); 'that is why 
he is undefined' -though meant to apply to lndra, the epithet Vayodhas 
is undefined, because the name of the god is left unmentioned -, 'for 
undefined is the 'world' '. There follows an explanatioll of the significance 
of the victim offered to lndra Vayodhas which, like the animal offered 
to lndra at the very begillning of the whole performance (cf. ApSS. 19, 5, 3), 
the so-called aindra, is 'on one of the t\\'o sides of the sauträma~i' 197. 

In view of the character of the rite it is perfectly intelligibie that lndra 
Vayodhäs is at the end of the ceremony induced to impart youthful 
strength and vitality to the sacrifieer who has performed the sauträma~i 
successfully. 

The ollly parallel passage known to me is VS. 28, 24-34. There are 
some variants. All eleyen dei ties of the äpri hymns are here also present; 
they are in every mantra associated with lndra Vayodhäs 198. 

Mantra a is VS. 28, 24 (without the words üf,as padé 199). "The great, 
glory", sc. 'connected with Agni' (V.), 'flowing with g. g.' (Mah.). gäyatri: 
Agni's metre (cf. SB. 5, 2, 1, 5). "Of eighteen months", lito "th ree lamb 
times oid" (tryávi), also ~V. 3, 55, 14. 

Mantra b is VS. 28, 25 (without 8ucivratam). The epithet udbhid "bursting 
through or fOl,th" is explained as "making manifest or producing (the 
fruits (of the sacrifice)" (Mah., cf. V. and comm. TB.); the word occurs 
also in the ~V. Aditi not as the mother of (Agni) Tanünapät but ofIndra, 
who ~V. 8, 52, 7 is called the fourth Aditya and TB. ], I, 9, 3 is one of 
Aditi's eight sons. U§~ih: according to ~V. 10, 130, 4 this metre came 
to be associated with Savitar. dityaváh "a two-year-old steer or cow" 
represents *dvityaváh 200. 

1IIe A 'defined' (nirukta) term or formula. is 'explicit' by itself, one the mesning 
or the uee of which resuJt 'distinctly' from its content alone, becsuse it contsins 
a characteristic element; see L. Henoll and L. Silburn, in Sarüpa-bhärati (L. Sarup 
Mem. Vol.), Hoshiarpur 1954, p. 68 ff. On this place see o.lso J. Gonda, Loko., 
Amsterdam 1966, p. 8i. 

197 See Eggeling's notes, op. cit., V, p. 273, fn. 2 snd 3. 
198 For some o.dditional snnotstions see 0.180 below, TB. 2, 6, 18. 
199 See above, p. 149. 
200 For particulsrs see Mayrhofer, op. cit,., 1I, Heidelberg 1963, p. 40. 
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Mantra c is VS. 28, 26 where páncävim "of thirty months" (see above 
under a)-which is what we expect and seems more original; see under 
mantra d-instead of trivatsám "three years old". Cf. also TB. 2, 16, 18 c 
etc. Notice the fourfold iif,-. The an~tubh belongs, according to ~V. 10, 
130, 4, to Soma. 

Mantra d is VS. 28, 27 where trivatsám instead of páncävim (see under 
mantra c) . The compound subarhis occurs as a bahuvrihi in the ~V. 
(1,74,5; 8, 20, 25); see also TB. 2, 6, 18 d (below). pÜ§a~vántam, according 
to comm. TB.: po§a~sämarthyayuktam, to V. and Mah. amartyamara~a
dharmänam. In ~V. 10, 130,4 the brhati is associated with Brhaspati. 

Mantra e is VS. 28, 28. As to vyácasvati~ "wide-opening" see TB. 2, 6, 11 f ; 
12 f.; supräya~~: TB. 2, 6, 7 e. brahmd~am: the god (cf. TB. 2, 6, 18 e). 

Mantra f is VS. 28, 29. TB. (text) and VS. read pa~fhavdham for which 
see TB. 2, 6, 18 f below; TB. comm. and DunlOnt §a§fhavdham. As to 
supesase "well-adorned" see TB. 2, 6, 11 g etc.; th is is the only occurrence 
ofsu8ilpáin TB. 2, 6. Thetri§fubhislndra's metre (~V. 10, 130,5; VS. 9, 33). 

Mantra g is VS. 28,30. As to prácetasä see TB. 2, 6, 7, 4 (; 8,1). The 
jagati metre is associated with the Visve Deväl;1 (~V. 10, 130,5). 

Mantra h is VS. 28, 31. The fundamental meaning of brhat is, as far as 
I am able to see, something like the Latin solidus "solid, compact", also 
"firm; massive", and hence "bulky, large" mainly-and quite naturally
characterizing objects that are extensive, big or high etc.201 Here comm. 
TB. explains prauif,hä~ "grown up, mature; large, mighty, strong" , V. 
and Mah. add prabhävata~ (-e~) "because of (their) might, power, 
strength, dignity"; Dumont translates 'Iofty'. The viräj (consisting of 
3 x lIsyllables) belongs to Varul).a and Mitra (~V . 10, 130,5). 

Mantra i is VS. 28, 32 (without ihá before indriyám). As to surétasam 
cf. TB. 2, 6, 7 i, V. explaining because the seed out of which the world 
has come into existence is Tva!i!tar's (cf. Mah. ; 'giving much offspring' , 
comm. TB.); for Tva!i!tar as a god who gives sons see ~V. 2, 1,5; 2, 3, 9 ; 
3, 4, 9 (two äpri hymns); 7, 34, 20, see also 3, 55, 19. The dvipäd consists 
of 2 x 11 syllabies. 

Mantra j is VS. 28, 33, where however h. y. vanaspátim (which is 
expected) samitdram s.); without ná aftel' gdm. The first five words of 
VS. agree with TB. 2, 6, 11 k. ukthinam, only here, explained as 
vacanavanta1[1- yaj navanta1!l- vä (V .), and bet ter as 'possessed of eulogies 
(ukthäni) i.e. sasträ~i or sacrificial worship' ; yajnava.ntam (Mah.), 'furnished 
with eu logies (invocations, sastra)' or 'extolled by means of a mantra,' 
(comm. TB.). vaSim only here, eXplained as käntam (V., Mah.), "lovely", 
or rather "compliant", not, with comm. TB., "self-controlled, independent" 
(svavaSam). bhágam, bhägyayuktam 'possessed of good fortune' (comm. 
TB.), bhajanïyam 'venerabIe' (V.), "gracious lord" (Griffith, Dumont); 
Indra here so to say personifies the portion which men receive from the 

201 See J. Gonda, Notes on brahman, Utrecht 1950, p. 31 ff. 
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gods. The kakubh is a metre of three pädas consisting of 8, 12, and 8 
syllables respectively, according to SB. 8, 2, 4, 7 associated with the bull. 
vehát is a cow which miscarries (garbhaghätini, comm .). 

Mantra k is VS. 28, 34. k~atrám "Dominion" with reference to lndra 
explained as 'the one who protects against blows' (V., cf. Mah.). 
áticchandas(a) is "the hypermetrical metre"; according to SB. 3, 3, 2,15; 
4,4,5,7; 10,5,4, 8; 14,3, 1, 11 it is or comprises all metres; to 8, 6, 2, 2, 
it is beyond all metres. It is doubtless not by the merest chance that 
this metre appears in the last mantra of the series. Whereas the names 
of the metres in the first seven mantras occur in ascending arithmetical 
progression, the number of the syllables increasing by four, af ter g this 
systematism has been given up. For a similar enumeration of metres see 
e.g . VS. 9, 31 ff. The ascending progression of the ages of the cows is 
discontinued af ter mantra f. 

Section TB. 2, 6, 18 contains the oblatory stanzas which belong to 
the sacrifice mentioned in my introductory note to section TB. 2, 6, 17. 
J ust like the metres and the bovine animals deities of the äpri hymns 
recur here also. Notice also the numerous other repetitions. This set of 
mantras is also found in MS. 3, 11, 11, KS. 38, 10 and VS. 21, 12-22. 
For ritual use of these viiyodhasäpriyal}, 'the apri mantras re lating to 
(Indra) Vayodhas' see KSS. 19, 7, 20. 

Mantra a occurs without variants as MS. 157, 15; KS. 111, 13; VS. 21,12. 
The occurrence of pada a as AVS. 13, 1, 28 is not relevant. As to pädas c 
and d compare TB. 2, 6, 17, 1 and VS. 28, 24. From the information 
supplied by V. and Mah. I quote: "with fuel" (Dumont, or "with the 
brand" Griffith): 'by the deity of the fore-offering' (prayäjadevataya) 202; 

"well-kindled" (su~amiddhaM, sc. 'with the butter (ghee) of the fore
offerings' . Here and elsewhere the comm . add viryam to indriyam (i. v. ca). 
'Agni, the gäyatri metre, the cow, these th ree have bestowed indriya'TJl 
viryam and youthful vitality (vayaM, i.e. energy, spirit, firmness, 
resolution (sattvam), food or longevity on lndra' (Mah.) . 

Mantra b: KS. 111, 15; VS. 21, 13; thefirsthalfis missing in MS. 158, 1; 
in KS. and VS. u~1}îha (a form which is also found ~V. 10, 130, 4 and 
need not (with V.) be eXplained as a case of instrumental pro nominativo) 
instead of u~1}ik TB. and MS. Notice the occurrence of Sarasvati who is 
not mentioned in TB. 2, 6, 17 b etc.; cf. especially TB. 2, 6, 11 b etc. 
V. and Mah. rightly state that there are four subjects in this sentence. 
The remarkable repetition of Tanünapät resulting from Dumont's 
emendation - KB. and VS. read tanüpá8 ca 8arasvati .. TB. tanüpdc ca 8. 
but in the comm. tanünapac ca-is not to be regarded as authentic: see 
TB. 2, 6, 12 b etc. As to sucivratal}, see TB. 2, 6, 17 b. 

202 It may be recalled that the preliminary offerings are addressed to five deities, 
viz. Samidh, Tanünapät or NariiSaJ11sa, IQ, Barhis and Svähäkära (in this order 
ApSS. 2, 17, 1 ff.), but that there are eleven in an animal sacrifice (Ap. 7, 14, 6). 
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Mantra c: the three other texts read páiicävir instead of trivats6; see 
TB. 2, 6, 17 c. U. and Mah. ob serve that there are five powers co-operating 
in giving indriya and vayas to Indra, viz. the (third) deity of the preliminary 
offerings (the IQ.äs), Agni, Soma, the anu§tubh and the cow. 

Mantra d: the other texts read trivats6 instead of páiïcävir ; see 
TB. 2, 6, 17 d. This is the only occurrence of stir'IJábarhi~ in TB. 2, 6. 

Mantra e: there are six deities co-operating, viz. the Doors, the Regions 
of space-which are left unmentioned in TB. 2, 6, 17 e etc. -, Brahmä 
(the god, U., Mah.), Brhaspati, the pankti and the bull . The particIe "here" 
(iha in e g hij) indicates dramatization (U.), suggesting at the same 
time that the ritual act may be expected to be effective here and now also. 

Mantra f : TB., KS., VS. read, in d, pa~thavá4, MS. Pf~!havd4. The adj. 
~thavd4 has been explained as "four years old" (of a bull, comm . TB., 
Petersburg Dict. etc.); "bearing a load" (p~tam, ?, U., Mah.); Griffith 
antI Dumont transJate "in his sixth year" or "six-year-old" (cf. 
TB . 2, 6, 17 f). Thc word is not rare (sec e.g. SB. 8, 2, 4, 6) and should 
not be 'emended'. According to Renou 203 the meaning is "(a bull) five 
years old" and its etymology *pakthá "(the) fifth" (influenced by ~~thá 
"sixth") and -vah, for which see above (TB. 2, 6, 17 b). The Visve Devä.b 
do not occur in the corresponding stanza TB. 2, 6, 17 f etc. The adj. 
yahvt is in J;tV. 1, 142, 7; 5, 5, 6 (äpri hymns) etc. applied to Dawn and 
Dusk, but elsewhere also to Heaven and Earth; it has of ten been translated 
by "restiess, active, swift etc." but also by "youngest daughter" (Geldner), 
or "young, youthful" 204; both translations are not mutually exclusive. 

Mantra g: in MS., KS., VS. ihá is absent. "The two hotars", viz. 'this 
Agni and yonder, the middlemost one, i.e. Váyu' (Mah., cf. U.) 205. 

Mantra h : in MS. tisr6 dévir irfii maki (Sarasvati's name is left 
unmentioned) and without ihá. The 'social groups' or communities 206 of 
the Maruts occur also in the J;tV., see 8, 12, 29; 13, 28. Notice, in the 
mantras hand i, the presence of ná af ter gau~ in all four texts; the 
influence of the mantras known as TB. 2, 6, 17 hand i seems unmistakable. 

Mantra i: in MS., KS., VS. ihá does not occur. Mah. is not right in 
regarding Tva~tar (the deity of the fore-offering), Indra-and-Agni, the 
Dvipád, the bull and the cow as the five co-operating subjects. For turtpa 
'seminal fluid' see ~V. 3,4,9; 7, 2, 9 (äpri hymns, everywhere in connexion 
with Tva~tar); here and in VS. 22, 20 it qualifies the god. For turtpam 
ádbhutam (Tv.) see ~V. 1,142,10. Forpu§tivárdhanaseeabove, TB. 2, 6, 17i. 

Mantra j: instead of päda d MS. has flJabh6 gaur váyo dadhu~; the word 
rlJabhá~ however belongs to the last mantra of the series (see TB. 2, 6, 17 k 

203 L. Renou, in Bull. Soc. de Ling. 43, p. 38 ff.; for some particulars aIso 
Mayrhofer, Etymol. Wörterbuch, 11, p. 241. 

204 See aIso Renou, in Bull. School Or. Mr. Stud. 20, p. 475 ff. 
206 See above, p. 137. 
208 For visaQ. see J . Gonda, Triade in the Veda, Amsterdam 1976, p. 137 ff. etc. 
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etc.). Considering the barren cow (vaM,) and the miscarrying cow (vehát) 
to be two agents U . and Mah. speak of five subjects. Slaughterer : the 
sacrificial post is here regarded as the immolator of the victims which 
are tied to it . See also TB. 2, 6, 11 k; 3, 6, 3, 4 vanaspátil}, samitd. Savitar 
does not appear in TB. 2, 6, 17 j etc.; Mah. identifies him with Sürya. 
For this god see TB. 2, 6, 4 a; f ; 111; 13 d; e; 14 k. 

Mantra k: in päda dTB., KS., VS. have according to expectation, 
brhád r~abhó gaur váyo dadhulJ, MS. however, brhád vaSd vehád v. d.; 
moreover, MS. and VS. read (in c) áticchandä indriyám ; KS. a-a i . As to 
VaruJ;la, see TB. 2, 6, 4 a várutto bhit}ajyán; 6 e; 11 1; 17 k . 

The next section, TB. 2, 6, 19, contains the three invitatory and the 
three oblatory mantras-all of them in the anUt;J!ubh metre-which should 
be recited by the hotar at the animal sacrifice mentioned in thc introductions 
to the two preceding sections (Indra Vayodhas) . They are also handed 
down as MS. 3, 11, 12; KS. 38, 11; VS. 21, 23-28 (cf. KSS. 19, 7, 21) . 
The co-ordination of each of the six seasons with groups of gods, definite 
stomas-i.e. forms of chanting stotras (versified chants) and 8ämans 
(melodies set to verse)-and qualities or rather potencies or power
substances ('Daseinsmächte', 'Wesenheiten') is worth notieing. The seasons 
occur in their regular order. The first three groups of gods are of ten 
mentioned in the order Vasus, Rudras, Adityas (e.g. VS. 6, 32; 14, 30; 
SB. 4, 5, 7, 2; 12,3,4,1; TS. 1, 1, 11 p); wh en other groups of gods are 
mentioned also their names are added to those of the above th ree , e.g. 
SB. 8, 6, 3, 3: V., R., A., Maruts and Visve Deväl}.. The stomas are 
mentioned in ascending progression, but the caturvir[l'sa stoma (which has 
24 parts) has been omitted, no doubt (also) because in mantra f the 
thirty-threefold stoma is required. As to the names ofthe sämans, although 
the usual form of the dvandva compound is brhadrathantare it should be 
translated by 'the rathantara and the brhat', because-as appears also 
from the mantras a and b of th is section-the rathantara chant is regarded 
as coming first and the brhat as being the second 207. For an enumeration 
of sämans see e.g. SVidhBr. 1, 4, 6: r., vämadevya, b., vairupa, vairäja, -, 
revatya, but the order of the present section is in harmony with their 
employment during the six days' sacrificial period called prt}!hya-t}ruf,
aha 208, with the order in which they are related to have been created 
(PB. 7, 8, 9 fT.; JB. 1, 142 f.) and with that of, for instance, the sämavedic 
JB. 1,333; 2, 25 r., b., vairupa and vairäja (dvandva compound), säkvara 
and raivata (a third dvandva); see e.g. also PB. 16, 5, 14 fT.; SAr. 3, 5. 
Attention mayalso be drawn to the passage VS. 10, 10--14; SB. 5, 4, 1, 3-7 
where the six sämans are correlated with the regions of the universe, 
some well-known metres, the seasons, the same stomas, etc., but not with 

207 I refer to W. Caland, A rhythmic law in language, Acta Or. 9, p. 59 fr., 
esp. p. 60. 

208 For particulars see Eggeling, op. cit., 11, p. 403 fn.; 111, p. XX f. 
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deities. Since here no more than five regions are distinguished the last 
two sämans, stomas and seasons are combined so that none of them 
need be omitted. 

Mantra a: there are no variants except for VS. stutä!l- (in all six stanzas) 
instead of stutám. This mantra is to invite the god (Indra Vayodhäs) to 
the offering ofthe omentum. The season is here and in the foIlowing mantras 
said to co-operate with the deities who are the subject, the oblation is, 
in TB., MS., KS., described as being praised (stutám) by the stoma and 
the säman. U.'s second explanation ("the dei ties praised by spring and 
the trivrt (stoma) ... ") is to be rejected. Griffith's translations "may give" 
(for dadhuM and "and with rath., give life to 1., splendour, sacrifice" are 
incorrect. téjasä is an apposition identifying the säman with the power
substance tejas . Similarly in the following mantras. tejas, balam, yaAas, ojas 
and sahas mentioned in this section are among the power-sub stances 
which fiowed from Indra's body, when he had desecrated the sacrifice 
(SB. 12, 7, I, 2 ff.). - For the rathantara and tejas see PB. 15, 10, 6 (7) 
cc ••• the r. is the tejas of the sämans ... "; according to the commentary 
because this säman has together with Agni sprung from Prajäpati's mouth; 
see PB. 6, I, 6 (and JB. I, 68; TS. 7, I, I, 4) where Prajäpati is said to 
have created (through a process of emanation) the trivrt stoma-which 
consists of nine parts (verses) -, Agni, the spring season etc. For a 
correlation Vasus, trivrt stoma, rathantara see VS. 15,10; SB. 8, 6, 1,5. 
Cf. also SB. 8, I, I, 6. So this set of mantras also, though composed and 
intended for the sauträmattï rituals, is in perfect harmony with the 
mythological and ritualistic 'philosophy' of the Vedic authorities. The 
infiuence of the soma ritual (pr~thYaIJa4aha) is, moreover, clear. 

Mantra b, the yäjyä belonging to a. Instead of devd rtunä MS. and VS. 
reads r. d. The pädas c of th is and the following stanzas have one word 
more than päda c of mantra a. Griffith's translation is again incorrect: 
an inconcinnity th at is no doubt due also to metrical reasons and the 
leng th of the word ratharp,tarétta in mantra a . The summer and the 
fifteenfold (fifteen-versed) stoma belonged to the entities which sprang 
from the breast (and) the arms of Prajäpati (PB. 6, I, 8; JB. I, 68; 
TS. 7, I, I, 4 f.). For a correlation Rudras, päficadaAa stoma, brhat see 
VS. 15, 11; SB. 8, 6, I, 6. Cf. also SB. 8, I, I, 8. A fixed relation between 
the brhat säman and glory (yaAas) is suggested at PB. 13,5,2(= 14, 11,2): 
'(In the verses beginning) "Unto us lustre (and) weIl grounded (brhat) 
glory" ... the word brhat is a manifestation (rüpam) of the brhat' . For 
such relations in general see PB. 19, 8, 3 f. 

Mantra c, the invitatory formula for the sacrificial cake; no variants. 
The rainy season, the seventeen-versed stoma and the third estate 
emanated, it is true, together with the Visve Deväl), from the middle (and) 
the generative organ of Prajäpati (PB. 6, I, 10; TS. 7, I, I, 5). (The 
brahmins emanated from his head, PB. 6, 1,6; the nobles from his breast, 
PB. 6, 1,8). There is another deviation: according to PB. 11,6, 11; 11, 14 
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it is the fifteenfold 8toma that is inaugurative power and manly energy 
(ojo viryam) 209. 

Mantra d, the ycïjyä for the cake; no variants. From Prajäpati's feet 
sprang , inter alia, the twenty-one-versed stoma, the vairäja säman, the 
sOOras, but no gods (PB. 6, 1, ll; TB . 7, 1, 1, 5 f, the sOOras being unfit 
for sacrifices) . In the present context, however, deities are required, but 
it is not clear to me why the semi-divine J;tbhus should be the fourth 
group 210. That they are represented as coming to Indra's help is not 
surprising because they are, also in connexion with sacrifices, generally 
associated with this god (cf. e.g . J;tV. I, 51 , 2; 3, 60, 4 ff.; 4, 33, 3; 34, 6; 
37,6; AiB. 6, 12) and in the rgvedic hymns devoted to their praise they 
are rarely invoked with gods other than lndra 211. They are even described 
as being of Indra's nature (J;tV. 4, 37, 5 îndrasvantam) and in PB. 14, 2, 5 
they are lndra's priya'f!t dhäma (: sthäna'f!t sarira'f!t tejo vä, comm .), that 
is "a or the favourite modality of his divinity, his favourite presence" 212 . 

Nor is it a great surprise to find them af ter other gods in similar systems 
of classification; see e.g. TS. 4, 3, 9; VS. 14, 24 ff. ; SB. 8, 4, 2, 3 ff., but 
here the J;tbhus are associated with the stoma of thirty-three parts. As to 
the association of the autumn and welfare, good fortune, prosperity (sri) 213 

it may perhaps be recalled that in that season the corn ripens (PB. 21,15,3; 
SB. 11, 2, 7, 32); that sri is sometimes (see SB. 8, 6, 2, I) identified with 
food; and that the goddess Sri-Lak~mi is closely connected with the 
yellow ripe com 214. In a similar classification (TS. 4, 3, 3, 2) the autumn 
is likewise associated with the twenty-onefold stoma and with prosperity 
(here denoted by pu~!am) ; the deity however is Mitra-Varul.lau. So there 
can be no doubt that the author utilized associations which were usu al 
in the circles of ritualists or known to his contemporaries. 

Mantra e, the invitatory mantra for the sacrificial substance of the 
victim's body; in MS., KS., VS. tri1Javé marûta?t instead of m. t. In this 
and the last mantra the name of the verses is in the nominative, not in 
the instrumental. In a system discussed in PB. 16, 5, 14 ff. the sakvari 

209 See also J . Gonda, Ancient-Indian ojas .. . , Utrecht 1952, p. 19. 
210 The 1;tbhus have more than on ce- but quite unconvincingly-been taken 

to be genii of the three seasons (e .g. by H. Zimmer, Altindisches Leben, Berlin 1879, 
p. 366; A. Ludwig, D er Rigveda . .. übersetzt , Praglle and Leipzig lIl, 1878, p. 187; 
335; see also Macdonell, Vedic mythology, p. 133 f.) but even if this supposition 
cOllld be substantiated it would not explain their special relation with the fourth 
season (autllmn) . 

211 See MacdoneIl, op. cit., p . 131. 
212 Cf. J . Gonda, The meaning of the Sanskrit term dhäman , Amsterdam 

1967, p. 70. 
213 Tra nslations such as "grace" (Griffith) or "splendour" (Dumont) are one-sided 

and in this context incorrect. 
214 See J . Gonda, Aspects of early ViI;!I:mism, Utrecht 1954 (New Delhi 1969), 

p. 176 ff. ; 218 ff. 
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verses-the term is not identical with the name of the säkvara säman 2111_ 

and the revati verses likewise occupy the fifth and sixth (last) places 
(cf. also 10, 6, 5 and 6). These two groups ofverses are moreover mentioned 
together af ter the four sämans r. , b., V., and v. e.g. at PB. 8, 9, 14. As 
is weIl known, the Maruts are associated with rain, wind, and lightning 
but their character hardly corresponds with the cloudless sky and cool 
dry weather of the winters of North India. For the Maruts and the sakvarï 
see TS. I, 7, 11, I (both being charaderized by the number seven; see 
e.g. 2, 3, 1,5; 4, 10,2). 

Mantra f, the yäjyä belonging to the ritual act mentioned under 
mantra e; no variants. The revati statlZaS are SV. Il, 434-436=~V. 1,30, 
13-15, part of a Indra hymn and beginning with the word reváti!l- "wealthy, 
prosperous" ; they are a prayer for prosperity and fulfilment of wishes and 
are regarded as the 'womb' of the raivata säman. See e.g. JB. 1, 140. 
Since in the preceding stanzas the word devá!l- is always followed by the 
name of a group of dei ties the question may arise whether in this concluding 
stanza the gods in general are comprehensively meant or the term is an 
abbreviation for Visve Devä\:l. In classifications etc. this group of gods 
(the 'All-gods') not infrequently co mes af ter the Maruts (e.g. SB. 8, 6, 1,8 f.; 
3, 3; cf. also 13, 5, 4, 6; VS. 14, 20; 18, 17; 31; TS. 4, 17, 12 b) and (or) 
appears at the end of a series (SB. 3, 2, 2, 13; 8, 4, 2, 12 etc.). Since, 
ho we ver , visve devá!l- can also denote all the gods collectively, who are 
of ten believed to be 33 in number, it is not surprising th at they are in 
SB . 8, 4, 2, 12 associated with the thirty-threefold stoma. For the close 
connexion between reality or truth (satyam) and the gods see e .g . 
SB. 7, 4, 1, 3 f. where the gods are said to have become satyam ,. 9, 5, 1, 14. -
In another ritual context nobility or dominion (k~atrám) is associated, 
not only with the South etc . but also with the brhat säman, the fifteenfold 
stoma and the summer (SB. 5,4,1,4; cf. stanza b above). 

The last section (TB. 2, 6, 20) contains the formulae which the maiträ
varu~ pronounces in order to prompt the hotar to recite the consecratory 
mantras for the after-offerings of the animal sacrifice offered to Indra 
Vayodäs. As in TB. 2, 6, 10 with which it is as to structure and order 
of the formulae in perfect harmony, in 2, 6, 14, and in the animal sacrifice 
that belongs to the soma ceremonies there are el even offerings and el even 
prai~ä!l- 216. Yet there are several differences between this series of mantras 
and the earlier ones. The formulae of TB. 2, 6, 20 are more uniform. 
The verb "strengthened" -in the singular, dual or plural-occurs in every 

215 On the identity of these verses (probably SV. Il, 1151-1153=I:tV. 10, 133, 1-3, 
eulogizing lndra, prayer for power over rivals) see W. Caland, Paficavirp.sa.BrähmaI).a, 
Calcutta 1931, p . 305. 

218 As observed by Dumont, Proc. Am. Phil. Soc. 109, p . 340, the corresponding 
yäjyäs probably are the same as those used for the after-offerings of the normal 
animal sscrifice found in TB. 3,6,14 (deváTfl barhilJ,. vasuváne vasudhéyasya vetu etc.). 
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formula, also in c where it is lacking in 2, 6, 10. Except g all mantra8 
contain the word for deity in the masc., fem. or neuter nominative (devá~, 
devi etc.) and, together with indram, in the singular accusative. The 
proper name of the god is everywhere accompanied, and in nine cases 
-not in c and g---even immediately followed, by the characteristic epithet 
vayodhásam. It is true th at the words devám lndra'f!l- vayodhásam do not, 
for rhythmical and stylistic reasons, occupy always exactly the same place 
everywhere, vayodhásam is in every mantra placed at the end of a structural 
unit and in eight cases-not in a and c, in g devám is lacking - immediately 
af ter devám indram. The subject-identical with that of the corresponding 
mantra8 of TB. 2, 6, 10 and the initial words of 2, 6, 14-always begins 
the sentence-although in c the subject proper (uf}é), preceded by the 
initial devi, comes af ter vayodhásam. The second element of these formulae 
is completely uniform. It consists ofthe name of a metre in the instrumental 
followed by chándasendriyám. The names of the metres are identical with 
those of TB. 2, 6,17 and 18 and mentioned in the same order. These three 
words are always followed by four other ones, viz. the name of a quality 
(power-substance) and indre váyo dádhat. The former are in seven cases 
identical with those mentioned in TB. 2, 6, 14 ; for the differences see 
the following annotations (formulae g, i, j, k). The last element of these 
formulae---everywhere the same, excepting the verbal form-is identical 
with that of TB. 2, 6, 10. 

As to the last element of these formulae (see also TB. 2, 6, 10)-"for 
the benefit of him who desires goods (i.e. the sacrifieer) let him (them, etc.) 
graciously accept (a share) of the bestowal (gift) of goods. Reeite the 
consecratory formula" 217 -it is also used in the ceremonies of fulI and 
new moon (SSS. 1, 13, 1 f.); in the vaisvadeva sacrifice (one of the seasonal 
rituals , AsvSS. 2, 16, 12; SSS. 3, 13, 27); in the soma sacrifice (SSS. 5, 20, 4) . 
Of MS. 3, 11, 5 (cf. TB. 2, 6, 14) mention has al ready been made; for 
the normal animal sacrifice see TB. 3, 6, 13 and 14 (praif}iil}, and yiijyiiM; 
for the short form of the formulae see MS. 4, 10, 3; KS. 20, 15. 

The formulae occur in a somewhat different and Ie ss homogeneous 
form also in VS. 28, 35-45. Five of them, viz. 28, 40, 43, 44, 45 are 
completely identical with the corresponding mantras f , i, j, kof TB. 2, 6, 20. 
In two cases, viz. 41 (g) and 42 (h), the only difference bet ween both 
versions consists in a variant term (s-fl,f}am instead of bálam and rupám 
instead of réta(M before indre váyo dádhat). In the five initial formulae 
the first elements of VS. is in some respects different from those of TB. 
As compared with the relations between the several versions of the other 
formularies these differences seem to admit of the conclusion that in the 
White Yajurveda th is last series of mantras - which is not folIowed by 
a special series of yiijyiis-has not been handed down with the same sense 

817 Griffith's translation, op. cit., p. 291 and elsewhElre ("for gain of wealth .. . ") 
is incorrect. 
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of uniformity or (and) th at the Taittiriyakas were lacking in responsibiIity 
for traditional terminological exactitude. 

Interpreters disagree as to the construction and translation of the 
mantras. Whereas U . and M., followed by Griffith, take the form dádhat 
everywhere to represent a regular (plural, feminine etc.) participie the 
comm. TB. explains it as standing for the finite verbs that are required 
by the contexts (in most cases indicatives, on ce an imperative, on ce a 
perfect !) . Dumont's interpretation-the verb "strengthened" belongs also 
to indriyám which governs the neuter participle dádhat-is grammatically 
correct but it shouid be remembered that in the preceding sec ti ons 
indriyám is aiways the object ofthe verb dhä- (see e.g . 2, 6, 7 g; i; 11 i; 14 a 
etc. ; 17 a etc., 18 a etc.), which is in perfect harmony with the basic myth: 
Indra had lost his indriyarp, viryam which afterwards was restored to him 
(SB. 12, 7, 1, I; 14) . A grammatically correct interpretation leads to the 
conclusion that, at the end of the collection of formularies, a final stage 
has been reached at which the indriyám, being restored, gives Indra not 
onIy váyas (which the god is expected to transfer to the sacrificer) but 
also téjas (I), prä~ám (2) etc. 

Mantra a: VS. 28, 35 reads: d. b. v. d. indram avo and cák~ul}, instead of 
téjal}" for which see TB. 2, 6, 14 a. 

Mantra b: VS. 36 reads: d. d. v. 8ucam i. avo 8Ucim "bright" is explained 
by pavitmm 'pure, beneficent' (U., Mah.); cf. TB. 2, 6, 17 b. 

Mantra c: VS. 37 reads: d. ~dsänáktä d. i . v. devi devám avo and bálam 
instead of vdcam, for which see TB. 2, 6, 14 c. 

Mantra d: VS. 38 reads: d. j. vásudhiti (which occurs also in TB. 
2, 6, 10 d) d. i . v. 

Mantra e: VS. 39 reads : d. ü. dughe sudughe (also at TB. 2, 6, 10 e; 14 e) 
páyaséndrarp, v. 

Mantra f: no differences between TB. and VS. (see above). 
Mantra g: as to 87i~am in VS. 41 (see above), th is is in harmony with 

TB. 2, 6, 14 g. 
Mantra h : as to rüpám in VS. 42 (see above), TB. 2, 6, 14 h réto ná rüpám. 
Mantra i: no difference between TB. and VS. 43 but bhágam ("good 

fortune") deviates from TB. 2, 6, 14 i; for this compare TB. 2, 6, 17 j; 18 j. 
Mantra j = VS. 44; yá8al}, is not found in TB. 2, 6, 14 j but in k. 
Mantra k=VS. 45. As to k~atrám see e.g. TB. 2,6, 17 k; 19 f . 
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SOME ABBREVIATIONS 

ApHPar. 
ed. 

Apastamba.Hautra·Parisi;;tas 
edition 

K. 
M. 
Mah. (or M.) 
prat. 

Käl).va recellsion 
Miidhyarpdina recension 
Mahïdhara 

U. 
pratïkona (abbreviat.ed quotatioll, only the fust word(s)) 
Uvata 

WYV. Whitc Yajurveda 

GENERAL INDEX 

adaptatioll (of a mantra), 19, 43 , 70 f .. 
134, 162, 166, 172, 175 

Aditi , 40, 41 . 48, 148, 184 
Agni, 8 f . , II ff., 15 ff., 21 Il'. e tc., 55 , 

105, 111 , 1I2, 1I5 f. , 118, 119, 122. 
124,137,142,144,147,148, 150,151. 
152, UlO, 161 , 162, 163, HW, 169, 175. 
17G. 178, 181 , 182, IR3 , 18!) 

animal sacrifico, 64 f ., 68, 70 f., 76. 98 , 
105, 124, 137, 142, 149, 157. 16:!. 
165 f ., I i5. 184, 188 

ant.hill, 94 f., 123 
Asvins, 65, 70, 71 , 73 f. , ifJ , 85, 86, 88, 

90,91,106, 109 f., 1I2, 115, 121, 123, 
124, 126, 130, 160, l(i2, 165, 166, 167, 
lil, 172,174, 176 

Atha rvltveda, 55 

Bhagll, 168 f. 
Bhiirac\viija. 6U. 73. 104, 152, 15ti 
Bhüra ti , 151, 160 
borrowing (of a mantra; see also tmn;; · 

ference). 24, 70 f., 129 f., 133 f., 137 , 
142,145,148, 149. 156, 165. 172 

Brahmä, 187 
brähmal).a(s), 5 ff., 19 etc., 67 
Brahmal.luspati, Brhaspati, 38 , 40 f .. 

134, 160, 176, 187 
breath(s) (vitai), 19, 49 f. 

cattie (cow, calf) 20, 33, 34 f .. 38, 39, 66, 
72,73 

cereals, corn , 112, 190 
concatenation, 135 
consecration, 59, 66, 135 
continuatio ll , continuity, 47. 51, 100, 

168 
curse, 138 

194 

Dh i:;;al,lü , 119 
domestic rites , 13:3 f., 147 

f! vil , :lt!. 51, 52, 66, 72, 84, 86, 88, 91, 
92, 100, 10:3, lil, 117, 140, 141 

expiatioll, 133, 141, 148 

Fathers (sacrifices t·o etc.), 31, 70, 77, 
!l6, 97, 98, 100 ff., il6 f. , il8, 123, 
1:37, 140,141,177.178, 179,180,181, 
182, 183, 184 

fire (s) (sacred), 8 ff., 21 f., 42, 62, 106, 
142, 14:3, 144, 172 

full and new moon sacrifices, 71, 98, 
148, 154,161 , 172, 177 

game of dice, 129, 132 
gold , 100 

lu'alth (restoration t ol, 65 f ., 71, 84, 91 , 
126, 132, 133, 145, 164 

heavpn, 92, 148. 179 

ide ntification(s). 29, 53, 132, 136, 151, 
173 

imitation (see also borrowing), 79, 137 
imitatory and consecratory formulae 

(see yäjyiinuväkyiiJ:i), 23, 24 etc. 
Indra, 43 f., 56, 65, 66, 70, 71, 75, 86, 

87 f., 90, !)I, 94, 104, 106, 109 f., 114, 
115, \16, 124, 125 f., 130, 146, 149, 
150 ff., 156,157,159,160 f., 162, 163, 
167, 168, 169, 170, 171, 172 f., 175, 
176, 181 , 182, 184, 186, 189, 190, 193 

lndra Sutriiman, 73, 79,85,87,91,104, 
105, 109, 156, 165, 166 

Indra Vayodhäs. 76 f ., 184, 186, 188 f., 
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Kapi;;thala-Katha recension, 67 
Käthaka(s), 83 
king, 66, 72, 91, 128, 129, 132, 155 

legend spelI, 115 
light, 28, 140 f., 144, 173 
longevity, 66, 97 
look(ing), gazing, 31 f., 38, 111, 131, 134, 

146 

matutinal agnyupasthäna, 52 ff. 
metres, 13, 37, 44, 186 
milk, 18, 89, 91, 96, 97, 99, 108, 110, 

114, 116, 123, 146, 162, 173, 176 
Mitra (mitra), 41 f., 93, 126, 148, 160, 

190 

name, 131 
Namuci, 71, 75, 87 f., 90, 91, 113, 116, 

168 
navel, 128, 150 

pairs of stanzas, 22 
penitential formula, 138 
Prajäpati, 43, 61, 83, 84, 113, 114 f., 

130, 189, 190 
prosperity, 35, 39, 53, 65 
purification, 18, 20, 21, 22, 23, 68, 80, 

81 , 100, 102, 108, 117 ff., 120, 122, 
140, 145 

Pü;;an, 38, 47,70, 130 

'luarte rs (of the sky; r egions) 48, 57 

~bl1Us, 190 
recapitulation, 18 f. 
reinterpretation , 12 
remains (of a n oblat.ion) , 92, 93, 94, 97 , 

147, 161 
~gveda, 5 ff. 
riddle, 120 

sacrifieer, 65, 69, 92, 93, 97, 108, 110. 
115, 116, 124, 126 f ., 129, 130, 132 f. , 
134, 135, 136, 139, 141, 142, 144, 
146 f., 148, 164, 169, 175, 176, 192 

Sarasvati, 40, 65, 70, 71, 73, 79, 85, 86, 
88, 90, 91, 94, 106, 109 f., 112, 115, 
116, 121 , 124, 126, 130, 160, 162, 165, 
171, 172, 174, 175, 176, 186 

Satarudriya (Iitany), 22, 165 
Savitar, 38, 56, 65, 97, 102, 104, 105, 

119,124, 130, 166, 168 f. 
Savitar formula, 70, 121, 130 
seasonalsaerifiees, 71,148,158,178,180 
secondary (use of mantra or formula) , 

23, 1I3, 117, 118, 120 
soeial classes, 109 
Sürya, 30, 57. 137, 140, 151 

throne, 126, 128, 129, 133 
totality, 168 
transferenee (of a formula; see also 

bOITowing), 127, 128, 131, 139 
transmigration, 94 f . 
transubstantiation, 94 
triplication (of a formula), 85 
Tv~tar, 87,151,167,174,184,185,187 

unction,94 
universe (threefold), 46 f ., 137,149, 16!}, 

188 

Variiha-Srautasïltra, 69 
variation, 71 
Varul')a, 69,105, 106,124, 126,129,136, 

138, 142, 145, 147. 148, 160, 164, 166, 
168 f., 175, 190 

Väyu, 80 f ., 122, 137, 151, 170, 182 
Visvakarman, 96 
Visve Deväl:J, 20, 148, 191 
vomiting (soma), 65, 80 ff., 110 

Waters, 143 
womb,128 

year, 168 
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INDEX OF SANSKRIT WORDS 

agnicayana, 15, 16, 37, 38, 45, 74, 76, 
109, 113, 147 

agnilil toma, 71, 79, 100, 102, 109, 140, 
141,143,157, 165, 166 

agnihotra,9,12,24,32,39, 41,45,61 , 99 
agnyädhäna (agnyädheya), 19, 22, 60 
agnyupll8thiinu, 8 ff. 
atirätra, 108 
adhvara, 11 
anirukta, 83, 84 
abhiplava, 11 
avakMa, 131 
avabhrt ha, 95, 105, 136, 139, 140, 141, 

142, 143, 144, 145, 177 
aBvamedha, 61 , 84, lI8 
ahri, 18 

ägrahäyaI;li, 133 f. 
äpri (hymns), 70, 149 ff., 152, 158, 159 f. , 

162, 164,166, 167,172,174, 185,186. 
187 

Mis, 8 f., 39 
ä -su-, 94 

içlii, Içlä, 31, 39, 40. 112, 150, 163, 167. 
187 

indriya (virya ), 27, 65, 66, 79, 82, 87, 
88, 90, 91, 100, 112, 115, ll6, 122, 
126, 130, 133, 137 f ., 139, 167, 169, 
172,174, 186,193 

ukhä. 120 
upanayana, 53. 58. 143 
upayiima, 82, 85, 92 
upasthäna, 42, 109, 113, ll7 
upahoma (mantrll8) , 124, 136, 137, 140. 

154.155, 172 

edhll8, 142 

ojas, IlO, 122, 150 

karSI;la mantra, 79 f. 
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